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PREFACE

The first Topical Meeting on the Microphysics of Surfaces, Beams, and Adsorbates was
held at the La Fonda Hotel, Santa Fe, New Mexico, February 4-6, 1985. The emphasis was
the fundamental science of surface reactions initiated by laser-, electron-, and ion-beam , • -.

irradiation, in combination with the relevant interactions of beams with surfaces and adsor-
bates. The Meeting was cosponsored by the Air Force Office of Scientific Research, the
American Vacuum Society, and the Optical Society of America. The format of the meeting
was a three-day program (single sessions) that consisted of a combination of invited, contrib-
uted, and posted papers. Afternoons were unscheduled to allow unstructured dialogue
among the participants. The next Microphysics will be held in February 1987.

A large number of people contributed to the success of the first Microphysics Meeting.
Barbara Hicks, Calva Lotridge, and Jarus Quinn of the OSA National Headquarters de-
serve particular thanks for the primary burden of organizing the Meeting. These people
guided a 14-month process culminating in the conference itself. The Program Committee
consisted of D. E. Aspnes, J. W. Coburn, I. Hayashi, K. L. Kompa, P. F. Liao, R. M.
Osgood, and R. N. Zare, all of whom made critical suggestions regarding the technical -

program. The session presiders, Joe Greene, Dan Flamm, Steve Brueck, Kurt Wittig, Fabi-
an Pease, Paul Liao, Dave Aspnes, Paul Peercy, and Ed Wolfe are specially thanked for
their role in stimulating active discussion throughout the three days.

In addition, several people have generously given essential assistance in the preparation %
of this Proceedings volume. Principal among these are Jean O'Hare and Becky Gates.
Finally, thanks are expressed to Howard Schlossberg of the AFOSR for his support and
guidance.

D. J. Ehrlich
T. J. Chuang
Proceedings Editors
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Summary Abstract: Ion-enhanced processes in etching of silicon
T. M. Mayer, M. S. Ameen, E. L. Barish, T. Mizutania) and D. J. Vitkavage
Department of Chemistry. Unirerill' of .Vortlh Carolinu. Chapel Ihll. North (arto/ina 2 7514

(Received 18 March 1985: accepted 21 May 1985)

In the past two years considerable progress has been made in is liberated upon adsorption and reaction with the surface.

understanding the fundamental nature of the plasma-sur- In addition, a substantial potential barrier I 13 eV) appar- .

face interaction in plasma-assisted etching processes. Simu- ently exists for penetration of the Si lattice by a Cl atom. This

lation of the plasma environment by well controlled bean is compared to a barrier of about I eV for F atom penetra-

techniques and application of analytical tools capable of dy- tion." Extensive spontaneous formation of SiCI., SiC1,. and

namic observation of the etching process have made these SiClI species probably does not occur, and the spontaneous .. -

advances possible. interaction consists mainly ofchermisorption of Cl to the sur-

There are a number of basic questions about the etching face, forming rather weak Si-Cl surface bonds. ' At room

process that cannot easily be studied in the plasma environ- temperature significant removal of surface material only oc-

ment that have spurred this work. First is the identity of the curs with simultaneous energetic ion bombardment of the p-
etch products that are desorbed or ejected from the surface surface, indicating a crucial role for ion bombardment in

in an etching reaction, second is the role of energetic ion promoting the etch process.

bombardment in promoting formation or removal of pro- We have made extensive investigations of the sputtering of

ducts, and third is the chemical and physical structure of the chlorinated silicon surfaces by Auger, secondary ion mass

altered surface layer that is exposed to the plasma. Of course spectroscopy (SIMS), and ISS techniques. -h1 -'t' The depen- -. ,-

all of these questions are intimatelN related, and advances in dence of the removal yield of various species from the surface

the understanding of one contributes to the understanding of on ion bombardment conditions can give much information

the entire phenomenon. on the nature of surface species, and the mechanisms of pro- "'"''"'

For a number of years the focus of most fundamental duct formation and removal. Removal yields of chlorine and --

work on mechanisms of etching processes was the reactions silicon from a silicon surface as a function of ion angle of

of F atoms lor XeF, with silicon and other materials, incidence is shown in Fig. I for Si sputtered by I keV Ar' 1-,
Winters, Coburn. Chuang. and co-workers' have contribut- adsorbed Cl sputtered by 1 keV Ne , and Si sputtered by 1.2

ed most of this work. Recently, other groups have focused keV CI ' in the presence of neutral Cl,. Si (Ar' ) and Cl

more heavily on the technologically important reactions of (Ne' ) show behavior characteristic of a collisional sputter-

chlorine with silicon, gallium arsenide, aluminum, and other ing process. The Cl yield at grazing angles is seen to be many

metallizations.' From the recognition that simultaneous times the Si yield, indicating removal of a weakly bound

ion bombardment of the substrate along with chemical reac- atom adsorbed on top of the surface. The Si (CI' /CI,) yield

tion to form volatile products is responsible for the aniso- shows an anomalous maximum yield at normal incidence,

tropic nature of many etching processes, experiments have
most often been designed to elucidate sonic aspect of ion

impact phenomena. 3

What is now clear is that the importance of ion bombard-

ment in formation and removal of etch products is in inverse "
proportion to the reactivity of the etch gas with the material "
(assuming the final product is volatile). Thus F has been Si (C+/C12),

found to be capable of extensive spontaneous reaction with :-

Si to form SiF,, SiFt, and SiF, product species, involving -,
substantial disruption of the Si lattice and breaking of Si-Si 3U 

\ 
I C412)

bonds. For highly fluorinated surfaces, ion bombardment
seems to cause further reaction, likely by the disproportiona- Si (Ar,) "
ti,... reaction 2SiF, -SiF, + SiF, and copious liberation of
SiF, etch products. Trapping of SiF. in the fluorinated sur- .
face layer has also been observed," and is probably liberated g .

readily by ion bombardment. Qualitatively similar results
have been obtained with W + XeF,. Cu + CL, and or

/ Cr,uds(Ne' ) 
x.2 -

Al + Cl.. The characteristic feature of these processes is ex-
tensive spontaneous reaction with the substrate, resulting in 0--4--4 -+-- ------+-- -+---------

0 t0 20 30 s0 50 60 0 s0o 9substrate-substrate bond breaking. and incorporation of ANGLE OF INCIDENCE (dog. )

etch gases into subsurface material layers.
A quite different qualltaile picture has cnerged for tlhe 1 I S icdka ahm I'',,,It,, ,itlc I ncitcwri 'Ia Si (-

irteractioi ofchlorine % ith silicon. The.Si-Cl hond ,eing 2 (1 1. 1 kcV[ f ,I , 11 h..,I \, I k,\ [Rt I
3 eV less strong than the Si I- bond, considcrahl. less cncrg\ tkm ihcI I , . I k,\ Rt

1373 J. Vac. Scl. Techno. B 3 (5), Sep/Oct 1985 0734-211 X/85/051373-0301.00 1985 American Vacuum Society 1373
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FiG. 2. SiCI and SiCI. neutral product fluxes as a function of time after surface exposure to I keV Ar' bombardment.

which is enhanced by a factor of 3-5 over the Si (Ar + yield. ion incidence normal to the surface, as expected.t
The total Cl yield is minimum at this point, and if one as- Synthesis of complex products, such as SiCI2 or SiCI4, via
sumes that each Si atom ejected from the surface is bound to a cascade mixing process should be sensitive particularly to
Cl then the average stoichiometry of the etch products is the amount of C1 incorporated into the subsurface silicon
about SiCl1 (d layers, while SiCI production may simply represent the%

These results have led to a number of suggestions and amount of Cl available at the surface at the end of the colli-
further measurements of product ejection and surface modi- sion cascade. We can see evidence for this in the fluxes of
fication by ion bombardment. Product fluxes measured by SiCI and SiCl2 observed liberated from the surface as a func-
mass spectrometry have tended to support the overall mass tion of time after the fully chlorinated surface is exposed to .,

balance suggested above, in that SiCI is the most abundant the ion beam. This is shown in Fig. 2. The SiCl flux decays to
product observed under similar conditions, with much a steady state value, directly proportional to the instantan--'"" '

smaller amounts of SiCl2.3.,.4. Kinetic energy distributions eous surface concentration of Cl, measured by ISS. The SiCl2
of the products suggest that a collisional process is responsi- flux on the other hand does not decay with surface Cl con-
ble for ejecting species from the surface; however, the pro- centration, but remains constant with perhaps a discernible
ducts exhibit a very low binding energy to the surface.5  rise time. Incorporation of Cl into subsurface layers by ion " -
These phenomena are perhaps best explained by a mecha- mixing, balanced by reemission of material by sputtering is ... ,

nism which involves production of product molecules via expected to yield results of this type. We are attempting to % %.

mixing processes during the course of a collision cascade, model this behavior more quantitatively.
with efficient ejection from the surface of newly synthesized These results seem to be general to a variety of etch pro-
species, rather than liberation of preexisting adsorbed or cesses and materials. They also demonstrate a very symbiot-", :
trapped molecules. ic relationship between the well known sputtering pheno- V

A mechanism of this sort would be expected to exhibit menon and less well understood chemical reactivity of iS.
features characteristic of an ion mixing process, namely semiconductor surfaces. The collisional processes leading to ,
scrambling of chemical composition in the layer affected by surface modification play an activating role in stimulating
the collision cascade. The removal yield of Si should corre- chemical reactions that lead to volatile product formation. %
late with the extent of cascade mixing of etch gases into the In summary, our studies of sputtering of silicon surfaces in
surface of the material. We have made Rutherford back- the presence of reactive chlorine has led to a more complete .*.,.

scattering and SIMS measurements of implanted ion con- understanding of a class of plasma assisted etching processes .,.

centrations, incorporation of adsorbed etch gases via ion that reiy on energetic ion bombardment for stimulation of
mixing, and Si crystal damage produced by ion impact. the etching reaction. We have shown that extensive compo-
These measurements show maximum surface alteration at sitional and structure modification of the surface occurs
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Plasma-assisted etching mechanisms: The implications of reaction
probability and halogen coverage

Harold F. Winters and J. W. Coburn
IBM Research Laboratory, San Jose, California 95193

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 4 June 1985)

Evidence is presented which indicates that the way in which energetic ion bombardment
accelerates the etching of Si in a fluorine environment is by a direct acceleration of the product
formation step and not by damage-enhanced chemistry. The use of fluorine coverage to
characterize the etching process is discussed in detail and the assumption that the etch rate of Si
can be decoupled into a spontaneous and an ion-assisted contribution is questioned. Finally,
examples of the influence of ion bombardment on AI( 100)-CI2, Cu( 00)-C12 at 310 °C, and Nb- %
XeF2 are used to emphasize that some of the conclusions reached for the Si-XeF, system are not %
generally applicable to all gas-solid combinations.

I. INTRODUCTION not immediately apparent which of these three steps is di-

Early studies of the plasma-assisted etching of various so- rectly accelerated by energetic ion bombardment. Consider

lids'" showed the importance of energetic ion bombard- the three possibilities: (A) Ion bombardment directly in-

ment in accelerating the chemical etch rate in reactive gas creases the reaction probability causing an increase in theglow discharges. This phenomenon, which is often referred halogen coverage which, in turn, accelerates the product for-

to as chemical sputtering,'' is generally believed to be re- marion and desorption steps; (B) ion bombardment directly p''

sponsible for the etching directionality obtainable in plasma- increases the product formation step; the product volatility

assisted etching systems. Subsequently, chemical sputtering allows the product desorption step to keep up, resulting in a

has been studied in various directed beam simulations of the decrease in the halogen surface coverage which, in turn,

reactive gas discharge environment. It is apparent that in causes an increase in the reaction probability (i.e., more clean

order for an etching process to occur, several sequential steps surface exposed); (C) ion bombardment directly increases the

must take place': product desorption step decreasing the surface concentra-

Step A: Adsorption and or reaction. The chemically reac- tion of product which then allows the preceding steps to

tive gas phase species must form a chemical bond with the proceed at a faster rate (assuming that neither of the steps A

surface being etched. For example, SiF,(s) + F(g) or B are rate limiting).
--*Si + (s). [x = 0-3, where (s) and (g) represent surface Each of these three possibilities has been supported in the --. a

and gas phase, respectively.] literature using the Si-F system as an example: Donnelly

Step B: Product molecule formation. [The details of how and Flamm' 1'1 suggest that step A is directly increased by ' ° . ""

this process takes place are not clear but must involve a pene- ion bombardment via surface damage; the present auth-or4.13-16-.

tration of the halogens6 into the solid lattice, probably by suggest that step B is directly increased via ion- - -

field-assisted mechanisms.' An example of the final step in assisted product formation or chemical sputtering; and Die-

product molecule formation for Si etching would be leman and Sanders 7 suggest that step C is directly enhanced

SiF,(s) + F--.SiF (s).] via sputtering and/or detrapping. The present paper will de-
Step C: Product molecule desorption. [Etching requires scribe recent experiments directed towards clarifying this

that the product molecule be volatile; e.g., SiF, (s)-.SiF4 (g).] situation and will approach the question from the point of

There are many examples of gas-surface reactions whose view of the reaction probability and the relevance of halogen

rates are increased by energetic particle bombardment. Ion coverage. Most of the data presented initially will be for the

bombardment is the dominant form of energetic particle Si-F system but results from other chemical systems will be

bombardment in plasma-assisted etching systems and, even discussed later in the paper.

though electrons and photons are known to accelerate gas- '" '
surface reactions," ' the present discussion will be limited to
the effects of positive ion bombardment. Examples of sys- II. EXPERIMENTAL APPARATUS
tems in which substantial etch rate enhancements caused by Most of the experimental data presented in this paper ,
energetic positive ion bombardment have been seen are Si-F, were obtained using a modulated beam mass spectrometric
Si, N,-F, SiO 2 -F, SiC-F, Si-Cl, C-F, C-O, W-F. The etch product monitoring system which has been described in
phenomenon is not general in that the etch rate of Al exposed detail previously. " This is a bakable UHV system in which
to Cl2 at room temperature has been shown to be indepen- atomically clean, usually single crystal, surfaces can be ex-
dent of ion bombardment.'o The Al-Cl, system and the Cu- posed to well-defined fluxes of chemically reactive neutral
Cl2 system, which show a large ion-induced suppression of species (e.g., XeF2 , Cl, ) and energetic ion beams (e.g., 2 keV
the etch rate, will be discussed later in this paper. Ar I ). A small sample of the etch product evolved from the

It is apparent that, if the etch rate is increased by energetic etched surface is modulated with a mechanical chopper and
ion bombardment, the rates of each of the three steps of detected with a quadrupole mass spectrometer. The vacuum
etching described above must also increase. However, it is chamber containing the mass spectrometer is isolated from
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the sample by two stages of differential pumping and a liquid duced reordering of the surface structure, ion-induced disso-
nitrogen-cooled baffle. The sample can be heated 9 in the ciation of physisorbed XeF 2 1

2 and the sputter removal of .
etching position and Auger analysis of the sample can be surface contaminants. In contrast, the reaction probability . *

carried out away from the etching position. can also be increased indirectly by accelerating subsequent
This arrangement allows the detection of the primary etch surface chemical processes which will cause a decrease in the

products evolved from the surface without any gas phase or halogen coverage (e.g., product formation and/or product
wall collisions. In addition, those incident reactive neutral desorption). In a large number of gas-surface systems a de-
species which are reflected from the sample surface can also crease in the gas coverage is accompanied by an increase in % %
be monitored, thus allowing a direct determination of the the reaction probability.
reaction probability. For a detailed discussion see Ref. 18. Considerable insight as to the importance of these various .
(The term reaction probability is defined here as the prob- possibilities can be derived from a sequential exposure of a
ability that an incident gas phase species forms a chemical surface to fluxes of ions and reactive neutral species. For
bond with the surface species. This is often referred to as the example, the sequence of fluorination of the Si surface fol-
sticking coefficient. The back reaction, where chemically lowed by ion bombardment (in the absence of incident gas
bonded species react to re-form the incident gaseous species, phase XeF 2 ) provides a condition where no physisorbed
is assumed to be negligibly small.) XeF , can be present on the surface, and, if the etch yield is

In this work, as in previous studies,4 '" 4 XeF2 gas will be measured during the ion bombardment, a measure of the
used as a source of reactive fluorine. The results obtained efficiency of the ion bombardment for decreasing the flu-
with XeF 2 cannot be quantitatively extended to F atoms, as orine coverage can be obtained. This measurement has been
has been pointed out,2 0 -' but we believe the phenomena of carried out using quartz crystal microbalance methods in a
major importance in the Si-XeF system will also be of ma- separate system'4 and the result is shown in Fig. 2. This
jor importance in the Si-F system. figure is a plot of the mass removed per incident 1 keV Ar

ion following a large exposure (adequate to cause spontane- " -"
III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION ous etching) of an amorphous Si thin film to F 2 . Note that at

A. Influence of energetic Ion bombardment on the the onset of ion bombardment (high F coverage) the mass

reaction probability for XeF, on Si yield is in excess of 3000 amu/ion which is equivalent to
about 30 SiF 4 molecules/ion. This large yield is comparable

As was mentioned earlier, the fact that ion bombardment to the yields observed during simultaneous exposure of the Si ""
of a Si surface during exposure to XeF 2 causes a large in- surface to the ion beam and a XeF flux4" 3 and has been
crease in the etch rate requires in turn a similar increase in obtained under conditions where no physisorbed species
the reaction probability. A direct measurement of this is pre- were on surface and where no effects ofion bombardment..
sented in Fig. 1, which shows the intensity of XeF2 reflected were present. (The ion dose required to measure the first ? -
from a Si(100) surface with and without 2 keV Ar ' ion yield point was less than about 2 <1012 1 keV Ar
bombardment. Without ion bombardment, essentially all
the XeF2 is reflected from this sample (reaction probability
is close to zero) whereas with ion bombardment no reflected 5000

XeF, can be seen (reaction probability - 1).
There are several ways in which one can explain the fact 3000

that energetic ion bombardment results in an increase in the -
reaction probability for XeF 2 on Si. Some of these processes Amorphous Si

can be thought of as direct effects in that they could result in %
a larger coverage of fluorine on the Si surface. These include 1 00 -0
the previously mentioned damage mechanism,' '

2 ion-in- 0

>_300

Sf(100)0

cc • • o'

A,' on'°.

0 30

A o00 1 2 3 4 5 6

0-I0(mir,, ". w'%

T me FtI. 2. The mass yield per I keV Ar ion. determined using quartz micro-
balance methods, as a function of the time of ion bombardment from an .

FI,. 1. The intensity of reflected XeF, molecules from a Si I00) surface as amorphousSi thin film which had been previously exposed to a large dose of .

influenced by a 2 keV Ar " ion beam. Ar ' current densit - 3.8/iA/cm2 , F. gas. No F. was present in the system during this measurement. Ar
XeF, flux 3 - 10" mol/cm2 s lestimatedl. current density l.0p A/cm .
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ions/cm 2 and the Si was etched during the preceding F2  that it became larger than at 200 s. Moreover, the rate de-
exposure to remove any consequences of prior ion bombard- crease at 1140 s would sometimes exhibit a significant tail.
ment.) These differences, which can be interpreted in terms of sub- . ,

The results of a second sequential experiment carried out surface damage effects, synergistic effects involving lattice
in the modulated molecular beam system using a Sit 100) sin- damage and sorbed fluorine, or possible reordering of the
gle crystal sample are shown in Fig. 3. In this experiment, lattice structure, are not dominant as is demonstrated using - ,-

during the time t < 200 s, the Si was exposed to an XeF 2 flux direct measurements of the reaction probability as shown in
only. At t = 200 s the XeF 2 flux was terminated leaving a Fig. 4. - %.,"%'
fluorinated surface with no ion-induced damage. At Figure 4 is a plot of the reflected XeF, intensity from .

t=400 s a 2 keV Ar beam was turned on causing a burst Si100), first without ion bombardment 0l50<1<300 sf, then,'
of SiF 4 to be formed and desorbed from the fluorinated sur- with 2 keV Ar ' bombardment (300 < t < 450 s) and finally
face. This type of burst is generally much larger than ob- without the ion beam again (t > 450 s). The XetF2 intensity -":-

served from this particular sample. At t = 600 s the ion beam reflected from SiO, which is not etched by XeF, 2.2.4 is
was turned off and the XeF2 turned on in as rapid a fashion included 10 << 150 s) as a reference for unity reflection or
as possible (- I s delay). At this point the Si surface has been zero reaction probability (for a description of the experiment
exposed to 5X 10'" ions/cm2 of 2 keV Ar * and is heavily see Ref. 18). This result should be compared with Fig. 1.
damaged. However, the etch rate of this damaged surface as Figures 1 and 3 were recorded on the same sample and the
judgedby theSiF peak intensity at t > 600 sisnot larger; in following differences can be seen: la) The reaction probabil-
fact, it is smaller than the etch rate of the undamaged surface ity for XeF, on undamaged Si(100 is significantly greater
(0 < t < 200 s). Now at t = 940 s the 2 keV Ar + beam is than zero in Fig. 4, whereas in Fig. I the reaction probability
switched on while continuing the XeF2 exposure. Note that was essentially zero within the accuracy of this measure- -

the etch rate increases immediately to a large value. The ion ment. (b) The reaction probability following the ion bom- -

dose required to obtain this rapid increase is less than bardment fin Fig. 4) is slightly larger than before ion bom-
3 X 10" 2 keV Ar ions/cm2 ; a dose which is not expected bardment and tends to increase slightly it > 450 si. Note in
to cause significant lattice damage. Finally at t = 1140 s the Fig. I the reaction probability returned to zero quite rapidly
ion beam is turned off (the XeF2 flux is left on) and the etch after the ion bombardment was stopped. The reason for the .

rate drops very rapidly to the value observed initially differences between Figs. I and 4 is not known and further -

(0 < t < 200 s). If damage were important at t = 1140 s, one work is planned to clarify this situation. However. these ef- -

would expect a slower decrease in the etch rate as the da- fects are small compared to the direct effect of ion bombard-
maged layer is etched away, as has been reported previously ment during which the reaction probability goes to one (re-
for the Wf 111 I-XeF2 system. 'flection coefficient is zero in both Figs. I and 4. Thus the

Whereas repetitive measurements, under identical condi- conclusions which are drawn from these sequential experi-
tions, of the phenomena shown in Fig. 3 were very reproduc- ments are valid in general for this Sil 100)-XeF 2 system and
ible, subsequent measurements on different samples with mi- are not influenced by the unexplained differences between
nor apparatus changes showed some distinct differences. Figs. I and 4. Similar results have also been observed for a
For almost all situations, the etch rate at t = 600 s was variety of Sit100 and Si 11) crystals with different doping -..

smaller than it was at 200 s. However, for some samples the levels.
rate would increase in the period between 600 and 800 s so These conclusions are (a) The enhanced Si etching caused
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by energetic ion bombardment in the presence of a flux of in these curves is shown in curve (a) in Fig. 6 where the
XeF 2 cannot be explained in terms of surface damage to the uncertainty in the absolute XeF, flux precludes a quantita- ,

Si or ion-induced reordering of the Si surface. Even in the tive assignment of coverage. This result in Fig. 6 is consistent Is
case of W where damage-enhanced chemistry has been clear- with the notion that a decrease in fluorine coverage induced % .-

ly seen," the enhancement of etching caused by ion bom- by ion bombardment will cause an increase in the reaction * .
bardment cannot be attributed to surface damage under probability and therefore an increase in the etch rate.
most conditions. (b) No significant impurities were seen with It should be noted that curve (a) was obtained on a da-
Auger spectroscopy at any stage of the experimental se- maged surface and nothing has been shown here which-- -

quences in Figs. 3 and 4, and therefore the ion-enhanced would require that the lou, coverage reaction probability is
etching cannot be attributed to the sputter removal of impu- not influenced by damage. For example, curve (b) is a hypo- ,, .

rity species. (c) The ion-impact-induced dissociation of thetical result for a damage-free surface. Our data has been
physisorbed XeF, 2. is rejected as a major factor because (ii concerned with the high coverage, spontaneous etching re- . -

the very high etch yields (i.e., - 20 Si atoms removed per ion gion where damage does not appear to play a dominant role.
requiring > 50 F atoms cannot be accounted for with such a It would seem possible that the damaged surface condition " "
mechanism; (iiI no Xe was ever detected on the surface with could have some relevance in practical reactive ion etching
Auger spectroscopy during XeF 2 etching conditions2 ; (iii) environments where energetic ion bombardment of the wa-
the ion etch yield on a prefluorinated surface is very large fer surface is occurring.
(Fig. 2) and no physisorbed species are present in this situa- Finally. chemisorption has generally been believed to pro- , -

tion. ceed through precursors (i.e.. mobile species which are weak- '-

Therefore the large increase in the reaction probability for ly bound to the surfacel when the sticking probability is
XeF. on Sif 100) caused by energetic ion bombardment as il- found to be relatively independent of coverage near the ori--
lustrated in Figs. I and 4 must be attributed to a reduction in gin. This behavior is clearly demonstrated in Fig. 6 and
the fluorine coterage caused by an ion-induced acceleration therefore it is reasonable to assume that XeF, is first ad-
oJ the product formation-product desorption steps. More- sorbed into a weakly bound, mobile state after which it disso-
over, arguments presented previously indicate that the pro- ciates and becomes chemisorbed.

duct desorption step is not rate limiting. In other words,
neither physical sputtering nor detrapping is the dominant B. Fluorine coverage during the etching of Si and its
factor in the ion-enhanced chemistry involving fluorine and implications

silicon. There is limited direct experimental verification of the
A measurement of the dependence of the reaction prob- conclusion reached above that ion bombardment of a Si sur-

ability for XeF, on Si( 100) as a function of coverage can be face exposed to XeF, causes a decrease in the fluorine sur- %
derived from the data presented in the time interval face coverage. Efforts to monitor the fluorine coverage dur-
100 < t < 200 s in Fig. 5. Figure 5 is a plot of the reflected ing etching with Auger spectroscopy in this laboratory have .

XeF 2' signal versus the time after the XeF, gas flux is been hindered by electron-stimulated reactions and desorp-
turned on at t = 100 s. The upper trace (a) is for a fully fluor- tion. However, Barker et al,2 have monitored the chlorine
inate. I surface on which the reaction probability for XeF, is concentration on Si during exposure to Cl2 and energetic
essentially zero [this data was recorded using the Si100) argon ions. Their data show a strong decrease in the Cl coy- -

sample used in Figs. I and 3]. The lower plot )b) is for a erage with increasing ion-to-neutral flux ratio. This result is
Si)1001 surface previously cleaned by 2 keV Ar ' bombard- consistent with the discussion of the preceding section. .-

ment and therefore heavily damaged. The shape of the "reac- Many of the phenomena and parameters in both plasma- ..

tion probability-coverage curve" derived from the difference assisted etching and the beam studies can be unified qualita-
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tively by introducing fluorine coverage as a generalizing pa- coverage prevailing during the total etch rate measurement %
Ki rameter. This concept is illustrated in Fig. 7. The labels on may be much less. If this were the case, the spontaneous etch

the coverage axis are intended only as a qualitative guide. rate could be zero during ion bombardment.
, The coverage is to be thought of as a time-averaged coverage The dependence of reaction probability on coverage was

' in that the coverage is decreased locally by an ion impact and discussed in connection with Fig. 6. The etch yield per ion

builds up prior to the arrival of the next ion. Thus clearly the will vary from a sputtering yield at very low coverage to the
average coverage is determined by the ion-to-neutral flux very large yield shown in Fig. 2 for a surface containing e&%

ratio as shown by Barker et al.25 The values of the coverage fluorine in the multilayer regime. The yield as a function of .. ,1_ % 4_%"'
at which the transitions occur in this figure are not well coverage in the lower coverage regimes has been presented 4P-%
known but there is some significance to the placement of previously. 4 The ion enhancement factor is defined as the
these shaded transition regions in Fig. 7. For example, the etch rate with ion bombardment divided by the etch rate
analysis of fluorinated Si surfaces26'2 7 (in the absence of the without ion bombardment (spontaneous etch rate) and will
fluorinating flux) shows clearly that more than a monolayer approach unity as the neutral flux becomes very large com-.- of fluorine can be present with no spontaneous etching. In pared to the ion flux. For example, when a microscopic re- "''-.

contrast, ion-induced volatile product formation is expected gion of the surface suffers an energetic ion impact, the flu-
to occur at average coverages significantly less than a mono- orine coverage in this small area will be depleted by the
layer (note that the coverage at the time of an individual ion ion-induced formation of volatile product (SiF,). The criti-
impact will be larger than the average coverage). Some mea- cal factor is the time required for this small region to refluor-

il. surements supporting this conclusion have been presented inate relative to the time of the next ion impact. When this re-
previously.'4 As another example of the significance of fluorination time is very short compared to the mean time
shaded areas, physical sputtering will be dominant only at between ion impacts in this microscopic area, the average .-. "
very low average coverages (i.e., very large energetic ion/ fluorine coverage will be large, and spontaneous etching will ."z'"

* neutral flux ratios). be dominant. In the Si-F system the neutral flux of F atoms
The fact that the average fluorine coverage on Si during (or XeF 2 ) must be very much larger (three or four orders of -. ...

ion-assisted etching can be less than the coverage required magnitude) than the ion flux (assuming ion energies are at
for spontaneous etching contradicts an assumption made of- least several hundreds of eV) if the spontaneous etch rate is to
ten 4". 28 in the determination of the ion-assisted component become approximately equal to the etch rate with ion bom- " -

of the etch rate. It is usually assumed that the "Total Etch bardment. This is a result of the very large etch yields ( - 30
Rate" = "Spontaneous Etch Rate" + "Ion-assisted Etch Si atoms/ion corresponding to about 100 F atoms/ion for I
Rate" where the total etch rate is measured with ion born- keV Ar ions) and the low reaction probability for fluorine-
bardment and neutral species incident simultaneously and containing species on fully fluorinated Si surfaces. "

the spontaneous etch rate is measured with only the neutral It is clear that anisotropic etching can be obtained in the
species arriving at the surface. It is our contention that these Si-XeF2 system via ion-enhanced gas-surface chemistry if . -

phenomena cannot be rigorously decoupled in this way in the ion-to-neutral flux ratio is large enough.") It is our con-
that the spontaneous etch rate, measured in the absence of tention that this conclusion can be extended to the Si-F sys-
ion bombardment, is a high coverage etch rate whereas the tem in a qualitative way. This extension has been criticized in

the literature. '"' 1 However, it is not clear as to what extent
ion-enhanced gas-surface chemistry of the Si-F system is

responsible for the etching directionality which is obtained
S..... n....... '.'... ,'( ....... H,(i '' in a real reactive gas glow discharge etching system. The

iq,, F 'II ....... F Fr,'i............ tlv reason for this uncertainty is that in most plasma environ-
F F , . .' II S F (,.......ii Pi,,,,:, ments, in addition to the etching species, there is a flux of

A .. .. " .. condensible species incident on the wafer surface. Often
....... r ...... , -- l,- these species are unsaturated halocarbon radicals (e.g., CF,)

F,. t,r - W- F Fac,,'+ .. to, created by dissociation of the discharge gas and which lead

jj t .h ,0, ie,,l to the deposition of polymeric material on surfaces." If the 6.-'.'-

., , -" ,, discharge gas does not contain carbon (e.g., SF 6, NF,), these
, _Pr,.ht,,t same species can be created by the dissociation of the pro-

"mi--i ......s,,, ducts of photoresist etching. These condensing species are
Y~tl~t+r'Hl (l)l .,IsI vd'< Plod ...:t F()r~man(on) -...r %'-ml--

Fii,,,,d,,,Frri -effectively removed from the bottom of an etched feature -
1.. .. ,,tdo F . t+hIC,,, (presumably by ion-enhanced gas-surface chemistry of the

-ir i CF, -F system) but tend to block the etching of sidewalls. .,-ri,'FI lo"i F ux RFFa Low Fl, Ix .11IN', ,ki ajl It is very difficult, in real plasma systems, to be sure that such
yMtrivi'r a blocking action is not contributing in some way to direc- .

F ......... .u........i i ...... F,, Fri..' .. ,,v ' tional etching.

li, 7 i he quatitatie hehas r ofarious parameters att pro~esses m the Finally, it is apparent that the nature of the primary etch

ri-assisted etching of Si as a functioi of fluorine coverage. All transition product will depend on the fluorine coverage, ranging from r
rcgmsn, are onl., approximate. "Ihis figure summarizes the authors' ie% as predominantly elemental Si in the zero and very low cover-
ti, ;i framework for interpreting a large quanit, of etching data age range where physical Split teling is the niajor erosion pro-
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S F ment is superimposed on a purely chemical etching process.
SI (100) - XeF2 Flux Smith and Bruce"0 showed that ion bombardment did not

2 keV Ar+ Flux influence the etch rate of clean Al exposed to the effluent of a -'

Cl2 plasma. Furthermore, these workers showed that Cl2
S.F molecules alone (i.e., with no plasma) etch aluminum effec-

*ISi (10) SF tively. The etch product which is evolved from aluminum *

11 (0 exposed to Cl2 at room temperature is primarily A12C!6 '6 "
s.F SF, :In Fig. 10, this Al2 Cl etch product is nionitored with our

modulated beam mass spectrometer system as an AI(100 %
. 24 . single crystal is exposed to sequential fluxes of Cl2 neutral

L molecules and 2 keV Ar 4 ions (this sequential procedure is
identical to that shown in Fig. 3 for the Si-XeF2 system). In

R24 j E Fig. 10, note that, at t = 800 s when the Ar' beam is turned
on in the presence of the C12 flux, the Al2 Ci. peak intensity
decreases slightly. Moreover, a complete mass spectrum tak-

v1 en under these conditions indicates no significant enhance-
I AK0 ment for any etch product. Much larger ion-induced sup-

S .212 pression of the etch rate has been observed in this AI(100)-. -,'.-

Cl system when the Ar ' /C12 flux ratio is increased. -,*-'-.

Among the possible interpretations, the decrease in the """?"Ai2Cl,+ signal in the time interval 800 < t < 1000 s in Fig. 10 :.

Fl(,. K. Product distribution as measured with molecular beam mass spec- could be caused by an increase in the velocity of the desorbed %
tromeiry during the ion-assisted etching of Si1100) with XeF. and 2 keV product species. The sensitivity of the ionization chamber of
Ar " ions for several values of the XeF. /Ar I flux ratio. The approximate the mass spectrometer depends on the reciprocal of the parti-
XeF,/Ar " flux ratios are indicated on the right of each curve. Ionizing e li n h e on a re -
electron energy - 30eV. cle velocity and it has been shown" that, for the Si-XeF"

system, a fraction ofthe product species have velocity distri-
butions similar to those found for weakly bound sputtered

cess to predominantly SiF4 at high coverages. Figure 8 species. Our views as to the implications of this observation
shows product mass spectra obtained with modulated beam with regard to the relative importance of chemical sputter-
mass spectrometry in the Si-XeF2 system for several values ing, physical sputtering, and damage-enhanced chemistry
of the XeF2 -to-Ar " flux ratio. These results are combined have been discussed previously. 6

with some other data in Fig. 9 to show the dependence of Another system in which ion bombardment suppresses
product stoichiometry on this incident flux ratio. In Figs. 8 the etch rate is the Cu-Cl2 system at temperatures above
and 9, the SiF., peak is representative of SiF 4 etch product, about 175 *C. In the temperature range 175 'C < T< 600 *C,
the SiF 2' peak is representative of SiF, etch product, and the the dominant etch product evolved when Cu is exposed to
SiF * peak is formed from both SiF and SiF 2 etch products. Cl2 is the trimer Cu 3 Cl11 When a Cu(100) crystal at 310 'C

is subjected to sequential fluxes of Cl2 and Ar4 , the intensity
C. Influence of ion bombardment on the etching of of the Cu 3 Cl' signal responds as shown in Fig. 11. Note the
other gas-solid systems very large suppression in the time interval 800 < I < 1020 s as

As was mentioned in the Introduction, not all gas-solid the Ar ' ion beam is superimposed on the C12 flux. As was

systems show an increase in the etch rate when ion bombard- the case for the AI(100) crystal, no new product species were
observed during this simultaneous exposure to both Cl2 and

10

08 Al (100) -L

06 4- A, 0-4 CI, •4CI %H

0.4

0,2 UV,_ 0 50 100,. 15 20 "%.

o ,o0 . .... , .-... ,000 )x Ar lu estrmaieaI) 20 40 r,le) } 800 1000 ' ",. .,,

F t. 4. The product distribution evolked during ion-assisted etching f t(, IO. Ifhc Al., I pxak height, ninilored by molecular be:m lass
Si) l()) with XcY, molecules and 2 keV Nr ions ws a fiintiion of the xectrometr% durii -qentlttal e\pom.lire of All 1M) to Cl molecules and 2U I AJ ll
etimated Xe-. /Ar flux ratio. The data from Tig. 8 is iclime in iii, ke\ X i "ins Ai tiiiltrewI doi .11 4 pA ,ii'. ( lux - 2 - 1)"
plot niol,'I n u . tiniatedi
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% Ar ' and therefore the ion bombardment has decreased the AC
etch rate as shown in Fig. 11. This decrease is considered to .- XeF,-- J--Ar'--+ XeF---1---n,--.

be much too large to be accounted for by changes in the XeF2

product velocity distribution. 3 -

Two possible reasons for this ion-induced suppression of

the chemical etching of Cu by C12 can be suggested: (i) The 2

ion beam decreases the surface concentration of chlorine by . ,

sputtering chlorine atoms or molecules from the surface to %

the point where there is insufficient chlorine to form the i '

volatile Cu, Cl species, or (ii) the ion bombardment dissoci-

ates either the trimer itself before it desorbs from the surface, a.

or precursors ti the formation of the trimer (e.g., the Cu, Cl 1 0

dimer).
The effects of ion bombardment on the etching of poly-

crystalline Nb by XeF 2 has also been studied with molecular 4

beam mass spectrometry. XeF2 etches Nb spontaneously at 2
room temperature and the dominant etch product is 2

NbF.,.' 8 Electron impact ionization of NbF5 produces a 0 --------------
large NbF4' peak with various other smaller fragments. In 0 200 400 600 800 1000
this work the NbF4 peak was used as a monitor of NbF, Time (sec)
because of a mass interference between NbF4  and FiG. 12. The NbF " peak (used to monitor the NbF, etch product) evolved
... XeF,' . The results of exposing a polycrystalline Nb sur- from a polycrystalline Nb surface during sequential exposures to XeF,
face to sequential fluxes of XeF 2 gas and Ar ' ions are molecules and 2 keV Ar ' ions. Ar * current density (upper curve) - 10

shown in Fig. 12. The two curves in Fig. 12 are for different pA/cm2, (lower curve) - 10,uA/cm2 . XeF, flux (upper curvel - 4" x014

fluxes of the XeF2 gas (i.e., different values of the ion-to- mol/cme ; (lower curve) -. 2 10" mol/cm' s.

neutral flux ratio) and, in the time interval 800 < t < 1000 s, a
small ion-induced etch rate enhancement is seen with a large
XeF2 flux (lower curve), whereas the ion bombardment by comparing the product intensities when ion bombard-
clearly decreases the NbF ' peak in the low XeF, flux case merint is initiated on a surface which has been previously ex-

(upper curve). This decrease in the NbF ' signal with ion posed to a halogen flux (i.e., att = 400 sin these four figures).

bombardment (800<t < 1000 s) could be, all or in part, a Note that for SilFig. 3land for Nb(Fig. 12)thereis an easily

result of an increase in the product energy distribution. The observable burst ofdesorbed product at I = 400 s. In the Al

relatively small ion enhancement (lower curve in Fig. 12, case (Fig. 10) the desorbed product is barely observable,

800 <t < 1000 s) is consistent with the directly measured re- whereas for Cu (Fig. II Ino evidence ofdesorbed product can

action probability of about 0.7 on a fully fluorinated Nb sur- be seen.

face,t" i.e., a large increase in the steady state etch rate due to Finally the importance of surface damage in the chemical

ion bombardment is impossible when the reaction probabil- etching process for these four materials' systems can be as-

ity in the absence of ion bombardment is already large. The sessed by comparing the product intensity from a damage-

long transient decay of the etch product after the termina- free surface it. 2W s in Figs. 3 and 10-12) to the product

tion of the XeF, flux (200 < t < 400 s) is a real effect which intensnt when a heavily damaged surface is exposed to the

has been discussed previously." flux of etching species it ?6(X) s in Figs. 3 and 10-12). No

The relative importance of ion-assisted product formation signiticant difference in the intensity of the product species

or chemical sputtering can be derived from Figs. 3and 10-12 cail be seen for Si I Ii. AI(00, Cu(1001 or polycrystalline
Nb P-es tously a laige effect of damage was seen with
W!I I 1I exposed to XeF :.

Cu I I(I

T 310C

AIV. SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS
C. , 4 Ar 4 o 2  dd *, C Experimental results are presented which lead to the con-

I clusion that the ion-bomhardment-induced enhancement of %

the etch rate ofSi exposed to fluorine is a result ofa decrease
in the fluorine coverage on the Si surface caused by ion-

--,7. 'assisted product formation. Some subtle effects possibly at-

200 4. M 6% . )kx tribtitahle to surface damage were seen but these effects were .,' ."

T,e I s.0 never dominant. The importance of the fluorine coverage in
Fit. I1 The CuCI,' peak evolved from CuiXi surface a I 11 (' ion-assisted etching is emphasized and a qualitative discus-

during sequential expsures to Cl, neutrals and 2 keV Ar ion% Ar sion is presented relating fluorine coverage to characteristics

current density - 3 2 pA/cm". ('1. flux 7 2, Il
r
' wIl *i•nt- of the iot-assisted etching process such as ion etch yield.

edi reaction probabilit., and product stoichiometry. In this con-
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Studies on the mechanism of chemical sputtering of silicon by simultaneous
exposure to Cl2 and low-energy Ar+ ions

J. Dieleman, F. H. M. Sanders, A. W. Kolfschoten, and P.C. Zalm
Philips Research Laboratories 5600 JA Eindhoven, The Netherlands

A.E. de Vries and A. Haring
FOM-Institute for Atomic and Molecular Physics, 1098 SJ Amsterdam, The Netherlands

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985)

The sputtering yield of Si when bombarded with a flux 0,r- of low-energy Ar + ions may be
enhanced a few times when the Si surface is exposed simultaneously to CI2 fluxes 0,, about one
order of magnitude larger than OA,. .The mechanism of this synergistic etching has been studied,
using mass spectroscopy and time-of-flight techniques, for a OAr- of about 5 X 1014 Ar cm2 -
at Ar+ ion energies (E,) from 0.25 to 5 keV, C12 fluxes between 10'" and 5× 1016 Cl2 cm12

and Tin the range 300-625 K. As has been shown previously [J. Vac. Sci. Technol. A 2, 487 -,.
(1984)] the main products of the synergistic reaction are atomic Si and Cl and molecular SiCI and
SiCI2; the kinetic energy distributions of the molecular pr' ucts consist of two parts, a Maxwell-
Boltzmann and a collision cascade-like distribution. The Maxwell-Boltzmann part decreases
relative to the collision cascade-like part when Tand/orE, are increased and/or ,o: is decreased.
At the same time the collision cascade-like part shifts to higher kinetic energies. These
observations and the dependence of the relative contributions of the various products on 46,,, T,
and E, can be understood from the Ar ion-induced amorphization and Ar' ion-induced mixing
of adsorbed Cl into the top atomic layers of the Si, in which the molecular products SiCI and SiCI,
are formed and also trapped, without further chemical binding to the surrounding bulk network; ."
and for higher Talso by the competition between the thermal reaction, yielding SiCi4 (and SiCi.),
and synergistic etching. The yields of the molecular products SiCI and SiCI, show an increase
relative to atomic Si and their binding energies are reduced when ioc4, is enhanced and/or EP and/
or Tare decreased. It is suggested that this is due to an increasing concentration of Cl ion mixed
into the top atomic layers of the Si. The experiments also suggest that the binding energy of atomic
Si decreases systematically with increasing Cl concentration in the Si. The results show that the
etching of Si with Cl, under simultaneous Ar+ ion bombardment is not due to stimulation of the
thermal reaction but to chemically enhanced physical sputtering.

I. INTRODUCTION enhancement, physical sputtering (b) is considered to be rela-
In the last fe- years several aspects of the etching of Si by tively important. An explanation for the higher enhance-
simultaneous exposure to low-energy ion bombardment and ment factor for He' has not been given. In a subsequent
Cl, have been studied. The aim of these studies was to try to paper, Gerlach-Meyer proposed a model in which the en- % -,

understand the basic mechanisms involved in anisotropic hanced sputter yield is ascribed to excitation of surface SiCI
plasma etching with the aid of plasmas containing Cl,. Bom- by the ion impact and subsequent reaction with physisorbed
bardment with low-energy noble gas ions during Cl. expo- chlorine. However, in view of the Si temperature used (viz.
sure (in particular Ar' has attracted the most attention. 300 K) and the fact that physisorption energies are often at

Gerlach-Meyer et al.' observed that the sputtering yield most a few tenths of an eV, the steady state concentration of
Iin Si atoms removed per incoming ion) of vacuum-deposited physisorbed chlorine is (in all probability) too low to make e.. -v.p

amorphous Si for perpendicular bombardment with ion this the main model explaining the enhancement.' Okano
beams of Ar*. Ne'.or He ,with energy E, = I keV and and Horiike4 found that exposure of Si to 6 -, -3 X10'
fluxesdA,,. = 3-6< 10'ionscm 2s ',is enhanced Ar4 cm s 'at E, = 0.35 keV concurrent with d,, ,-. 10"
with factors of 5, 4.3, and 13.6, respectively, when the Si is Cl, cm ' s-' enhanced the sputter yields as compared to
exposed simultaneously to a beam of Cl2 , d',. = 6 x 10" C12  purely Ar * sputtering. Besides the angular dependence of
cm s ', at 45' to the surface normal. At this high oO,, the the etch rate was changed profoundly. ,'-'*

yield enhancement is approximately saturated. Although no Mayer et al."' monitored the amount of Cl present in the _______-_

systematic and quantitative study of the etch products was topmost atomic layers of Si, during simultaneous ion bom- %
made, it was suggested that the role of ion bombardment is bardment withAr =6X 10'-3 x 10 Ar' cm 2s ' at %
(a) ion-bombardment induced formation of SiCl4 by the in- E, = 0.6 keV and exposure to (, = 0 to 6\ 10"' Cl"

p
tense short-lived pulse of phonon energy imparted to the cm 2 s ' by Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). To ex- -\...r.-,.

surface and near-surface atoms by the ion-surface collision; plain their observations they assumed that the removal of
(b) physical sputtering of SiCI, (x = 0-3). and (c) possibly species from the surface can be treated as a per ion event.
ion-induced desorption of SiCi4 . In view of the relatively low Further assumptions were that the sticking probability s at
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zero coverage is about 0.3 and decreases in proportion to II. EXPERIMENTAL
(I - 9), where 0 is the fractional coverage, and that satura-
tion coverage corresponds to lots Cl cm -" t is also pre- The experimental setup is shown schematically in Fig. 1. . ,sumed that Si leaves the surface as Si and SiCs4. With these A Si target, the temperature of which can be varied betweenand other assumptions it appeared that at , = 3 ith t  300 and 1000 K, is sprayed continuously with a beam of Cl,

-s2 ischanged with a flux that can be chosen in the range ofCI.cm 2 s Oranges fromO.8 to0.2when 61r is change
from 3X 1014 to 2x 10" Ar' cm 2 s 1, respectively. For =5 10'-5X×101 Clcm 2 s '. A mass-selected ;.".* ,0o

ratios of the product Sx6Ci/Ar. of 10 to 102, 9 is relatively Ar' ion beam with E, = 0.25-6 keV and a flux of 2 to ..0.
insensitive to an increase of Ep. For Ar. -10

]' 5 1014Ar *cm 's '. respectively, strikes the target at an

Ar - cm- 2 s - ' an enhancement of about two times is ob- angle of 60° to the normal. Neutral products leaving the tar-

served when 6,,, is increased from zero to 6 10"' get perpendicularly within a solid angle of 10 'sr are mass-

Cl. cm s '. In view of the above assumptions the model analyzed by a quadrupole filter. As has been resumed in the W

can only be considered as indicating trends. In agreement introduction, the neutral molecular products SiCI, and SiCI
with Okano and Horiike' the angular dependence of the etch are hardly fragmented in the ionization chamber of the mass
rate is observed to be markedly changed when an Ar' ion- spectrometer. This means that the effects of EP, T, and 4h,,'bombarded surface is simultaneously exposed to high fluxes on the behavior of the neutral products SiCI, SiCI, Si, Cl,and Ar can be inferred from the influence of these param
of Cl1. For a possible explanation of the latter phenomenon, e r on e orreonding influ e in thes pcram

reference is made to the fact that ion bombardment can
eter. To determine the relative contribution of the various

cause considerable lattice disorder in the surface region. neutral products, the measnred ion fluxes should be correct

Until recently, no studies had been made on the nature of ed for, e.g., the differences in transmission of the quadrupole
the products of the reaction of Si with Cl under concurrent filter for the various ions and the cross section for electron
Ar' ion bombardment (Si(CI,, Ar')], and on their kineticenrgy istibomadn (EDC AT arendpensabl dthfor impact ionization. The latter depends, among other things,
energy distributions (EDC). These are indispensable data for on the velocity distribution with which the neutrals traverse
developing a more solid qualitative and quantitative model the ionization chamber. As our interest is focused here on
for this synergistic reaction. Last year these data were col- the relative change in the contribution of the various neutral

lected from studies on the Si(CI,, Ar ) reaction for Ep equal products, only certain velocity distribution corrections will
to or larger than 1 keV using mass spectroscopy and time-of-
flight (TOF) techniques.7 The main products are found to be
atomic Si and CI and molecular SiCI and SiCI. For a tem-
perature of 300 K, 4A5,- 510' 4 Ar + 

cm-2 s atE, =

keV and 6 &, 5 X 10'6 Cl, cm - s- ', the amount of molec-
ular products SiCI and SiCl, is of the same order of magni-
tude as that of atomic Si. The EDCs of the molecular pro-
ducts consist of two parts, one of which can be described by a
Maxwell-Boltzmann (M-B) distribution at approximately
target temperature and the other by a collision cascade-like
(C-C distribution with an average binding energy [Uo1J

M of a
few tenths of an eV. At, ,c 5 X 10" Cl, cm 2 s 'the lat-
ter contribution comprises more than 80% of the molecules
produced. Thus it appears that under these conditions the
main fraction of the molecular products is due to chemically
enhanced physical sputtering and not to stimulation of the
thermal reaction path leading to SiCl, and/or SiCI, by ion
bombardment, as has been suggested strongly for the
Si(XeF,, Ar') reaction"' and also for Si(CIL, Ar' ).2 We
have pointed out that modification of the topmost atomic
layers of the Si by ion-bombardment-induced amorphization
and incorporation of significant quantities of Cl might play a 4
dominant role in the reaction mechanisms.'

Since ion energies in many plasma etch processes are low-
er than I keV" we performed studies on SiiCl., Ar'I for 600"

values of E substantially below I keV. This paper presents F_ 1 _I-, I -l 6 5
data on the effects of varying the value of E between 0.25 ' " 1ro I

and 3 keV. that of Tbetween 300 and 625 K and that of (h, 11 10 9 8 -: 7
between 10'" and 5X 1016 Cl, cm 2 s 'on the EDCs ofthe
molecular products SiCl and SiCI, and on the relaft e contri- Ftt I Schematic. not to scale, expennienta' setup, II Ar *on source, 12-

Wien filter. i.', electronic heam modiulator. 141 decelerator. 151 osen annex
bution of the various products to the removal of Si. ()n the target holder. ^i Si target. 171 CI: gas inlet. i8l diaphragm and deflection

basis of these and other results a more refined model of the plates. i'lI ionizer, (l01 quadrupole mass filter, and (1 1 magnetic electron

SiiCl. Ar I reaction will be developed and prcsented. muliplier
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be indicated. By electronically chopping the Ar' ion beam 1.
at 5 Hz and using lock-in techniques at the mass spectrom- '
eter, background contributions are reduced. All experiments -

, described below were performed in steady-state conditions, s
i.e., with large fluences. TOF distributions of the neutrals F -_

produced by the Si(CI,, Ar*) reaction were measured by a 10 *V* °-
correlation method 4 and corresponding EDCs were com-
puted.' A more detailed description of the apparatus will be
published separately .. 1 The experimental setup allows dis-
crimination between ion bombardment-induced and ther-
mal reactions. This paper will deal with the ion bombard- 10

ment induced ones. Secondary ions leaving the Si target are "
prevented from entering the mass spectrometer by a set of
deflection plates (see Fig. 1I).

10
III. RESULTS

A. EDCs of the products as a function of EP, 6b,,, and
T

In our earlier paper7 in which we discussed the depen- ,"
dence of the EDCs of Ar, SiCI, and SiCI, on Tin the range 10 10 10 e

between 300 and 800 K and on Ep for I and 3 keV at constant
46c, = 5 x 10" Cl, cm -2 s- , the results were illustrated Fit, 3. Kinetic energy distributions (EDCs) of SiC (m/e - 631 from the Si

with figures for SiCI,. The effects were qualitatively the same (Cl. Ar" ) reaction at (b, -5 X 10" CI cm s .(OIE r =025 keV.
for both SiCI and SiCI,. As this is also observed for the lower rT 3(X) K, (0) E,- 3 keV. 7 625 K. The relative vertical position of the . "

E, values used in the present investigation we will restrict curves is arbitrary.

most of the discussion to the results obtained for SiCl and
illustrate them with figures for this neutral product.

Two typical examples of the effect of changing E,, and T
are illustrated in Figs. 2 and 3, respectively. Figure 2 illus- trates the changes in the EDC of the neutral product SiCI

when E. is increased from 0.25 to 5 keV at constant
6,= 5x 101 Cl. cm - s i and T= 300 K. Increasing T
at constant E, and (h,, or decreasing 6,-, at constant E, and -"

1 has similar effects. How large the changes are when both

10" E, and Tare increased simultaneously from 0.25 to 3 keV
and from 300 to 625 K, respectively, at 6,, = 5 x 10'"

Cl, cm 2s 'Jis illustrated in Fig. 3. Generally, the effect of

-- increasing Ep or Tand decreasing 6,., is a relative increase
-2 SIDof the C-C contribution with respect to the M-B part. At the

1 0*e 6000 same time the former contribution continuously shifts to
0-,(X higher kinetic energies and the high-energy cutoff steepens.

Enhancement of T causes a corresponding shift of the M-B
S part to higher kinetic energies. Figure 3 shows a feature typi- V

* cal of conditions with low . high E,, and T (viz. the devel-
10j opment of a hump at higher kinetic energies). %

As mentioned before, the behavior of SiCl. is similar to '
that of SiCI and will not be discussed here in further detail.
For Si we have measured the EDC for E,, - 3 keV and

(b,, = 0 or 5 x lO" Cl. cm - s combined with T= 300
or 800 K, respectively. For pure Ar' bombardment the
EDC is approximated well by a collision cascade with
U, = 7.8 eV. When Cl. is added no significant signal is ob- ,,-,,".,.".
served above the noise level at kinetic energies below I eV.

L . I he EDC indicates a shift to kinetic energies lower than
10' 10 10 Energy [eV 10  without Cl. added. The EDC of Cl centers around a binding

energy of about 2 cV.
FR. 2. Kinetic energy distribution curves IEDCs) ofSiCl rn/' 6€31 from Although Figs. 2 and 3 clearly show the qualitative effects

t1teSliCl.. Ar' reaction at 6,1 - 5 x)10" Cl cm 2s '. T 3( K. a0) of changing the valte of E, on thc El)Cs ofSiCl, especially

F, 0.25 keV. OP F, 5 keV. The relative vertical position of the curves on the relative changes of the M l3 and C C parts, it is not
is arbitrary The particle flux is given in arbitrary units. straightforward to derive (senii) qUanttitali c infortnatio-
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10 TABI 1. Relative contribution of the Maxwell-Boltznmann part in the ki-
0 0 netic energy distribution ofSiCI m/e = 631 and the mean kinetic energy a%

"iCI a function ofE, at constant 6,, and I (left part) and as a function of I at

constant E, and CI. Iright part). 6 = 5 K 10" Cl, cm 2S
0.8 •

0 T=300K E =0.5 keV

E0 M-B mean energy T' M-B mean energy %

06 0 keV c% eV K % eV %

0.25 16 0.76 300 18 0.75 -
j 0.5 18 0.75 450 11 1.18

0.4 0.75 17 0.87 625 10 1.32

0 1.0 15 0.94

1.5 13 0.93

.. 2.) 11 0.990.2 , 3.0 8 .10

- 5.0 b 1.31

109o o  e1, 10 i d
10-2 Energy [eV10

Ft(, 4. Total number of SiCi ,mc 631 particl,. 1: t' , K, as well as for EP = 3 keV, 6b, =5× 106 Cl. cm S -"
iE idE /. 6 IEidE. fromtheSp(A, Ar" i reaction at 0. 10" G and T= 625 K, these contributions have increased to more
cm s I - 3 K o1 E,. - 025 ke, si El 2 k., ,W E ' kc V than 95%. Table I gives the M-B contribution as well as the

mean kinetic energy for cb, 5 10" Cl, cm- 2 s - and
T= 300 K as a function of E,, and for E,, 0.5 keV,

from it. To demonstrate this. Figs. 4 and 5 girte the data of th, = 5 * 10" Cl2 cm 2 s ' as a function of T. The results

Figs. 2 and 3 in the form of in this table clearly indicate that down to the lowest E, and T
value and up to the highest 6 ,. the C-C part is by far the

b (E ) dE/ I 1E ) dE, largest contribution.
f The mean kinetic energy of the SiCI neutrals belonging to

where E .. is the maximum kinetic energy possible and the C-C part increases and their M-B contribution decreases
6(E) dE the flux of particles in the kinetic energy interval considerably and continuously with increasing E, T, and
between E and E + dE. It follows that for F', - 0.25 keV, decreasing 6, . In the framework of the collision-cascade

,= 5 x 10s" Cl, cm - s and T = 300 K the C-C part model an increase in mean kinetic energy also means an in-
comprises more than 80% of the sputtered SiCI molecules. crease in binding energy U,. In our experiments, the binding , .r
ForEP = 5 keV, b, = 5 X 10 Cl. cm s ' and T = 300 energies for SiCl, determined according to this model, range

from about 0.25 to about 0.5 eV.

B. Yields of Ar, Si, CI, SiCI, and SiC12 as a function of
1 o E,, 6c,,, and T

SiCI 0 • Currents of Ar', S ,CI ', SiCl', and SiCI 2' have been

08 o measured as a function of EP, 6 ,, and T for the ranges
o EP =0.25-3 keV, 6,.,, = 10'5-5 x 10" Cl, cm 2s ' and

o for 7= 300-625 K. For illustration some of these data are
0.6 0 given in Table II. The numbers of this table have not been

o corrected for the dependence of the kinetic energy on E,,, - .
0 * ,~., and T. However, these corrections are relatively small.

0 For example, the multiplication factors for SiCI ' are given
04 - 0 0in Table III with E, =0.25 keV, 6,, = 5 X 10"

* Cl, cm 2 s ' and T = 300 K as the reference. Similar cor-
* rections are applicable to the other ion signals. Comparison

02 - D of the data given in Table II with the corrections shown in
0( . ?/ Table III indicates that the data ofTable 11 can be used right

o away ii- discussing trends in the dependence of the abun-

00 "6 dance of the neutral products of E , 6, • and T.
10 10 10 10 It appears that the vield of Ar is about proportional to %

E,, and almost independent of,,, and 1'. The yields of Ar

Fit, 5 Total number of SiCI me 631 particle%. 5 , , provide a check on te consistencv of the yield measure-
E dE , i , dE. from the St('I Ar" reaction at condition, a, gis,- men s, At (3, - 5• 10" (1 cm. ' ' (and T" - 625 K the

en in Fig i icld ol 1s Itcl'teCas utorC mitl lh /.. t thll le ield of'
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TABLE It. Yields of the products of the SiCI2 , Ar ) reaction as a function ofE., 0,.,, and T. The data are given in counts/.0$,,. 5x l0 Ar' cm 's

The numbers given have not been corrected for differences in kinetic energy.

Ar' Si CI SiCl SiCI2' Ar' Si[ C11 SiC, SiC; %

keV 5X10'6 CIcm 2s- ', 300 K 5X 10'Clcm 2s ',625 K

0.25 560 420 730 1540 430 470 210 • 620 90 , ,

0.5 66, 480 680 1690 490 580 440 170 850 120
1.0 1080 570 640 2810 750 1160 720 520 1540 200
3.0 1430 1540 1480 3200 730 1460 1910 750 2140 310

IXI0Cl cm 2s-',300K IXIO5
Clcm 

2
s 1,625K

0.25 500 180 420 650 130 480 200 150 290 40
0.5 660 260 440 840 180 ... ... ... ...

1.0 1090 440 -.. 1410 280 1050 400 310 520 70 -
3.0 ... ... ... ... ... 1860 1100 310 400 40 t.

Ar, the increase being especially large when EP is increased (2) When EP and/or T increases, and/or 0,, decreases,
from I to 3 keV. While at 0,= 5x 106 Cl, cm- 2 s ' the theC-C part ofthe EDCsofSiClandSiCl2 shifts tohigher
yield of Si decreases for E, = 0.25 and 0.5 keV when T is E and the high-energy cutoff steepens. For Ar and Si a ".'

increased from 300 to 625 K, this yield shows enhancements reduction of 0(,, shifts the EDCs to higher kinetic ener-

for EP = 1 and 3 keV. When hcl, is decreased from 5 X 1 0 t" gies.
Ci: cm "s- to loll Cl, cm -2- ' the yield of Si is system- (3) The yield of Ar is almost independent of T and 6'c,. ,
ati'ally reduced. The few data points of 0o = l0' That of Si increases with 6,, and EP, T has a complicated

cm -s uggest that for this 0,, the yield of Si is hard- effect. The yields Cl, SiCI, and SiCI, decrease with increas-
ly dependent on T. The yields of Cl, SIC, and SiCl, decrease ing T and with decreasing 4,; the yields of Cl and SiCl,
with increasing Tand decreasing ,0,, and increase with EP decrease more strongly than that of SiCI. The yields of
except at high E. values combined with high Tand low Oc,,. SiCI and SiCI2 increase with increasing E, except at high
The yield of SiCl, decreases more strongly with increasing T values of EP combined with high T and low :.

and decreasing d&: than the yield of SiCl. At constant Tand
4A,, the ratio of the yields of SiCl, and SiCl is almost inde- IV.DISCUSSION
pendent ofEP, except at 3 keV where a decrease in this ratio A. Ion-bombardmentinduced damage and mixingis observed. A o-obrmn-nue aaeadmxn

In this section part of the physics known about damage

C. Summary of experimental results and mixing introduced into Si by ion impact will be recapitu-
lated to serve as an introduction to the damage and mix- '''-'-The experimental results for the products of the synergis- iatd to se asaetdto n Ao th damge°nd.ix

tic Si (Cl., Ar ) reaction can be summarized as follows: n eepeted for hing a iAn energetic Ar' ion hitting asolid Si surface will deposit
(1) For SiCI and SiCi, the M-B contribution decreases its energy in a so-called collision cascade. Between the im- .
relative to the C-C contribution when E, and/or T in- pact on the ;urface and the moment it comes to rest at its
creases, and/or 6,., decreases. Even at the lowest E and implantation depth after about 10 '2 s, an Ar' ion with an .
T and the highest l,, the C-C part comprises more than energy of about I keV loses about 80% of its energy by dis-

.-, 80% of the molecular products. For Ar too, a decrease of placing atoms from the host matrix and 20% by electronic
• , the low-energy contribution is found when 6,,, is reduced. .2...tf wn iand vibrational excitation of the impact area. A very small

part of the energy deposited is used for sputtering.
'IAHI IL Ill Multiplication factor%. for the ton currents of SiCI . given In The number of displaced atoms per Ar' ion is roughly
Table II. the experine, %,ith E, 0,25 kcV, b 5 • '101 C. proportional to the Ar' ion energy EP, a few tens to a few
cm 's '. F W) K I,. taken as the reference

hundreds of displaced atoms for EP = 0.25 or 3 keV, respec-

E,. CI, I Multiplication tively. The displacements can occur to a depth correspond-
ElkcV ,,1n Mult ip iai K faor ing to a few times the projected range RP of the Ar ions and

roughly in a cylinder the dimensions of which increase with
0.25 .3 5. Io'" 300 3 F,,. For perpendicular ion bombardment at E, = 0.25 keV
025 5 • It)" 300 .625 1.3 the calculated value of R_ is 15 + 5 A& and that of the cylin-
025 5. It)" .O" 1(X) 1 der radius about 5 A, while atE = 3 keV these numbers are %
025 .3 5- loll, • In 3() 13
025 -3 5 l' 1 . 112( 4 60 + 20 A and 30 A. respectively. 2" Since high-angle, low-

0.25 5 - 10" 10" 300 .025 1.4 energy recoils are most probable. a substantial fraction ofthe
0.25 3 .. I " . lX) . h25 15 energy is deposited in displacements in the very first atonic

- --- -layers at the surface. These displacements correspond to the
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production of large quantities of unbound Si atoms. Just Cl, cm -2 s 'the Cl coverage decreases by a factor of 4 when r% Z
after the end of the collision cascade, the region where the OJAr" is increased from 3 0 4 to 2 x 0"Ar * cm -at % :,,

energy of the incoming Ar' ion has been deposited is very EP = 0.6 keV and T = 300 K. Both groups conclude that the I",0
reactive and "hot". After that a relaxation period with a Cl coverage is close to saturation when 6, /46A' -> 1 0.'
duration of approximately 10-' s follows in which a num- In the present work the parameter values range from those
ber of processes occur. One of these processes is the ion- for which saturation coverage may he expected. viz.
bombardment-enhanced diffusion of interstitial Si atoms to = 5x 10' Ar' cm 2 s ' at o = 0.25-1 keV,
deep into the bulk, about two to three times deeper than the T= 300 K and d&., = 5X 10" Cl. cm 2 s ', to values for
depth of the heavily damaged layer. Another important pro- which the Cl coverage will be far below saturation. Ar.
cess is the ion-bombardment-enhanced diffusion of species bombardment of Si covered with chemisorbed Cl will, of
adsorbed on the surface into the top atomic layers of the Si. course, cause sputtering, but also displace Si and Cl atoms,
In principle a third process, viz. the ion-bombardment-en- producing many unbound atoms. In the relaxation process
hanced segregation of bulk species, is also possible. And of following displacements, the diffusion of Cl into Si may be
course unbound Si and in-diffused "adsorbates" will bind enhanced. The unbound atoms may bind again to the lattice
again to the bulk atoms or to other unbound atoms. It ap- forming an amorphous, solid mixture of Si and Cl, but some
pears that ion bombardment of Si with an adsorbate layer on of them will bind to one another without being bound to the
top with energetic Ar' ions results in an amorphous top bulk network. The latter particles may be locked up into
layer in which part of the adsorbate may be mixed. This layer voids in the amorphous top layers in the form of, e.g.. SiCl
contains implanted Ar atoms. But it may also contain mole- and SiCl,.
cules, resulting from the formation of a bond between inter-
stitial atoms, which have no chemical bond to the bulk .
network. C. Yields as a function of EP, 6c,,, and T . -

To illustrate the possible importance of ion-bombard- The results for the yields of Cl, SiCl, and SiCI, as a func-
ment-enhanced diffusion of adsorbates into the bulk of the tion of Ep, 4b, and T (as given in Table II) are in agreement
top film, experimental and calculated results for recoil im- with the picture of Ar ion-bombardment-induced damage.-

plantation may be cited.2 
1-22 For EP = 20 keV recoil implan- and mixing for Si(Cl2 , Ar + ) described in Sec. IV B. The

tation contributes only a fraction to the ion-beam mixing yields of C1, SiCl, and SiCl, decrease with decreasing a~i4  -%, -
process. For example, Wach and Wittmaack- observed that and increasing T. As discussed in the preceding section the ..-
the mixing efficiency of an oxygen adsorbate on Si for bom- dependence on 0,, can be related to a reduction of the Cl
bardment with 20 keV Xe ions was one to two oxygen coverage of the Si surface, and so too, therefore, to the
atoms_.per incoming Xe ion. This can only be explained by amount of Cl mixed into that part of the top atomic layers of
assuming that the diffusion of oxygen from the adsorbate the Si from which Cl, SiCI, and SiCI, are sputtered. The
layer into the Si is greatly enhanced by the Xe + impact. reduction of these yields with increasing T stems from two
Naturally, the relative importance of recoil mixing will in- effects. One is the reduced Cl coverage and the other the
crease for decreasing F,, but also at lower energy ion-bom- increase of the concurrent thermal reaction. The competi-
bardment-enhanced diffusion of adsorbates into the bulk tion with the thermal reaction means that, in steady state,

will remain a most important process. especially when EP is low, the uppermost layers of the Si
ion-bombardment-induced from which the Cl, SiCI, and SiCI, are sputtered, will be less

B.Ar" ou damage and mixed with Cl. That the thermal reaction is indeed impor-
mixing for Si(CI,, Ar ) tant at T - 625 K is substantiated by the observation that at

The review of ion-bombardment-induced damage and ac, 5x 10" Cl, cm 2s the reduction in Ar + ion-

mixing given in the preceding section shows that species che- bombardment-induced yields of SiCI and SiCl. with T is . -

misorbed on the surface may be mixed quite efficiently into much larger for, e.g., E. = 0.25 keV than for EP 3 keV.
the uppermost layers of a substrate. It is self-evident that the The stronger decrease in the yield of SiCl. with decreasing
degree of coverage of the surface with chemisorbed species 6,, and increasing T as compared to the decrease in the
will very much determine the quantitative effect. For the yield of SiCI is consistent with the process proposed for for-
specific case of chlorine chemisorbed on single crystalline Si. mation of void SiCI and SiClI molecules as sketched in Sec. %

Florio and Robertson " ' have found that the sticking prob- IV B. If these molecules are indeed formed from unbound
ability of Cl. is about 0. 1 in the temperature range from 300 atoms produced by the Ar' ion impact, the concentration of
to 650 K. Besides they have shown that, under these condi- void SiCI molecules is linearly dependent on the concentra-
tions, the saturation coverage corresponds to a very impor- tion of unbound Cl atoms, whereas the concentration of void ,

tant fraction of a monolayer. Data about the coverage under SiCl, molecules is .'r-nortional to the square of this concen-
ion bombardment can be derived from a paper of Gerlach- tration.
Meyer et al.' and can be taken from the work of Mayer et The increase of the yields of these products with El. ex-
al." The former authors found that the etch rate of amor- cept for low e6, combined with high T, indicates that a large
phous Si for b, - 3 X 10'' Ar ' cm 2s ' at E,, I keV amount of Cl is mixed into the uppermost atomic layers of
and T =- 300 K, approximately saturated when (A, was en- the Si. When this is true indeed. the d 'ity ofSi atoms in this
hanced from 0 to 5 10' to 10" Cl. cm 2 s ' while the part decreases substantially. If the binding energy of Si %

latter authors concluded that for 6, 3 - 10" atoms %%tre not influenced by the mixing with 0l. a decreae
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in the yield of Si would be expected when 0,,, is enhanced face. Molecules with binding energies in this range have too lko

from 10"~to 5 X 10'6 Cl, cm- 2 s- ' In fact, however, an in- high a desorption rate at T = 300 K or higher to have a
crease is observed, except for EP = 0.25 keV at T = 625 K. significant surface concentration. Since the chemical bind-
The unequivocal conclusion that can be drawn from these ing energy of SiCI- or SiCl,-fragments to the bulk network
observations is that the mixing of Cl into the top atomic via Si-Si backbonds will certainly be higher than I eV, it also -
layers of the Si decreases the binding energy of the atomic Si follows that these fragments cannot be bound to the bulk
bound to the Si network. The effect of the enhanced thermal network via normal chemical bonds, but should be present as
reaction at T = 625 K, for 0,, ' = 5 X 10 6 Cl2 cm 2 s- and void molecules with only physical interaction with the sur- .,- ,
EP = 0.25 keV, as compared to T = 300 K is to reduce the rounding internal surface. Their possible formation by ion
yield of Si to a value also observed for 0,,, = 10"' beam mixing processes has been described in a preceding
Cl, cm- s - and Ep = 0.25 keV at T = 300 or 625 K. This section. Further support for the importance of the ion-beam
observation is, again, consistent with a steady state in which mixing process can be derived from the observation of Ger-
the topmost atomic layers are less mixed with Cl, a conclu- lach-Meyer et al.' that simultaneous exposure of Si to Cl2sion also drawn above from the results for the yield at Cl, during sputtering with Ar +, Ne +, and He+ gives a much

SiCI, and SiCI,. larger enhancement of the yield for He' (13.6) than for Ar
D. Origin of the M-B and C-C parts of the EDCs of SICI or Ne' (5 or 4.3, respectively). The latter results are consis-

tent with the relatively large contribution of bond breaking 6-21

and SICI2 ; effects of E , c ,, and T for low mass projectiles.2"

A crucial test on the extent of ion beam mixing of Cl ad- A low estimate for the amount of Cl ion beam mixed into
sorbed on Si into the uppermost atomic layers of the Si would the topmost atomic layers of the Si can be derived from a
be an in situ analysis of the composition of these layers by comparison between the yield of sputtered Cl with that of -

ESCA or similar surface-sensitive analysis techniques. Thus SiCI and SiCI, for conditions of surface Cl saturation cover- -
far, no such measurements have been reported. However, age, i.e., c = 5X 10'6 Cl cm - 2 s and T= 300 K as a

recent Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy (RBS) work function of EP (see Table II). If we take the numbers for SiCI2,
of Mizutani et a. 24 provides some evidence for ion beam as the basis, the numbers for SiCI and Cl have to be multi-
mixing of Cl into the topmost atomic layers of Si for chlorin- plied by roughly 1.5 and 9, respectively. These correction
ated Si surfaces bombarded with 1 keV Ar' ions. Besides factors are derived from the differences in geometrical di-
our results also give indications that Cl is indeed ion beam mensions and in mean kinetic energies. Now, if we assume
mixed into the Si. For example, assume with Sigmund25 that for the moment that the Cl atoms are sputtered solely from
the Cl adsorbed on the very surface lowers the surface bar- the very surface, this means that, under the conditions speci-
rier U, and that this is the sole, or main, reason for the reduc- fled, the uppermost atomic layers of the Si, from which the
tion in the binding energies of SiC and SiCl2 molecules. This SiCl and SiCl, molecules are sputtered, contain at least an
cannot be the only, or main, reason, because Gerlach-Meyer amount of Cl incorporated equivalent to about 50% of the - -.

et al.' and Mayer et al." have shown that for , 5x 106 surface saturation coverage of Cl. Since Cl atoms will also be
Cl, cm 2  ' and simultaneously 0,0Ar Z f02, the sur- sputtered from Cl incorporated in the bulk, this is a rough
face coverage is saturated, and this coverage is independent lower estimate. It compares surprisingly well with the rough
of the Ar ' ion energy up to 1 keV.' Now, in Table I the mean estimate of Mizutani et al.24 Of course, the amount of Cl ion

kinetic energy of SiCI is given forjust this value of o and of beam mixed into the Si top will decrease to lower values of " .-,
611/0. as a function of Ep from 0.25 to 5 keV. It appears 6,,, where saturation coverage is no longer reached.
that this mean kinetic energy is obviously dependent on E, As remarked before in Sec. IV B, ion bombardment of .,- .
which leads to the conclusion that the kinetic energies and crystalline Si with (noble gas) ions produces an amorphous Si
thus the derived binding energies are for an important part top film with a thickness corresponding to a few times the
determined by mixing of Cl into the bulk of the Si. Naturally, projected range of the ions. In addition considerable quanti-
the Cl adsorbed on the surface will influence atoms and mol- ties of ions are implanted. For noble gas ion bombardment
ecules present in the immediate neighborhood, i.e., bond to the implanted region will show a certain porosity. The ion
them or adjacent. beam mixing of large amounts of Cl into the topmost layers

Within the framework of the statistical mechanism for of this amorphous Si film has some additional consequences _ ,
sputtering of diatomic and triatomic molecules bound to the for their structure. If we call the amorphous Si a super cross-
network of a bulk material26 the probability for sputtering of linked Si polymer, the effect of the ion-beam bombardment
diatomic or triatomic molecules from a bulk composed of Si enhanced diffusion of Cl from the very surface into the top-
and Cl, with comparable atomic masses, is of the order of a most atomic layers will be a drastic reduction of the cross .
percent for diatomic molecules and of a promille for triato- linking. As a result a large amount of new Cl-covered surface :X"
mic molecules. Since we have found that the yields of the is formed in these top atomic layers of the Si. This Cl-covered
molecular products SiCI and SiCl2 are comparable to those new surface resides in the top of the amorphous surface film
of atomic Si, evidently, in our case, the statistical mechanism and will show an enhanced porosity as compared to the case
is not applicable. Another important observation is that the of pure Ar' sputtering of Si. This new surface will also be
binding energies derived from the EDCs of SiC! and SiCI,, connected for a large fraction to the geometrical surface.... • .,, .
which lie between 0.25 and 0.50 eV, tell us that these mole- it is difficult to imagine that molecules locked up in a bulk -.. .
cules are sputtered from the bulk and not from the very sur- network will stay intact when being sputtered. Two solu-
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tions for this problem seem possible. One is that the mole- play a crucial and beneficial role in patterning the film over- -

cules like SiCl and SiCI, are present in quite large concentra- head. For the case under study, the ion-bombardment in-
tions just below the geometrical surface, surface-locked duced mixing of chemisorbed Ce into the topmost atomic

molecules, e.g., with one of the composing atoms locked up layers of the Si causes two related beneficial effects. One is
by network atoms. The other possible solution is the forma- the reduction of the binding energy of the Si sputtered as
tion of large quantities of these molecules in the porous inte- atoms, causing one part of the etch rate enhancement. The
rior of the amorphous top film. Of course these molecules other is the production of considerable quantities of void
may both be locked up in the surface, including the new part molecules SiCI and SiCI, with a very low binding energy,
of it, and be trapped in voids in the porous film. The observa- taking care of the other part of the increase in the etch rate.

tion that at 6, = 5 X 1016 Cl, cm - 2 s -' and T= 300 K the That the measurements described above are related to etch
relative contributions of SiCl and SiCl increase less rapidly rate enhancement, 1.4-6 has been checked recently under the
with E, than that of Si seems to point to an important contri- conditions of our experiments, by measuring the etch rate
bution of surface-locked SiCI and SiCl, because at enhancement of the sputtering of Si by Ar* when the Si .. .

E, = 0.25 keV most of the ion beam mixing occurs in a few surface is exposed simultaneously to Cl,. 27  r

atomic layers just below the very surface. That the SiCl and It may be surmised that effects of a similar nature as de-
SiCI, locked up by the new surface in the porous top part or duced from the experiments on the Si(CI,, Ar' ) system, also ..

trapped in voids will also contribute can be derived from the apply for many other anisotropic plasma etch processes.
effect of 6, on the relative M-B contributions of Ar and
SiCl. Typically the EDC of Ar sputtered from Si in the pres- V. SOME FINAL REMARKS
ence of~ = 5x 101 Cl2 cm -2 s- 'has a clearly enhanced Although some studies have been made of the effect of the
contribution in the M-B region as compared to sputtering in angle of incidence of the ion beam on the etch rate4

, and the ,-. -.

the absence of Cl2. Since the peak concentration of Ar will be damage and ion-bombardment induced mixing of Cl into
located at the relatively deep implantation depth, this M-3 Si,2 4 as yet no detailed data are available on the influence of
part will, in all probability, be due to ion-bombardment en- this parameter on the yields and EDCs of the products Si,
hanced diffusion from larger depths than in the case without SiCI, and SiCI,. These data are essential for further support
Cl2, because of the enhanced porosity of the Cl-mixed amor- of the model presented. Also more quantitative, high-resolu-
• -"' phous Si top film. Since the effects of dck,, variation on Ar tion in situ, analysis of the uppermost, modified, layers of the

and SiCI are very similar, it goes without saying that the M- SibXPmdu ioenryRSadtelkaecuil
B contribution in the EDC of SiCI is in all probability due to to further test the above conclusions. Finally, a direct detec-
ion-bombardment enhanced diffusion from SiCI trapped in tion of void molecules in these top layers would provide the
voids or locked up in the new surface. This also explains why keystone for the model proposed. '""
the temperature of the M-B distribution follows the tem- ,
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Summary Abstract: Simultaneous exposure of SiO, and ThF4 to XeF2
and energetic electrons
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I. INTRODUCTION mass loss, the quadrupole mass spectrometer registered a

Radiation induced and enhanced etching of solid surfaces is substantial increase in the 38 amu (F,) peak. Since the qua-

an area of considerable current interest. In thin film fabrica- drupole is not in line of sight with the ThF 4 surface, due to -

tion technology, there is potential for the use of such etching wall collisions, it is unlikely that it would detect emitted

in highly controlled and selective removal of metal, semicon- atomic fluorine. Although no increase in the 19 amu (F) peak. ,"

ductor, and insulating material from a surface. In an excimer could be measured, there is a strong possibility that at least

laser, optical components may be simultaneously exposed to part, if not all, of the desorbing fluorine is atomic. -

reactive chemical radicals, low energy ions, energetic elec- The surface composition was monitored with AES during

trons, as well as a large flux of UV photons. Thus, the life- an extensive exposure to 1 keV electrons and is plotted in
time of materials such as optical coatings depends strongly Fig. 1. The fluorine concentration decreased from 75% to

on radiation/reactive gas phenomena at surfaces. In this ex- 50% during the first 0.01 C (3 × i0 t7 electrons/cm2 ) ofbom- .. .- .

tended abstract we examine the effects of electron bombard- bardment, with little change in fluorine concentration there-
ment on thin films of ThF, and SiO, as well as exposure of after. The thorium concentration initially increased due to

these materials to a source of fluorine (XeF, or F , ) under the loss of fluorine and then decreased as the film slowly

various sequences of electron bombardment. adsorbs carbon and oxygen containing gases from the back-
ground. The sticking probability of the residual gases on the

II. EXPERIMENTAL ThF4 surface was found to increase considerably with elec-
tron bombardment, due to the removal of fluorine.

The experiments were done in a stainless-steel ultrahigh
vacuum (UHV) chamber equipped with an ion pump and
cryopump, the latter being used to pump XeF and F 2 .
XeF, was obtained from PCR Research Chemicals and SURFACE COMPOSITION OF ThF4 DURING ESD
vacuum distilled at - 64 *C before use. The gas was intro- AND SUBSEQUENT EXPOSURE TO XeF2  ,- ,,
duced to the chamber through a narrow stainless-steel tube %

directed at the sample. Following determination of the con- 100..

ductance of the tube for the gases, measurement of the pres-
sure behind the tube using a capacitance manometer allowed
the flux to be calculated.

The chamber was equipped with a Varian Auger electron
spectrometer with a cylindrical mirror analyzer (CMA) and 80
a UTI 100C quadrupole mass spectrometer. Auger spectra
were obtained with a 2 keV, 0.5tiA primary electron beam. _ SFe0F
The axial electron gun in the CMA was also used as an elec- "r 60.\ -' ,.
tron source during irradiation experiments. 60

Mass changes in the thin films were measured with a sensi-
tive, thermally stabilized, 5-MHz quartz crystal microba- Z
lance. For this particular microbalance. an increase in the ) 40

frequency of I Hz corresponds to a mass decrease of
1.26 ' 10 " g.'1000 A ThF4 and SiO, films were evaporat-
ed onto gold electrodes of microbalance crystals at the Naval

0
Weapons Center and shipped under dry nitrogen to Wash- .-20 ...-

ington State University. The thin films were transferred to
the UHV system and used without cleaning. ..-

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Effect of electron bombardment on ThF4  0 00 ()1 '1. W' 2  EP( )SF ,

ThF, rapidly loses mass during electron bombardment, as FL-ECTRON N)s i. )MJ[ Wt 4S

indicated by microbalance measurements. The microba- l I ('oneentratton u" luorine. uu~gtt &itrhuli. ,inth, riun ii the ur
lance measures the total mass loss which includes the total fact a', determined h, AtS during clectron tlnimlai'd de,.orpiwiin tf Iht %
mass of ions and neutral particles. Simultaneous with this ,ith I kcO dci Irons iiftC! o XI cpusuT Lh' n Oll right
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The damage caused by electron bombardment is not limit- SURFACE COMPOSITION OF ThF 4 DURING

ed to the near surface layers. Microbalance measurements SIMULTANEOUS XeF 2 AND ELECTRON EXPOSURE

indicate that during extensive bombardment with a I keV,
50-pA electron beam, the fluorine loss was equivalent to all 100

the fluorine contained in up to 27 monolayers of ThF 4 . The
damage actually extended much deeper than 27 monolayers ,,.
since AES indicates that surface fluorine still remains after 80 - "
bombardment. This bulk damage was accompanied by a vi-
sible change in the ThF4 film. The film developed a dark z -
blue color where the electron beam was incident upon it. _

This blue color is due to bulk defects, or color centers, which c 60
presumably are associated with fluorine vacancies, although ,.
no information on ThF4 color centers could be found in the z " ,
literature. This blue color is visibly diminished after the film W .40 .,%.,

readsorbs a large amount of fluorine.
For a ThF, film to lose many monolayers of fluorine very ,.

quickly under electron bombardment in vacuum, electron 0

bombardment must be stimulating the following processes: 20 ,- ,.
ThF4 dissociation, fluorine bulk diffusion in the near surface
layers, bulk-to-surface diffusion (surface segregation), and 0

Th
fluorine desorption. As we shall show, electron bombard- C
ment in the presence of XeF,, under the appropriate condi- 0 002 0.03
tions, can lead to the uptake of fluorine in ThF 4 . ELECTRON DOSE (COULOMBS)

B. Exposure of electron damaged ThF4 to XeF2  FR;. 2. Surface concentration of fluorine, oxygen, carbon, and thorium as
determined by AES during simultaneous exposure of ThF 4 to I keV elec-

When "virgin" ThF4 is exposed to XeF., it slowly adsorbs trons and 3.5 x 10" XeF. molecules/cm /s.
a fraction of a monolayer of fluorine (typically 0.7 mono-
layer). The sticking probability is small and can vary consid-
erably from one sample to the next due to surface contamina- The fluorine concentration on the surface increases to 80%
tion. Following exposure, Xe could not be detected with at a total electron dose of 0.008 C; further exposure led to a -c-- 7--.
AES. The surface fluorine concentration was seen to rise by slow decrease in fluorine surface concentration. -"

only about 5%, indicating that some of the adsorbed fluorine ESD of fluorine from ThF4 must still be occurring under
has diffused into the bulk. these circumstances; however, an empty surface site is

We have found that a fluorine depleted ThF4 film, pro- quickly filled from the gas phase. Electron stimulated diffu-
duced by extended electron bombardment (such as shown in sion of the near-surface fluorine results in a fluorine enriched
Fig. 1), readily adsorbs fluorine. When such a surface is ex- surface. After some time, however, the bulk fluorine concen-
posed to XeF,, microbalance data show that the surface ra- tration decreases until a chemical equilibrium is established
pidly gains a monolayer of fluorine with unity sticking prob- where fluorine is desorbed from the surface at the same rate
ability. After one monolayer is adsorbed, the fluorine as it is adsorbed from the gas phase. At low incident electron .. .
adsorption continues at a very slow rate with less than an energies (< 150 eVJ this chemical equilibrium is not estab- .

additional monolayer adsorbed after several hours. The
points plotted on the right-hand side of Fig. I show the in- I IORINL JPTAKKE ON THF -
crease in surface fluorine concentration which occurred t; t:TR)N NI RGY oDIPFN )NC -

after electron bombardment was stopped and the sample was
exposed to XeF,.

C. Simultaneous exposure of ThF4 to electrons and
XeF2

When a ThF surface is simultaneously exposed to XeF. o
and I keV electrons 150pA), the film loses less totalfluorine % -

than it would if the XeF, uere not present. Under the identi-
cal I keV electron beam used before, the maximum amount
of fluorine a ThF, film lost when subjected to a flux of
I : 10'" XeF. molecules/s was 13 equivalent monolayers. or +
less than half the mass loss when the XeF2 was not present.
Figure 2 shows the concentration of surface species as deter- t -
mined by AES during simultaneous exposure to XeF 2 and a 100 20 r K'

I-keV elect ron beam. Note the rapid initial loss of carbon F:u, 3 Yield I mass change/electron current ldependcencc on electron energy" '

and accompanying increase in the thorium concentration. during simultaneous exposure of ThF, to XcI and electron,,
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lished for very long periods of time. During simultaneous increase in the partial pressure of oxygen in the chamber
bombardment with low energy electrons and XeF., the ThF4  could not be measured. This is not surprising considering the ,- '- h

film gains mass at a steady rate depending on electron ener- low electron stimulated desorption rate of oxygen from SiO,.
- gy, XeF. flux, and electron flux.' After 2 h of bombardment We saw no evidence of multilayer loss of oxygen from the

with a 7 iA, 100-eV electron beam and I X 10" XeF, mole- SiO, films.
cules/s, the mass gain rate showed no change. E. Exposure of electron damaged SiO2 to XeF-

From our microbalance measurements we can calculate a E. E. ont

"sorption yield" which is equal to the rate of mass gain/elec- Fluorine is adsorbed on fresh SiO 2 during exposure to
tron. Figure 3 shows the dependence of the sorption yield on XeF. or F, as indicated by AES. Microbalance measure-
incident electron energy measured by the microbalance dur- ments indicate that one monolayer of fluorine is adsorbed

ing bombardment with 1 pA electron beams. The mass gain from XeF., or F., by SiO,. 2 SiO, stops adsorbing fluorine after
rate appears to peak at 50 eV, suggesting that this is the one monolayer as determined by both AES and crystal mi-

energy at which the diffusion of fluorine from the surface crobalance measurements. .'.

into the bulk is maximized. If at this energy the cross section We observed no spontaneous etching reaction between
for fluorine segregation into the bulk is a maximum, then the XeF 2 or F 2 . Microbalance measurements indicate that an . -a '-*

fluorine flow would be regulated at the surface by the incom- oxygen depleted SiO, surface (due to electron bombard-

ing gas phase fluorine (XeF2) and the electron current and ment) increases mass when exposed to either XeF2 or F, at ..'"."
not by the bulk concentration gradient. Field stimulated:1' the same rate as a virgin Sief-surae result

fects due to charging of the insulator surface may also play a F. Simultaneous exposure of Si0 2 to electrons and
role, since the secondary electron yield decreases at these XeF.
low energies resulting in increased surface charging. As shown by Coburn and Winters,5 an electron beam will

it should be noted that the results oas etch SiO, in the presence of XeF.. The microbalance results
phase fluorine source were almost identical with those ob- shown in Fig. 4 demonstrate the loss of mass from simulta-
tained with XeF., when care was taken to carefully match the neous bombardment of SiO, with a I keV, 20-A electrone
fluxes for the two gases.' beam and I ,. 10"' XeF. molecules,'s. The lar-e increase that

occur, when the electron gun is allowed to hit the sample and
D. Effect of electron bombardment on S0 2  the large decrease seen when it is turned off are due to ther-

Microbalance measurements indicate that SiO. losesmass mal effects in the quartz crystal microbalance. Using the
slowly during electron bombardment. A loss of oxygen dur- "before" and "after" values of the frequency. the rate of
ing electron bombardment is indicated by AES. This is in mass loss t'nder these conditions is found to be 2.7 , 10
agreement with the results of Carriere and co-workers.' Our g/s 10. 8 aiu/electron). Our preliminary measurements indi- - ..
results indicate that one monolayer of oxygen is desorbed by cate that this etch rate is linear in XeF, flux and electron
a I keV, 20-pA electron beam over a period of 36 min. An current over a small range of the values given above.
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P
acterization. High resolution is readily achieved; usually the ience weaker enhancements. 0%

spectral resolution is limited by the intrinsic width of the In contrast, the second, so-called "chemical" enhance-
Raman bands from surface species. Easy access to the low ment mechanism" is restricted to the first monolayer, as it *

frequency region allows observation of the motions of the requires electronic overlap between the substrate and the
adsorbed molecule relative to the surface. IR transmission adsorbate. Resonant light-induced charge transfer processes
measurements require a transparent support; this restriction appear to play a dominant role. This enhancement contribu-
does not apply to Raman spectroscopy as the scattered radi- tion is highly molecule specific, as it requires molecular do-
ation is collected from the illuminated surface. nor or acceptor levels at suitable energies. It has been empha-

Surface Raman spectra may be interpreted at various ev- sized " that special adsorption sites ("adatoms") play an
els. The high specificity of the vibrational frequencies may be important role in this mechanism.
used for fingerprint identification of the adsorbate composi- The relative importance of the two enhancement contri-
tion. From a more detailed analysis of the observed frequen- butions will vary with the adsorbate. For the electromagnet- Wi- r
cies one obtains information on the adsorption geometry, the ic enhancement factor, reliable theoretical estimates are
surface-adsorbate bonding, and on structural changes with- available. - - ' They depend on the details of the surface,.'..,-.

in the adsorbed molecule (cf. Sec. V). Frequency analysis also structure; a factor of 10' is typical for a strongly enhancing
yields information on the structures of reactive interme- Ag particle surface. The chemical enhancement factor may
diates which exist only as surface species. The formation of be 102 or larger for certain molecules le.g., pyridine); most
such species plays a crucial role in catalytic reactions. molecules for which this factor has been shown to exist con-

Raman scattering fulfills all the requirements mentioned rain a rr electron system. While the chemical enhancement.'--.-.above for in situ characterization: as an optical technique it is factor provides a substantial sensitivity increase in favorable

applicable in reactive or corrosive environments. Reactant cases, it can be less influenced by the experimenter. As we are
and product gases above the surface at atmospheric pres- aiming to develop surface enhanced Raman scattering into a f,_',o'
sures do not represent a problem; the technique can be'made more generally applicable analytical technique, our ap-
surface specific. These advantages of Raman spectroscopy proach has been to maximize the electromagnetic enhance-
have been recognized by researchers in heterogeneous ca- ment contribution by designing optimum substrate prepara-
talysis for a long time. The crucial problem which prevented tion strategies. 27 2 '

widespread application is sensitivity, as Raman scattering is
an inherently weak process. Recently, advances have been
made in two different directions which provide the necessary III. DEHYDROAMINATION REACTIONS ON COPPER
submonolayer sensitivity. The first improvement concerns An example of practical importance has been chosen to
multichannel detection technology. This approach, pioneer- test the utility of enhanced Raman scattering under condi
ed by Chang et al. " has recently made it possible to detect tions corresponding to catalytic operation. To obtain a real-
monolayers of solid adsorbates on inert substrates.' - '3  istic assessment, our guideline was to choose substrates and

The second possibility to enhance sensitivity, which has adsorbates according to their intrinsic interest for catalysis,'

calactvi~ wichfolowd te iscveri o ES asTe catyzdin proess s t i cor eresod tor ctelgrssePbeen employed in this work, is the use of surface enhance- rather than model compounds that give strong SERS en-
ment phenomena. The intensive experimental and theoreti- hancements.cal ct~, t whih flloed he dscoery 4' ' of ERShas The catalyzed process studied corresponds to the gross . ::'".'- .

con%,erged into a consensus that at least two mechanisms are reaction 2
1

contributing to the enhancement. As a series of reviews on reaction :J

the subject is available, "' '" we shall restrict ourselves to list- R'-OH + NH,-R -- R'-NH-R + H,O, (1) .-
ing the important effects. The first, electromagnetic en- where R and R' are aliphatic or aryl-alkyl organic residues. __.....

hancement contribution, is molecule independent and quite The product amines are large-scale industrial products used
general in nature. On suitably roughened metallic surfaces, as fabric softeners, ore flotation agents, and additives in var-
the adsorbed molecules experience local electromagnetic ious products of petroleum refining. They are also important
fields which are amplified compared to the incident laser intermediates in the production of drugs, pesticides, and sur- ,-.."

field. This results in stronger excitation. When the molecule factants.
is radiating at the Raman-shifted frequency, the surface acts Copper has been found to be most suitable due to its high
as an "antenna" and thus enhances the rate of emission. The activity and selectivity to the desired amine. "' High activities
field amplification is due to the so-called "lightning rod ef- are also observed with cobalt and especially with nickel, but
fect."-' and due to resonant excitation of localized or ex- selectivities are relatively low. The high selectivity of copper
tended surface plasmons. '"" To support the enhancement, is attributed to the fact that with copper virtually no C-C
surface roughness on a well-defined size scale of 10--100 bond cleavage takes place under amination conditions." In
nm.,: '" and a match between laser wavelength and the par- contrast, significant C-C bond cleavage (hydrogenolysis) is "
title plasmon resonance frequency are required. Low loss observed with nickel and cobalt.
metals can support large field amplifications; for this reason The interactions of reactant and product amines with the ' %
the noble metals Ag, Au, and Cu provide the strongest en- metal surface play a decisive role for the activity, selectivity, %
hancements. The range of the enhancement is determined by and lifetime of the catalysts. Depending on these interac-
the particle dimensions: it is strongest for the first adsorbed tions the amines can undergo side reactions, such as dispro-
monolayer; several subsequent physisorbed layers exper- portionations and hydrogenolysis. These reactions lead to
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both lower selectivity to the desired amine, and to catalyst facilitates the following chemical elchmg step. Theesuhiratc ,

deactivation by incorporation of nitrogen and carbon into is immersed into a %igorousl stirred 2 %. tiN), solution at
the metal surface." With copper only deactivation by sur- room temperature, for about 2 min. This procedure creates a
face nitride formation is observed, whereas with nickel and sponge-type surface with plentiful roughness features, on the .. ,;
cobalt both nitride and carbide formation occurs. Deactiva- 10-100 nm size scale, as shown by electron micrographs.
tion by nitride formation can be completely prevented by After the etch, the substrate is thoroughly rinsed with deion-
adding hydrogen to the feed stream. " Hydrogen biases equi- ized water, dried with nitrogen, dip coated with the investi- : -' -
libria such as3  gated liquid. and the excess liquid is blown off with nitrogen. " .

2 NH-,-R + 3 Me --- NH-R + Me 1N + 3/2 H,, (2) The sample is then placed into a glass or quartz reactor, with ' ,

a pool of liquid at the bottom. Adsorption/desorption equi-where Me represents the metal. It is evident from the above librium is established in a nitrogen atmosphere saturated
that the adsorption and desorption behavior of reactant and with the vapor of the amine, before the optical measure-
product amines is of crucial importance. ments are begun.

For these reasons, it is of high interest to obtain a detailed
understanding of the bonding of the amine to the surface. V. BONDING OF TOLUIDINE ONTO COPPER
In a thorough study2' of the mechanism of reaction (1), Tod"C"-Hw cs ah r
which has been termed "dehydroamination," a surface spe- m-Toluidine (m-CH,-C,H,-NH.) was chosen as the first

cies of the form R-NH* was proposed, where * represents a example to study the bonding of amines to copper catalyst

surface site. The spectroscopic investigation described below surfaces. As mentioned above, our aim was to investigate the

is centered around determining the structure of this interme- nature of the surface species R-NH* that plays an important
diate. Before discussing the results, the procedure employed role in the dehydroamination mechanism.2u Two bonding
to prepare copper surfaces suitable for enhanced Raman models may be formulated (as illustrated in Fig. 1). In the

scattering is described, first model, the amine looses a hydrogen atom and forms a
(covalent) bond to the surface site. In the second picture, the

IV. SUBSTRATE PREPARATION PROCEDURE amine bonds to the surface via the nitrogen lone pair.
To decide between the two models, we have based our

Surface enhancement depends critically on the creation of argument on two pieces of evidence. (i) Raman spectra of
surface roughness; as mentioned above, particles in the 10- model compounds (also shown in Fig. 1) were compared
100 nm size range give strongest electromagnetic enhance- with the surface Raman spectrum of toluidine. Lithium m-
ment contributions. A variety of procedures is known to pro- toluidide corresponds to the model where a covalent bond
duce such roughness. Slow thermal evaporation of thin met- between nitrogen and metal is formed. The toluidinium ion,
al films onto cooled3" or room temperature" substrates where an additional proton is attached to the nitrogen lone
produces metal islands with typical dimensions of 5-50 nm, pair, corresponds to the second picture above. (ii) A partial
which yield quite strong enhancements in the case of Ag and normal coordinate analysis was performed to interpret the
Au. For the present investigation island films are less suit- frequencies seen in the toluidine surface spectrum.
able as the islands change their shape and optical properties Figure 2 shows Raman spectra of toluidine and of the
in the presence of surface-active adsorbents. Oxidation-re- model compounds. Trace (c) is the spectrum of the neat m-
duction cycles on metal bars or foils" are another effective toluidine liquid; trace (b) is the SERS spectrum of the sub-

method for generating substrates providing strong surface stance adsorbed on copper, in equilibrium with the saturated
enhancements. During reduction, the metal is redeposited in
the form of globules or particles on the electrode. These pro-
trusions are stochastically distributed over the surface and
span a wide variety of sizes, a fraction of which fall into the cM3 H CIA
range which is optimum for SERS. The chemical etching / N

procedure described below is similar in this respect. For
completeness we add that two procedures are known to date
which produce particles that are uniform in size and shape.
The first is angle evaporation of the metal onto a square //7 / 77/77 1-17771-1-1 77
array of posts, which is created by lithographic techniques27. %
on a dielectric substrate. 2".I The second approach is evapo-
ration of metal onto a surface consisting of tall SiO 2 needles,
which are produced by plasma etching of a substrate using a
random metallic mask. 2' The use of these substrates for cata-
lytic studies is presently being pursued in our group. H (ZH3. +/ H

The substrate preparation technique that was used to N \ N..

study adsorption of amines on copper involves the following H
steps. "' Commercial copper foil of 0. 1 mm thickness is sand- FIG. I. Bonding offm-tohindtne to a copper %urface. The compo~und lithium., ,
blasted using Si02 powder. This treatment generates crater- Fo odn f,~oudn 0acpe ufc.Tecmon ihutoluidide tefi) is a model for covalent bonding to Ihe copper after dissocia-

"" shaped roughness on a relatively large size scale (typically I iive loss of a hydrogen atom. The tolidinium ion irghti is a model for
pm) which in itselfdoes not lead to surface enhancement, but honding to the surface via the nitrogen lone pair.
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FIb. 2. Surface Raman spectrum of m-toluidine and spectra of model compounds. The enhanced Raman spectrum of toluidine excited with 10 mW from a
DCM dye laser is shown in trace ib). Trace (c) is the Raman spectrum of neat m-toluidine liquid. The spectra of m-toluidinium chloride and of lithium
toluidide are presented in traces (a) and 1d), respectively. The breaks in the spectra at 650 and 1100 cm ' arise from different amounts of background . - ..-

subtracted for the low, medium, and high wave number regions.

vapor. Marked differences between the two spectra are clear- [trace (a)], however, several remarkable similarities with the
ly discernible. The highest frequency band of the 1600cm SERS spectrum of adsorbed toluidine are noted, e.g., an up-
region (observed at 1618 cm ' in the free molecule) is up- shift of the highest-frequency band in the considered region,
shifted to 1630 cm ' in the surface spectrum. Another sig- and the occurrence of a band around 1250 cm '. Thus the
nificant upshift is observed for the band at 1292 cm '. Im- inspection of the model compound spectra appears to favor
portantly. the surface spectrum features an additional band the second bonding model mentioned above, where the ami- -' -- -
at 1254 cm ', which is completely absent in the free mole- no group retains both hydrogen atoms and bonds to the sur- ,

.cule spectrum. In the torsional motion region above 500 face via the nitrogen lone pair.
cm ', the discrete spectrum of the free molecule merges This indication was confirmed by a partial normal coordi-
into a broad band centered around 520 cm ', hinting to an nate analysis3' of the frequencies in which the amino group is
inhomogeneous distribution for the hindered motions of the involved. The adsorbate was treated as a four-atom fragment
molecule on the surface. Phe-NH 2 , where Phe- was given the mass of a phenyl ring.

It is illuminating to compare the surface spectrum [trace The force constants within this fragment were adjusted to fit
(b)] with the spectra of the model compounds. The Raman the relevant bands in the Raman spectrum of the free mole-
frequencies of lithium toluidide, while distinctly different cule, and were not further adjusted subsequently. For the
from those of liquid toluidine, exhibit no apparent correla- molecule-surface complex. the geometry shown in Fig. 3
tions with the surface spectrum. For toluidinium chloride was adopted, where the value of 2 A for the copper-nitrogen

J. Vac. Sc. Technol. 8, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985 " -
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1.05A H sented by reaction (1) of Sec. Ill. For the bimolecular reac-H tion (I), interpretation of the surface spectra is involved, due %.r%.

1160 to the simultaneous presence of two reactants, at least one

l.4A N 120product, and of several intermediates on the surface. How-
1.43 ever, there exists an intramolecular variant4" that produces Zt

goo cyclic amines from amino-alcohols; the prototype is the pro-
duction of piperidine from 5-amino-pentanol. These reac- '.

2.0 A tions, as they start from only one reactant, are excellently ,.- .

suited for the application of SERS to study the mechanism _ . ,

and search for surface intermediates. Raman spectra of the N

U reactants adsorbed on copper are presently being recorded. 4
'

VI. SURFACE ENHANCEMENT ON INTERACTING
FiG.3. Geometrical parameters of the phenyl-NH, fragment and of the METAL PARTICLE SURFACES
surface complex used in the normal coordinate analysis (Ref. 35). Progress in the analytical applications of SERS is inti

mately connected with our theoretical understanding of the
bond length is typical for nitrogen ligands in copper com- enhancement mechanisms, which allows us to design sub-
plexes. (The quality of the fit turns out to be relatively insen- strates, and choose experimental parameters such that the
sitive to this parameter.) Adjusting the Cu-N stretching and enhancement is maximized. With this aim in mind, we have
Cu-N-H, Cu-N-Phe bending force constants, a very satis- recently undertaken an analysis of the electromagnetic en-
factory agreement with the observed frequencies in the hancement on surfaces that consist of interacting metal par-

SERS spectrum of adsorbed toluidine was obtained. -" In titles. It has long been observed experimentally4" that the
particular, the upshifts of the two bands mentioned above dipolar interactions between the metal particles in island
and the additional vibration at 1254 cm - ' are well repro- films give rise to frequency shifts and broadening of the sur- P
duced by the model; the latter is identified as a bending mo- face plasmon resonances, compared to those of an isolated
tion of the molecule relative to the surface. (Calculations particle. Recent experiments 7 .2 '8 8 have employed larger
using the same parameter set also identified the 1248 cm - particles where in addition effects of finite particle size must
band in the toluidinium spectrum as a doubly degenerate R- be taken into account. The square arrays of uniformly
N-H bending mode' 5) shaped metal particles, first produced by Liao et al.,2 ' re-

In conclusion, the evidence from the model compound quire special attention due to the grating-type character of
spectra and from frequency analysis indicates that for room the surface, which gives rise to collective radiation phenom-
temperature adsorption, m-toluidine binds to the surface via ena. A general formalism that takes these effects into ac-
the nitrogen lone pair, without N-H bond dissociation. count, and models the retarded dipolar interactions between

From the studies of amine adsorption we proceed to inves- finitely sized particles, has recently been presented.
tigations of the dehydroamination catalytic system, repre- Without giving a mathematical description, we show

.,......:

* .

2:1 ellipsoid

volume 3-105 nm 3

FIG.4. Influence of dipolar interactions . .,
on surface enhancement. The local in- -. - '-*.
tensity enhancement larbitrary unitsi at
the tips of 2 :1 ellipsoids of volume

3X 105 nm' is plotted as a function of
excitation energy. The particles are ar- '

, -, 360 ranged on a square array of lattice con-

* stant dvarying between 240 and .160 nm. %
The long axes of the particles are perpen-

/-320 dicular to the plane of the array: the ex- ** %
citing laser is incident at an angle of 60*.

-,280 lattice

constant (nm)
240

10000 20000 30000
excitation energy (cm -1)
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some consequences of the general results" for the wave- shown how surface enhancement techniques can be used in a
length dependence of the enhancement. Figure 4 shows, as a catalytic environment to achieve the required submonolayer

ment on the tips of 2 : 1 ellipsoids, of constant volume the enhancement, and of the influence of particle dipole in-

V = 3 X 105 nm', which are located on a square array. The teractions, has aided in the design of two substrate prepara-
lattice constant d of this array is contracted from 360 down tion procedures which result in strong enhancement: defined
to 240 nm. Three characteristic effects of the dipolar interac- chemical etching of metal foils, and evaporation onto etched
tions are clearly visible in the figure. quartz substrates. 2X As a first application, the bonding of n- in.

10 There is an overall decrease in the peak enhancement as toluidine to a copper surface has been studied. On the basis
the particles come closer together. This is due to collective of the surface Raman spectrum we were able to decide ,',','
radiation of the particle array, which increases with the between two bonding models: Upon room temperature ad-
square of the particles' area density, and reduces the en- sorption, toluidine binds to the surface via the nitrogen lone
hancement due to radiation damping. pair, without loss of hydrogen from the amino group.
Iii) There is a "dip" in each curve, i.e., an energy for which Further studies will include intramolecular variants of the
the enhancement is essentially zero. It occurs when the dehydroamination reaction at elevated temperatures, for
grating order (n,m) = - 1,0) of the square array changes various pressures and feed stream compositions.4 With in-
from radiating to evanescent character. i.e., is radiating at creasing detection sensitivity, applications of surface Raman
a grazing angle 0 - 90' with respect to the surface nor- spectroscopy to catalytically important metals which pro-
mal. As elaborated in Ref. 43, for the particular incidence vide weaker enhancements will become possible. Work
angle of 60' assumed in Fig. 4, this occurs for along these lines is in progress in our laboratories.
1/ =1 + sin 60°) '(1/d),i.e..thedippositions(i/, J(,W A final comment concerns the interesting question %

follow a hyperbola when plotted as a function of lattice whether the surface sites observed by enhanced Raman spec-
constant d. troscopy are identical to those responsible for catalytic activ-
(iiiI On the high energy side of the "dip" the main effect of ity. This question is probably best answered by considering
the dipolar interactions is damping; on the low energy side the three particle size ranges which are discernible based on
there is little damping but a strong red shift of the reso- their significantly different properties for catalysis.
nance position. This gives rise to the peculiar appearance (i) If we decrease the particle size starting from the bulk --.

of, e.g., the curve calculated for d = 300 nm. Here the dip metal, structure sensitivity is expected to occur in the size
occurs at an energy of 17 860cm '. Following the wave- range < 10 nm, where the statistics of the surface atoms
length dependence of the enhancement from the high en- change significantly. 4

ergy side, we see the wings of a resonance curve which (ii) Electronic property changes are expected to influence
experiences progressively more damping as the dip posi- surface reaction rates if the energy level spacing 6 of the -,

. tion is approached. As soon as we have crossed beyond the particle becomes larger than the thermal energy of the
critical energy at which the additional grating order stops reactant. The level spacing 6 is inversely proportional to
radiating and becomes evanescent in character, the damp- the number N of metal atoms in the particle, and is ap-
ing ceases, and strong red shifting sets in which "pulls the proximately given by' 5

plasmon frequency into resonance," such that a sudden & 4c,./(3N),
increase of the enhancement is observed. As we descend "-de e-r"-tF,
further to lower energies, the favorable red shift of the whereE, denotes the Fermi energy ofthe metal. ForCuatroom temperature, the criterion 6c-kT yields N'---240,resonance frequency decreases in magnitude. Simulta- rre partie ieon as N ppe lneously the damping becomes stronger again, resulting in corresponding to a particle size of 2 nm as an upper limit. " °,
anvesl thapin bepomhes strngen rBoth the surface atom statistics and the changes in the

electronic properties can influence the structure of the most
Summarizing we conclude that dipolar interactions have a

profound influence on the resonance position and magnitude abundant reaction intermediate (MARI).

of the enhancement by a surface of interacting particles. This information answers the question concerning the

Such effects, which have first been noticed on island films,42  connection between SERS and catalysis. As discussed in Sec.

arvnm~r s e21 II (Refs. 22-26), the Raman enhancement is maximum for "''"areeve mre mprtat i sverl ecet epeimetsparticles in the range 10--100 ni- From the catalytic stand-
where particles of dimensions of 100 nm and above are em- point this size range is equivalent to the bulk metal, and
ployed. The consequences of these interactions will have to poin tis sie a sequivalent toate bl etaan

be tkenint acountwhe inerpetig exerientllyob- SERS will provide a spectroscopic image of the interactione taken into account when interpreting experimentally ob- f bulk metal with the adsorbates.
served wavelength dependences, or calculating magnitudes Two extensions are envisaged from this point. If we sue
of the electromagnetic enhancement contribution. ceed in lowering the size range where SERS is observable

substantially below 10 nm, changes in the detected adsorbate
VII. CONCLUSIONS composition reflecting changes in the MARl due to struc-

Dehvdroamination reactions onl copper catalysts are be- ture sensitivity may become observable. The chemical en-
ing inestigated with the aim of demonstrating the utility of hancement mechanism which depends on dynamic charge
surface-enhanced Raman scattering as an analytical tool ill transfer processes at specific defect sites (adatom clusters'"

cataly tic research. After discussing the information content might be utilized to stud% the role of these sites as centers of'
and advantages of surface Raman spectroscopy, we have catalytic activity.
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Normal (unenhanced) Raman spectroscopy of molecules adsorbed
on surfaces
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Design considerations for a surface Raman spectrometer are reviewed. The behavior of the -e

electromagnetic field near a conducting surface dictates the excitation and observation conditions ,'toI

for surface Raman spectroscopy; multichannel detection results in sufficient sensitivity to detect '

submonolayer quantities of material adsorbed on single crystal metal and semiconductor
surfaces. Several examples, which illustrate the versatility of the technique, are presented.

I. INTRODUCTION tails of the experimental design, which arise from consider- . o.

in srfac scince.Ther poerdrivefrmthirailitito siml ode wthe hich oudtn the surtoagetcfae RaraOptical techniques provide a powerful complement to the ations of the behavior of the electromagnetic field near a
array of surface-sensitive electron spectroscopies available conducting surface. Greenler and Slager3 provided the first
in surface science. Their power derives from their ability to sipemdlwtwhctouerantesraeRmn .: f

study surface processes in the presence of a dense gas or experiment. The electromagnetic field felt by a molecule %
liquid ambient phase, thus providing in situ process diagnos- near a surface is the sum of the incident laser field and that
tics. For surface chemical problems, which range from oxi- reflected by the substrate. Fresnel's equations are solved,

dation and corrosion electrochemistry to laser microchem- using tabulated values of the substrate dielectric constant, to

istry of semiconductor surfaces, vibrational spectroscopies determine the magnitude and orientation of the local field as

are particularly powerful since they provide high molecular a function of incident angle and polarization. For most met-
specificity. Thus, it should be possible to unravel the mecha- als, the maximum local field is created by light incident near

ncdetails of a surface chemical reaction by monitoring 60 to the surface normal and polarized parallel to the plane "
S nstic i iof incidence (p polarized). This geometry results in a slight
the intermediates present during a reaction.

Infrared reflection absorption spectroscopy is developing amplification of the laser intensity by about a factor of 2.as a very powerful optical technique both for ultrahigh vacu- The local electromagnetic field induces a dipole in the
as aver poerfl oticl tchniue othforultahih vcu- molecule which radiates. The orientation of the induced di-um studies' and for studies of the electrochemical environ-

ment.2 Raman spectroscopy is a promising alternative tech- pole depends upon the symmetry of the molecular vibration
and the orientation of the molecular polarizability tensor innique which offers some potential advantages including a".-'" -

wider spectral range, much higher spatial resolution, and the surface frame of reference. In many cases the polarizibi-
perhaps greater sensitivity. The latter point needs to be em- lity tensor will be diagonal in the surface frame of reference

phasized, for it had long been thought that Raman spectros- which means that, for totally symmetric modes, the induced

copy of molecules adsorbed at low coverage on single crystal dipole will also be oriented along the surface normal. The ."-

surfaces would require enhancement of the signal due either angular distribution of the scattered radiation will be affect-

to resonance Raman scattering by the adsorbed molecule or ed by the presence of the conducting surface. Greenler and " "
to the surface-enhanced Raman (SERS) effect. The former Slager calculated the interference between directly emitted

case is molecule specific while the latter is substrate specific radiation and that suffering a single reflection from the sur- , ,

and thus neither is generally applicable, face, by the same procedure used for the incident field. Not

We have improved the effective sensitivity of surface Ra- surprisingly, the radiation is predicted to peak near 60° from
man spectroscopy so that it is now possible to record spectra the surface normal by symmetry, and its intensity is alsoenhanced by about a factor of 2. pt po tio s e r r r
of molecules adsorbed on low surface area substrates at sub- ehndbaoafcrf2
monolayer coverage. We achieved this sensitivity by design- These considerations dictate an optimum geometry for
ing a surface Raman spectrometer based upon the behavior surface Raman experiments; excitation by a p-polarized la-ing sufac Raan pecromterbasd uon he ehaior ser incident at 60° and observation near 60*. I want to empha-
of the electromagnetic field near conducting surfaces. These se ice at 60ind seratio ear 6. i nt to emph-
considerations required a certain geometry for optimum effi- size the latter point especially because it is not obvious intu-
ciency. In addition, multichannel detection provides a suffi- itively. We have, in fact, measured the angular distribution
cient reduction in the time required to scan a spectrum to a of the scattered light4 and found it to be in excellent agree- "-

few minutes, making it competitive with other techniques. ment witht the predictions of Greenler and Slager. Even.-° --.
In this article, Twill describe the physical principles underly- with the very fast (0.95) optics used in our experiment, the %

ilg the surface Raman experiment and provide several ex- signal collected normal to the surface is down by about a
amples which illustrate its versatility, factor of 5. The situation is much worse with slower optics,

rendering the experiment essentially impossible using nor-

II. EXPERIMENTAL CONSIDERATIONS mal collection.
We have designed a surface Raman spectrometer based

Achieving submonolayer sensitivity for surface Raman upon the model outlined above. Raman capabilities are easi-
spectroscopy without enhancement requires attention to de- ly added to an ultrahigh vacuum surface analysis chamber;

1404 J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 8 3 (5), Sep/Oct 1985 0734-21 1X/85/051404-04$01.00 c, 1985 American Vacuum Society 1404
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only two lenses are required: one to focus the incident laser
and one to collimate the scattered radiation. Our ultrahigh
vacuum chamber is equipped with low-energy electron dif- -% ,

fraction (LEED), Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), and A Mulayer ,trobanzent "AOdsorbed on N. (111)

quadrupole mass spectrometry for surface analysis. We -.
chose to make the plane of incidence and the scattering plane so"
orthogonal to minimize difficulties with the specularly scat- "' .P.- I

tered beam. A standard high angle (71 *) port was fitted with a * . ,
50-mm focal length lens to produce an elliptical spot on the
sample whose dimensions are roughly 100X 300/um. A spe- (13
cial port was added in the horizontal plane oriented at 55to 1 0. co 

°  
/W

the surface normal which contains a very small, very fast
collection lens (D. 0. Industries 2595; 25 mmf/0.95) which
collimates the scattered light. A secondary focusing lens,
which can be located anywhere in the collimated beam, is

8 Submoonolayer nitlowontene .~;used to refocus the scattered light into a spectrograph, with (, -I :l)
properf matching.

The scattered light is analyzed by either a single spectro-
graph, using a colored glass filter to reject the elastically N 10.1 cw"nsc

scattered light, or a triple spectrograph. The former configu- "" '*.. .

ration is useful only for moderate to large wave number
shifts(> 900 cm-') while the latter can be used down to at * 

°  '  "
least 100 cm-'o We use either a cooled, intensified vidicon 2200 200 1800 1600 1400 (200 000 00

(EG&G PARC 1254) or an intensified silicon photodiode (,
array (EG&G PARC 1420) for multichannel detection ei- I....-
ther of which provides a multiplex advantage of about a fac- FIG. 1. Normal Raman spectrum of a very thin film -5 nm) of nitroben-

tor of 500. zene condensed on a Ni(l 1 I) surface at 100 K. 150 mW of 514.5-nm-laser
power was used and the spectrum was integrated for 500 s. Normal Raman
spectrum of less than a monolayer of nitrosobenzenc adsorbed on Ni( I I I at

100 K. The nitrosobenzene resulted from dissociative chemisorption of ni-
Ill. EXAMPLES AND APPLICATIONS trobenzene. Conditions were the same as above except that the spectrum
A. Nitrobenzene adsorption on Ni (111) was integrated for 1000 s.

In this section I will discuss several examples that illus-
trate the versatility of the technique. The first example of a
surface Raman spectrum without enhancement arose from a
study of the adsorption of nitrobenzene on Ni (I 11).5 This sobenzene and oxygen atoms, both of which are presumably

system was chosen because nitrobenzene has a well-known bound to the surface. (X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy has

. Raman scattering cross section and because nickel is too detected the chemisorbed oxygen.) This assignment was

, ossy to support the electromagnetic resonances thought to confirmed by adsorbing nitrosobenzene onto the surface,

be largely responsible for surface-enhanced Raman scatter- which resulted in the same spectrum. .

ing. In addition, since the surface was very flat, momentum
conservation precluded the excitation of surface plasma re- B. Ethylene adsorption on Ag (110)

sonances. The Raman spectrum of a very thin film ( - 5 nm) Ethylene is converted with high selectivity to ethylene ox-
of nitrobenzene physically adsorbed on a Ni (Il1) surface is ide over supported silver catalysts." In an effort to elucidate
shown in Fig. 1. The spectrum is essentially identical to that the mechanism of this industrially important reaction, we ". "
of the liquid, as expected for a physisorbed system. This are conducting studies of ethylene oxidation over single crys-
spectrum was acquired in less than 10 min with about 150 tal model catalysts at elevated pressures, the goal being to
mW of laser power and clearly shows the enormous advan- identify the reactive intermediates and correlate their con-
tage offered by multichannel detection. Acquiring this spec- centrations with the rates arid product distributions. As a
trum, at the same signal-to-noise ratio would require several first step towards that goal, we have ta -en the surface Ra-

days using a conventional scanning instrument. Surface Ra- man spectrum of ethylene adsorbed on a Ag I 110) surface at
man spectroscopy is obviously an extremely promising tool low temperature. It is knon from high resolution electron
for studying the structures of thin films, for example, photo- energy loss spectroscopy ("REELS) that preadsorption of
resists, polymer coatings on electrode surfaces or other sur- atomic oxygen on the surface greatly enhances the sticking
face modifiers. coefficient of ethylene.' The 1R EELS studies did not detect

The adsorption of nitrobenzene on Ni 11) at submono- any changes in the silver-oxygen mode upon ethylene chemi-
layer coverage produced the spectrum shown in Fig 1. The sorption and suggested therefore that the ethylene was ad- ,

dramatic differences between the spectra strongly suggest sorbed on a silver atom. The apparent role of the oxygen is to
that some chemical changes have occurred upon adsorption; make the silver more electropositive, and thu. enhance the %
in fact, the nitrobenzene adsorbs dissociatively to form nitro- chemisorption of ct h lene.
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I I C. Acetonitrile adsorption on Si(100)

Unenhanced Raman spectroscopy offers great promise ',",

1 HZ for studying chemical reactions occurring on semiconductor
surfaces. The technique is especially appealing given the
great current interest in using lasers to drive or control sur-
face chemical processes related to microelectronic device,,
fabrication. Since Raman spectroscopy is capable of ex-
tremely high spatial, as well as spectral, resolution the same
laser can be used to initiate and monitor surface microche-
mistry. Alternatively, two-color experiments can be envi-
sioned where two spatially coincident lasers of different fre-

quencies and powers can be used for photolysis and Raman , ._
spectroscopy. '..

At first glance it might appear that Raman scattering by
adsorbates on semiconductors would be overwhelmed by the

1800 1700 1600 1500 1400 1300 1200 11oo bulk Raman scattering from the substrate. Our previous ex-
A v(CW") amples both involved face-centered cubic (fcc) metals, which

FIG. 2. Normal Raman spectrum of ethylene adsorbed on Ag 110) at 100 K. have no Raman-active phonons. To determine the level of
The silver surface was first dosed with oxygen at 300 K until a sharp 2 xl interference from substrate excitations, we have examined
LEED pattern was achieved. Then 100 L (uncorrected) of ethylene was the Raman scattering from clean and adsorbate-covered si-

dosed resulting in half-monolayer coverage. 250 mW of 514.5-nm radiation
was used for excitation and the spectrum was integrated for 100 . con surfaces. The clean Si(100) surface (sputtered and an-

nealed to give a 2 X I LEED pattern) shows the very strong
one-phonon loss at 525 cm-' and the much weaker two-
phonon band at 1020 cm -'.' Except for these two regions,

Figure 2 shows the surface Raman spectrum (interest- the background scattering from the substrate is no worse
ingly, the scattering is not enhanced on smooth silver) of than wackron cattoberng from thetsTustrate ec n o rse Z,

ethylene adsorbed at half-monolayer coverage on a silver have a large spectral window for studying adsorbates.
surface that had been predosed with oxygen. The C C In our first attempt to study adsorption on silicon we have
stretch and the symmetric C-H in plane bend are clearly obtained the Raman spectrum of a few monolayers (50 L -
observed at - 1580 and - 1320 cm -', respectively. These uncorrected exposure) of acetonitrile physically adsorbed on
frequencies are about 20 cm -' lower than in the gas phase, Si(100). The spectrum of the C-H stretching region is shown -. "- -.
suggesting a very weak chemisorption interaction with the in Fig. 3. The excellent signal-to-noise ratio suggests strong- %
surface. The Raman spectrum confirms the HREELS re- ly that we will be able to see submonolayer amounts of ad- ,. .'-
suits and is further evidence of the sensitivity of unenhanced sorbed molecles, with very low Raman cross sections

surface Raman spectroscopy. (acetonitrile was chosen for this study because of its small

VCH (a) 2942cm . , -

FIG. 3. Normal Raman A "-".'
0.5 Cos/seC spectrum of a very thin film

(- .5 nm) of acetonitrile ad-
sorbed on Si(l 00) at 100 K.

VCe) 19 m. 50 mW of 457.9 -nm radi- ,.-
aton was used and the .,,-..i,

spectrum was integrated
for 50 s.

LN
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Raman cross section). Because of the low reflectivity of sili- cules adsorbed on metal, semiconductor, and dielectric sur-
con, sample heating is a bit more of a problem than for met- faces.
als; we are redesigning our sample mount to alleviate this . " ."

problem and bring our detectability into the submonolayer ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
regime. These results, while preliminary, are very encourag- The financial support of The Robert A. Welch Founda--__
ing and point to the great potential Raman spectroscopy has tion, The Research Corporation, The National Science ,-.--_,

for studying surface chemistry at semiconductors. Foundation, The Camille and Henry Dreyfus Foundation, ,-..

and The Alfred P. Sloan Foundation is gratefully acknowl- '.. 
IV. CONCLUSIONS edged. ,*.*

We have shown that unenhanced surface Raman spec-
troscopy is a powerful new tool for investigating surface-
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spectral and spatial resolution, a wide spectral range, good J. Phys. Chem. 87, 293 (1983). ". .

sensitivity, and immunity to the presence of an ambient 'R.G. GreenlerandT. L. Slager, Spectrochim. Acta Part A29, 19311973). "...'".,%"

phase. Technological advances, which include more efficient 'D. R. Mullins and A. Campion, J. Phys. Chem. 88. 8 (1984). ... V

collection of the scattered light, ultraviolet excitation, and 'A. Campion, J. K. Brown, and V. M. Grizzle. Surf. Sci. 115. L 153)(1982). .f-
the next generation of more sensitive (CCD-based) multi- "K. Kishi, K. Chinomi, Y. Inoue, and S. Ikeda. J. Catal. 60, 228 11979).! ~W. M. H. Sachtler, C. Backyx, and R. A. Van Santen, Cat. Rev. Sci. Eng. i;-
channel detectors can be expected to produce one to two 3 1 ad A nnn Re E
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Photodesorption and adsorbate-surface interactions stimulated
by laser radiation

T. J. Chuang
IBM Research Laboratory, San Jose, California 95193

(Received 15 February 1985; accepted 23 April 1985)

Laser photons can interact with a gas-solid system to promote heterogeneous reactions and to
stimulate desorption. In this paper, a review is given on desorption processes induced by photon
radiation. This includes laser-induced thermal desorption and photodesorption by ultraviolet,
visible, and infrared lasers. Relevant theories and recent experimental results are discussed with
particular emphases on surface molecular dynamics and on assessing the quantum and the
thermally assisted radiation effects.

1. INTRODUCTION
and not include studies on the emission of neutral or charged

The study of photochemical interactions at gas-solid inter- particles from solids due essentially to a physical ablation
faces has emerged as a very interesting scientific discipline effect by very high power lasers.
and many of the basic surface processes stimulated by pho- Before lasers are more widely used in desorption studies in -
ton radiation have been investigated or explored in recent recent years, photon-stimulated desorption (PSD) usually
years.' It is also well recognized that the photochemical means desorption induced by x ray or relatively high energy
techniques, in particular the utilization of lasers, may have a (> 10 eV) photons as opposed to electron-stimulated desorp-
major impact in the processing of solid materials for micro- tion (ESD) in contemporary literature.' Desorption induced
electronic and micromechanical devices. These processes in- by such high energy photons can involve core ionization' as ''

cluding laser-induced chemical etching,2 chemical vapor de- well as valence excitationta) Although the energy range ,-j"

position, and doping3' 4 seem to be applicable to a wide range (< 8 eV) of laser photons discussed in this paper cannot in-
of materials, whether they are metals, insulators, or semi- duce core ionization by a single-photon absorption, valence
conductors. The photon-induced or -enhanced interactions excitation is possible by UV photons. Also at high laser pow-
can be achieved by photoexcitation of molecules in the gas er levels, multiphoton excitation and ionization are possible.
phase or the adsorbed states involving both electronic and Thus, we shall continue to use the term PSD in this general
vibrational activations. They can also be accomplished by sense when UV or visible light beams are used. In the in-
photoirradiation of solid substrates io promote electronic frared range with the photon energy less than 1 eV, elec-
and/or thermal excitations. When a photon beam is present tronic excitation of the adsorbate-surface complex is not at-
on a solid surface, competitive processes between chemical tainable by single photon absorption. Resonant excitation of
reaction and desorption can take place. Even when a chemi- surface vibrational modes, however, can lead to photode-
cal reaction is enhanced by the photon radiation, the reac- sorption.' This is a distinctive phenomenon and we shall call
tion product may be stimulated by the same light beam to this IR laser-induced photodesorption as IRPD. In contrast
desorb from the surface. Thus photodesorption can greatly to x-ray or other low intensity light sources, a laser beam can
affect surface chemistry and it should be considered as an in many cases heat up a solid substrate and induce thermal
integral part of the overall surface photochemical processes. desorption. Thus laser-induced thermal desorption (LITD),
In another aspect, photon-stimulated desorption (PSD), like is an important part of laser radiation effects. In LITD, sur- . .
the conventional thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS), face heating can be due to direct lattice phonon excitation or
can be utilized to obtain kinetic information about surface initial substrate electronic excitation which rapidly decays
interactions. In fact, as to be discussed in this paper, PSD by to phonon bath before desorption occurs. The characteris-
laser photons can provide much important insight into sur- tics of LITD are the lack of strong photon wavelength de-
face molecular dynamics not accessible by the conventional pendence and are governed by the absorptivity of the solid
TDS method or other surface analytical techniques. In still which generally has a rather broad absorption spectrum. For V"-°."
another way, PSD measurements performed with a wave- more than a decade, major studies on stimulated desorption
length tunable light source can be a powerful spectroscopic by low energy photons have been centered around the sub-
technique for studying electronic and vibrational structures ject of separating the quantum effects (i.e., desorption due to *.& %

of adspecies. With a tunable laser, the spectroscopy can pro- resonant electronic and vibrational excitations) and the ther-
vide unsurpassed spectral resolutions. With these various mal effects. While undoubtedly the differentiation between
aspects in mind, I shall attempt to review current as well as these two effects needs to be resolved, other aspects of the
previous studies on photon-, in particular, laser-stimulated phenomena have to be closely examined. For applications,
desorption and other surface chemical processes directly rel- recent studies on PSD, IRPD, and LITD show that these
evant to photodesorption. In this discussion, I shall confine photodesorption processes and techniques can indeed be uti-
the subject to desorption due to photochemical interactions lized to probe the basic adsorbate-surface interactions.
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1. LASER-INDUCED THERMAL DESORPTION (LITD) about 30 MW/cm a saturation value was reached, corre-
LITD was demonstrated in a number of adsorbate-solid sponding to all the CO being desorbed by one pulse. There - -

systems more than a decade ago. 7. The phenomenon and the was also evidence to show that in the low temperature range, ,."-".•

technique have been further investigated in recent years and the translational temperature ofdesorbed molecules (T,,) fol-
interesting applications have been found. -'4 The unique fea- lowed a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution identical to the
tures of the laser thermal desorption, as pointed out by maximum surface temperature (T. Above T, = 600 K, Td
Cowin et al.,' include the vast range of heating rates ranging was found to be smaller than T,. The experimental observa- -- ,-

from 10 to 101 K/s, the easy control of heating period tions were analyzed successfully with the first order rate .

from I ms or longer to I ns or shorter, and such technical equation for desorption. A similar system CO desorption %

advantages as no need for a chopper for desorption velocity from a Cu(l00) surface was studied by Burgess et al. 12-' us- %

measurements, no special requirements for thermal or elec- ing a KrF excimer laser and a differentially pumped quadru-
trical properties of the sample or its shape, and the usually pole mass analyzer. Time-of-flight spectra were obtained as
high signal-to-noise ratio allowing angular resolved mea- a function of CO coverage, laser intensity, and initial surface %

surements to be performed with high precision. The wide temperature. The major findings were that Boltzmann dis- - -"

range of heating rates may allow one to examine desorption tributions were obeyed for all coverages and for all incident
kinetics over a wide dynamic range and help to clarify the laser power levels from the threshold for desorption near 6
mechanisms for multistep reactions. It may also be possible MW/cm2 up to 40 MW/cm 2, a region where all adsorbed
to desorb chemical intermediates not detected by other molecules within the area of irradiation were desorbed with
methods. Therefore, the laser thermal desorption techrique a single pulse. This was in contrast to that observed by
should be very useful for surface studies as well as be a pow- Cowin etal.' in the D, /W system where a Boltzmann distri-

erful supplement to conventional thermal desorption and bution was detected only at low desorption fluxes. It was
flash desorption methods. In the case of metals, the absorp- further found that the translational temperatures of the de-
tion of laser radiation by the conduction electrons of the sorbed CO were always lower than the temperatures predict-
substrates is rapidly transformed into lattice heating. For a ed from temperature-programmed thermal desorption or
laser pulse width of 10 - s or longer, the ordinary bulk ther- the calculated surface temperatures. The possibility of colli-
mal conduction laws are applicable. Solution of the heat con- sional cooling in the desorption process above the surface in " " 

.

duction equations for application to laser experiments were causing this low translational temperature was ruled out.
given by Ready' and Bechtel." Specifically, Cowin et al. From the experiments by Wedler, Burgess, and their co-
investigated deuterium atom-recombination desorption workers " '.I2 it seems that molecules desorbed by LITD can
with a Q-switched Nd: glass laser at 1.06 pm with a pulse indeed have a lower translational temperature than the sur-
width of 30 ns irradiated on W surfaces covered with D face temperature raised by a laser pulse. The problem asso-
atoms. D, desorption time-of-flight was measured with a ciated with such measurements is the difficulty to precisely
differentially pumped mass spectrometer. The time-of-flight determine the surface temperature experimentally during
distributions were converted into velocity distributions and the laser pulse. Instead, one has to rely on the theoretical
thermal energy distributions. The desorption flux was also calculation based on the heat conduction equations includ-
determined as a function of angle from the surface normal. ing such parameters as optical absorptivity, thermal conduc- %
At low desorption fluxes, they observed Boltzmann velocity tivity, and heat capacity of the solid. Although the conduc-
distributions for the desorbed particles. But at high molecu- tion equations are well known'"' and the solutions can be
lar fluxes they detected a noncosine angular distribution and obtained numerically, the uncertainties in the boundary con-
a seemingly non-Boltzmann behavior in the pulsed laser- ditions and the lack of complete knowledge on the optical
induced desorption. But after careful model analyses, they and thermal parameters as a function of temperature have
attributed this observation to the effect of collisions between rendered the accurate determination of surface temperature
molecules after they left the metal surface. The authors con- difficult to accomplish. Even for a given set of parameters,
cluded that the desorption of D, from tungsten at rates of different formulisms can also produce substantial variations r.
5 X 10' monolayers/s by the laser technique was governed in the calculated temperatures. Thus, before a reliable ex- _
by the same kinetics as obtained by extrapolating previous perimental method allowing a direct measurement of the
thermal desorption measurements made at a rate of about surface temperature with time following a laser pulse is de-
10' or more slower. veloped, this subject will remain somewhat controversial.

Wedler and Ruhmann" performed a rather thorough Since the observed translational temperatures of CO in these
LITD study of CO from Fe( 110) surfaces. The time-depen- prior experiments"" 2 appear to deviate rather substantially
dent CO desorption signals were recorded by a mass from the calculated surface temperatures, it seems appropri-
spectrometer following a 30 ns Nd : glass laser pulse, and ate to consider the cause of such low temperature behavior -.. -.

compared with the calculated desorption signal due to the and to ask why the CO translational degrees of freedom are
temperature rise induced by the laser irradiation. The maxi- not in complete equilibrium with the surface heat bath when
mum amplitudes of the desorption signals were examined it desorbs. The posibilities suggested by Burgess et al, '-

carefully as a function of the laser intensity and the CO cov- were (1) energy transfer from the translational to internal "
erage for both single pulses and sequences of laser pulses. degrees of freedom, and 12 near adiabatic desorption from
For a monolayer of CO adsorbed on Fe, the threshold for the chemisorption surface potential, making the energy ' -
laser-induced desorption was about 9 MW/cm2 and at available to translational modcs substantiall redIcCd.
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These possibilities can be easily resolved by using rare gas varying the laser power (without changing the laser irradia-
atoms in LITD experiments since these atoms do not have tion area), one should be able to change the laser heating "
internal degrees of freedom and their surface potentials are rates by orders of magnitude in order to deduce the preex- ..-

rather shallow. We have recently carried out such experi- ponential factor and the energy barrier for desorption inde-
ments using Xe atoms adsorbed on a Cu surface 7 and excit- pendently and accurately. So far, this has not been demon-
ing the surface with a XeCl excimer laser. An attempt is also strated by the groups engaged in LITD studies. This is
made to determine the rise of surface temperature as a func- another fundamental problem that needs to be carefully ex- . .
tion of time following a laser pulse monitored by the pyro- amined.
electric calorimetry technique developed by Coufal. " De- %

tails of the results will be published elsewhere. 7 In a related
theoretical study concerning thermal desorption, Tully III. PHOTODESORPTION BY INFRARED LASERS -

performed a classical trajectory calculation on the thermal Infrared laser-induced photodesorption (IRPD) due to
desorption of Ar and Xe from a Pt(l 11) surface. It predicted resonant absorption of IR photons by adsorbed molecules '"'

that these atoms could desorb with mean energies consider- performed under UHV conditions was first reported by
ably lower than 2k times the surface temperature. On the Heidberg and his co-workers. - '2 In 1978, they used a
other hand, Gortel et al. considered thermal desorption to pulsed CO, laser to excite SF, molecules adsorbed on a
be a nonequilibrium phenomenon and for He atoms ther- NaCI surface at 67 K. At the laser intensity of about 11
mally desorbed from graphite, sapphire, etc., solid surfaces MW/cm2 , molecular desorption was observed when the v,
the velocity distributions might not be Maxwellian. Further- mode of SF 6 was excited at 946 cm -. 23 At this laser intensi-
more, the translational temperature of the desorbed He ty, however, desorption also occurred even when the laser
could be hotter than the substrate temperature. Such desorp- was tuned off resonance from SF, vibrational bands. In this
tion behavior was experimentally observed in H2 -Ni sys- experiment, laser-induced thermal desorption seemed to
tern.2 ' From these various theoretical and experimental overtake the resonant vibrational excitation effect. In subse-
studies, it is clear that basic questions concerning energy quent studies performed on multilayers of CH 3 F molecules .
equilibration and dynamic effects 2 in conventional thermal adsorbed on a NaCI film at 70 K, they reported that desorp-
desorption are still not well resolved. LITD involving very tion could take place when the v3 stretching mode of the -

short laser pulses and very high heating rates undoubtedly molecule absorbed CO 2 laser photons in the 980-990
has made the situation even more complicated. Only further cm -_ 24(ai or 970-985 cm-' -241h regions. The IR transmis- " .

well-defined experiments can resolve the fundamental ques- sion spectrum of a solid CH_ F on NaCl was shown to have
tions discussed above. an absorption band centered around 995 cm ' with a band-

For applications, Viswanathan et al." demonstrated that width of about 30 cm' . A further IR absorption study of
surface diffusion could be studied on macroscopic single the system revealed the coexistence of different adsorbed
crystals using the pulsed LITD technique. Specifically, they and physisorbed phases beside the presence of solid CH 3 F at
used a sequence of ArF laser pulses to deplete adsorbed CO high exposures. 5 The observed bandwidth in the photode-
from a small area on a Cu(l00) surface and determined the sorption spectrum was much narrower, i.e., about 10-15
rate of CO diffusion from the adjacent surface region which cm- I.2411a The desorption yield (Y) dependence on the laser
was not irradiated by the laser pulses. The diffusion coeffi- fluence (I) was found to be Yoc 128 and it was suggested that

cient for CO on copper at 140 K was measured to be about three photons might be involved in inducing the desorption. .
3.5 X 10 1 cm 2 /s and the activation energy was calculated The photodesorption cross section was estimated to be about
to be about 2-3 kcal/mol, approximately the energy re- 2X 10- cm2 ,

26 only slightly smaller than the IR absorp-
quired to force CO out of its lowest energy adsorption sites tion cross section, i.e., a very high desorption quantum yield.
into adjacent sites. In a different approach, Hall and DeSan- This yield was obtained by firing a sequence of laser pulses,
tolo ' applied the LITD method as a probe for studying the typically a few pulses, on the same sample spot until no de-
reaction kinetics of CHOH decomposition on Ni surfaces. sorption signal was detected by the mass spectrometer. It %
They found that with a conventional TDS at 15 K/s heating was then assumed that the laser-irradiated area was depleted
rate, CH, OH could decompose into H, and CO before the of CH3 F molecules. No in situ surface analytical techniques
molecule and the products were desorbed, whereas with were used to directly examine the solid surfaces before or .
LITD utilizing a pulsed Nd : YAG laser, CH. OH could be after the laser irradiation. From our experiments on other
desorbed intact. Therefore, by using the laser technique in molecule-surface systems (see examples in Ref. 1), it is ob- ,-
conjunction with the programmed heating of the sample, served that diminishing ofdesorption signals at a given laser .'.-

they were able to determine the decomposition step which intensity does not necessarily imply that the laser-irradiated
occurred at about 240 K. In addition, LITD desorption of area is depleted of adsorbed species. Therefore, it is not clear "
CO from Ni was investigated. It was pointed out that spatial whether a very high desorption efficiency due to purely mo- -

properties of the laser beam had to be included in order to lecular vibrational excitation exists for the CH, F-NaC1 sys-
interpret the experimental results correctly. This is an im- tern. In the same experiments, the authors also reported that
portant consideration whenever a Gaussian or a nonuniform desorption of the first CH, F layer chemisorbed on NaCI .
laser beam is used. From this point of view, an excimer laser occurred at laser v = 955 cm ', whereas the physisorbed
capable of providing spatially uniform beam is more suitable multilayer adsorbate desorbed at v = 995 cm '. Again, no
for LITD studies.' "' It should also be mentioned that by direct determination of the surface coverage by in situ sur-
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face analysis was carried out in these experiments. In a later .I-' T--
study, Heidberg and Hussla2 7 investigated the photodesorp- "
tion behavior of a binary coadsorbate (CH3 F + C2 H, ) on a
NaCI film with a similar apparatus. It was reported that A9
CH3 F desorption took place when it was excited at 976 A, CO 2 Laser Intensity

cm- ', but no desorption of C 2 H6 molecules which did not 2 (a) 0.06J/cm
2 

1O L n

absorb IR photons at this frequency was detected. It is not b 0.03J/cm 2

known whether the surface binding energies for the ad- / 0

sorbed CH, F and C 2 H6 molecules are the same or not. Re- :2
cently, Heidberg also reported photodesorption of CO from - 4,

a NaCI surface28 excited by IR pulses near 5 pm generated C (a)
.0

by frequency doubling of a pulsed CO2 laser. From the sets Z.
of experiments reported by Heidberg et al., it seems difficult % '
to determine the true desorption quantum efficiency. It is c ,.. 4

also not easy to assess the relative importance between the
thermally assisted process and the genuine quantum effects (/ . ,. .

in the desorption following the initial absorption of IR laser
photons by the adsorbed molecules. . (b)

The phenomenon of IR photodesorption was also investi- , ,....
gated under UHV conditions by Chuang and Seki, 2 32 with 1020 1030 1040 1050 1080 1090
pyridine and deuterated-pyridine molecules adsorbed on a L.s.'.-(c.-

KCI, an Ag film, and on an Ag 110) crystal. These substrates Laser v (cm-1)
were chosen because of the different optical and thermal Ftc. 1. Ag film (95 K)/CH,N IR laser-stimulated pyridine desorption -" -

properties in order to evaluate the various substrate heating yields as a function of the laser frequency for the laser intensities at Ia) 0.06
effcts Fo exmpe, ~l as ighy ranparnt o te /cm 2 and (b) 0.03 J/cm-, at 0 = 2. The laser is p polarized and incident ateffect s . For example, KCI was highly transparent to the 75* from surface normal. Each data point is an average of the mass peakpulsed CO, laser beam in the 9-11 /im region, but it was amaspa .: ....

relatively poor thermal conductor. The polished Ag(110) heights due to 10 laser pulses (according to Chuang, Ref. 321.

crystal was highly reflective in the IR and was a very good
thermal conductor. The thin Ag film (120 A) deposited on a In Yvs In I produced a slope greater than 2, suggesting that

quartz substrate could absorb some CO 2 laser light because multiphoton absorption might be involved in the laser-in-

the optical absorption depth at 10pam was greater than the duced desorption. A single CO, laser photon with 2.9 kcal-

film thickness and the underlying SiO, was opaque to the /mol of energy certainly could not provide sufficient energy

laser radiation. Its thermal conductivity was also poor be- for breaking the surface bonds of the physisorbed molecules. -0
cause of the thin and discontinuous film. The pulsed laser
could excite the symmetric ring mode (v)) of C, D, N and
antisymmetric ring mode (v,) of C, H5 N molecules. In addi-
tion to mass spectrometry, the molecule-surface systems (a) /(b)

Ag Filmn-SiO2/C5H5N T / 0. '
were also analyzed with x-ray photoemission (XPS), thermal mH/
desorption (TDS), and in the case of C5 H5 N/Ag film, also (95K) /

with the surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) in /

UHV chambers. The typical photodesorption yields (Y) of , /-

C5 H, N desorbed from an Ag (film) surface determined by a /
mass spectrometer as a function of laser frequency (v) and / '

laser intensity (1) are displayed in Figs. I and 2. Figure 3 '/ 7 ... .
shows the change in the surface-enhanced Raman spectra _ (- -
for the C, H5 N/Ag (film) system after irradiation by CO2  / (d)
laser pulses exciting the v, mode of the adsorbed molecules. 0 / U.' ,
The major results obtained by Chuang and Seki in these pri- **,. -

or studies may be summarized as follows: (1) Desorption due CD/ -

to resonant absorption of IR photons either by the v" mode /'--'l
/ . -- jor the v5 mode of pyridine molecules could occur from both CC .

metallic and dielectric substrate surfaces. No clear mode se- .- "'.
lectivity in photodesorption was observed. (2) On metallic -

surfaces such as Ag, the desorption yields strongly depended 0%0.0 0 0
on the polarization of the incident radiation. Namely, thep- 0.04 0.08 0.12, 4. %
polarized light at near grazing angle of incidence induced a I (Laser Intensity, J/cm 2 )

much higher desorption yield than the s-polarized light con- t(i, 2. Ag film 95 KI/C, H, N IR laser-stimulated desorption yields as a

sistent with the larger IR absorption factor for a vibrational function ofthe laser intensity for vat (a) 1033.5. (bl 1035.5. 1c) 1039.4. and (d,

dipole oscillating perpendicular to the surface. (3) The plot of 105 8 cm ', all for ,urface coverage 0 - 2 (according to Ref 32).
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1400 cule-surface bonds and the possibilities of coherent and inco- %
CO2 Laser herent multiphoton excitation processes were discussed in

in 1033.5 cm- the previous review (Ref. 1). In as far as relating the theoreti-
cal models to the experimental observations is concerned,

(a) the model suggested by Gortel, Kreuzer, and their co-

E (a)workers
35 appears to be very relevant and conceptually use-

500 '" ,(b) ful. Basically, the processes involve the excitation of a molec-
500 -ular vibrational mode by a single-photon or multiphoton

absorption. The photoactive mode usually has a much high-
Ag Film-SiO2 (15K)/C 5 H 5 N er vibrational frequency than the modes directly associated

with the molecule-surface bonds and it is generally consid-
1000 1025 1050 ered to be decoupled from its interaction with the surface.

Wavenumber (cm-1) Once excited, the vibrational energy can be transferred to ., .
energy levels in the molecule-surface potential via the bound •...

Fiu. 3. Effect of CO. laser radiation at v = 1033.5 cm and I = 0.08 energyblevelstinetheamolecule-suthaceepotentil viabund
3/cm onhesufac-enance~amnspctrafC,,No~gisandilm state-bound state transitions with the transition probabilityJ/cm- on the surface-enhanced Raman spectra of C, H, N on Ag island film ""-

at 15 K lal before the laser irradiation and (b) after irradiation by 55 laser P,'.", following the notations used by Gortel, Kreuzeret al.,3
pulses faccording to Seki and Chuang, Ref. 31). where v and v' are the vibrational levels in the internal molec-

ular mode and i and i' are the bound states in the surface
potential. The process is followed by rapid thermalization of

(4) Direct laser-induced heating of the substrate was impor- the levels in the surface potential via P, , and the decay of
tant even for such IR transparent material as KCI or IR the surface energy into lattice phonons resulting in the heat-
reflective metal as a polished Ag crystal. This heating effect ing of the solid. As mentioned earlier, we had called this ..

could account for the different desorption yields observed process "indirect heating," 1.2 while Gortel, Kreuzer et al.
for the three different substrates. (5) In all cases studied, the used the term "resonant heating." "5 If the rate of indirect or -

desorption yields increased with the thickness of the ad- resonant heating is sufficiently rapid, it is then possible that
sorbed molecular layers. Apparently, absorption of IR pho- the levels of excitation within the surface potential can be so
tons did not directly lead to desorption. But rather, energy high as to reach the desorption continuum and the molecule
had to accumulate in the laser pulse width resulting in the can depart from the surface with the probability P"'> 0,
local heating of the molecular layer as well as the underlying where c represents the level of desorption continuum. In the
substrate, which eventually led to desorption of some weakly initial photoexcitation step, if the molecule can be pumped
bound species. (6) The desorption quantum yield per ab- into such a high vibrational level that its total energy is de-
sorbed IR photon was very small, very likely less than l0 - ' generate with the continuum states of momentum, then tun-
and the photodesorption cross section was estimated to be neling from the vibrational level into these continuum states
less than 10 22cm . A substantially higher desorption yield may cccur via both elastic Q j" and inelastic P " processes .
was obtained for pyridine adsorbed on the Ag film. The causing the molecular to desorb. The desorption resulting
higher desorption yields were attributed mainly to the direct from these elastic 38 and inelastic 9 tunneling processes, the
laser substrate heating effect which by a phonon-assisted latter process being the bound state to continuum state t-an-
process greatly reduced the activation barrier for desorption. sitions mediated by phonons, has been referred as genuine
(7) There was no clear isotope selectivity in the observed "photodesorption" due to resonant laser-molecule vibra-
desorption. When C, H, N and C, D, N were coadsorbed on tional coupling. " In previous experimental and theoretical
the surface and only one of the molecular species were excit- studies, it was generally considered that photodesorption via
ed by the IR laser, both isotope species could desorb with direct vibrational coupling and tunneling could be very im-....
practically the same efficiency. The lack of appreciable mo- portant in the observed desorption phenomenon. In addition ."' "°
lecular selectivity showed that photoexcited molecules did to giving the theoretical formula, Gortel et al. also per-
not desorb immediately and once the photon energy was formed a numerical calculation for the CH, F-NaCI system
absorbed by a molecule, it was quickly transferred to and assuming a harmonic molecular potential for the vibrational
shared %% ith its neighboring molecules. It was suggested that excitation by the laser beam. However, the calculated de-
rapid intermolecular vibrational energy transfer via dipole- sorption rates were orders of magnitude higher than the ex-
dipole coupling could be responsible for the efficient energy perimental values obtained by Heidberg et al.24 '2 In addi-
delocalization process. Of course, very fast thermalization tion to the basic photoexcitation, energy transfer, and
via electronic and/or phonon-mediated processes to create tunneling processes described above, George and co-
local heating could also be a major reason for the lack of workers" also considered the effects of intramolecular vi-
molecular selectivity in desorption. brational energy transfer and relaxation on the desorption

In about the same period when the experimental data be- efficiency. For many molecule-solid systems, depending on
came available, a number of theoretical studies also ap- the mode of excitation, these factors definitely have to be .4-

peared. These included the work by Lin and George etal.," taken into account. However, regardless of the exact details ' -o..,

Metiu and co-workers, " Gortel and Kreuzer et al.,"' and of the energy flow through the internal molecular vibration-
Casassa et al. 7 Some of these studies and other theoretical al-rotational states and even coupling into other molecules, A.
considerations including the photoexcitation of the mole- the essential question as far as desorption is concerned is still
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related to the relative importance among the various cou- T ,-".' '
pling processes between the excited internal modes and ther , .,*.

bound states as well as the continuum levels in the surface NH3/Cu(100)(90K)
potential. Namely, what are the relative contributions of
such processes as elastic and inelastic tunneling and the indi-
rect or resonant heating to the IR excited desorption? M a- V.,

In another theoretical study, Wu et al.40 used a macro- 0 %
scopic master equation approach to treat the photodesorp- %

tion without having to follow the exact paths of the energy
flow. They were able to show that for a two-level system 0 .

involving single-photon absorption, the desorption yield._
would have an approximately linear dependence on the laser
intensity (1I), whereas for a multilevel system involving ab- -0 .
sorption of multiple (n) successive photons, the yield would

0be proportional to ". Furthermore, under the multiple pho-
ton excitation condition, the bandwidth of the desorption .

spectrum could be substantially narrower than the IR ab- 0 - -
sorption spectrum. Using this approach, they were able to --

0 0
obtain the photodesorption spectrum and the desorption (a) .,,-..

yield dependence on the laser intensity for the C5 H5 N/Ag 0
system, in reasonably good agreement with those observed /

by Chuang and Seki'' 2 -3
0

3 2 as shown in Figs. 1 and 2. The / \
theoretical treatment as well as the numerical calculation /
were, however, also based on a harmonic molecular poten- 0
tial. Inclusion of the anharmonicity of the molecular vibra-
tion in the modeling for IRPD has now been considered by -

Jedrzejek 4 ' 3280 3320 3360 3400 3440 .

In order to further elucidate the basic processes involved Lae v " "
in IRPD and, in particular, to assess the relative importance Laser v (cm - )
between the thermally assisted effects and the quantum ef- FIG. 4. IR photodesorptionyieldsofNH, adsorbedon Cufl00)at 90K as a
fects, we have recently investigated NH 3. ND 3 , and Xe sys- function of laser frequency: (a) surface coverage about a monolayer, 0 = I
tems neatly adsorbed or coadsorbed on a Cu( 100), a NaCI and laser intensity, I = 10 mJ/cm ' ; (b) multilayer coverage, 9 = 3.4 and

I = 10 mJ/cm 2. The laser isp polarized and at 75* angle of incidence. Each(film), and an Ag(film) surface. -  "A tunableIR beam in the data point is an average of mass spectrometer signals due to 20 laser pulses. -,

2.5-4.2/pm range was used so that both single-photon and Some typical error bars are also indicated. (Data according to Refs. 42 and

multiphoton excitation processes could be examined. In ad- 44 by Chuang et al.)

dition. time-of-flight mass spectrometry was employed to
determine the velocity distribution of the photodesorbed tion. Although single-photon absorption might have a high- ,
molecules. The observed photodesorption yields of NH, ad- er absorption cross section, it did not necessarily produce a '
sorbed on Cu(100) at 90 K as a function of laser frequency higher desorption quantum yield. For NH, /Cu(100), in fact
and laser intensity at monolayer and multilayer coverages a CO2 laser could also excite the bending mode of NH.,
are shown in Figs. 4 and 5. Figure 6 shows the time-of-flight molecules and promote desorption via multiphoton absorp-
signals of NH, and ND, desorbed from Cul100) when about tion process."s The effect of electronic damping due to elec-
two monolayers of the (1:1) molecular mixture adsorbed on tron-hole pairs was further evaluated by model calculations P -. '::.* .
the surface were excited by laser pulses at v = 3370 cm - following the approach developed by Gortel et al." It was
which was absorbed by the stretching mode of NH,. The found that such damping effect played a major role in affect-
lack of isotopic selectivity in IRPD is clearly evident even ing the photodesorption yields from Cu and Ag surfaces. 4

1

though only one of the adsorbed isotopic molecular species is The observed translational temperature as determined
vibrationally excited. The absence of molecular selectivity from time-of-flight signals for NH 3 molecules desorbed
may be resulted from the very fast intermolecular energy from Cu(100) at or near a monolayer surface coverage was
transfer, but it may also be due to the electron and/or about 80 K + 25 K and for the coverage of a few monolayers -
phonon-mediated thermal processes. The importance of the about 90 K + 25 K. Experiments with conventional thermal
thermally assisted effect was illustrated in the experiment desorption showed that a substantial amount of physisorbed
with a layer of Xe adsorbed on NH, -covered Ag surfaces at NH 3 could desorb around 125 K even though the peak of the
12 K. As displayed in Fig. 7, Xe atoms could also be de- desorption signal appeared near 140 K. The original sub-
sorbed when the underlying NH, molecules were excited. strate temperature in the absence of laser radiation was 90 K
The results on ammonia system were very consistent with and the direct laser-induced substrate heating could cause '
the major results obtained for the pyridine system studied momentary increase in substrate temperature by about 10-
earlier. The new results further revealed that both single- 15 K. This value was determined by increasing the laser in- '-

photon and multiphoton absorption could induce desorp- tensity until thermal desorption induced by the I R pulse not
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Xe NH 3 Ag(12K -

Xe Desorption'.

NH3/Cu(100) /.ue
(90K)

CC

>- f•. .%,. *,

(b) 0 400 800 1200 1600 .0 ."r,

T. I Time (sec)
Q' TI FiG. 7. TOF signal of Xe desorbed from Xe JO = 2), condensed on a NH,

P m layer (0 = 2), adsorbed on an Ag film at 12 K with an IR laser at v = 3400-e 0 / cm ',and I = 6 mJ/cm. (Data according to Ref. 44.) :'.-.

(a)/ in resonance with NH 3 vibrational bands was observed.
/ Thus, from purely thermal consideration, if resonant IR ab-

sorption could provide temporary localized heating by an
* .X/ additional 15-25 K via indirect (or "resonant ") heating, then

desorption of some physisorbed molecules due to the com-

0 4 8 12 16 bined effect of direct and indirect heating could take place.
This, however, cannot be entirely the case because if this , ."I (Laser Intensity, mJ/cm 2 ) resonantly excited thermal desorption were to occur, the

FIG. 5. Photodesorption yields of NH,/Cu 100) at 90 K as a function of whole molecular layer in the laser-irradiated area would
laser intensity: Ia) 0 = 1, v = 3340 cm ' and (b) 0 = 3.4, v = 3370 cm ', reach this temperature due to the thermal conduction, and
sampling average of 20 laser pulses. (Data according to Refs. 42 and 44.) consequently, a rather large desorption signal should be ob-

served. In fact, only a very small fraction of adsorbed mole-
cules are photodesorbed in our experiments. Therefore, "'-'
while the thermal contribution from the direct and indirect .'. .."
heating is definitely very important, the effect alone cannot
explain the observed desorption phenomenon. From this
consideration, it seems possible that the desorbing species ' "

T C_ i I T r may still be in internally excited states (vibrationally and/or
L NH3(50%) + ND3(50%)/Cu(100) rotationally excited) during the photoexcited desorption
I (90K) process. It should be very interesting to determine the inter-

nal energy distribution for the photodesorbed molecules. In
- 142,usec addition, as in LITD, a lower translational temperature than
C the surface temperature raised by the IR laser pulses is also

observed in IRPD. The reasons for causing such behavior, as --
discussed in the previous section, need to be further studied

E-J and understood.
(b) ND3  From the results obtained for the pyridine and ammonia

(-n "systems that we have investigated, the important surface~~processes involved in IRPD become quite clear, although a "

complete picture is still not available. Apparently the surface 1'

(a. In) NH3  'vibrational dipoles can provide a good medium for absorbing
the incident IR photons when the light frequency is in reso-
nance with the vibrational motion of the adsorbate. The ab-

P. L , sorbed photon energy is quickly transferred and shared with
0 Time (sec) 1600 the surrounding molecules and surface atoms resulting in

the local heating of the molecular layer and the substrate.
FtG. 6. TOF signals of NH, and ND, photodesorbed from CuI1)I at 90K This indirect (or resonantheating in combination with the
for a II : 1) mixture in the adsorbed phase: 0 = 2.5. v= 3370 cm '. and Thndirect (raes heating a l o miotion ih so e
I - 6 mi/cm. sampling average of 20 laser pulses. iData according to Ref. direct substrate heating can lead to desorpion of some very
44.1 weakly bound molecules during the laser pulse width, par-
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" ticularly if the molecules are also internally excited. The ex- spectrum is very similar to the linear IR absorption spec-
cited molecules or the excited internal modes (vibrational trum. But for a multiphoton excited photodesorption, the -

* and/or rotational; may not be the original molecules or the desorption spectrum can be substantially narrower than the
_. original vibrational modes that absorb the IR photons. This absorption spectrum, as illustrated theoretically by Wu et .

internal excitation may be acquired via the rapid intra- and al. 4

inter-molecular energy transfer processes from the initially Other IR laser-induced desorption studies include the
photoexcited molecules. From the experimental results, we work by Hess and co-workers, 47" ' Mercier," and Allen et
conclude that thermal activation is very important although al. ' Mashni and Hess47 studied the CO, laser radiation ef- %
the thermal process alone cannot account for all the major fect on thick (- 200,um) methanol layers condensed on met- %

observations of the desorption phenomenon, in particular, al plates at 77 K in a high vacuum system. At the laser inten-
the small desorption yields. We also conclude that pure sity in the 10, _107 W/cm' region, the pulsed laser could
quantum processes, such as the elastic and inelastic tunnel- induce desorption of ionic species when the laser frequency
ing processes as discussed by Gortel el al., " leading directly was in resonance with the vibrational band of the condensed
to molecular dissociation from the solid surface, cannot be solid. The laser method produced several high mass ions not
by themselves very important. This is apparently true even found in electron-impact spectra. Desorption of neutral mol-
for single-photon excitation in which the energy of the ini- ecules were also detected by resonant IR absorption of CO,
tially excited vibrational level is degenerate with levels in the laser photons irradiated on a condensed CCI, and other mo- 7'. -

desorption continuum. Instead, we believe that bound state lecular solids." '4Y It was found that the desorption was due - -

to bound state transitions, i.e., both P. and P,' prcesses, mainly to the resonant heating effect. The translational tem- -"-.play cssential roles in channeling the absorbed photon ceser- peratures determined from the time-of-flight measurements .-

gy into the levels in the surface potential via electron or coincided with the linear infrared absorption spectra. These..... _.
phonon-mediated steps resulting in the thermal excitation of are essentially bulk experiments, namely, the photons are
the surface potential. This thermal excitation in the mole- absorbed by the bulk of the materials, although desorptionthe ul-surface potential. canTnhac thel e tion oale- takes place from the surface regions of the condensed solids.
cu le-surface potential can enhance the desorption probabil-
ity when the molecule is also internally excited or when it is In a different experiment, Merciers( tried to perform a pho". ~todesorption experiment on CO chemisorbed on a Pd sur- ..
coupled with the elastic and inelastic tunneling processes.
Without the thermal activation of the surface potential, tun- face with a cw CO laser in the 1800-200cm range. It was
nfound that the only detectable laser-induced desorption was,rneling processes alone can no t be effective in ind ucing m o lec- th r al i n t reri i a'df o m t e a ia i e e ti g o
ular desorption. It is interesting to note that the theoretical thermal in nature, originated from the radiative heating of
calculations performed by Gortel et al. '" also illustrate the the metal surface by the laser. This result is not surprising,.' ~because the CO-Pd surface bond energy is rather high, rang- ..
importance of the processes involving bound state to bound b s C u od r a r a
state transitions. In these calculations, it is shown that the ing from 18-34 kcal/mol depending on the surface coverage

Thus, excitation by single-photon absorption of IR photons
photodesorption rate is drastically reduced if P is set to0. w .k m o t eg tx e o• ,."with 5.7 kcal/mol of photon energy is not expected to be

As demonstrated in these studies, IRPD can indeed pro- effective for inducing the breaking of the strong surface
vide important information concerning the dynamic pro- bonds at relatively low laser intensities. Recently, Allen et - .
cesses on solid surfaces. In addition, it can furnish useful u seo," ~~~~al." used pulsed HF and DF lasers at 2.8 and 3.7,p to irradi- ,.,..
spectroscopic information of surface adsorbates. In fact, ate contaminated solid surfaces and found that both H,O"~~~~~t cotmiae soi sufae aan foun thatdre bot aHpio-eorto s0crs " ..
IRPDcan be considered as absorption-desorption spectros- and hydrocarbon species could be desorbed by the IR laser

" copy quite similar to surface IR absorption-reflection pulses.
(IRARS and absorption-transmission (IRATS) spectrosco-
pies. This is due to the fact that there is essentially no mode
selectivity in IRPD'" and the desorption yields depend IV. PHOTODESORPTION BY UV AND VISIBLE

mainly on the IR absorption cross sections associated with LASERS

the various vibrational modes. Thus the vibrational struc- For PSD induced by UV and visible photons studied be-
ture can be resolved from the photodesorption spectrum as fore 1980, the experiments and results were critically re-
illustrated in the NH, system"' where the symmetric and viewed by Lichtman, and Koel," and their co-workers.
antisymmetric N-H stretching vibrations are well separated. The general conclusion was that for gas-metal systems such
Because of the inherently high spectral resolution ( 5 I as CO on nickel and tungsten, the observed photodesorption
cm 'I provided by the laser light source, IRI'D can be devcl- was mainly thermal in nature. The quantum effect, if present
oped as a spectroscopic technique for probing weakly bound at all, was very small with the quantum efficiency less than

% surface species with a resolution not attainable by conven- 10 ' molecules desorbed per photon, corresponding to a
tional IRARS or IRATS. It should be pointed out, however, cross section of less than 10 22 cm. A noted exception wasunlike IRARS and IRATS involving single-photon absorp- that reported by Kronauer and Menzel, 4 who studied CO

tion. IRPD can be due to either single-photon or multipho- desorption from tungsten surfaces and observed relatively
ton absorption. Namely, the photodesorption yield is not high photon desorption yield for the photon wavelength be-
necessarily linearly dependent on the incident laser intensi- low 300 nm. At A 250 nm 14.)6 eV), they reported a quan-
ty. For molecular systems such as physisorbed NH, at more tum yield of 4 X, It) which was attributed to a quantum
than one monolayer coverages, photodesorption can be in- effect based on the careful compeinsation of photo-induced '"*'%**"*
duced by single-photon absorption' : " and the desorption temperature increases. To account tr this observed effect,
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the authors proposed two possible mechanisms. The first given by Gomer and Menzel." The applicability of these
mechanism involved the photon absorption by the metal re- theories to photodesorption in the UV-visible spectral region
suiting in the excitation of an electron from the conduction remains to be tested. Photodesorption studies on oxide and
band to an unoccupied state above the Fermi energy. The sulfide semiconductor surfaces were also critically reviewed
excitation energy was then transferred to the adsorbate pos- by Lichtman and Shapira. -5 2 Basically, it involved band gap
sibly via elastic electron tunneling through the surface bar- excitation of the semiconductor and surface carbon impuri- ,,- ,,
rier into an empty state of the adsorbate above the Fermi ties.
level. The threshold for such a process would be the mini- Since PSD and LITD are important surface processes in-
mum energy required to lift an electron from the top of the volved in surface etching reactions enhanced or induced by /. .-. e
conduction band to the empty adsorbate level. The second UV-visible laser radiation, 2"'  we have also studied the pho-
mechanism involved the electronic excitation of the adsor- todesorption phenomenon. Two examples are given here,
bate-metal complex leading either directly to a repulsive or one involving a semiconductor and the other a metal system.
to a metastable state which could cross into a repulsive state. The dark reaction and laser-enhanced etching of Si exposed
The state involved in the absorption of photons with 5 eV or to XeF 2 gas have been recently summarized by Chuang,
less could not be derived from the slight perturbed molecular Houle, Winters, and co-workers. 2- '- " For PSD studies, we
CO upon chemisorption, because the lowest excited state of used both visible (at 532 nm from the second harmonic of a
CO lies 6 eV above the ground state. To account for the low Q-switched Nd : YAG laser) and IR (at 10.6 pm of a TEA-
threshold energy, the authors suggested that the CO-W sur- CO2 laser) light pulses. The former could excite the band gap
face bond formation might lead to new, low-lying unoccu- of the semiconductor to generate electron-hole pairs, while
pied molecular orbitals. This mechanism is very similar to a the latter was less strongly absorbed by Si and could not
mechanism proposed by Menzel and Gomer" and by Red- excite the Si band gap by a single-photon absorption. With
head"b for interpreting electron-stimulated desorption. This time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectroscopy, we found'" that less .-. '.-.:.-
is an important concept, whether or not it is directly applica- F-coordinated species such as SiF, SiF 2 , and even Si atoms
ble to CO desorption from tungsten observed by Kronauer et were the dominant etching products when a fluorine-satu-
al. More specifically, the MGR model suggested a two-step rated Si surface was irradiated by 532 nm laser pulses. The
mechanism which was started with an optical or electron- typical TOF signals are displayed in Fig. 8. This result was in .'..

induced excitation, causing a Frank-Condon transition
from the ground state of the adsorbate-substrate complex to
a neutral or ionic antibonding state of the system. As a conse-
quence of this excitation, the neutral or ionic particle would 115 psec
begin to move away from the metal surface. If deexcitation
did not occur, either ions or neutrals could be desorbed. If,
on the other hand, the excited state was recaptured by an
electron tunneling to fill the orbital emptied by the initial ,
excitation, the system would relax and no desorption would 172 sec
take place. Even if not applicable for CO on tungsten, this
model may still be relevant to photodesorption in other gas-
surface -;ystems which have low-lying antibonding states
that can be reached by UV-visible photons. As mentioned
earlier, a different mechanism has been proposed by Knotek
and Feibelman" for ESD involving core-hole excitation. This
mechanism is not expected to be applicable to photodesorp-
tion in the low photon energy region (< 6 eV), unless very E +
high level multiphoton excitation is involved. Another de- S
sorption mechanism for PSD and ESD was suggested by
Antoniewicz5 as a modification of the MGR-'" model.
The essential feature of this proposal was the creation of an 0 p200 Sse

adsorbate ion in the initial electron or photon excitation pro- 2 1 2

cess and that the repulsive portion of the ionic potential SiF-
curve should lie closer to the surface than the repulsive por-
tion of the neutral-surface bonding curve. Once the ion was SiF+
created, it could be forced to move toward the substrate gain- -. r
ing kinetic energy and be neutralized. The neutralized parti- I I
cle would then be in a higher position on the repulsive part of 0 200 400 600
the potential curve and desorption of the neutral species Time (psec)
could subsequently take place. In a similar manner, the au- 1,,,. S IOf. signals of Sit, . SiF . Sit- . and Si detected ., 1te ma

thor also proposed a scheme for ion desorption. More de- spectrometer fronm Xel- -exposed Si surflicc at ,(5) K. itrtaiatcd h 532 ur111

tailed reviews of the MGR. Knotek-Feibelman, and Anton- laser pulsesal (i MW/cni i the sirtace. atual Si sigria actor ot

iewicz models in the context of PSD and ESD were recently higher than other ,ignals. D)ata accotdiiig to Ref 51
) h. Chtiaiii "'d I
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great contrast to the dark reaction6 or the etching enhanced
by a relatively low power cw Ar + laser," in which SiF, was 89psec

detected to be the major reaction product. The translational
temperatures of the photodesorbed SiF, (x <3) species were
determined to be in the 400-560 K range at the laser fluence
F = 0.05 J/cm2 . These temperatures were substantially low- 121S(- 100)ps-c
er than the peak surface temperature estimated to be above
800 K due to the 6 ns laser pulse. By increasing the laser -.
fluence above 0.1 J/cm2 on the fluorinated Si, plasma forma-
tion giving rise to a characteristic optical emission from the
surface and desorption of Si ' and SiF + ions was observed. - 140,sec
Some typical TOF spectra are shown in Fig. 9. The kinetic E V
energies of the photodesorbed particles under this high pow- 2 N.

er laser irradiation were quite high ( 0.4 eV) and the trans- .1 . ..-

lational "temperatures" (apparent departure from Boltz- COD

mann velocity distributions) were above 5000 K. It was
further observed that the laser threshold for plasma genera-
tion was substantially reduced if a Si crystal was damaged SiF
due to either chemical etching or laser physical ablation. A 166psec
similar although not identical etching behavior was found .
when the fluorinated Si was irradiated by CO2 laser pulses.
Figure 10 shows some of the TOF spectra for Si exposed to SiF.'
XeF, and irradiated at F = 0.5 J/cm 2. Again, less F-coordi- W %-

nated SiF, species and Si atoms were the major desorption
0 200 400 600 800 1000

Time (psec)
Fiu. 10. TOF signals of species detected by the mass spectrometer from
XeF, -exposed Si surface at 300 K excited by CO, laser pulses at 1 = 5

- I T T -T MW/cm2 . (Data according to Ref. 59.)
48psec

products. Detailed comparison between Figs. 8 and 10 .*

shows that IR excitation produces more SiF 4 than the visible
Si'Ions laser pulses. The translational temperatures of the desorbed

E (Ionizer Off) particles calculated from the TOF signals (Fig. 10) were in
_____the 1000 K range. Clearly, a CO, laser could also produce a

* mass distribution very different from the thermal (dark) re-
_* action even though the IR photons could not excite the Si

50sec band gap by a single photon absorption. It should be real-
_ ,- ized, however, that at this laser fluence (0.5 J/cm2 , 5

-Ionizer On) MW/cm2 ) multiphoton absorption on Si substrate might be
-2) possible. In any event, apparently both the pulsed visible and
t*oIR lasers can enhance the Si etching reaction and produce

etching products different from the thermal reaction. Fur-El0 thermore, the translational temperatures of the laser-de-
sorbed species may be quite different from the surface tem-

C peratures raised by the laser pulses. It is interesting to note
65psec that in a Ge-Br, etching reaction induced by 488 nm laser

S1, pulses performed by Davis et al.,'" a significant deviation
from a Maxwell-Boltzmann velocity distribution of the

'K (20)etching product (GeBr,) has been detected. They, however.
" xsuggested that the etching reaction was basically thermally %

*_ _S1 driven when Ge was heated by the laser to temperatures

I I I I above the melting threshold of the solid. At the present time,
0 100 200 300 the pulsed laser excitation effects and the cause for the devi-

Time (sec) ation from the thermal or the Maxwell-Boltzmann behavior
for both Si-XeF, and Ge-Br, reactions are still not con-Fr(. '4. [-(F s ignals of SiF " and Si " detected h', the mass spectrilniter clear nonter.a

from Xe! -exposed Si surface irradiated by 532 nm light pulses at I 1I pletely clear. The nonthermal photon-enhanced etching re-

MW/cm. the top signal for Si ' ions is detected by the mass spectrometer action could be due to electronic excitation effects.
%ithout using the ionizer 1Data according to Ref. 59.1 For PSD related etching reaction on metal surfaces, we
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have recently investigated Ag-C 2 reaction induc i by UV fects. We therefore suggested" that electronic excitation
and visible laser light pulses.'" 3 From the extensive gas and mechanisms perhaps similar to MGR model" as dis-
surface analyses including XPS, AES, and TOF mass spec- cussed above might be involved in the photodesorption and .
trometry, we concluded that the laser-gas-surface interac- etching reaction of metal-halogen systems, such as Ag-Cl,.
tion steps took place as follows: (1) dark chlorine adsorption It should also be mentioned that electronic desorption mech-
and diffusion in the period between laser pulses (and the ex- anisms have been inferred in the "photon sputtering""' " of
tent of surface chlorination and diffusion depth depend on dielectric materials such as alkali halides" and AI03.O Y..'
Cl pressure and pulse repetition rate), (2) weakening of Ag- Plasma formation is often observed from these solid surfaces
Ag bonds in the metal due to Cl penetration into the subsur- irradiated by high power laser pulses. Since chemical etching
face region, (3) laser excitation of the chloi iiiated surface via of metals and semiconductors are usually achieved by rela-
possibly electronic activation in addition to the thermal tively low power laser radiation without plasma formation, %

heating effects, and (4) desorption and ejection of Ag, Cl, the nonthermal radiation effects of the chemical etching sys-
AgCI, etc., particles by a laser pulse resulting in the etching tems may be quite different from the electronic sputtering
of the solid. Among these interaction steps, processes (3) and effects of dielectric materials.
(4) were most intriguing. For clarity, the typical TOF signals In a recent UV photodissociation and photodesorption
obtained with 532 nm pulses at 0.49 J/cm2 are displayed in study of adsorbed molecules, Bourdon et al." observed that
Fig. 11. The kinetic energies of the photodesorbed particles CH, Br molecules could be photodesorbed from UV adsorp-
were determined to be 0.1, 2.9. and 4.7 eV, respectively, for tion of a LiF crystal which was used as substrate. The photo-
the detected Cl, Ag, and AgCI species. Furthermore, the desorption process was not simply due to heating of the crys-
observed translational temperatures were not uniform and tal surface because the kinetic energy distribution of the
much higher than the estimated surface temperature ( < 900 desorbed molecules did not shift to higher energies when the
K) raised by the radiation or even higher than the boiling laser power at either 222 or 308 nm was increased. For the

point of the metallic silver. Such behavior simply could not desorption mechanism, the authors suggested that the
be explained based on the laser-induced surface heating ef- pulsed photon energy was absorbed by the color centers of

LiF causing a shock wave to pass through the crystal which
resulted in the ejection of adsorbed surface species. This
mechanism is naturally very different from PSD involving -

electronic transitions of the adsorbate-surface complex. In
the same experiments, they also found that the adsorbed .

Ag+ Cl 2  CH3 Br molecules could be photodissociated to produce

532 nm 0.49J.cm - 2  CH 3 radicals which subsequently desorbed due to single- *.

photon absorption of 222 nm light pulses. In contrast to the
photodesorbed CH3 Br which possessed rather low kinetic -" '
energies (peak at 0.06 eV), CH3 radicals were produced and
desorbed with relatively high velocities (i.e. peak at 1.5 eV). del

Laser irradiation at 308 nm which was not absorbed by the
absorbed CH3 Br molecules did not produce similar results.

Ag Studies of the CH3 yields as a function of laser intensity and
CH 3 Br surface coverage further confirmed the photochemi-

to I I k il I I cal effect on the LiF solid surfaces.
The effect of surface microstructure on photodesorption

E and surface photochemistry were also examined by a num-
0 ber of groups." '7 In the theoretical consideration, Nitzan

cu and Brus6" suggested that enhanced photon absorption and --

cn photochemistry could occur depending on the overlap
between the molecular resonance and the excitable surface~ ~ I I I J resonances, such as surface plasmons, which were deter- .--.

mined by the dielectric function and the shape of the solid.
The authors further demonstrated by calculation that for
very fast reactions such as I, photodissociation on a silver , --
sphere (- 1000 A in diameter). the absorption cross section . .

AgCI and thus the photodissociation yield should be greatly en- ..

hanced by visible photons at 450 nm incident on the metal
0 200 4 6 800 II surface. Enhanced photofragmentation on rough metal sur-

faces indeed were observed in a number of systems.-() " En-
Time of Flight (/sec) hanced desorption from rough Ag surfaces was also report-

ed," although the demonstrated desorption efficiency did
Fl. It. TOF ,ignaIs from a chloriated Ag surface 12() I. of('l ja not show a strong dependence on the laser wavelength or the . 1-

O2 10 Torw irradiated hv 532 nni laser pulses. IData according to Ref.
local electronic field strength at Ag island suirfaces. O)ther
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In situ infrared spectroelectrochemistry
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The vibrational spectrum of molecules at or near an electrode surface can be obtained using %
subtractively normalized interfacial Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (SNIFTIRS) and ,

electromodulated infrared spectroscopy (EMIRS). The large electric field existing at the
electrode/solution interface is sufficient to induce dipole moments in highly polarizable
molecules. The magnitude of the induced dipole moment is proportional to the electric field
strength. As a result of this interaction some totally symmetric normal vibrations are made
infrared active, and other bands appear in violation of the surface selection rule. This effect is
known as the electrochemical Stark effect. Calculation of the expected absorption coefficients for "": l "
the totally symmetric modes of adsorbed species gives values which are close to those observed
experimentally. Experimental evidence of Ag mode activation of adsorbed pyrene is presented.
The electric field dependence of the integrated absorption coefficient is demonstrated for
acrylonitrile adsorbed on a gold electrode.

I. INTRODUCTION 10-mm-diam platinum or gold disk mounted on the end of a
In recent years several techniques have been developed for glass syringe barrel. The electrodes were polished to a mirror ..e

tevelec finish using alumina of decreasing sizes down to 0.05 um, " -"'
obtaining in situ the infrared spectra of species at the elec- then positioned in the cell so as to trap a thin layer of solution . %'s
trode-solution interface. .2 The vibrational spectra is strong- between the metal surface and the single crystal silicon in-
ly dependent upon the molecular orientation with respect to frared transmission window. The cell was then mounted in A.
the electrode surface. Electromagnetic radiation polarized the path of a focused infrared light beam such that the angle
perpendicular to the metal surface (s polarized) undergoes a of incidence from the normal was slightly less than 70 *C.
phase shift close to 180 for all angles of incidence resulting Spectra were obtained using both subtractively normal- iy

in a standing wave which has little amplitude at the metal
surface. The electric vectors of light polarized parallel to the and electromodulated infrared spectroscopy (EMIRS).'
plane of incidence (p polarized) add constructively upon re- In the standard SNIFTIRS technique, interferograms are
flection at glancing angles giving rise to a sizable component collected and coadded at each of two electrode potentials.
of electric vector normal to the surface. Therefore, only mol- After transformation of the interferograms to the frequency
ecules which have a component of their dipole moment nor-
mal to the surface are able to interact with electromagnetic dom pect the twofresultsnareeritioereTheifinalospe
radiation. trum represents the difference in the infrared vibrational

Since intense electric fields exist near electrode surfaces, it structure of the interfacial region at the two potentials. If

is possible for the electric field to interactwth l lr - transmission notation is chosen for the display of the spec- "iglypo-trum, then the result is in units of 1 + AR /R, where AR /R, '..-'"
izable molecules. This interaction may distort the diffuse the normalized reflectivity, is composed of the difference in .
electron cloud inducing a dipole in the direction of the elec- reflectivity of the surface region at the two potentials, and R %
tric field. If the polarization of the infrared radiation is in the is the reflectance of the electrode at the potential corre
same direction as the induced dipole, the integrated absorp- s the ta te f the denoinat the or re- %..

tion coefficient for the transition is proportional to the sponding to the state used in the denominator of the original

square of the electric field strength. Therefore, the electric
field at the electrode surface may allow infrared activity for
vibrations normally forbidden by symmetry or the surface Reference Electrode

selection rule. This effect is known as the electrochemical
Stark effect.' Perturbation of vibrational spectra by strong I Radiaton

electric fields was first predicted by Condon ' and has been d /
demonstrated in several systems. 4-6

We report in this work a brief review and some new results
that are related to the electrochemical Stark effect and vi- Disa Saped lode Holder " "
bronic activation of symmetric vibrational modes. The tech- Electrode

niques used are modulated potential specular reflectance -- Gas Bubbler

types that have recently been introduced to electrochemical I S El.r.science / ' ,widoo. L--Seco..dary Electrode-.io°

science.

II. EXPERIMENTAL SCHEMATIC DIAGRAM OF ELECTROCHEMICAL INFRARED CELL

Experiments were performed in a three-electrode thin- Fic. 1. Design ofthe thin layer spectroelectrochemical cell used for EMIRS
layer cell (Fig. I). The working electrode consisted of an 8- and SNIFTIRS experiments.
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ratio. At small values of AR compared to R, AR /R corre- MS

sponds to the absorbance A. ,4-0
In EMIRS, a high throughput dispersive monochromator 510 4  6.5

is used. The potential at the electrode is rapidly modulated
between the potentials of interest, thereby modulating the I
relative amounts of absorbing species in the interfacial re- 1637 ,

gion. This results in a small modulation of the reflectivity
which is easily extracted by synchronous demodulation
techniques. Details of both experimental techniques have %
been presented earlier. .7 /,

For cleaning cells, triply distilled water was used for X-

steaming previously acid-cleaned cells. Aqueous solutions
were prepared from recrystallized salts and triply distilled
water. Acetonitrile (Burdick and Jackson, Muskegon, MI)
was used as received. The water content was nominally
<0.01%. Organic substrates were obtained from Aldrich
and used as received. Electrochemistry was controlled by a
potentiostat and waveform generator (JAS Instrument Sys- ,

tems, Inc.) Cells and electrodes were also obtained from JAS. -.
Typically, spectra were obtained at an electrode potential ""__ _""

where the species of interest was either not adsorbed or 1700 1600 1500
weakly adsorbed; and at a potential where the species was WAVENUMERS/CM 1

present on the electrode surface or interfacial region to a FiG. 2. SNIFTIRS difference spectrum of 0.5 mM pyrene at a platinum

large extent. The values of these potentials can be obtained electrode in acetonitrile with 0. 1 M tetra-n.butylammonium tetrafluoro-

usually by conventional double layer capacitance measure- borate (TBAF) as supporting electrolyte as a function of potential vs Ag/

ments which can give quantitative values of the surface coy- Ag'.
erage and information on the thickness of the electrical dou-
ble layer near the interface. dipole moment (gon) and the induced dipole moment (iR),

where

Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION = "q (r).

Thus,
A. Calculation of B

I (i P,f j L ~i2 ~'.
In an experiment where the electric field (E,) is applied in If the expression for ,o and i are expanded in a Taylor

a direction z, the induced dipole moment becomes series and the high order terms are neglected the integrated

ix = atE , absorption coefficient becomes

where a_ is the polarizability tensor. The integrated absorp- 2nvT
tion coefficient is given by B -- I [ , + E ( 1,, .-.,.-.',,

2r 2vT Enhc
w ere l C Il. where ij and a' correspond to the change in the permanent ." "coi dipole moment and polarizability with respect to a normal

numer of asohrion olle peruit aeamet in the coordinate, respectively. We have calculated the absorption
pathrand alsor costants havethir usul eaning. I bcoefficient for the C = C symmetric stretch of molecules ad-path, and all other constants have their usual meaning. In sobdfaatnelcresuae.Frhsemeueso ""-

sorbed flat at an electrode surface. For these molecules , 1, A >the presence of an external electric field the transition dipole approaches zero and we are left with evaluating the remain-
matrix element can be expressed as the sum of the permanent ing matrix element. Since the matrix elements (% a')q/,. )

are not tabulated for molecules larger than diatomic, we
TAHI; I. Predicted values for B. have estimated this change to be of the same order of magni- . ,

tude as the polarizability normal to the molecular axis, pro-
B/1E cm viding an upper bound value to the matrix element, The pa-

V/rn CAHa Naphtha- larizabilities necessary for the calculation were taken from
lene Anthracene TCNQ P'yrene Ref. 11. The value of the absorption coefficient is calculated

10, 0.056 0.1 1.5 0.4 as a function of electric field strength and shown in Table I.
I10' 0.6 5 6 11 150 36
2 10" 2.4 22 44 5s0 140 B. A. mode activation .,
5,- 101 15 140 290 3 X) Q(X)
8 X0' 4) 350 710 9 W) 2 M) We have observed electric field activation of the totally ,- ,
lo'' 62 560 I 100 14 5W) 3 NX) symmetric A, mode of pyrene at or near the surface of a A a,.

platinum electrode. Figure 2 is the SNIFTIRS spectra of0.5
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FiG. 5. Potential dependence of the intensity of the C=N stretch band from - -
WAVErNUUERSlem' adsorbed acrylonitrile. The dashed curve is calculated from the squared

FiG. 3. Raman spectrum ofpyrene in the region 1485-1800cm . Ag mode electric field dependence.

assignments taken from Ref. 8.

two bands at 1623 and 1644cm t are assigned to theA C-C

mM pyrene in acetonitrile. The limits of the modulation po- stretching mode of pyrene a The positions of the activated
tential were set between + 0.5 and - 1.2 V vs Ag/Ag + band is very dependent on the potential, and is the subject of

where no electrochemical reaction was occurring. There- a forthcoming report.' 0

hfore, the bands appearing in the difference spectra are due to
the changing electric field rather than a chemical process. C. Electric field dependence of B
The band which occurs at - 1640 cm- corresponds to the An example of the field dependence of band intensity of an
totally symmetric (A,) C-C stretching mode of pyrene. The adsorbed oscillator is demonstrated in the acrylonitrile sys-
Raman spectrum of pyrene was obtained in our labs and tem. Differential capacity measurements show that acrylo-
three bands were found in this frequency region (Fig. 3). The nitrile is adsorbed on gold over a wide range of potentials

(+ 0.5- - 1.0 V vs SCE). Spectroscopic evidence indicates
that the molecule is adsorbed flat and interacts with the sur-

-0.l9 v to- face via the conjugated rr system.9

Figure 4 is the EMIRS spectra of acrylonitrile adsorbed
on gold. The band at about 2130 cm-' corresponds to the
C- N stretching mode of adsorbed acrylonitrile. The inten-

O- 4 AR/R 0.750V sity of the band is about an order of magnitude weaker than
expected for perpendicular adsorption, and is strongly po-
tential dependent? As the potential is made more positive
the band intensity increases. Figure 5 shows the band inten
sity as a function of the amplitude of the potential modula- r
tion. If only desorption of acrylonitrile at higher potentials
was occurring, the band intensity should increase over the "

entire potential range and a band of opposite sign corre-
0. 350 V sponding to solution-free acrylonitrile should appear. How-

ever, as the modulation amplitude increases the band inten-
sity increases, reaches a maximum, and begins to decrease.
The observed spectra can be explained in terms of an electric
field effect. r

.0Since the potential dependence of the electric field at the

electrode surface is unknown, it is difficult to test the exact "
field dependence of the intensity. However, there should be a .

maximum in band intensity when one of the modulation lim- , ,
its is at the potential point of zero charge at the interface. The
dashed curve sketched in the figure is the theoretical curve

2000 2100 2200 2300 predicted by the squared electric field dependence of intensi-
WAVE NUMBERS /c' ty. The maximum in the curve appears at about + 0.7 V vs

SCE which is not an unreasonable position for the potential
F,(i. 4. EMIRS spectrum of 0.05 M acrylonitrile adsorbed at a gold elec- of zero field. * -,.l

trode in I M HSO as a function of potential vs SCE. Also, the position of the band is not a linear function of

J. Vac. SeA. Techno. 8, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985 .. \p.
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potential. In systems where perpendicular adsorption is cer- "To whom correspondence should be ad'iressed.
tamn, such as CO adsorbed on platinum and CN adsorbed 'S. Pons, J. Electroanal. Chem. 150, 49511983). %* ,

on silver, band position is a linear function of potential. 'A. Bewick, K. Kunimatsu, B. S. Pons, and J. W. Russell, J. Electronanal.%*%

Although the fit is only approximate it is sufficiently good ChP J.,7418)
to dmonsrat theeffct o stong lectic ield oninfrred 'E. U. Condon. Phys. Rev. 41, 759 (1932). A 0
to dmontrae th efectof tron elctrc feldson nfrred 4M. F. Crawf'ord and R. E. MacDonald, Can. J. Phys. 36.,1022 (1958).

spectra. Intense electric fields present near the electrode sur- 'E. D. Palik, R. T. Holm, A. Stella, and H. L. Hughes, J. Appl. Phys. 53, NO
face may interact with polarizable molecules and induce a 8454 (1982).
dipole moment in the direction of the field which give rise to 'C. Korzenjewski, R. B. Shirts, and S. Pons, J. Phys. Chem. 89.22974(1985).

vey ea asoptos.Wih efneensinth clclaio A. Bewick and S. Pons, in Advances in Infrared and Raman Spectroscopy, ~ "%

very weak abso ptio s. W th r fine ents in t e ca cul tio edited by R. Hester and R. Clark (Hayden, London, 1985).
it may be possible to use the electrochemical Stark effc to "A. Bree, R. A. Kydd, T. N. Misia, V. V. B. Vilkos. Spectrochim. Acta A
study the electric field intensity in the double layer region of R7, 2315 (1971). 4 ] " .

the electrode. 'A. Bewick. C. Gibilaro. and S. Pons, Langmuir Isubmitted).
0 C. Korzeniewski and S. Pans (in preparation)..
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Formation of silicon and water cluster ions in pulsed-laser stimulated
field desorption

T. T. Tsong
Physics Department The Pennsylvania State University, University Park, Pennsylvania 16802

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985) - ,

Multiatom cluster ions of 3 to 16 atoms/cluster have been observed in pulsed-laser stimulated %

field desorption of silicon emitters. In a time-of-flight mass spectrum fine structures can be found
in the mass line of every ion species, which are produced by isotope mixing in tl' - clusters, and
which will facilitate a correct identification of the charge state of the ions. The most abundant
cluster ion species are Si' ', Si' +, and Si, + .The numbers 4-6 may be called the magic numbers of
the desorption process since they correspond to highly symmetric small units of atoms existing inSi surface layers. Most of the energy distributions of the ion species contain an exponentially"]" ." "

decaying low energy tail which is produced by spontaneous dissociation of larger cluster ions,
possibly due to photodissociation of larger cluster ions by the same laser pulses used for
desorption. Water cluster ions of the form (HO), H + (m = 1-12) can be observed in pulsed-laser
field desorption of "field condensed" water on a metal emitter surface. The appearance energy
decreases monotonically with the cluster size, and also depends on the condition of the surface.

I. INTRODUCTION where V. is the dc voltage, t. is the onset flight time, AE, is

Formation of microclusters of atoms and cluster ions has the critical energy deficit of the ion species,

recently become a subject of considerable interest. " Topics C 0.010 828 35 uss 2/k V is the flight path constant,

actively pursued include magic and critical numbers, ioniza- 5 = 26.4 ns is the time delay constant, n is the charge state,

tion energies and electronic energy levels, structures, and Mis the ionic mass in u (or amu), and t is the flight time of an

how cluster sizes are related to the substrate atomic struc- ion. AE" + is given by
tures, etc. n +

In low temperature field evaporation of solid emitters, 41E + = A + I - mbv - Q (3) -''

ions formed are almost always multiply charged atomic ions. for n + atomic ions where A is the sublimation energy, I, is
A small number of cluster ions have been occasionally ob- the ith ionization potential, ,Av is the average work function
served, but the number is too small to render a systematic of the flight tube, and Q is the activation energy of field
investigation possible.' With the observation of photon-sti-
mulated field ion emission by laser pulses,' it is now possible desorption. For n + cluster ions of m atoms, E in) is

to produce a good fraction of ions in the form of cluster ions given by'
in pulsed-laser stimulated field evaporation and field desorp- 4E (m) mA + I - Eh (i) - ndv - Q, (4)

tion. ' ' Here, our result on Si-cluster5' and water cluster ,*
ion formation will be summarized.") where I' istheith ionization energy of the cluster and E(m)

is the total binding energy or the total cohesive energy of the . ,

II. EXPERIMENTAL METHODS cluster. The kinetic energy of pulsed-laser field desorbed
The instrument used in this study is the high mass and ions can exceed neV,, - AE" ' if photoexcitation occurs.

energy resolution pulsed-laser atom-probe field ion micro- Photoexcitation effects tend to broaden the mass lines,
scope' shown in Fig. i. This system, when carefully operat- which are also ion energy distributions, to the high energy
ed under the condition without much photoexcitation, ' -" is side, and thus deteriorate the mass resolution of the system.
capable of determining the ionic mass to an accuracy of However, the mass resolution of this system is still excellent
0.0005 to 0.005 amu and the ion energy to an accuracy of even under such a circumstance.
better than five parts in 105. It is relevant to consider here the condition for a material , -

In the silicon experiment," ' a Si emitter is irradiated by to favor field desorbing as a particular ion species. The image
nitrogen laser pulses of 300 ps width under an applied dc hump model' gives the desorbing field at very low tempera-
field ofabout 1.5 V/A in 10 q"- 10 "Torr vacuum. Ions are turc to be ,. -
collected one by one from a surface area of about 5 atom \---.-
diam. Ionic masses and the kinetic energy of ions are calcu- F, ' (m) z [JE, (m)] 2/ne'. (5)

lated according to "'2 The two sides are equal if no atomic tunneling occurs and if

( J ) + T =0. For an ion species to be favored over another one, its
M- C V A F,. in) or equivalently its AE4 ' (n)/n" 2 should be com- ... -"

parable to or lower than that of the other ion species. A
and variety of ion species simultaneously present in a field de- ". ,

E eM (2) sorption spectrum will indicate that the differences in the ,,,.%
EC(t + 6) ( AE'" ' (m)/n '12 for all these ion species are not much greater

142S5 J. Vac. Se1. Technol. B 3 (5), Sep/Oct 19r 3 0734-21 lX/85/051425-0501.00 (e) 1985 American Vacuum Society 1425
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gies of these ions species which are given by of vibrational energy of the cluster among the atoms can

Q,,(F) = AE' + (in) - (ne)312F1/2, (6) also result in dissociation of the cluster. *-
'?

(4) Field dissociation, or dissociation by activating over an ",-'

are not much greater than kT. This condition is apparently ionic potential barrier deformed by the applied field. ,.
satisfied in field evaporation of silicon under intense laser Our preliminary analysis indicates that dissociation of clus- i"
irradiation where the surface temperature may arise to 1000 ter ions within l00 ps or less of their formation is sufficient to
K or higher. explain the low energy tails we have observed. As Si2 + can- :'-.

not be produced by dissociation, the mass lines of Si2  "'.'."
Ill. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS should be sharp, as indeed observed experimentally. The low .?, .. -
A.Siliconclusters energytailscontainthedissociatedSiions..

In pulsed-laser field evaporation of Si emitters, only Si2 4
can be observed if the laser power is sufficiently low and thedc field high. W thnte laser power is increased and the dc 2000 e.oh-

field is lowered, Si and cluster ions of Si start to appear. In ao om'.dtb
our experimentf t 's 15% of ions are cluster ions which con- 160 t ,'" of t ctastitutes about 40% to 50% of all the field evaporated atoms Silicon. 60 kV .. , N
since each cluster ion contains several atoms. The energy ioi300 K, ba1rm0 Torr , field.
distributions as well as the mass lines ofmSi2 are sharp with- -. 120te inwh 0s 7000 Ions
out any low energy tail as shown in Fig. 2. This is not the case zwith Sin and Si-cluster ions, as shown in Figs. 3 and 4. Formas800 lis of "

Si , in addition to the sharp main peak, there is aslong, ex- sr -r
ponentially decaying low energy tail of an energy deficit ofions.
more than 200 eV. These low energy tails ofSi + and clusters, onl0 0-
ions are produced by spontaneous dissociation of cluster 200i0 30 SI2  -
ions. There are at least four possible mechanisms for this 0
spontaneous Jissociation to occur. 14520 14720 1420 15120 15320

(I) Photodissociation by the laser pulses used for the field FLI GHT TIME (ns) )'.ws ._J'evaporation. A cluster ion desorbed by a laser pulse can 160.
still be dissociated by the same laser pulse. Fu;. 2. Puled-laser stimulated field evaporation spectrum shoing th
s2) Electronic deexcitation of a cluster ion results in an sharply defined Si mass lines of the three isotopes..

J. Vac. n. Technol. 3, Vol.F3, No.25, SepTOct 1985 c
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j) 3"Si atoms is given by the corresponding coefficient in the . ,
I- multinomial expansion,

where a = 0.922, b = 0.047, and c = 0.031 are, respectively,
I the fractional abundance of 28Si, 29Si, and 3°Si. In Table I, the

fractional abundance of mass lines in ion species Si4 +, Si2  , . ,

and Si6 + are listed. By comparing these values with the peak
heights shown in Fig. 4, one can see that the calculated val- , %

ues agree with experimental values to within experimental
uncertainties. Thus we are able to identify cluster ion species
without uncertainties. This is important since, for example,

.. :,. Si" and Si2 I can be easily mistaken as Si ' and Si . In ., '

FIG. 3. Mass lines of Si * exhibit an exponentially decaying low energy tail, most cluster ion studies, an ion species with a mass-to-charge - ..-. r

extending to over 200 eV in energy deficit. These low energy ions are pro- ratio equal to an integral multiple of the atomic mass is al- .- P

duced by fragmentation of cluster ions, possibly by the desorbing laser most always identified as singly charged ions. ..' .
pulses. With the cluster ion species now properly identified, it is -

now quite clear that the most abundant Si cluster ion species
are Si"+, ISil +, Si 4 , Si", etc. The only 4 + ion

A unique feature of our cluster ion mass spectrum is the which probably exists is Si', . It is interesting to note that 4-
existence of fine structures as can be seen in Fig. 4. The fine 6 are the only highly symmetric small units of atoms existing
structures arise from isotope mixing in the clusters. Since in a Si lattice.' If we consider Si(l ll) layers, then 6 and 13 are
most of the fine structures show a mass difference of 1/2 u, the only highly symmetric "two-dimensional," small units ,'L-."

the charge state of these ion species is identified as 2 +. of atoms in these layers. Thus 4-6 and 13 may be called the .-

There is an exception, i.e., Si4' where the fine structures magic numbers in Si cluster formation by desorption from a ,.-'-
show a mass difference of I u. The fractional abundance of Si surface. They reflect the two-dimensional atomic struc-
each mass peak within an ion species due to isotope mixing tures of the substrate surface where these cluster ions are
can be calculated.6 For example the fractional abundance of desorbed. These magic numbers refer to the desorption pro-
m-atom clusters with i 2 Si atoms and j 298i atoms and (m-i- cess and they are different from the conventional "magic

3 0 .....

Si -Cluster Ions .' .

6 kV, Ix 10- Torr ,,, *

Magic numbers: 4,5,6, 13(?)

Critical no. 2+ ion: 3

255 4+ ion: 13(?)

0
L 84
z 170 ,- .

-150 -1000 -690
-~290 ~280

0- 0 0 2-7 -280
56

85 42
56.5 701125.,7 84.5 .,. , .,,

4570. 8 S 4 + Si,2 11277, 0. ,L ,i"*" ,

1 4 36 3 407 1113 /

28850 ' " '.. 44e1

2io25032090 363 07 -0% A0

FL IGHT TIME Ins)

FIG. 4. Mass spectrum showing part of cluster ion species detected. Note the fine structures dut to isotope mixing. From these fine structures, the charge state
of each ion -,ecies can be correctly identified. The low energy tails contain dissociated singly charged ions.

J. Vac. S. Tech". III, Vol. 3, No.5, SeP/Oct 19615.,.
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TABtE 1. Expected fractional abundance of various mass-to-charge ratios in Si cluster ion.

Mass-to-charge Fractional abundances
Ion species ratios Combinations of isotopes in a cluster I'' Ole % --

Si 56 4X28 72.3
56.5 3x28 + 29 14.7
57 2x28 + 2x29,3x28 + 30 10.8 .575 2x 28 + 29 + 30, 28+ 3 x 29 1.5" - -

- 58 2x28 + 2 ×x30, 28 + 2 ×x29 + 30, 4 x29 0.6 rt. "
Si2 70 5x28 66.6%

70.5 4x28 + 29 17.0
71 3x28 + 2x29, 4x28 + 30 12.9 z. I71.5 2x28 + 3x29, 3x28 +t 29 + 30 2.4 " "72 28+ 4x29, 3x28+ 2x30,2x28+ 2x29 +30 0.9 "."-!.:

Si,'84 6 ,- 28 6 1.4" "" "

4 .5 5 , 2 8 + 2 9 1 8 .8 . , . "i "
85 4x298+2x29,5×28 +30 14.8 ""

85.5 4-,28 + 29 + 30, 3x28 + 3x29 3.3
86 4- 28 + 2x3O,2x28+4x29,3x28 +2x29+30 1.4

numbers" which refer to the sizes of the most stable clusters, the maximum binding, Si atoms tend to form covalent bonds
Structures of these units of atoms are illustrated in Fig. 5. and therefore do not have to stay very close from one an-
Our result, however, does not mean that the cluster, once other. The Coulomb repulsive force between the two charges
desorbed from the surface, will maintain the same structure is therefore much less strong. Second, in our time-of-flight
as in the lattice. In Fig. 6, possible structures of 4-6 atom measurement, if the lifetime of Si' ' is greater than the flight
clusters are shown. time in the acceleration section of the atom probe (which is ...

Another result of interest is the smallest size of multiply only - 1.5 mm), then it will be detected as Si' I even if it
charged cluster ions. This number is known as the critical dissociates after it has left this acceleration section."° Thus as
number below which Coulomb repulsion will dissociate the long as the life time of Si' I ions is larger than 10 s, they
cluster ion into smaller cluster ions.2 Our critical number for will be detected as Si2 + In many other types of experiments, ,, - -

2 + ions is found to be as small as 3. In contrast, for metallic, a doubly charged ion will make many collisions with other
ionic, and van der Waals cluster ions, the critical number is particles before being mass analyzed. The term "critical
found to be - 30 or larger.2 There are at least two reasons for number" of Coulomb explosion is vague at best in such an
this dramatic difference. First, while in other types of clus- experiment since it does not reflect truly the energy differ-
ters atoms tend to stay as close together as possible to achieve ence between the cluster ion state and its dissociated state ,.

but rather the relative stability of cluster ions of different
sizes and charge states.

Another interesting finding in our pulsed-laser field de-
",Icon Lattice sorption study is that a large fraction of both atomic and

cluster silicon ions has energy deficits less than those given -.

. by Eq. (4). These ions with excess energies are produced by a
photoexcitation effect by the laser pulses.' Since our atom
probe is also an ion energy analyzer of very high resolution,

4 6rto

4 6 QeOm

FI(. 5 Atomic structure ofsilicon and the small, synmetrc unit ofatoV

existing in the crystal. FI(. 6. Possible sticitires ol small and highly stahle silicon clustcrs.

J. Vac. So. Technol. 9, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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TARIE II. Appearance energy of water clusters in eV.

(,o),H (..,.)H (..,,.' ..:,..,' (HO),H (,.O,1-1 (H07 ,,H H20, H

Data taken
at 57K 9.1 +0.3 7.6+0.2 7.6+0.2 7.3+0.4 7.2 ±0.2 7.2+0.2 6.9+0.6 6.9+ 1.1 6.9 +0.5

Data taken at
150-250 K 10.5 + 0.6 9.8 + 0.4 9.2 + 0.4 9.2 + 0.2

Data from .-

Ref. 14 10.5 +0.2 10.4 +0.3A#*0

Data from,
Ref. 13 8.8+0.1 10.0+0.1 11.5+0.2 11.6+0.3

the energetics and detailed mechanisms of ion formation can water molecules can be observed. HO + and O and a small
be studied by measuring the ion energy distributions as have amount of(HO)0, H2+ can be observed if the emitter surface
been reported recently.' is not completely covered with ice. Once the surface is cov-

ered with a thin layer of ice, only (H2O) H+ can be ob-
B. Water clusters served. Two examples are shown in Figs. 7 and 8. The onset

A thin layer of water will be "field condensed" on an emit- flight times of these cluster ions can be determined to an

ter surface if the partial pressure of water is greater than accuracy of + 1-2 ns as shown in Fig. 9. From these onset
1 X 10- Torr. When the tip is kept at room temperature and flight times (t.) the critical energy deficits of water cluster
the field is raised to 1.5 V/A or higher, a blurred field ion ions can be calculated according to" -'.'-

image of the surface can usually be seen. If the field is suffi-
ciently low, however, the field ionization ceases to be detect- AE. = neV o  eM
able. Pulsed-laser stimulated field desorption by time-of- C (to + .)2 "

flight analysis can then be carried out. At room temperature,
HO , (H,O)H+, and 0,' can be detected at a field around The appearance energy is simply the sum of AE, and 6A,,
1.0-1.5 V/A. This observation indicates that the first layer where 6,v is the average work function of the flight tube. %
of the condensed water is dissociatively chemisorbed on the 6,v = 4.5 eV gives the best agreement of our measured ap-
emitter surface (which is Rh). If the applied field is reduced, pearance energies of inert gases with their ionization poten-
then (H,O),H + , etc., start to appear and HO and 02 tials. In field ionization of atomic and molecular gases in-
disappear. The most abundant ion species as well as the rela- volving no formation of new compounds, the appearance
tive abundance of various cluster ion species depends on the energy should be equal to the ionization energy as can be .

field strength, the partial pressure of water in the system and seen from Eq. (3) by taking A= 0, Q = 0, and n = 1. In the
the pulsed-laser field desorption rate. If the emitter tempera- formation of (HO), H + ions, the appearance energies de-
ture is lowered to below 150 K, cluster ions of up to . 12 pend on the detailed atomic steps involved in the ion forma-

Fm.m

I 4 .%

I I

5 '"

FI;. 7. Pulsed-laser field desorption mass spectrum ofwater taken when the Fi(;. 8. When the Rh emitter surface is completely covered with a thin layer % *

Rh tip surface is not yet completely covered with ice. In addition to of ice. only (H.O, H' ions of m 1- 12 arc observed. The ion species of .,,%
IH:O-H" 'ions of m = 1-1l. -ome H,O'. O'. (H,O) H' , and maximum intensity (in this figure Pn - 41 shifts from a smaller cluster to it
(H,O , H,* ions are also observed. large one when the ice layer gets thicker.
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Selective laser-stimulated desorption of molecules by internal
vibration excitation

C. Jedrzeiek )
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(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985)

The photodesorption model of Gortel, Kreuzer, and collaborators in which a laser is resonantly
coupled to an internal vibration mode of an absorbed molecule is considered. The importance of
including anharmonicity of the internal vibration and a broadening of energy levels of a zero-
order Hamiltonian is demonstrated. A numerical calculation of the photodesorption as a function
of a laser intensity is presented for a multilevel system of CH3 F on NaCI and compared with
experimental data. In comparison to previous assumption of only harmonic motion for the

internal vibration where the values of the laser fluences for laser-stimulated desorption are . ,

calculated to be too low, our results (saturation intensities - 10-10' W/cm') are in closer
agreement with experiment.

I. INTRODUCTION latter experiments are also very useful, because they allow
Infrared laser radiation can interact with an adsorbate cov- one to estimate the relative importance of quantum and ther- ""'€

ered solid surface through several mechanisms. The laser mal processes more reliably when compared to the informa-
energy can be transferred (a) directly into the solid, (b) into an tion provided by earlier experiments.

adsorbate-surface atom bond, or (c) into an internal vibra- Since LSD desorption is a complicated, many-body, quan-
tional mode of the adsorbed molecule. The first process heats turn nonequilibrium phenomenon, the theory has to resort to -.

the surface and leads to thermal desorption. The other two rather drastic approximations from the outset. The method
processes are resonant in character since only a single mode advanced mainly by George, Lin, and collaborators"" and - -.

is initially excited. However, it is not well understood, in recently considered by Fain, Lin, and collaborators,20'-2 as -

process (b), whether enough energy can be accumulated in a well as Casassa et a. 2 reduces the desorption process to an
single mode to selectively break a bond. In case Jc) the energy effective-few-quantum-level dynamics. However, in this ap-
leaking out of the excited mode through various dissipative proach the multilevel aspect of the molecule "climbing the
processes may either be transferred to the adsorbate-surface energy ladder" is lost. Also it is rather difficult to account for
bond, resulting in desorption or it might heat the solid which the broadening of the levels that is always present in the .'-

leads to the desorption by resonant heating." experiments. Therefore the "effective-few-quantum-levels"
Laser thermal desorption occurs when the laser intensities methods tend to overestimate the importance of coherence

are in excess of _ 106-101 W/cm 2 .1.2.6-9 It could be of great of the laser. This can lead to an overly optimistic prediction
importance for technological applications if a low-power of the necessary intensity thresholds for LSD. 16.9 Another
pulse, due to its coherence, could cause desorption. The di- class of methods reduces the Liouville equation of the system "'
rect excitation of the admolecule-surface bond is not effec- dynamics to the master equation with the Markovian and
tive because admolecule-surface energy levels are too broad random-phase approximations. 3 " ' Though incapable of
and this leads to strong coupling to other modes and energy treating the coherent nature of laser radiation, the latter
dissipation. For a model in which laser energy is directly methods allow for much better correlation of theoretical pa-
deposited into a surface bond, Jedrzejek et al. "' previously rameters with the experimentally obtained binding energies.
predicted a very high threshold laser intensity IsD, greater Finally, a third approach using classical stochastic equations .'-

than 10"' W/cm2 for CO/Cu. In that calculation the intrin- has been widely used. 18.23-25 Obviously this last method is "
sic width of the stretching vibration was assumed to be 100 better suited for describing nonresonant laser-induced de- e
cm '. It can also be shown that for smaller widths the sorption rather than a selective desorption.
threshold laser intensity should be much lower, because the In this paper the Gortel, Kreuzer, and collaborators 5

dependence of the laser-stimulated desorption (LSD) rates model of photodesorption due to an internal vibrational
on the width is dramatic. " So far, only a few experimental mode excitation of the admolecule is considered. This model
observations of resonant LSD have been reported and these, is effective for understanding the existing experimental data.
however, were for cases in which the laser energy was It is shown, by including anharmonicity c. the internal vi-
pumped into some internal vibrational mode of the adsorbed brational model with the accompanying broadening of the
molecule. The experiments of Heidberg et al.' 2 ' demon- zero-order levels, as neglected by Gortel et al.,' that much
strated the desorption of CH ,F from NaCI, whereas Chuang larger threshold fluences for the desorption than previously .. ,.-.

and Sekix' '91 " showed the desorption of pyridine and deuter- predicted can be obtained. The theoretically calculated laser -. .."
ated pyridine from K1 and Ag. Both processes occurred at desorption rates are now in better agreement with experi-
intensities 5 x 0-iV') W/cm 2. Very recently Chuang and ment for CHF/NaCI system. The heating of the solid, an .
collaborators"' J obtained the experimental data for desorp- important limitation of this work, will be discussed else-
tion of NH ,/ND, system from Cu100) and Ag films. These where.
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II. THE LSD MODEL BY EXCITATION OF INTERNAL tion mode the relevant quantities against which the laser
VIBRATION MODE detuning should be measured are the width of internal vibra-

In their fundamental work the Canadian group of Gortel, tion mode F (typically 3 cm -- 31' and laser width F (up to I
Kreuzer, and collaboaorks3  proposed the resonant laser cm -).'" To estimate the effect of the width let us consider the -"

desorption model, including resonant heating, based on the laser transition elements
coupling between admolecule-surface and internal vibra- 2 , d K 2  ± -)
tional modes. They successfully employed the concepts pre- "=1.5E, Q /14r'4yc) X fd C KdK n[K -+ K2) I ' "J

viously considered by George et al. 8 as well as by Lucas and X (n 2 + a 2 + 2a/n, 'I n_ (K, , H = p~v,,,. I
Ewing.26 The weakly bound adsorbate molecules can be de- +K l'4k

scribed by a surface potential. Since typically the energy N2 + [n,.,, (K, K, I = p) + ](v + 1,,, 1
of the vibrational mode of the molecule, to which the laser x [fl/c (K2 + K2)/2 (3)
radiation is coupled, is much larger than the energy level
differences of the binding potential, the two modes can be with
decoupled in the adiabatic approximation. The binding po- a cos 9, /cos O, (4)
tential was assumed to be of the Morse form and the internal
mode was mxleled with a harmonic oscillator. Invoking a whrea9, isetheangle b n d th i se e and the -

master equation approximation the time dependent average normal, i.e., tan f, -!KJ/JKj, and 9, is the angle of the
occupation functions obey the following equation: transmitted beam. 42 is the frequency distance between the

two lowest vibrational levels. The phonon occupation
d , numbers are given by

n , [(Y'", + Pr)nr(t) - (Y" + P..)n'(t)ndt i = 0. . ..' .." '
n,.(K, K, I1 :p)+ -- (5)I,

- (P_"(P + Q ,,)n(t). (1) 7 2- - --" ",2 /4
C' =owith

Here i labels the states of the surface potential and v is the 2

quantum number of the internal vibrational mode. In Eq. (1) c 6 (2)) 3c2 n " + a + 2a/-
Y<',' is the rate of vibration transitions due to the coupling of (An .) (n, + a) (

the molecular dipole moment to the laser radiation. P "' is where f2 = c(K 2 + K)"2 = ck, n, denotes the central fre-
transition rate between the bound states induced by phonon quency of the laser line, and I, is the intensity of the incom-
absorption and emission calculated in the one-phonon ap- ing beam far from the surface. For the finite-width levels of
proximation. The two terms P '" and Q c'v, responsible for the zero-order Hamiltonian, the energetic delta function in "'..
desorption, are the rates of transitions from bound states to Eq. (3) has to be replaced by

continuum, due to mediation by phonons and to the tunnel- 1 cF (7"
ing, respectively. After calculating the transition probabili- 4 (k) = -1 (7)..__. ..
ties P, Q, and L in this work the rates of laser-induced de- 2I (2 - ck (2 + F i/4

sorption are calculated by the mean first-passage time In this equationA denotes the difference between the centers

method.27 As can be inferr _j from Ref. 3, the difference of the two lowest vibrational levels. After substituting A (k %
between such calculated rates and the corresponding rates and n,,,, (K, K, 1H = p) + 1 into Eq. (3) and integrating over
identified with the inverse of the smallest eigenvalue of the the angular variables one obtains

matrix associated with Eq. (1) is less than 1%. In the steady y.., 2rQ 2 n\Iosin 20.

state the energy level occupation numbers obey the Max- I, - n s 9, 1(
well-Boltzmann statistics: iUc

2
hi (n, + a)2 (,

n'(t<0) =A exp( -3E'). (2) X f'dk I cF,

This work is concerned with the effect of finite linewidths k 21r (.2 - ck (2 + F ,/4

on the LSD rates. The width F, of the stretching surface 1 F"
vibration is extremely important if the laser energy is - "_ (8) _:;_ _-___

pumped directly into an adsorbate-surface atom bond. For I(2 - ck (2 + F /4 ()i!

large F, there are significant one-phonon mediated P' tran- Note that due to the 1/k integrand dependence, to avoid
sitions even if the Debye energy is smaller than E, - E1.. nonphysical infrared infinity one of the Lorentzian functions
Recently, with the use of the vibrational spectroscopy, the in Eq. (8) has to have a very small width. More precisely,
first accurate value of the intrinsic width F, of the C-Ni both delta functions cannot be replaced by Lorentzian func-
stretching vibration for CO adsorbed on the Ni(100) surface tions without a regularization procedure. " ,
was measured by Chiang etal.28 to be 15cm--'.Fortheother In Ref. 3 it was assumed that F,>F, by identifying F,
systems it might be in the range 10-50 cm ' and the calcu- with F,,.,.the width due to quantum fluctuations of the elec-
lated linewidths exhibit a linear variation with temperature, tromagnetic vacuum. This essentially corresponds to ideally
near room temperatures." However, the laser detuning due sharp energy levels of the zero-order Hamiltonian. In view of
to anharmonicity cannot be corrected by the width F, in the Ref. 3 the damping of the system is due to i ;: interaction 1-

lowest order perturbation theory. Hamiltonian in perturbation theory. It appear, however,
When the laser energy is pumped into an internal vibra- that the terms neglected in the zero-order Hamiltonian,
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namely inhomogeneities in the system, anharmonicity of the 1 06 ...

solid, and internal vibrational modes, and coupling between Loser induced rotes

the selected mode and the other vibrational and rotational T= 50 K
modes of the system are much larger sources of damping. l0s

More realistically, 17 41". With this assumption, the factor
lo-rt = F, the approximate fluence of the laser pulse, appear- ......... .......

ing in the final formula for the laser transition rate in Ref. 3,2 104 ." ""

*, 21rQ 2  n sin2 010
i cuchO, In, + [1+ -n7 2)tan2  ] 1/212

X(2Ior,/ir)[v5.,, 1 + (v + 1),.+, ]bi, (9) ...

has to be replaced by ''
F i,.., ..,- .,maxF= (f _2 Fl,) /orl, (10) ,2" .,-.

42 (2- r)2 +F/4 10

where 2 - 2, is the detuning frequency A, and r, is identi-
fled with the inverse of the laser pulse length. Typically with
the laser pulse length r, = 2 X 10- 7 s and Fi = 3 cm the 10 %
required threshold laser intensity becomes four orders of
magnitude larger compared to Ref. 3. Assuming F, = 1
cm- will qualitatively give the same result. Rescaling the
fluence axis with a factor iO0 due to exactly the same rea- 1 10 102 101 10 10, 10 _
sons as given here was already discussed by Kreuzer and F(Jm- 2)
Gortel.5

ortheneefcinoueitiw a FIG. 1. Laser-stimulated desorption rates kd for CHF on NaCl vs laser
The new effects introduced in this work are anharmoni- fluence Fat T-- 50 K. Solid line is the rescaled result of Ref. 3; broken line, . " "° '"

city of the internal vibration bond and detuning of the laser the same result without elastic tunneling transition elements Q,". Dotted . -.

(when fl#Uf,) combined with the effect of finite linewidth line (a) refers to the result with the included anharmonic defect, 4A4 = 10 -.e:.

r. The lifetimes and anharmonicities are treated here pure- cm- 1; dotted line (b), as for line (a), plus the infrared laser shift equals 5
ly phenomenologically. It is assumed that the anharmonicity cm- I assumed. The highest level retained in the truncated oscillator model

of the internal vibration bond only changes the separation is v.., = 3.

between the subsequent vibrational levels. In Eq. (10) fl is
replaced by fl . Since in the LSD process only transitions
between lowest vibrational levels are effective, the influence
of anharmonicity on the matrix elements necessary to com-
pute the radiative transition rates is neglected. Using the 101'u
value of the detuning due to anharmonicity equal to 10 Laser induced rates

cm-, an additional order of magnitude larger threshold la- T =77 K
ser intensity is obtained as seen from Eq. (10). A larger detun-
ing results in the correspondingly greater difference.

%. .A..

III. NUMERICAL CALCULATIONS OF LSD RATES
Numerical calculations were performed for CH3F/NaC1 10

with the following parameters of the Morse potential model-
ing and admolecule-surface bond:

V(r) =D(e - 2e-ai.. (11) 1-

D/k T = 2750 K and the inverse range a -  = 0.35 A. With v
the laser energy fl = 1400 K and the Debye energy max

woD = 281 K, this choice represents the model presented in 10 " ""

Fig. 4 in Ref. 3. The CHF molecule develops 23 bound
states, the lowest of which are separated by the energy
smaller than oD(E, - E= 0.81,oD). It should be noted 102.
that with the use of Eq. (9) the laser transition rates for this
system equal -(2-8) X 10l°Ior,. / ,..

The effect of the finite width of vibrational levels and an-

harmonicity is presented in Figs. 1-5 for the temperatures 10 1 10%102\"0',10'-10 1

50, 77, and 100 K. In all figures solid lines represent rescaled M-2)

results of Ref. 3, where the truncated harmonic oscillator F(Jm-)
model for the internal molecular vibration is considered, FiG. 2. LSD as in Fig. I but for T= 77 K.
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10 c7  10"
Laser induced rates Laser induced rates

T=100 K T=100 K • .

10 a  ~10 :"

106 106

, - -- - --- - - - - - ,

QO / =4
0 V ~max .

104-•" 104 -".' . ,,

103 10/

thermal thermal

d 102 ....... 0* 102 . .

1 0 "0 -  1 10 102 103  i04  10 -  1 10 102 102  104  10 10. _

F(Jm- 2 ) F(Jm - 2)

FIG. 3. LSD as in Fig. I but for T = 100 K. FIG. 5. LSD as in Fig. 4 but for T= 100 K.

S(no detuning and anhar- elements Q i - 0 [see Eq. (1)]. The other two curves (a) andonly with Fj >rF and F 3 cm- C n euigad na- eeet , .. J

monicity parameter). In Figs. 1-3 vm , the highest level re- (b) include the anharmonic defect A42 = 10 cm ' meaning
tained, equals 3. The broken lines in Figs. 1-3 refer to the that if the laser frequency matches the energy difference
same parameters as for the solid lines but with the transition between the two lowest vibrational levels then there are 10

and 20 cm' energy differences between the 1-2 and 2-3 - '
106: .. '

Laser induced rates transitions. In addition, for the curve (b) 5 cm-' laser shift . .

towards infrared is assumed. In order to understand the ef-
T:50 K fect ofanharmonicity and the additional laser detuning let us

10 5 consider the following energy relations for the two lowest

excited levels corresponding to (a) and (b) cases: ',.

(a) E, - Eo = ffl and 2ifl - (E 2 - Eo) = 10 cm '% """"

(b) E, - Eo- lfl, = 5 cm - ' and (E 2 - Eo) = 2f.fl,

Also note that the energy of the two-photon absorption is
1m.,"

4  slightly larger than the admolecule-surface binding energy.
Consequently, the following LSD mechanism is revealed..
For low fluences the laser is effective only for increasing ."

thermal desorption according to the following process: .

102 (i,v) = (0,0--*(0,1 )--(io, 1).-(c,0). Since the matching of the
laser energy and the energy difference E, - Eo is the most
important factor, the rates corresponding to case (a) are larg- -4

er than those corresponding to case (b). It should be ex-
plained that in Fig. 1 for T = 50 K the considered fluences

are still too large to see this effect. For larger fluences more %

molecules are raised to the second and higher excited levels.
1 1Downward cascades of one-phonon transitions still bring10 .. I 02 10' 10 I 0 1 0

most molecules to the ground state (i,v) = (0,0). This loss P.
F(Jm- 2) mechanism which reduces LSD rates is called the resonant

Fz. 4. LSD for T = 50 K but with C,, = 4. The meaning of curves (a) and heating.3 4 However, some molecules will desorb due to

fb) is the same as in Fig. I. Curve (c) refers to the anharmonic defect (P + Q) transitions after going through the sequence of ..
412 = 10 cm '. For fluences larger than these indicated by the arrows the the following steps (i,v) = (0,0)--+(0,l)-.(0,2)-,(c,2). Match- .
rates for vm., = 4 becomes larger than the corresponding rates for v,,. 3. ing the laser energy of two phonons with E, - E0 , the differ-
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ence between the centers of the second excited and the sions, and a referee of this paper for elucidating comments 0)4S'
ground state levels becomes increasingly important for high- which led to improvements. Dr. Z. Olejniczak's contribution 4'.
er fluences and therefore the rates corresponding to the (b) to part of this work is gratefully acknowledged. This work %
curves are larger than these for the (a) curves, was supported by R. A. Welch Foundation.

Increasing the number of retained levels does not change
the rates at low fluences as displayed in Figs. 4 and 5 for
Vm. = 4. For fluences larger than these indicated by the ". "
arrows the rates for Vm, = 4 become larger than the corre- '"On leave from Department of Physics, Jagellonian University, Krak6w, .

sponding rates for Vm.x = 3. Dashed curves (a) and (b) have Poland. ,..-,:.*
'J. P. Cowin, D. J. Auerbach, C. Becker, and L. Wharton, Surf. Sci. 78, 545 .,"..,. .!

the same meaning as in Figs. 1-3. Dashed curve (c) corre- (1978).
sponds to larger anharmonic defect, 20 cm- . Increasing 2G, Wedler and H. Ruhman, Surf. Sci. 121, 464 (1982).
Vmax makes the saturation effect shift to larger fluences (i.e., 'Z. W. Gortel, H. J. Kreuzer, P. Piercy, and R. Teshima, Phys. Rev. B 27,

such that they experimentally would cause vaporization of 506601983).
the surface). Dips in cases (b) and (c) for T = 100 K indicate 4 W. Gortel, H. J. Kreuzer, P. Piercy, and R. Teshima, Phys. Rev. B 28, ,%. .'4

2119 (1983). """ r,. _

the onset ofstepwise saturation, a feature which is character- 9H .
'H, J. Kreuzer and Z. W. Gortel, Phys. Rev. B 29, 6926)(1984),

istic of larger anharmonicity. As seen from the figures, the "1. Hussla, H. Seki, T. J. Chuang, Z. W. Gortel, H. J. Kreuzer, and P. ' " '"

threshold laser fluence is much closer to the experimental Piercy (to be published).
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Technique for measuring surface diffusion by laser-beam-localized
surface photochemistrya)
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A technique is described for determining the surface diffusivity of a weakly bound adsorbate by
measuring the kinetics of a spatially localized, laser-beam-driven surface photoreaction. The
diffusivity is extracted from the experimental data by means of a Green's function integral
technique. The solution is numerically integrated in order to calculate the spatial and temporal -

evolution of the surface-number-density of parent and product molecules. The new technique has ,.

been applied to experiments with tetraethyl lead molecules adsorbed on sapphire.

I. INTRODUCTION Itm were typically used for these experiments. Just before

Numerous techniques have been developed over the years each experiment the polished sapphire substrate surface was
for measuring surface-migration rates of adsorbed species.' cleaned with acetone and methanol, then dipped for 20 s in a ---
Most of these techniques, however, are only applicable to phosphoric acid bath.

observing the surface migration of strongly bound or robust The vacuum cell consisted of a small 1.8-cm-i.d. stainless
adsorbates, such as atoms and some diatomic molecules. The steel cylinder (internal volume and surface area of I cm 3 and
techniques generally require ultrahigh vacuum systems, to 7.3 cm', respectively) and short stainless-steel sidearms (to- _b ,

eliminate probe-beam scattering and artifacts due to residual tal internal volume and surface area of 1.2 cm 3 and 12.5 cm 2,
gases. respectively) that connected the cylinder, through 1-mm--,

It is also important to develop techniques for observing diam orifices, to the main gas-flow control valves. The cell
the surface migration of weakly bound or fragile molecules, was pumped by a liquid-nitrogen trapped diffusion pump
We briefly describe such a technique in this paper and dis- whose base vacuum was 106 Torr. The gases that were
cuss its application to a study of the surface migration of flowed through the cell were tetraethyllead (Alfa Products .-.

tetraethyllead (TEL) adsorbed on sapphire substrates. The electronic grade), argon (Matheson 99.998% minimum pur-it)
details of the experiment and theoretical analysis will be ty) and helium (Matheson 99.995% minimum purity).
p e wFor controlled-temperature experiments the substratespublished elsewhere.

The technique uses a tightly focused UV laser beam to were mounted on a small thermoelectric cooler/heater con-
drive a highly spatially localized photoreaction in an ad- tamed entirely within the vacuum cell. Within a limited tem-
sorbed molecular layer. This process creates a particle sink perature range(- 30 to 50 'C this low capacity but fast-

to which parent molecules must diffuse in order to sustain response cooler/heater was found ideal for controlling the

the reaction. The rate at which the reaction proceeds is then temperature of the low-thermal-mass substrates.
used as a sensitive measure of the surface-diffusion rate of The kinetics of the photoreaction were studied by measur-the adsorbed parent molecules. ing the decrease in optical transmission of the 257.2-nm-

laser beam due to photodeposition on the substrate. This "'...,
We briefly describe the experimental technique and re- l b u p o nt s e

suits in Sec. II of this paper, A sketch of a mathematical decrease was found to be dominated by optical absorption ..

model is given in Sec. III and its utilization to extract param- rather than scattering or diffraction. The transmission was
eter values from the experimental data is discussed in Sec. monitored by a UV photodiode, placed just beyond the vacu-
IV.EXPERIMENTALum cell, that had an aperture large enough to collect all the

transmitted laser light. Each transmission trace was record
II. EXPERIMENTAL TECHNIQUE AND RESULTS ed and analyzed in real time by a microcomputer, which was

The experimental technique is based on spatially localized also used to control a stage that automatically shifted the
UV-laser photodeposition,- a process in which molecules are substrate between transmission traces and to synchronize"'
photolyzed to form nonvolatile products confined to the fo- the shuttering of the laser beam with the substrate motion.

cus of the incident laser beam. We will be concerned exclu- We have found that during photodeposition from TEL the- .

sively with adsorbed-phase-initiated photodeposition. It transmission decreases smoothly exponentially in time, indi-.'-.",
should be emphasized that for the present purpose the reac- cating that early-time nucleation effects are unimportant
tion mechanism is of secondary importance, since we are and that the film thickness itself increases linearly with time.
concerned only with kinetics, viz., the consumption rate of In practice, all the photodeposition rates described here were
parent molecules. deduced by measuring the time, t,,, required for transmission .

The basic experimental geometry has been described pre- to reach 70% of its initial value. This corresponds to about
viously.' Briefly, a few mW 257.2-nm laser beam was gener- 20 molecular layers of deposit at Gaussian beam center, or

ated by frequency doubling an Ar ' laser beam, and then about 10 layers of photodeposition for uniform deposition
focused by a high-power microscope onto a substrate mount- and illumination. The time average rates were defined as I/
ed within a gas-containing vacuum cell. Spot diameters of 3 to.
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The laser intensity dependence of the photodeposition tion is mass transport limited. Consequently, the magnitude
rate was measured at a pressure of a few tenths of a Torr of of the saturated photodeposition rate is a measure of the
TEL vapor. The linear dependence observed indicated that replenishment rate of photoreacted TEL by surface diffu-
no depletion of adsorbed TEL occurred during growth at sion..* -,'* ,
these pressures. Finally, to gain insight into the temperature dependence

The equilibrium TEL coverage on the growth surface at of the surface diffusion and desorption rates, photodeposi-
high ambient TEL pressure is only about one monolayer. tion rates vs time after start of purge were neasured at var-
Therefore, as the adsorbed monolayers are consumed by ious temperatures. Examples of these m.=asurements are
photodeposition, they must be continually replenished dur- shown in Fig. 2. To avoid complications dtu to multilayer
ing each transmission trace. The two possible sources for this condensation at the lower temperatures. in alt cases the ini-
replenishment are (1) adsorption of TEL from the ambient tial dosing of the substrates with TEL was done at room
gas or (2) surface diffusion of TEL adsorbed on the surround- temperature. The data shown in Fig. 2 were taken at high
ing area into the 7-pm2 photodeposition zone. For the unam- enough laser intensities that the photodeposition rates im-
biguous observation of a surface-diffusion component, we mediately after the start of the purge were mass transport
have performed nonequilibrium experiments. In these ex- limited. There is a clear dependence on temperature of the -:-*.- -.. -

periments the system is first equilibrated at a TEL pressure rate of adlayer desorption during the purge. "" ..

sufficient to produce monolayer coverage on the sapphire
substrate. The TEL vapor is then removed so quickly that a
series of transmission measurements can be made before the
TEL coverage on the substrate is reduced by desorption -o

obtain reproducible measurements, an inert gas (Ar) purge
procedure was adopted. In this procedure, the cell was first DECAY OF PHOTODEPOSITION RATE

* exposed to a saturation pressure (-0.27 Torr) of TEL, and AT VARIOUS TEMPERATURES
successive transmission traces were recorded until the pho- -- T ---------- I

todeposition rate reached a steady value. Then, while contin- (a) -2°°
* uing to record transmission traces, the TEL reservoir was

shut off, and Ar was flushed through the cell. All the mea- - -
surements were taken in a flow-rate-independent regime "
(flow rate greater than 30 scc/min). 2 " .

By analogy with all inhomogeneous reactions, two kinetic _
regimes can be expected for low ambient pressure experi- / 1

*. ments as a function of laser intensity. At sufficiently low o (b) o0 c 2
* laser intensities, the photodeposition will be reaction limit- " I
* ed, and will depend linearly on laser intensity. At sufficiently -1 . .

high laser intensities, the photodeposition will be mass trans- "
port limited, and will not depend on laser power. -2 -

The intensity dependence of the rate immediately after the % I I "

start of the purge is shown in Fig. 1. The low-intensity re- 0(
gime of Fig. 1. where photodeposition is reaction limited, ( 24-'

was found difficult to resolve experimentally. The sharp sat- - -1

*" uration in rate at higher laser intensities, however, indicates
that after the purge has begun, in this regime, photodeposi- , -

-3

I I . oI. I'.

-..". (d) 460C ..

AFTER PURGE 0 1
10 -1 t -1

0 8 -

-~~ - -

06 -

4 / 4
02

0 2 
4 - _

0_ 4_ 0 - 200 400 600 800

2 4 6 8 TIME AFTER START OF PURGE (s)
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H"( 2. l1)cpeidence f piotodcpoittion rate I/t,, on time ,iler start ofpurge

FiG. 1. Dependence of photodeposition rate I/,, on incident UV laser pow- with floe ing Ar. Subtrate temperature%. .ere itop to bottom) 20. 0, 24, ... ,
er immediately after start of purge. Ar flow rate was t) 0 .cc/niii. and 40 C IN la,,er powtr incideill oill tie 'sutace % s (a.06 111W.
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IlL MATHEMATICAL MODELING discrete grid ofpp' for incrementally increasing values of r. h

For each value of r, a quantity A (p,r) proportional to the
Sorder to extract numerical estimates of parameters deposited thickness at point p for a given illumination was

(particularly the surface diffusivity) from the results of Sec. computed numerically:
II, a mathematical description of the system was formulated. r
In our experiment, the time evolution of the surface density A (p,r) = - fp(p,r')dr'.
is described by the partial differential equation: 2 Jo , 0

n(rt) The experimental criterion for the rate = 1/r is that when
A ,t) [m -the illumination has been on for a time -ro, the beam trans-

- cI(r,t )n(r,t), (l) mission Tt(-) is 70%. But 70% transmission is known to be t, A

produced by the uniform deposition of approximately 10where n(r,t ), D, and A represent the surface density, the sur- monolayers of photodeposit. This leads to the definition of a

face diffusivity, and the desorption rate of adsorbed parent transmission index:
molecules, respectively; BP [nma. - n(r,t)] represents a :,
Langmuir-type adsorption term wherePis the ambient pres- lndex(,.)E. 7  e- pexp[_.036( no )A.(p,,)]dp.
sure (assumed time independent) and nmx corresponds to d 0 7 fn[ . ( )..

monolayer coverage; cI(r,t) is a photodeposition reaction (4)

rate proportional to the light intensity I (r,t ); and V2 is the Index(-) was numerically calculated for each value of -r, and
two-dimensional Laplacian. In this equation, we assume for ro was determined from the condition Index(Iro) = 1.
tractability that D is everywhere constant, including the re-
gion of deposition.

To solve Eq. (1) we make use of a two-dimensional Green's
function method. It is convenient to introduce normalized IV. APPLICATION OF MODELING TO EXPERIMENTS
quantities, and, assuming the spatial light distribution is We first modelled experiments in which the initial cover-
Gaussian and switched on at t' = 0 we find, age is a monolayer (no/nma = 1) for each transmission trace,

u(p,r) 17[ but the ambient pressure may be different (i.e., Fis different).'
We assumed that desorption is negligible on the time scale of

r e 2 + (- P" - 7 the experiments (F7,°< 1). In that case, we have for the first

f~aJPP- fi-' two terms in Eq. (2), e -rr+ 7[lI ~err 1. Thus, for
Fi-o< 1, the result of an experiment with monolayer initial

Xf× 0 e - ,'1e - P' dp' dr', (2) coverage and a nonequilibrium initial condition is the same --
as that given by Eq. (2) with monolayer initial coverage and %. P

where the equilibrium initial condition 7 = 1. .- .

I = n/no, p r/ro, r = 4Dt /, We plotted values of 1/,r, as a function of the parameter a %
(r)=(rr)2 ] j exp( - (3) (proportional to the normalized laser intensity), for several

(r) = Iexp[ -r ] o --/2), 3 values of F. The 1/ro values were determined from Eq. (4) by

F = yr0 /4D = [A + BP ] rl /4D, 27 = n,, /no  the requirement that Index(,ro) = 1, with the initial condition

and 
(no/nimn) = 1. At high pressures (F> 1), the intensity depen- %

dence is linear, consistent with our data for 1/t3 vs light
a = cIA 1/2D. illumination before a purge. As the pressure is decreased

The parameters F and a are, respectively, the ambient-pres- (F < 1), the overall intensity dependence becomes more and '

sure-dependent rate at which surface-gas equilibration oc- more nonlinear. In the extreme case (F< I) and at high inten-
curs, and the consumption rate by photolysis, both normal- sities (a> 1), the photodeposition rate shows a sharp satura-
ized to the surface-diffusion replenishment rate into a spot of tion, consistent with the data in Fig. 1. From a comparison " '
Gaussian half-width ro. y = A + BP is the equilibration rate between the saturated value of I /t( shown in Fig. I and the -..--
for surface and gas phase molecules, and no is the initial saturated value of 1/-r,) obtained for the F< 1 simulations,
uniform value of n when the light is first switched on, and is the magnitude of the surface diffusivity is estimated to be .-..

not necessarily the equilibrium value, neq = BPnma. . / , at 3 X 10 7 cm 2/s. It should be pointed out that this is a much
the ambient pressure. The parameter y is the ratio between larger surface diffusivity than can be conveniently measured
the equilibrium coverage at pressure P and the actual (possi- by previous techniques.
bly nonequilibrium) coverage. .fo(x) is a modified Bessel Figures 3 and 4 show the spatial profiles of the thickness of
function. For computational convenience we have intro- the photodeposit calculated for successive times during the * , '
duced the geometrical scaling parameter/f in Eq. (2), so that photodeposition process in the low pressure regime. For the
the Gaussian half-width of the beam is r,6 -,/2 In all the high laser intensity case (a = 25), molecules are consumed
calculations described here, we have made the choice/3 = 4. rapidly in the vicinity of the rim of the laser spot, leading to a
In the end, the parameter values extracted by comparing dip in deposition thickness near laser-beam center.
theory and experiment are independent of the choice off/. We next considered the case of purge experiments in

In order to make a connection with the experimentally which desorption is non-negligible between successive trans-
measured rates, Eq. (2) was solved in the following manner. mission traces, so that after the purge has begun, the initial
For given values of il, a, and F the equation was solved for a coverage decreases. During a single transmission trace. how-
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MG. 3. Numerically calculated spatial profiles of normalized photodeposit 2
thickness A (p,r) for a photoreacting absorbed layer at a number of normal-
ized times r after a laser is switched on. p is the normalized radial distance
from beam center, and the Gaussian half-width of the laser beam is at l_________.__'._._.,_
p = 0.5. The system is under low UV illumination (a = 1). 0 0.25 0.5 0.75 1.0 -

FiG. 4. Numerically calculated spatial profiles of normalized photodeposit
thickness A (p,-) for a photoreacting adsorbed layer at a number of normal-
ized times 7- after a laser is switched on. The system is under strong UV
illumination and in the strongly diffusion limited regime (a = 25). ',,

ever, both adsorption and desorption are negligible (frr.o 1). -

For computational convenience, as in the case of monolayer -
coverage, we performed the equivalent calculations for

, 7/--1.

As desorption proceeds, the coverage at a time r, after the and fix k, 10 2 s-, for Ed =0.13eV the entropy barrier.
beginning of the purge is given by no = nm. exp( - Fri). would have to be S/k = - 27. Although such an entropy "-'.er

Consequently, in evaluating Index(r) during a transmission barrier is larger than any of which we are aware, it should be '-'
trace beginning at the time r,, the Index must be evaluated emphasized that measurements on the surface migration of
from Eq. (4) with (no/ln..) = exp( - rFT). Curves of ln( 1/ large molecules such as TEL have heretofore been quite dif-
ro) vs Fr-, obtained in this manner for Fr 1 and a range of ficult. "
values of a are straight lines, consistent with the data of Fig.
2. The data in Fig. 2(c) indicate that the magnitude of the
room-temperature (24 °C) desorption rate is kd = 7 x 101 V. CONCLUSION

We have investigated and carefully isolated the influenceThe temperature dependence of the dcsorption rate can be of surface transport on the kinetics of laser-beam-localized
deduced from the rest of the data in Fig. 2, and a linear photochemistry in tetraethyl lead adsorbed on sapphire. A
dependence of the logarithm of the decay rate on reciprocal physical model has been numerically simulated, using an
absolute temperature is obtained, indicating that it may be fit integral form of the diffusion equation, and compared to the %
to the classical transition state theory expression %""':

data. The experimental technique is noteworthy in being ap-
plicable to weakly bound polyatomic molecules, which are

kd. = (kt, )exp( - Edm/kT), (5) prevalent in many technologically important surface chemi-
*cal reactions. -"-'

where k...., and Ed, are, respectively, the attempt fre- "",S
quency and activation energy for desorption. This fit yields \',.SIp

values ofEd_ = 0.13 eV and ktempt = 1.3 s- '. Such an at- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS p
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effective attempt frequency for such a large molecule is tance, B. J. Palm for computer simulations, P. M. Nitishin
dominated by a large entropy barrier to desorption.4 If we for scanning electron microscopy, and M. C. Finn for Auger
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Laser-induced selective deposition of micron-size structures on silicon
Y. S. Liu, C. P. Yakymyshyn, H. R. Philipp, H. S. Cole, and L. M. Levinson
General Electric Research and Development Center, Schenectady, New York 12301

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 6 June 1985)

The feasibility of high speed direct writing of high resolution structures using a laser beam was
demonstrated. Tungsten was selectively deposited on silicon via surface reduction reaction of
tungsten hexafluoride. Fine lines of micron dimension with smooth surface morphology were 'E l
fabricated using an argon laser at a writing speed of several cm per second. Compositions and
structures of the micron-size lines, characterized using various microprobe analysis techniques

including scanning Auger microprobe, Raman microprobe, and Rutherford microion-beam
spectroscopy, are discussed. ,..

1. INTRODUCTION improved the writing resolution to a few microns, a value

Recently, Ehrlich and Tsao reported the fabrication of sub- significantly smaller than the laser beam size.

micron features sizes poly-Si lines by a pyrolytical process in In the following sections, we discuss the methods used for
SiCI4 /H 2 vapor using an argon laser beam. Since the rate of fabricating high resolution metal lines on silicon. Composi- .

chemical reactions depends nonlinearly upon the local tem- tions and structures of the micron-size metal lines were char-

perature, the linewidth drawn was significantly narrower acterized using various microprobe analysis techniques in-

than the laser beam size. This result demonstrated the feasi- cluding scanning Auger microprobe, Raman microprobe,

bility of writing submicron structures with a laser beam by and Rutherford microion-beam spectroscopy. In addition, %*.
taking the advantage of the nonreciprocity nature of the la- Raman spectra at 331 and 451 cm-' were observed and

ser microchemical processing technique. The speeds for fa- identified, for the first time,7 as the Raman lines from tung-

bricating this kind of structure using this specific technique sten silicide formed directly by laser-induced chemical vapor

as well as other reported methods,' 3 however, were limited deposition in a silicon and tungsten hexafluoride system. -'

to several tens to hundreds of microns per second.
In a separate wo:k, these authors further studied the effect

of geometrical scaling on chemical reaction rates in using .EXPERIMENTAL '
lasers for fabricating microstructures.' It was shown that the A. Apparatus
reaction rate of a microchemical process induced by a fo-

cuse laer eamcan ignficntl exeed hos ofconen- The experimental apparatus is shown schematically in
used laser beam cansignificantly exceed those of conven- Fig. 1. An argon laser (Spectra Physics, Model 171-08) was

tional diffusion-limited reactions for an extended heat focused through a fused quartz window into a chemical va-
source. The reaction rate in a heterogeneous reaction at a por deposition reactor containing silicon samples. The fo- t.. .',..'.-.
gas-solid interface is generally limited by the gas phase diffu- cusing lens was an air-spaced three-element optics with a
sion of reactants and products, and by reaction rates on the focal length of 20 mm. The power of the argon laser was "- " '-'-

solid surface itself. The reactant flux channeled into the reac- computer controlled with a power stability better than 0.05 ": -'

tion zone increases as the dimension of the reacting area W over a power range varying from 3 to 10 W. The move-
decreases to a value small compared with the gas diffusion
distance due to the enhancement of mass transport via three-

dimensional gas phase diffusion. In comparison, for a planar
heated surface, the reaction flux at a high pressure is limited HeNe

by one-dimensional gas phase diffusion. Several recent ex- TV Monitor

periments have demonstrated this kind of enhanced reaction Detector

rates in laser-induced microchemical processing experi- -Las

ments, including laser etching of silicon in a chlorine gas-
and the example cited above on laser-induced chemical va- Obective Wno'Z d%,.

por deposition of polysilicon.' Supp
The purpose of the present work is to study the feasibility CVD "

of high resolution direct writing at a high speed using laser- e t
beam-induced microchemical processing.' In our present Unit
experiments, fine metal lines of micron dii icasion were se-
lectively deposited on silicon via surface reduction of tung-
sten hexafluoride at room temperature using an argon laser
with a focused spot size of about 20 ,. The nonlinearity ex-
hibited by localization of heterogeneous surface reactions Fi, 1. A schernaic of the cxcr-nirenal stiup.
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ment of the reaction cell, placed on top of a high resolution 7"' 12 1,

X-Y translational stage, was controlled by an optically en-
coded signal to give 1p resolution over the 4 in. translational '
distance at a traveling speed to 7 cm/s.

The reactor was baked prior to each run and was operated
at room temperature during the deposition. During a typical '.
run, a silicon sample, freshly cleaned in an HF solution to 0"
remove oxide, was immediately loaded into the reaction cell
containing typical 50-100 Torr tungsten hexafluoride in 1
atm argon buffer gas. : ,

In addition, a He-Ne laser probe beam, collimated
through a 20X beam expander and propagating coaxially ()) (C)

with the argon laser beam, was used for the beam alignment
as well as for in situ monitoring the optical reflectivity during FIG. 2. Optical micrographs of typical line structures deposited under three

the deposition. The interference caused by the thin metal different power levels: (a) 3 W, (b) 6 W, and Ic) 9 W. The scanning speeds

deposited layer provided a direct method of determining were about 7 cm/s. -

film thickness with a sensitivity to within 10 A thickness on a .
silicon substrate. A silicon vidicon camera was used for pro- to both laser power and to scanning speed. In these expericess monitoring. obt ae oe n osann pe.I hs xei ..:.ments, the samples were scanned at a speed to 7 cm/s and the

reaction chamber contained 50 Torr tungsten hexafluoride
in 1 atm argon buffer gas. The minimum linewidths observed *'. i

B. Chemical reactions were about I u and were obtained using a 20 mm focal length

Tungsten hexafluoride and silicon systems were studied in lens. It is noted that, in comparison, high resolution lines
the present experiments. Tungsten hexafluoride has been reported by previous workers"i4 were fabricated under an
widely used as a source for tungsten deposition.8'9 In a experimental condition in which much tighter focusing op-
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) system containing only tics had to be used.
tungsten hexafluoride and silicon, tungsten is deposited by The deposition of tungsten in a WF 6-Si system is induced
reduction of WF, on the silicon surface at a temperature of by reducing WF6 on a silicon surface, and therefore is sur-
about 350 °C according to the following reaction: face selective. This is demonstrated in Fig. 3 in which a sili-

con sample, first grown 2000 A thermal oxide, was then pat- .
2WF, + 3Si--2W + 3SiF 4. (1) terned using a standard lithography method to remove oxide

This initial phase of the heterogeneous reduction reaction, in certain areas. The sample was then placed inside the reac- •
however, is self-limiting to a tungsten thickness of 300-500 tion cell and exposed to the argon laser beam in the presence .
A A. "' In a conventional thermal CVD system, hydrogen is of WF 6. The deposition of tungsten took place selectively on

frequently used to form thicker tungsten films by the reduc- those areas exposed to the silicon surface, as shown in the

ing reaction figure. This kind of surface sensitive deposition is a very use-
ful property for self-aligned metal deposition using lasers or

WF, + 3H,--,W + 6HF. (2) other thermal deposition techniques.
The composition of the deposited lines was analyzed using

The reduction mechanism of WF, in the presence of hydro- Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy• The spectrometer -
gen, described by Eq. (2), has been studied extensively. ,2 Ruhrfr tkcter pctocp. h pctoee

was equipped with a 2 MeV focused He-ion source having a
The kinetics of the initial phase of surface reduction of WF 6  spatial resolution of about 1 . Figure 4 shows a typical spec-
by silicon has been much less studied, however. trum when the microion beam was focused to an area near

In a laser-beam-induced CVD process, the reaction typi- the center ofa 1 0 p deposited metal line, shown in the top
cally takes place in an interaction period varying between

seveal ecods o asshot a miliscond, dterine by photo of Fig. 4. Backscattered tungsten signals were alsoseveral seconds to as short as milliseconds, determined by detected in the areas near the line edges, but reduced signifi- ,' ,,tx -:

the scanning speed and the spot size of the laser beam. The cantey in the res ben it.
deostincodiinswol dped pn asrpoer, cantly in the regions beyond it.

deposition conditions would depend upon laser powers, The film thickness was estimated to be about 200 A by
scanning speeds, and the initial heterogeneous reduction re- monitoring the optical reflectivity during the deposition us-
action of WF, on the silicon surface. The present study fo- ing a He-Ne laser probe beam. The reflectivity of thin tung
cused only on the reaction described by Eq. (1), without the sten films on silicon is thickness dependent due to interfer-
addition of hydrogen. ence effects between the tungsten-silicon interface. Using

the known optical constants of tungten and silicon" at 632.8
nm, the reflectivity of 200 A of tungsten on silicon is comput-

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS ed to be 0.59 compared to bare silicon surface of 0.36. The

Figure 2 shows a micrograph of typical line structures optical reflectivity measurement provides a direct in situ
fabricated under three different laser power levels. The scan- method for measuring the metal deposition rate, and thus ,'

ning speeds were held at a constant value of about 5 cm/s. enables one to measure rate constants for deposition. The "..' 0

The surface morphology of deposited tungsten was sensitive technique is sensitive enough for resolving a tungsten film of

J. Vac. Scl. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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about 10 A thickness on silicon.
The lateral distribution of tungsten across the laser-writ- 5 m, -

ten lines was analyzed using a scanning Auger microprobe.
The 5 keV electron beam with a spatial resolution less than
0.1 p was scanned across a fabricated line. The linewidth
measured from an optical microscope was 12 p. The Auger
signals from Si (92 eV) and W (169 eV) were detected, and
results are shown in Fig. 5 (a) and (b), respectively. The tung- Micro-Ion Beam Sampled Area
sten distribution, as shown in the top curve, extends on both
sides beyond the 12 pu linewidth, determined from the micro-
graph. Within the boundary of the line structure, however,
the scanning Auger microprobe shows a depletion of tung- Energy (MeV)

sten. An analysis of silicon distribution shows no detectable 0.5 1.0 1.5 2.0 ,
silicon within a region of about 36 y; outside this region, I I
silicon Auger signals from the substrate were detected. Fre-
quently, a sharp silicon signal, with a lateral width typically 4
of 1- 2 , was observed at the center of the region where tung- 'a

sten Auger signal was depleted. >- 3
* One of the possible reasons for causing the depletion of ( W
'- tungsten in the center portion of the deposited lines was the 2 --

formation of silicide.' 4 Another possible reason would be the 2 Si0
dissolution of silicon in tungsten. The search for a resolution z
of these identifications led us to the Raman microprobe ex- 1

amination of the deposited material. Previously, Raman
scattering has been employed as a useful tool for surface 0 I I I , %
structural analyses, and for detecting the formation and stoi- 200 400 600 800 1000
c. iometric ratio of thermally produced silicides.' 5 " More Channel

r .:nt work using Raman scattering has further indicated FIG. 4. Rutherford microion beam backscattering spectra from an area near

the technique is sensitive for identifying a PtSi thin film as the center portion of a 12y line deposited. The resolution of the focused ion

thmi as 10 A." Consequently, the Raman microprobe tech- beam (2 MeV He ion) was about 1 
.

nique was ideally suitable for analyzing the structural infor-
* mation of thin metal structures of micron dimension.
, Initially, a Raman spectrum of a large thermally annealed

tungsten film on silicon was obtained as a reference spec- 7 1"-

trum since such a spectrum could not be found in the litera- 6 - W Pro.ie

ture. The reference sample was prepared by a chemical va- 5 .

por deposition of tungsten silicide from a tungsten 4

hexafluoride and silane gas mixture. The resulting 0.2 p ''-',
tungsten film on silicon was annealed at 900 °C for 5 min 2 , .

prior to analysis. Rutherford backscattering spectroscopy 2" "
and Auger analysis of the resulting sample showed the mate- ..
rial to have the stoichiometric ratio of WSi2 3 . The sample 0
was also examined by x-ray diffraction. The diffraction pat- 0 10 20 30 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

' 6 -
Si Profile

3

Si2 ../P e~9*

°"-0 030 40 50 60 70 80 90 100

Distance Across Line (Micron) °'% °

10 p m FIG. 5. The Auger signals from tungsten (top) and silicon (bottom) measured

with a scanning Auger microprobe. The W 1169 eV) and Si (92 eV) were %
FiG. 3. Selective deposition of tungsten on a silicon surface patterned with measured when the electron beam was scanned across a 12,u line structure -"a
oxide. fabricated. The electron beam had a spatial resolution less than 0.1 U.
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tion of WF6 by silicon was employed and gave a high writing
speed. Resu'cs of several microprobe analyses, including I .. .. ,%

Tungsten Silicide Rutherford microion-beam backscattering spectroscopy,
-8 Near Edge of Line 8 Raman microprobe analysis, and Auger microprobe spec-

%-%C) troscopy, were discussed and characterization of surface
x .6 morphology, compositions, and structures of the fine struc-
!, tures were presented in this paper. .- ,
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Characterization of photochemical processing
M. Hirose, S. Yokoyama, and Y. Yamakage
Department of Electrical Engineering, Hiroshima University, Higashihiroshima 724. Japan

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985)

Thermally grown SiO2 and crystalline GaAs surfaces exposed to an etching gas under an ArF
excimer laser irradiation have been studied by in situ x-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)."P'
Reaction kinetics of photochemical etching and resulting products on the solid surfaces have been
revealed from the chemical shifts of adsorbates and substrate atoms. Etching products in SiO,/
(NF3 + H2) system are confirmed to be SiF 4, N20, and NO,. For the etching of GaAs in HCI,
GaCl3 and AsCl3 are found to be the most probable products in the gas phase.

I. INTRODUCTION partial pressure and the SiO, etching rate becomes five times

Recent progress in fabrication technology of submicron de- larger than Si. Without adding H,, Si is etched faster than
vices for very large scale integrated (VLSI) circuits is really SiO,. The absorption coefficient of NF3 gas was measured toremarkable and 4 Mbit dynamic random access memory determine the optical absorption cross section or at 193 nm

irradiation as shown in Fig. 1. The result yields a value of
(dRAM) will be realized in the near future. Beyond 4 Mbit " 5.3 X 10 cm 2. The oxide thickness on Si at each etch-
dRAM, VLSI technology must encounter such a problem as
ion bombardment damage of the active region of devices ing step was measured by the infrared absorption intensity of
arising from the use of reactive plasmas, necessity of low- the Si-O stretching mode at 1060 cm-' as well as by the
temperature oxidation, and demand to low-temperature multibeam interferometry. The x-ray photoelectron spectra

tempratre xidtio, ad dman tolowtemeraure of the phototreated SiO, were taken by using Shimadzu ES-
doping. This implies that future VLSI technology needs o spetoeter in whic th en in hracCA750H spectrometer, in which the specimen in the reac-
some innovative processes to achieve silent chemical reac-
tions at low temperature for etching, chemical vapor deposi- tion chamber can be transferred to the ultrahigh vacuum
tion (CVD), oxidation, and doping. In this sense photo- (UHV) XPS chamber through the two gate valves immedi- .-. *.

chemical process would be the most important candidate as ately after the etching. The details of the equipment havea next generation VLSI fabrication technology. Enie been reported elsewhere.' The in situ infrared absorptiona n xt g e n r a i o n V L I a b r c a i o n t e h n l o g .' E xt n s v e s p e c tr a o f th e e tc h in g g a s in th e r e a c tio n c h a m b e r w e r e a ls o .
studies on the photochemical etching of Si and SiO, have sea o the etching ractin.be"er.ls.

measured to identify the etching products in the gas phase.been carried out so far in several research groups and the AsfrG~ thnbsclytesm xeietl.-. %

reaction mechanism involved in the photoprocessing has Ascforuas etching t a ep tal
ben isused 2 Fo h ups fwdrapiain f technique as in the case of SiG, etching was used. p-typebeen discussed.- For the purpose of wider applications of GaAs (100) crystal with a resistivity of 7.2X× 10- 'fl cm has

photochemical processing for VLSI, deep understanding of Gaes (100) crystal with a fm ha
the reaction kinetics on the solid surface would be necessary. 20 or 200C. The average etching rate was 23 nm/mm at a
A possible approach to reveal the gas-solid interactions un- laser power of 30-40 mJ/shot with a repetition frequency of
der laser irradiation is to employ in situ x-ray photoelectron 80 Hz.
spectroscopy (XPS),3'4 which provides us with novel infor-
mation on the chemical bonding features of the reacting sur-
face.

In this paper, the reaction mechanism of laser-induced
etching of SiO. in NF, + H, is discussed based on in situ
XPS analysis. The similar method is also applied to the
GaAs/HCI system. The result has clarified the time-depen- - -
dent adsorbate-surface interactions during the course of
photochemical etching. L a 5.3x 1d2 CM

II. EXPERIMENTAL -52

An ArF excimer laser light (193 nm in wavelength) from .
Lambda Physik EMG 103E with a pulse energy of 47 mJ/ Z Flo. 1. Optical absorbance of %-v

m4 '~%* %~shot was irradiated at a repetition rate of 80 Hz onto a Si ~ NF, gas as a function of the
wafer covered with thermally grown SiO, with thicknesses l molar concentration. I, and I- m refer to the incident laser light
of 10-300 nm or onto a 0.3-mm-thick quartz sheet in an NF, < rer to the tasittintensity and the iransmitted
gas containing 0-4 mol % hydrogen. NF, gas has currently intensity, respectively.
been used in the plasma etching of Si and SiO-. A mixture of 0 ' Z1 1
H, + CF4 has also been employed for improving the etching 0 1 2 3 4 5
selectivity of SiO, with respect to Si.f"' The etching rate of NF3 MOLAR CONCENTRATION
SiO. is significantly enhanced with increasing the hydrogen C x 10 moL/
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III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION in the present experiment, the number of reactive species in
the gas phase is accumulated with etching time and finally %

A. SiO2 etching etching reactions take place irrespective of the low pressure " *

The etching rate of SiO, was measured for various config- pretreatment of the SiO, surface. The above interpretation is
urations between incident laser beam and SiO. surface. Al- verified by the further examination of the XPS spectra of
most comparable etching rates were obtained for the normal Si(2p), N(ls), and F(ls) signals from the phototreated SiO.
and parallel incidence of laser beam to the sample surface. surface. As illustrated in Fig. 2(a), the peak heights of N(Is)

Also the measured etching rate is proportional to NF, gas and F)Is) XPS signals arising from adsorbcd nitrogen and

pressure. Therefore, the etching rate is primarily controlled fluorine radicals on Side are rapidly increased by the irradia-
by the amount of reactive species created in the gas h tion at low pressure (500 Pa in NF, + HJ, while under theg asei

consistence with the result of Fig. 1 where a higher NF preirradiation at atmosphericignal doessUrnot appear WithUtevlW Pressure
concentration provides a larger amount of photodissociated p r i s g d o e n rincubation time of more than 120 s [see Fig. 2(b)]. Very weak "."-"-
radicals. It is found that when the SiO surface is exposed to ig. -
NF1 + H, at low pressure )NF3 = 480 Pa, H, = 20 Pa) for F(Is) peaks may originate in the adsorbed fluorine radicals
60 s under laser irradiation, followed by photoprocessing at on SiO, surface. Therefore it is suggested that laser irradia-60 so unde lase iraiain folwd ypotpoe ga

atmospheric pressure (NF,= 9.8X 104 Pa, H, = 2.6x 103 tion in low pressure NF 3 + H2 chemically activates the SiO"
surface by the presence of reactive adsorbates such as nitro- -

Pa), the photochemical etching reaction of SiO, promptly ye an loierdcl n hesml topei rs
starts to proceed as shown in Fig. 2(a) where a Si(2p) signal gen and fluorine radicals and the simple atmospheric pres-
from SiO, ( 103.6 eV) becomes smaller with etching time. ecacsure phototreatment deexcites the SiO c surface rather than

Contrary to this, without preirradiation at the low pressure c a c t. u al ae t'
the incubation time of more than 120 s is necessary for ini- signal intensity from the SiO. layer (- 103.6 eV) is progres-

tiating the etching. In fact, as shown in Fig. 2 (b), Si(2p) signal sively decreased through etching reaction and after the total
intensity at 103.6 eV remains unchanged and no N(ls) signal phototreatment time of 150s including low and atmospheric
is observed. Very small F(Is) peaks appear, but the intensity pressure processes, the residual oxide thickness is estimatedto be about 1.5 nm from the XPS intensity ratio of Si(2p) in
is hardly changed by laser irradiation. It is likely that in to b o 1.5 nm fom the Sinstrati of ei).7 n

simple atmospheric pressure etching the reactive species on
SiO, are frequently deexcited by the impinging flux of NF, tial oxide thickness was about 100 A.
and H, molecules and it takes a longer time to chemically In order to assign the molecular structure of the etching

activate the SiO, surface. Since the reaction system is static surface, chemical shifts of Si(2p), F(ls), and N(Is) signals in
Fig. 3 are examined based on the partial atomic charge mod-
el. Regarding the chemical bonding between Si and F, mea-
sured and estimated chemical shifts of Si(2p) XPS signal are
plotted against the electronegativity sum of 0,, SiF, mole-

" WITH PRETREATMENT cules in Fig. 4, where the chemical shifts of Si(2p) for an
N 1 F,0 [,: ArF LASER adsorbed SiF 4 molecules is measured by Chuang,8 and m

I IRRADIATION and n denote the number of the nearest neighbor oxygen and
z \A I fluorine bonds, respectively. Of course m + n = 4 must hold

5 : ] for satisfying the fourfold coordination of the silicon atom.

N,.~H? Final chemical shift of Si(2p) in the present case is 0.8 eV (see

-- 6sec Fig. 3), and the final position of the shifted Si(2p) peak in Fig.
X 6Osec NF)H 50M N 4 is located at the middle of the peak energies corresponding

. NO REATMENT to OSiF, and OSiF, molecules. If one assumes the equiva-
01 0 ' 1 , .0 .03 399 39 693 6R9 685 681

BINDING ENERGY (eV)

WITHOUT ?RETREATMENT %

is, 7 N, F ArF LASER 40 _____________
3 , , ' + F _________"'"_-'1"_-_

I IRRADIATION 40 1 "
2' LOW ATMOSPHERIC

NF*H H aPRESSURE 
PRESSURE

I 1 -1 P 30- Ns
--~~ ~ F(i. 3. Chemical shift of' :.1.: .

120 erK . " " ! K . - 20A NI(L). Si(2p). and FIs) sig- -

t ./ + -- - 3 0 s e c n a l s d u r in g h e c o u r s e o f '- .

.4 FAM I sure and Nubsequenl photo-
'% I 1.0 ~~p, ___ prctircatment at low pres- '""

? 9q V) 0. 68- . . processing il ainuspheric
BINDING ENERGY (OV) NF', II.,.

F:i(,. 2. Ia) XPS s -ectra for Sil2ph N(I i. and lH('I op o SiO., surfaceplohro- -10
cessed in low pressure NF, 4 11, (5(X) Pal for 6(0 s and subsequently in FIs
atmosp..i pressure for 15 + 15 * 60s. bi XPS pectra ofphotoprc'essed -2.0 ... ....--. ____ t;-

SiO. under the laser irradiatm in atmospheric NF, , II.with(out low pres- 0 30 60 90 120 150

sure 15(X) Pal phototreatment. TIME (sec)
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2 absorption measurements of the etching gas during the ex- .
F cimer laser irradiation. The gas cell consists of the Si IR

F-Si-Fga
F$i-F windows and a stainless steel reaction chamber. The sample .'"

n cell was filled with the etching gas. The excimer laser was
u_ FINAL irradiated onto the oxidized Si in the cell and the reference -.o o-S-o cell was evacuated. As shown in Fig. 6, the excimer laser

0-F-0 irradiation induces new absorption peaks assigned as the
T -S F-Si-F an_n O /-" i9 F stretching mode of N20 and NO. at 2220 cm-, the stretch-0_Oi-F ing mode ofNO2 at 1620 cm -'as well as the bending mode ,,'

0 SF of SiF4 at about 400 cm- '. The stretching mode of SiF ap-
W INITIAL pearing at 1010 cm -' is not observable in Fig. 6 because of

.. ... _ strong absorption of NF, gas, but clearly detected when the

5 10 15 gas cell is pumped down to 500 Pa. Infrared absorption aris-
SUM OF ELECTRONEGATIVITIES ing from the HF molecule could not be detected possibly due

. iFi. 4. Measured (open circle) and estimated (solid circle) chemical shifts of to its small IR sensitivity, but it is likely that HF molecules'" respective molecules~ are produced in the etching system because of the high reac- - " "
.- Sil 2p) in 0 . SiF, molecules plotted against the elect ronegati vit y sum of the ar pro uce in" th"thigs s,.bca s.f"h ig e c

tivity between NF 3 and H2. Consequently, photochemical
etching in (NF, + H 2)/SiO2 system is inferred to occur

lent coverage of OSiF. and OSiF, molecules on the etched through the following reaction:
surface layer, the Si(2p) XPS spectrum must exhibit a peak h, .
energy at the middle of the two peak energies for O.SiF, and SiO2 + NF, + H2 -SiF 4 + NO2 + N 20 + HF. (1)
OSiF. The final product of the Si compound produced on Figures 7(a) and 7(b) are the cross-sectional view of the
SiO, is therefore thought to be volatile SiF,. The chemical %
shift of F ls) in Fig. 3 is consistent with the O,, SiF, molecule etched patterns of S]02 and Si, respectively. In SiO p etching
formation because in the Si-F bond the fluorine atom has a by the use ofal multiple stripe pattern mask, reactive species .-
partial negative charge with respect to silicon as a conse- isotropically attack the surface, resulting in the undercut
quence of a larger electronegativity of F than that of Si. below the mask. Contrary to this, anisotropic etching is ac- ->..As for nitrogen bonding, if there exist the surface NO complished in the case of Si crystal under similar etchingbonds, the electron cloud of nitrogen moves to oxygen due O conditions. In Fig. 7(b) the bright line is observable on thethensmaller electronegalioiu of nthaen movsth ox0,eanddsidewall as well as on the bottom surface because there is athe sm aller electronegativity of N than that of 0, and henc e t i o p u dl y rc m o e fS ,0 ,F n m n
the N(Is) signal shifts toward higher energy, being compati- thin compound layer composed of Si, 0, N, F, and C among ..
ble with the result of Fig. 3. As shown in Fig. 5, adsorbed which carbon might come from the reactor wall. The thin
NO. and NO molecules on Ni exhibit similar XPS spectra" deposit can protect the sidewall from the etching species,and the peak position ofthe N ls) signal at 403 eV agrees well while the deposit on the bottom surface does not act as a - -"with the N)Is) peak on the etching surface. This suggests that protective layer against etching species possibly because theNO and/or NO, bonds exist on the etched SiO surface. normal incidence of laser light onto the surface enhances the
N From the above result is likely that the SiO surface diffusion of reactive species through the deposit. RoughnessFrm heabvereut t s iklythtth Sosufae of the etched SiO, surface may be partly due to residual ". ""'
reacts with nitrogen and fluorine to form O.SiF,, OSiF,, and ote ete on sfe mae partlycduet residual
NO and/or NO. molecular bonds. Therefore, the etching adsorbed water on the virgin surface which causes rapid re .
products such as SiF 4 , N,O, and NO, are inferred to desorb action between HF and SiO,._

from the SiO. surface. This idea has been tested by infrared

.
AFTER

BRUNDLE ADSORBED NO, NO TREATMENT .. . "
o n N . N

N20("t 
""'""'z N02

zt .
o - F,(. 5. Comparison of Z N,

n- { SORBED N Sif2p) XIS spectra for N ,O-- ' ~~~or N, 
"..""W.,U e ; r n and NO on Ni (Ref. 91 with

.. j 

the spectra for photochemi- lj LASERo cally etched SiO, surface. Z IRRADIATION NF3 = Bx i0 Pa

A I

4000 2000 1500 1000 500
WAVENUMBER (cm- )

" 407 405 403 401 399 397 395 i~i(,( nfrared ahsorptioin spectra (f the etching gas NI I. with and ." -" "
BINDING ENERGY (eV) without laser irradiation.
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22
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0L Fiu. 9. Gai3d j XPS peak ener-
Ga2 03 gy plotted as a function ofelec-

0 tronegativity sum. Solid circles
... % '. '.

Ib,.- -are experimentally deter- W ."
.w 20 mined. Peak energy of Ga(3d I %

G s AFEin GaCI1 is estimated from sum
ANT, to of electronegativities.LL/ PIAN T 
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Fit. 7. Scanning electron micrograph (SEM) of photochemically etched (a)
SiO, lquartz sheet and b crystalline Si 1100) using Al multistripe pattern. 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

SUM OF
ELECTRONEGATIVITIES - -

B. GaAs etching

Figure 8 shows the typical XPS spectra taken for GaAs
photochemically etched in HCI. In this case the substrate Formation of AsH3 is less likely, because the bonding energy

temperature was held near room temperature. A Ga(3d ) sig- of H-H (104.2 kcal/mol) is significantly larger than that of
nal at 19.0 eV from the virgin surface originates in Ga in As-H (58.6 kcal/mol) and H radicals recombine with each"" " '
GaAs and the Ga(3d) peak at 20.0 eV could be identified as a other to form H, molecules.
Ga20 compound.t 0 The As(3d ) spectra are composed of a When a GaAs substrate is heated up to 200 'C, drastic
peak at 40.8 eV due to As in GaAs and at 44.0 eV arising change in the XPS spectra is observed as illustrated in Fig.
from As in As,0.j" By exposing the GaAs surface to HCI 10. Now, no photoelectron signal from CI(2p) is observed
under laser irradiation a new Ga(3d ) peak at 21.2 eV appears, and the Ga(3d) peak arising from GaCl3 is also absent, be-
being assigned as GaCl, by extrapolating a plot of the chemi- cause the vapor pressure of GaCI3 at 200 *C exceeds
cal shift vs electronegativity sum as shown in Fig. 9. Also, 1.01 X 10' Pa. Simple exposure of a GaAs virgin surface to
intense Cl(2p) peaks at 199.5 eV {] = 3/2) and 200 eV (/= 1/ HCI without laser irradiation causes a little increase in
2) are observed. An appreciable pileup of GaCI3 adlayer on Ga(3d) and As(3d) signal intensities from GaAs. Excimer
GaAs results in disappearance of As(3d) signal. Since the laser irradiation of more than 10 shots almost eliminates the
integrated intensity ratio of CI(2p) to Ga(3d) is about 2 : 1 Ga,O signal as well as As,0 ',' indicating the efficient re-
and the escape depth of the CI(2p) photoelectron is smaller moval of the native oxide on GaAs as a consequence of pho- • -.

than that of Ga(3d), the GaAs surface is thought to be cov- tochemical etching. A little higher XPS peak energies as-
ered with GaCI , whose thickness exceeds the escape depth signed for Ga(3d )and As(3d (in Fig. 10 compared to those in . .'
of As(3d ) photoelectron. It is likely that the reaction pro-
ducts such as GaCI, remain on the etching surface due to the ,,

low vapor pressure, and probably created AsCI3 easily eva- E Ga 3d .,. GaAs As'. n GaAs

LASER

>_ LASER LAE

Cl2P (xl) A.. (x2) 1- 3d (x2) . S to'

U, 
z103

C in2P Ll
3  

1 2 103
a 1z

V) / 5%HCI in He 6 65t03 Pa
ArF LASER 120/sec U [ 5

z LiV -*--i* *sio_
in GaAs 5s I shot ' ' 3

Z05 30s sBN
As0.. 5m Mn 51nCI

o. HCI C

W asse as set

0i NO Tt A 2003
nGs in603 25 23 21 19 17 15 49 47 45 43 41 39 37

*205 200 195 50 45 40 25 20 1BINDING ENERGY (6V)
BINDING ENERGY (eV) Fi, 10. 0 XPS spectra of photocheullicall ctlctl (iaAs Sttrl'tce it Cacti

Fi., 8. XPS spectra of (WaA% surface pholocierntcall, etched it 1[0 It(l Step of laser irradiatiot. he ,tihstrat len juta'l i 2tX. 21 C) ( i i picm''

with He at a pressure of 6.65 • 10' Pa is 1 33 . I1' Pa.
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Fig. 8 may be partly due to difference in the positions of the strated that the XPS study is one of the powerful tools for
surface Fermi level of specimens held at different tempera- diagnostics of photochemical processing.
tures. From the above discussion, photochemical etching of
GaAs is considered to proceed as follows: 'D. J. Ehrlich and J. Y. Tsao, VLSI Electronics: Microstructure Science

(Academic, New York, 1983), Vol. 7, p. 129.
G s -H2  T. J. Chuang, Surface Science Reports, (North-Holland, Amsterdam,

GaAs + HCI--*GaCI3 + AsCI3 + H2. (2) 1983), Vol. 3, p. 1.

'C. R. Brundle, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 13, 301 (19761.
'S. Yokoyama, Y. Yamakage, and M. Hirose, in Extended Abstracts of the .
16th International Conference on Solid State Devices and Materials (The
Japan Society of Applied Physics, Kobe, Japan, 1984), p. 45I. 1.

IV. CONCLUSION 'S. Nakayama, K. Tsuneto, A. Tasaka, T. Ohachi, D. Naito, and 1. Tanigu-

Reaction kinetics of photochemical etching and resulting chi, in Proceedings of the Second Symposium on Dry Processes (The Insti-
tute of Electrical Engineers of Japan, Tokyo, 1980), p. 115.

products on the semiconductor surface have been revealed 'R. A. H. Heinecke, Solid State Electron. 18, 1146 (1975).
by in situ XPS measurements. In SiO, etching, major etching 7S. 1. Raider and R. Flitsch, IBM J. Res. Dev. 22, 294 (1978). .
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Photo-metal organic vapor phase epitaxy: A low temperature method
for the growth of Cd, Hg1 _ ,Te
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A new epitaxial growth technique, photo-metal organic vapor phase epitaxy (photo-MOVPE), is
described for the growth of Cd., Hg, - . Te (CMT). Ultraviolet radiation is used to decompose the
metal-organics, diethyl-telluride (Et2Te) and dimethyl-cadmium (Me2Cd) on the substrate
surface. Epitaxial HgTe can be grown at relatively low temperatures (200-300 *C) by a surface
photosensitization reaction. However, the growth of CMT is only epitaxial if an inert carrier gas
(He) is used instead of H2. These results are described in terms of suppression of vapor phase
nucleation while allowing surface nucleation to occur. Vapor phase nucleation results in the
deposition of fine particles of CMT and can totally disrupt epitaxial growth. The growth rate
dependence of CMT on CdTe substrate orientation is considered and compared with HgTe
growth rates on the same orientations. These results show that surface kinetics can dominate the
growth process, making it insensitive to vapor concentrations. Secondary ion mass spectrometry
(SIMS) profiles through a CMT layer, grown at 250 *C, for the major elements, Cd, Hg, and Te,
show an abrupt interface between the substrate and layer of less than 400 A. Carbon impurity -
profiles through HgTe layers show that using the inert gas, carbon incorporation is no greater
than for H2 carriex gas. It is shown that carbon is not a major contaminant in the epitaxial HgTe =. -
and CMT layers, but may still be a problem at lower concentrations.

I. INTRODUCTION introduced into a horizontal reactor cell with Et2 Te and H2  .

The infrared detector material Cd. Hg_ Te (CMT) has be- carrier gas. Illumination of a CdTe or InSb substrate with a .,

come the most widely used narrow gap semiconductor for high pressure Hg arc lamp resulted in HgTe deposition via a

photon detection in thermal imaging applications. However, proposed Hg('P,) photosensitization reaction with Et2 Te.. .

this has proved to be a very difficult material to grow and However, the preferred Cd metal-organic source, dimethyl-
fabricate into infrared detectors. This s because of high con- cadmium (Me2 Cd) can undergo a strong vapor phase photo-

centrations of electrically active Hg vacancies and rapid dif- chemical reaction with the consequence in extreme cases of ,-'-
fusion both for the major elements, Cd and Hg and for im- homogeneous vapor phase nucleation.' For epitaxial crystal

purities/dopants during preparation. These problems can be growth it is necessary to avoid these vapor reactions and to

more readily controlled by using relatively low temperatures promote surface photochemical reactions. The growth of

for epitaxial growth of CMT and device fabrication. HgTe by Hg photosensitization is a surface reaction, prob-

MOVPE is now a well-established technique for the prepara- ably due to surface excitation of chemisorbed Hg as a result

tion of CMT but due to the stability of the Te metal-organic, of a shift in the 2p1 absorption line. Strong absorption in a
diethyltelluride (Et, Te), growth below 400 *C is not practi- narrow band around 253.7 nm by Hg in the vapor (> 10-2 ,.. :-

cal. -3 At this temperature the Cd/Hg interdiffusion at a atm) will prevent radiation reaching the substrate, hence the ..

heterojunction interface is around 3000 A for a typical Hg vapor acts as a filter. However, radiation from the Hg arc .

growth time of I h and the equilibrium Hg vacancy concen- lamp emitted at wavelengths on either side of this absorption '- I

tration can be greater than 10
7 
cm- . line will reach the substrate and participate in surface photo-

Molecular beam epitaxy (MBE) is capable of CMT growth chemical reactions. ,', P ,

at temperatures below 200 *C but the best crystallinity is ob-
tained at this temperature orjust above it.' Control at high- II. CONSIDERATIONS IN THE GROWTH OF CdTe

er temperatures is difficult to achieve due to the need for a AND CMT -

large, excess (noncongruent) Hg flux 101 cm - s-. The The method of surface photosensitization cannot be sim-
regime of growth temperature between 200 and 300 'C is of ply extended to the growth of CdTe and CMT because of the ..

considerable interest for CMT because the surface kinetics problem of vapor phase reactions. This problem is more se- , ..

should allow good crystalline quality while maintaining suf- vere than when only cadmium is being deposited. The prob
ficiently low temperatures to minimize interdiffusion and ability of the occurrence of homogeneous nucleation de-

Thispaperndescribes a new technique (photo-MOVPE for pends on the supersaturation of Cd and Te which in turn
T depends on the difference between the actual vapor phase

low temperature epitaxy which relies on nonthermal decom- concentration and the equilibrium vapor pressure. The ex
position of metal-organic molecules by UV photolysis. Epi- cess chemical potential for nucleation can be expressed as
taxial growth of HgTe at temperatures between 200 and
300 *C has been reported previously7 where Hg vapor was Ali = R T ln(p,/p,), (1)
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where p,, is the partial pressure in the vapor, p, the equilibri- and is clearly a very favorable thermal reaction. This reac-
um vapor pressure, R the gas constant, and T the vapor tern- tion path would increase Cd concentrations above those esti-
perature in Kelvin. The actual vapor pressure of Cd will mated for the purely photochemical reactions.
have as an upper limit the pressure of Me,Cd which is in the
region of 10- - to 10- 4 atm. If the absorption cross section at III. EXPERIMENTAL
254nmis4 X 10- 7 cm2 " andassuming 1 Wcm -2ofUV
power from the lamp, the likely vapor pressure of Cd will be Epitaxial growth experiments were carried out in a hor-
in the range 3 X l0 '-5 X 10 - 7 atm. At 250 C the equilibri- zontal flow system operating at one atmosphere total pres-
um vapor pressure over Cd is - 10- s atm but over CdTe sure. The reactor cell is shown diagrammatically in Fig. I for Opp
(under congruent evaporation conditions) it is - 10 - atm. HgTe growth. The reactor cell diameter was 6 cm and the

Using Eq. (1) for nucleation of CdTe gives a value for ApU in Hg reservoir zone divided into two so that a pure stream of

the range 15.6-13.7 kcal mol-', which indicates that CdTe carrier gas could flow over the section of wall illuminatedtheit rang and-3. preven depol-ion Thic metal-rgtesc thatCdweid

may nucleate, even though, under these conditions, pure Cd with UV and prevent deposition. The metal-organics flowed
may not. The photodecomposition of Cd and Te alkyls ndi- over the Hg reservoir and mixed with the Hg vapor before .
vidually would lead to high supersaturations of Cd and Te passing over the substrate.
vapors with respect to CdTe. If the alkyls form an adduct," The substrates were either CdTe or lnSb and heated by an
photodecomposition with the loss of CH3 and C, H. radi- infrared lamp controlled by a Eurotherm temperature con-
cats would automatically leave CdTe molecules. Vapor troller with a reference thermocouple situated in the graph-

phase nucleation could then proceed rapidly due to high Cd ite holder. The CdTe substrates were prepared by polishing

and Te or CdTe supersaturations. It is the need to suppress on a chemomechanical polisher with 2% Br methanol sclu
vapor phase nucleation that requires a surface selective reac- tion followed by solvent rinses and a final rinse in deionized

tion. water. The InSb substrates were supplied as polished by
The calculation of vapor phase concentrations and super- Mining and Chemical Products and subsequently etched in

saturation assumes that every Me2 Cd molecule or adduct 25 : 4 : 1, lactic acid, nitric acid, HF, and finally rinsed in

which absorbs a photon will dissociate to release Cd or deionized water, before being loaded into the reactor.
CdTe, respectively. However, the reverse reaction could All gas flows were regulated by mass flow controllers. The

considerably reduce these concentrations and avoid homo- hydrogen supply was purified by Pd/Ag membranes and the

geneous nucleation. It is proposed that by replacing the reac- helium supply was passed through a molecular sieve which
tive H 2 carrier gas with an inert gas such as He, the CH3 and reduced the water vapor content to below 1 ppm. The metal-

C2 H, radicals will iave an opportunity to recombine with a organics used were electronic grade diethyl-telluride (EtTe)
partially dissociated metal-organic or with monatomic Cd and dimethyl-cadmium (MeCd) supplied by Alfa Products.

or CdTe molecules. Another reaction which will be occur- The UV source was a 3-kW-mercury arc lamp with a wa-

ring in the presence of H 2 is the generation of monatomic H ter cooled, silica jacket, all supplied by Illumination Indus
by the very efficient photosensitization reaction with Hg tries. The lamp was mounted in an elliptic reflector focusing

(1p,)12. to a 0.5-cm-wide stripe on the substrate.

H 2 + Hg* - Hg + 2H. (2)

Any collisions between the monatomic H and metal-organic IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION % .-.

molecules would result in thermal decomposition, for exam- A. Growth of HgTe
ple: The effects of using He as a carrier gas were studied by

2H + (CH3)2Cd - 2CH4 + Cd. (3) growing HgTe using Hg photosensitization under similar
conditions to those described elsewhere."7 ' Figure 2 shows a

The enthalpy change for this reaction is - 139 kcal/mol plot of growth rates vs substrate temperature using H2 and

UV ILLUMINATION

EFIt. 
I. Reactor cell for UV photolytic depo-

sion. the contiguration shown here is for
tGRA I Hg Ilgic growth by ttg pholsensitization is--

M _ ing I],. carrier gas with Et, Ic and Hg vapor.

Hg HEATER* t * ° ET .:
IR HEATING FOR SUBSTRATE
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FIG. 2. Plot of HgTe growth rate vs substrate temperature T, *C for H,

carrier gas (0), and He carrier gas (0). The other growth conditions were %
Pji, > 3 x 10 atm. P, 5.9 X 10 atm and substrates were ]nSb-

oriented I100). U

(a)

He carrier gases. Both show the same decrease in growth rate .
below 240 *C. This has been attributed to surface kinetics e'°'-
which limit the growth rate at these lower temperatures. % _.
Layers grown in He were of similar quality to layers grown
in H,, but their growth rates were marginally lower.

Two important statements can be made about these re-
suits. Firstly, the presence of free alkyl radicals, at the con-
centrations being generated in the absence of H2, do not have
a significant etching effect on the surface or inhibit the sur-
face decomposition of EtTe. This is indicative of a surface.
catalyzed reaction between C2 H5 radicals to form C, H 0o 0 .

and is a mechanism for bringing about a surface selective
reaction for the deposition of CdTe and CMT. Secondly,..
although the photosensitization dissociation of H2 should be (b) 6.

competitive with the dissociation of EtTe, the surface reac- FIG. 3. (a) SEM micrograph of CMT deposited using H, carrier gas, x -0.5 .

tion is not significantly affected by the presence of H2. This showing a porous polycrystalline structure (b) SEM micrograph of a CMT

statement is consistent with a view that a surface complex epitaxial layer, x = 0.33 after using He carrier gas. -. .

could form between Hg and EtTe, before excitation of Hg .

by UV. The dramatic change in the deposition brought about by a . - . .
change in carrier gas can only be due to a reduction in the Cd

B. Growth of CMT and Te vapor pressures over the substrate, but the exact pho- -

tochemical process is complicated and can only be speculat-
Two similar deposition experiments were carried out at ed on at this stage. The stability of the vapor over the sub-

250 *C with Me2 Cd added to the reactant gas stream but one strate is kinetic and relies on a continual generation of free %
experiment used H2 and the other He carrier gases. The two radicals to offset the photodissociation of the metal-organic -.. .
micrographs in Fig. 3 show the difference in deposition using vapor. This process is sufficient to maintain low vapor pres- .
the two carrier gases. For H. carrier gas, the surface appears sures of Cd and Te in a region of the vapor where a balance is €..
black and consists of a f,'agile network of submicron-sized maintained between these vapor pressures and the partial
particles of CMT which have formed in the vapor and fallen pressures of CH 3 and C2 H,. Once stable organics such as
to the surface, as can be seen in Fig. 3(a). By contrast, Fig. C2 H' and C4 H,, are formed the process is irreversible as
31h) shows a flat surface with a very slight ripple, although to they are thermally stable and are unlikely to photodissociate
the eye it appears as a mirror surface. This layer was 1.3 Lrm at these UV wavelengths. So, it is important that a flow sys-
thick and was grown onto a (110)-oriented CdTe substrate. tem is used as the vapor nucleation of CdTe and CMT is only
An x-ray diffraction trace for the (220) reflections is shown in delayed by the enhanced free radical concentration. If the
Fig. 4 and shows that this layer is epitaxial. The k,,, and k,,, free radical concentration is reduced, such as in regions of..
reflections from CMT are clearly resolved and a weaker k,,, low UV intensity on either side of the focused beam, Cd and
reflection from the CdTe substrate can also be seen. Using a Te atoms diffusing from the region of high intensity will be
lattice parameter for CdTe of 6.4829 A, the lattice parameter free to nucleate in the vapor. This effect is observed for CMT
of the CMT layer can be calculated and gives a value of 6.466 deposition where epitaxial growth occurs only within the
A which is reasonable for CMT x 0.3. focus ofthe UV lamp; and on either side the deposit is similar
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2 growth rates follow the same trend in behavior as the HgTe A '.0
Oe,2 growth rates, much lower on ( 1101), than on (100) and (110). %%

CMT Kc 1  However, there are some interesting differences between , .-..

CMT and HgTe. HgTe growth rates were very similar on -,%
(100) and (110) but CMT has a significantly higher growth ,,..

rate on (110) than on (100). It is possible that for HgTe
growth, transport is a significant factor limiting the growth
rate on these orientations and slower surface kinetics on %
CMT makes the variation due to orientation more apparent. :, :.
It can be seen in Table I that the growth rate on (Il 1)A for .

FIG. 4. X-ray diffraction peaks for the CMT is significantly higher than for HgTe, reversing the
(2201 reflections from 1.3-pm-thick
CMT layer on a CdTe substrate. Cu K, trend of lower CMT growth rates for (100) and (110). The

radiation was used and the positions of composition also shows interesting differences with a higher
the K, and K,,, reflections for CMT Cd content on (100), compared with (110); again this would ?A ,e.%
and CdTe are indicated, be expected if the growth is controlled by surface kinetics.

liiOCg2 Possible steps in the surface chemistry which may be rate

limiting are
(a) Hg-Et2 Te complex formation;
(b) reaction of radicals on the surface;
(c) desorption of radicals or stable organic molecules. %

CdTeK
1 D. SIMS analysis of HgTe and CMT

Secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) sputter depth
profiles were obtained for the major elements, Cd, Hg, and
Te; and for impurities. The major element profiles were ob-
tained using an oxygen primary ion beam in a Cameca 3F - .
IMS, and are shown for a 1.3-pum-thick layer, grown at ...

39" 5- 39 -3. 250 C in Fig. 5. The '25Te signal is almost constant through .
20 the layer and substrate, just showing a small change at the

interface. The ."Cd and 200Hg signals are constant in the
to the vapor nucleated dust observed with H 2 transport. The epitaxial layer, showing an abrupt change at the interface
problem of build up of Cd and Te within the focused region is with . Cd increasing to the CdTe value and ( Hg decreas-
less severe and epitaxial growth can readily be achieved for 3 ing by three decades. To examine the interface abruptness
to 4 cm downstream. %

C. Growth rate dependence on orientation

For HgTe grown by photosensitization, the dependence of ,

growth rate on substrate orientation has been studied in de- COUNTS % r %

d tail.7 The results indicate that surface kinetics may dominate 10 -
the epitaxial growth rate, irrespective of transport condi- '- .

tions. A survey was carried out of the CMT growth rates on
three orientations of CdTe substrates. The results for growth 1o - CADMIUM ,e

rate and composition (measured by energy dispersive x-ray Z.- -,
microanalysis, EDX) are shown in Table I, together with the TELLURIUM .V.., ,.
corresponding orientations for HgTe growth. The CMT to 0 S.-'.;

TABLE I. Growth rates of HgTe and Cd, Hg, , Te on different orienta- 10 CMT CdTetions of CdTe substrate, for T, - 250 "C and P, = 4.5 Torr.

Growth rate Composition 10 3
Run no. Orientation (pm/h) x

MERCURY

96 110012- .(110) 1.2 0.21 10; 21 .. . . I ,J , .- , %,
2 0 i 1 o ! 1 8 0 0 .0 0 .5 1 0 s" ' ' -, " '
96 (I I0 1 1.5 . 15 DEPTH ( microns ).d 

• e,24 (111). 0. 1 0- - -,

96ii 114 (1.6... Fi;. 5. SIMS depth profiles for ."Cd. "' To. and "' Hg through a 1.3-im-,

thick CMT layer (x 0.33) on a CdTe substrate.
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more carefully, a greater density of sample points was ob- Carbon ' -

tained by only profiling for 2" Hg which is shown in Fig. 6. Jppma)
200HgTe InSbThe interface, shown by the decrease in " Hg signal is less

than 400 A wide. This assumes that there is no contribution .,

from any surface roughness which would replicate on the 10=

sputtered interface or from any cumulative roughening q "q
which cannot be estimated at this stage. This interface width
is an order of magnitude narrower than CMT/CdTe inter- 1.00,
faces grown by thermal-MOVPE at 410 *C. It may be less 1000

but the resolution of the instrument, in this measurement,
may not be good enough to allow accurate determination of M.12

such small dimensions.
The presence of organic products in the growth cell raises""

the possibility of carbon incorporation in the epitaxial layer ..
due to breakdown of these organic products on the surface.
It appears from low temperature growth of GaAs that this 10 . .- "."'..-
risk actually increases at lower temperatures due to slower 0.5 1.0 1.5
desorption. "4 A fu, ther consideration with He carrier gas is (a) Depth urn

that the radical lifetime is likely to be longer than when H, is ",R"G46 CARRIER GAS

present to form methane and ethane with the radical pro- Carbon '...

ducts. SIMS profiles were obtained for 2C, using the cae- Cpnb)"..rt

sium ion gun, in HgTe layers grown using H 2 and He carrier "g" lnSb

gases and through a CMT layer. Profiles for the two HgTe
layers are shown in Fig. 7. The calibrations used for carbon l0o00

are for CMT (x = 0.2) but are expected to be similar for .

HgTe. The levels in the InSb matrix cannot however be de-
termined from this analysis. The peaks at the HgTe/InSb 1000

interface are thought to be genuine and arise from contamin- .,- -
ation on the substrate surface before loading in the reactor -.72

cell.'" It can also be noted that the level of carbon rises 100

towards the surface of the HgTe layers. In the bulk of the
layers the carbon level is just detectable giving a mean value
of 30 ppm in the layer grown with hydrogen and less than 20 10 .5. 1. .. 0"

ppm for the layer grown with helium. Clearly the helium (b) DET (m... .:

does not have an adverse effect on carbon incorporation and
large amounts of carbon are not observed although there FiG. 7. SIMS depth profile for 2 C in HgTe layers on InSb substrates, grown

at 240 C for (a) H2 carrier (b) He carrier.

COUNTS may be some problem with low levels of contamination in %

° both layers.
The 12C depth profile for a CMT layer on InSb substrate isMERCURY

shown in Fig. 8. This profile shows the same features (of high .
interface and surface concentrations) as the HgTe layers. """

0' The carbon sensitivity is better in CMT than in HgTe but "

gives a similar level (of 40 ppm) to the HgTe layers. There issome tailing of the interface peak into the layer and there is

the possibility of thicker layers having lower carbon levels in
0 CMT CdTe the bulk of the layer than this measurement indicates. The

high carbon levels on the InSb substrate surface shows the
need for in situ etching to clean the surface before growth.

-%"

2 Unfortunately, thermal cleaning leaves a nonstoichiometric
10 surface'2 which structurally degrades the interface. Further e -

studies are being carried out on layers grown onto CdTe .
substrates where suitable thermal cleaning is possible. '

I 0 1I ,I , , ,.

0.0 0.8 0 o V. CONCLUSIONS
DEPTH (microns)

Flo. 6. SIMS depth profile for 
2
,

0
,Hg through a 1. 3-pm-thick CMT layer. A new photo-MOVPE technique for low temperature epi-

showing an abrupt interface. taxial growth has been described. Factors affecting the crys-
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Carbon High quality CMT and HgTe epitaxial layers have been gJ

(ppma) grown by photo-MOVPE, over the entire composition N
CMT ln~brange, using helium carrier gas to suppress homogeneous

ln~~~b nucleation. HgTe growth rates are similar using either H, or ' i
He. The CMT/CdTe interface width as grown at 250 *C is ____

less than 400 A, an order of magnitude improvement corn-
pared with thermal-MOVPE at 410 0C. SIMS analysis
shows that using Hc does not increase carbon incorporation ,

and that carbon levels of 20-50 ppm in the layer may be

associated with high carbon levels at the layer/InSb inter-j
face.

100. Further work is being carried out on determining the elec- ",
trical quality of these epitaxial layers and on the growth of

,~INA I~Ilheterojunctions on CMT/CdTe.
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Mechanisms of metallo-organic vapor phase epitaxy and routes
to a ultraviolet-assisted process

J. Haigh
British Telecom Research Laboratories, Marlesham Heath, Ipswich IP5 7RE, United Kingdom
(Received 15 February 1985; accepted 18 April 1985)

Ultraviolet irradiation during deposition has been reported to improve the morphology and %
increase the growth rate of GaAs epitaxial layers produced by metallo-organic vapor phase
epitaxy. In order to optimize and control these effects for technological applications it is necessary
to understand the mechanisms of metallo-organic vapor phase epitaxy (MOVPE). This paper
reviews the current state of knowledge relevant to the UV intervention in InP growth.
Preliminary experiments on the effect of UV in this system suggest that it may be increasing the
mobility of the adsorbed reactant species. .

I. INTRODUCTION point in the layer. Stringfellow3 has recently examined the *'.

The MOVPE process for epitaxial growth of III-V com- thermodynamic aspects of the process and has commented

pounds can be formally represented by the general equation on the complex interplay of boundary-layer diffusion and
gas-phase and surface reaction kinetics. ' ?.."

RM + PnH3 --, MPn + 3RH. Recently it was shown that Group III alkyls could be pho-
Here R is an alkyl group, M a Group III metal, and Pn tolyzed to relatively carbon-free metals, using 200-300 nm
(pnictide) a Group V metalloid. When this pyrolysis reaction UV radiation.4 AsH3 and PH3 also absorb in this spectral
is carried out in the presence of a suitable substrate and at a region5 (although they do not readily photolyze to the ele-
high enough temperature, the III-V compound deposits in a ments), so that UV irradiation potentially provides an alter-
crystalline form in an epitaxial relationship with the sub- native source of energy for the decomposition processes. As
strate. The mechanism of the reaction is attracting attention an additional component to the MOVPE process, UV offers
because of the growing general importance of MOVPE and several advantages. One of these is the possibility of spatial
the need to expand and extend its utility. In particular there confinement of deposition, even down to small dimensions,
is a growing requirement to be able to rapidly change the since UV laser beams can be reduced to diameters well below
deposition rate and the comp "sition in order to produce, 1/pm. Another is the modulation of growth rates. Confirm-
respectively, localization of growth on small areas of the sub- ing an earlier report by Frolov,6 Piitz and co-workers7 have
strate, and very thin (below 100 A) layers, in structures for recently shown that a 257 nm radiation flux slightly en-
optoelectronic applications. hances the MOVPE growth rate of GaAs when applied at or

The reaction is carried out by flowing the reactants at slightly below what would normally be the optimum growth . .'

typical concentrations of 10- -10- 4 mol/l in a carrier gas temperatures, and produces a great improvement in surface
over a heated substrate crystal. The total pressure may be morphology. Donnelly and co-workers' have formed indi-
around 100 Torr' or around 760 Torr2 and flow speed a few um-phosphorus layers of variable composition using UV to ..
cm/s, so that flow is in the laminar regime. photolyze the species MeIn and MeP at room temperature.

The thermodynamic free energy change on reaction is Intuitively it is clear that epitaxy can only occur if the sub- -
highly negative, and the possible component reactions strate temperature is high enough to allow the atomic species

generated by the pyrolyses to take up their correct lattice
positions, and temperatures in excess of 400 *C are probably

R3 M - M + hydrocarbons needed to allow epitaxial ordering to proceed at a useful rate. ,, .

PnH3 -- Pn + 3/2 H2  At these temperatures pyrolysis, at least of the Group III
sources, proceeds at appreciable rates, so that epitaxial depo-
sition by photolysis alone may not be a practical proposition. "

may potentially occur either in the gas phase or on the solid Thus the successful development of UV-stimulated MOVPE .

surface, and over a range of temperatures which may extend requires control of the balance of pyrolysis and photolysis: it
down almost to room temperature. However, the fact that a seems likely that this will be achieved by a combination of '-,. ,
sizable fraction of the reactants pyrolyze on the substrate careful attention to the hydrodynamics of reactor design and
suggests a preference for heterogeneous reaction, and hence by an increased understanding of the mechanisms of the py-
the kinetics are complex. Furthermore, because the flow is rolysis and photolysis. 4

laminar, the reacting species diffuse through a boundary lay- This contribution will consist firstly of a brief review of
er to reach the substrate, and at different points in this layer recent work relevant to the developments outlined above. r.
the velocity, composition, and temperature are different. Secondly, initial results on the UV-stimulated growth of epi-
Thus the rates of the gas phase reactions vary from point to taxial lnP will be presented and discussed.
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II. MECHANISTICS OF MOVPE certain limiting values of the partial pressures of both reac- ' -

tants (gallium trimethyl and arsine), indicating that the de- d.A. The kinetics of the pyrolysis reactions
composition of both these species can be rate limiting. Putz

Jacko and Price examined the pyrolyses of gallium' and and co-workers7 confirmed this observation and showed ,-.e |indium" trimethyls over a range of temperatures and that in the case of the Group III species the saturation could

showed that the reactions occurred in three stages, corre- be postponed (moved to higher partial pressures)-and high-
sponding to the sequential removal of methyl groups. The er growth rates thereby rendered possible-by UV irradia-

1, sequence for the indium reaction is tion. By further arguments they concluded that the rate-

(CHj )In -- (CH,)2 In' -- (CH)In" -- In. limiting step that was being affected by the 257 nm (Hg lamp)

The removal of the third methyl group from indium tri- UV light was located at the surface, and they suggested that
methyl was appreciably slower than the removal of the first it was either desorption of the hydrocarbon reaction pro-

two, indicating that the species CH 3 In represents an "island duct, or surface migration of the reactant. In addition they

of stability" during the pyrolysis sequence. (A tendency noted that UV light improved the surface morphology of the

towards stability of the univalent state is found elsewhere in layer in both the diffusion-limited and reaction kinetic-limit-
r indium chemistry.") The rates of loss of the first and third ed growth regimes.

methyl groups were influenced by the nature of the reactor
wall, being faster when this (glassl wall was free of deposit. B. Gas-phase diffusion .
By suppressing the wall reaction these workers were able to Leys and Veenvliet'" showed that in a standard MOVPE
calculate gas-phase kinotic constants: the values of these in- apparatus with gas flow along a heated horizontally placed
dicate that a substantial fraction of the Group III alkyl un- susceptor, operated in the diffusion-limited regime as de-
dergoes partial or complete pyrolysis in the MOVPE bound- scribed above, the growth rate showed the behavior expected .'

ary layer. It is not clear however, which, if any, of these from laminar-flow hydrodynamics-that is, diffusion
decomposition products participate in the growth. It should through a parabolic boundary layer.' 6 Koppitz and co-
also be stressed that the fact that the reaction sequence given workers' 7 showed that this boundary layer changed in the
above can yield gas-phase kinetic constants does not neces- expected manner when N 2 was substituted for H2 as the car- -. "
sarily imply that gas-phase metal atoms are generated, even rier gas.
momentarily: a heterogeneous reaction on suspended micro- In the diffusion-limited regime the growth rate varies
particles or droplets could yield the same kinetic behavior, slowly with temperature and s linear with partial pressure of .

Haigh and O'Brien'12 examined the dependence of the rate the Group III alkyl over a wide range, thus allowing good
of pyrolysis on the nature of surfaces in the reactor. The control. The diffusion-limited regime is chosen for practical
fraction of material pyrolyzed when a gas stream flowed epitaxy partly for this reason. One approach to the use of UV
through a heated tube was greater in the presence of a pack- that might therefore suggest itself would be to modulate the
ing of glass, relative to a packing consisting of an equal area concentration of radical reactant species in the boundary
of lnP wafers. In the presence of the latter packing, a species layer. Since, as is clear from the work reviewed above, part of
that they tentatively identified as (CH)In was inferred from the pyrolysis takes place in the boundary layer, a modulation
the UV spectrum of the product stream from the tube. In of the epilayer composition (in the case of alloy growth)
other work' they reported the use of atomic absorption and/or of the deposition rate would be expected to result.
spectrometry to show that no-gas phase In atoms were pres- However, gaseous diffusion is rather too slow (typical diffu-
ent during the pyrolysis. They concluded that only hetero- sion coefficients are around I cm2 s ') to allow such modula- -

geneous final stage decomposition (on suspended particles or tion of the boundary layer composition to be effective practi- " -- '

on the packing, substrate or reactor wall) was possible: cally as a means of rapid modulation of the epitaxial
CHJln - CH, + In, composition, unless the gas phase is very dilute and growth.- .

very slow. The fact that the UV enhancements observed by

and that this decomposition was slower on lnP than on the PUtz can be attributed fairly confidently to surface reaction
glass surfaces. This reaction may thus be rate limiting in effects is therefore an encouraging development, since in ,-
MOVPE under some conditions. principle surface concentrations can be modulated much

Stringfellow,' used a similar technique for the pyrolysis of more rapidly.
PH, in the presence of GaP surfaces. In contrast to the result
for the Group III alkyls there was a strong enhancement in Ill. EXPERIMENTAL

rate, relative to a ground quartz surface. A comparison of We report on some preliminary observations on the effect
the absolute rates of pyrolysis of Group III and Group V of UV irradiation on MOVPE deposition of InP. An appara-
species on InP would obviously be instructive. tus previously described " was used. This is an atmospheric- .- .

Turning to the kinetics of the overall MOVPE reactions pressure system, incorporating facilities to transport indium
Reep and Ghandhi" found three regions in GaAs growth trimethyl as a complex with phosphorus triethyl, and the

where the slope of the log( growth rate) - I/ (temperature only modification made in this work was to incorporate a
curve took distinctly different values. In particular they rectangular section reactor tube with a UV-transparent
found a transition at 600 'C from reaction-rate-limited be- Spectrosil-grade window in the top of the reactor. A 200-400
havior to gas-phase diffusional limited behavior. In the for- nm UV flux of a few W was supplied by a high pressure
mer, lower temperature regime the growth rate saturates at xenon arc lamp and passed through a I-cm-thick water filter
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the substrate.
A sulfur-doped InP substrate, (100) orientation, was di-

vided and adjacent pieces (placed in the same position on the
graphite susceptor) were used for pairs of experiments with
and without UV. The time of exposure to reactant vapor was , - .0
15 min. Some fogging of the Spectrosil window occurred in
this time and the UV flux was thereby diminished. ,-" '-'!

Figures 1 and 2 show deposition, respectively, without - ..-

and with UV irradiation. Electrochemical profile plotting
shows that the growth features are superimposed on contin- '- . 1
uous layers which are 0.5-0.6/um thick in both cases. In Fig.
I the features are smooth-sided elliptical hillocks about 0.2-
0.5 lm high. Such features are commonly found in small
numbers when a relatively low temperature is chosen for ,,,

deposition. In contrast Fig. 2 shows in addition to these hill-
ocks many smaller features about 0. 1 /um high. These fea-
tures are also elliptical, but with some faceting, and like the
larger features are oriented with the 110 direction in the sub-

strate surface. Some are distributed ijihomogeneously along
scratches or in other locations that may be damaged, but
others occur in apparently undamaged areas. .." ""

The observation that UV produces no observable change
Fi(; 1. Surface morphology of an InP ayer deposited without UV irradia- (greater than about 10%-20%) in the overall growth rate
tion showing relatively few rounded regions of enhanced growth. Nomarski suggests that to t'. is extent it is not influencing the steps inOptical micrograph, covering a region approximately 100 um x 100 um... '" ~~~the process which are rate controlling at 550 'C. Pidtz and co- .-:" .."

• ~~~workers, in the work on GaAs previously discussed, similar- .".'.-.,
to remove the infrared component. The flux was distributed workers, in e kocas pre d , similr

overabot 4cm2 f te sscepor urfce.ly did not find large effects of UV exposure on growth rate
even under the conditions where the morphological effects - ."-t'+ Deposition experiments were carried out at 550"0C with
were most striking. It seems probable therefore that the in-

the following reactant concentrations: indium trimethyl tervention of the UV is in the surface migration and nuclea-
5 × 10 smol/l, phosphine 10- msol/l, phosphorus triethyl tion stage. Growth around defects is often energetically fa-

*- 5 X 10 - mol/l. The carrier gas was palladium-diffused hy- vorable; and so if sufficient surface mobility exists, and
-" drogen at I atm pressure. The flow rate was about 2. 5 1 /min. "-""" n o fsffcet ufcembliyeiss n

dg a tpsehlre so2im surface kinetics are rate controlling, excess growth around %
At these pressures and taking the published UV absorption such defects will be observed. An alternative possibility is
- co s it is calculated that nearly all the UV flux, that UV lowers the activation energy for nucleation at the "
even in the most heavily attenuated spectral region, reached defects. The mechanism by which UV produces either of

these changes might be either interaction directly with the
substrate (bond breaking) or generation of more labile me-
tallo-organic fragments from the gaseous precursors.
Further work is necessary to resolve these possibilities.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

The MOVPE process is complex, having gas-phase pyro-
lysis, surface adsorption, surface migration, and product

(hydrocarbon) elimination stages. The kinetics indicate that
the adsorbed species are metal-containing radical products
of the partial gas-phase pyrolysis, so that elimination of hy-
drocarbon fragments from the surface must take place. UV
light fluxes can modulate the crystal quality, and in GaAs at

-V least also the growth rate: UV appears to enhance either
Vh surface mobility of intermediate reaction species, or nuclea-

tion at favorable sites, or desorption of the hydrocarbon re-
action products. These effects suggest technologically inter-
esting applications for UV-enhanced MOVPE.
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Surface photochemical phenomena in laser chemical vapor deposition
G. S. Higashi and L. J. Rothberg%,- .
A T& T Bell Laboratories. Murray Hill, New Jersey 07974

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 19851

The role of surface adsorbate photochemistry in laser assisted Al film growth by
photodecomposition of trimethylaluminum is investigated using a pulsed optoacoustic
apparatus. The technique permits in situ measurements of the vibrational spectra of surface, * l
adsorbates on single crystal sapphire even under the ambient pressures typical of laser chemical '

vapor deposition. We characterize the initial sapphire surface and follow the nucleation and
growth of photodeposited films to obtain a microscopic understanding of the growth mechanism.
We show that high quantum yield nonthermal photodesorption of methyl groups from growth
surfaces occurs with 193 nm irradiation and can be used to produce Al films of higher quality.
Features of the vibrational spectra are shown to be correlated with macroscopic properties of r.
metallic films grown under the same conditions and can be used to identify and evaluate the 6>' >

parameters important to high quality film growth.

I. ;NTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL
Scientific and technological interest in surface photochemis- A brief description of our apparatus follows and a more
try has stimulated many recent experiments.'- One area detailed account will be presented elsewhere. "' The source of ,' .
where light-induced adsorbate chemistry has been postulat- tunable infrared radiation is a Nd YAG pumped pulsed
ed as an important process is in laser chemical vapor deposi- dye laser 1620-660 nm with DCM dye) which is Raman shift- '-.
tion from organometallics. In particular, observations of ed in high pressure H, gas to obtain third Stokes radiation
metal film localization by preirradiation of a surface in vacu- between 2.7 and 3.4 rim. At the maximum (- 2.9 pm) we
um 4 and of surface enhanced photodissociation '" suggest an obtain about 300,uJ per pulse, dropping to about 501J at the
important role for the surface adsorbates in film nucleation, ends of the quoted wavelength range. This radiation is fo-
Some experiments, however, indicate that the bulk of deposi- cused at near normal incidence onto a sapphire substrate to "N,

tion can be explained completely by gas phase photodecom- which a piezoceramic transducer is bonded. The transducer . b %

position of the organometallics.7x and substrate are mounted on electrical feedthroughs in a %', '

A more detailed investigation of surface processes is ham- stainless-steel metal gasket sealed chamber with base pres- %

pered by the lack of a surface sensitive tool which is capable sure of 10-' Torr.
of probing absorbate structure and composition while re- Absorption of the light by the sample results in thermal
maining unimpeded by the presence of the ambient organo- expansion which creates acoustic waves. These expansions
metallic vapor. We have adapted a pulsed optoacoustic tech- and compressions are translated into oscillatory voltages by
nique' to monitor vibrational spectra of adsorbates on the piezoelectric transducer and amplified. The resulting
infrared transparent substrates.' Our apparatus has sub- waveforms are filtered, sampled by a boxcar integrator, and
monolayer sensitivity to surface species containing C-H or divided by the light intensity to obtain normalized spectra
0-H bonds even under several Torr of vapor, and to correct for pulse-to-pulse laser fluctuations. The sig-

In the present paper we use the optoacoustic surface spec- nal-to-noise ratio is approximately unity for 10 nJ of ab-
tra to study surface photochemistry and its role in laser sorbed energy per pulse before signal averaging.
chemical vapor deposition (CVD) of aluminum from tri- The sapphire is solvent degreased with trichloroethane,
methylaluminum (TMA). We report a direct observation of acetone, and methanol and then acid etched prior to use. The
high quantum yield nonthermal photodissociation of etch used is the "piranha" etch (15% H,O, 35% H.0, and A

organometallic species adsorbed to single crystal sapphire 50% H.SO4) and after being rinsed in deionized water, the .,
induced by 193-nm laser radiation. This has potential impli- sample is dried in N. and inserted into the vacuum chamber. .
cations for the quality of Al film growth by laser CVD and The trimethylaluminum used was purchased from Alfa Ven-
for the ability to laser "write" spatially localized metallic tron and the ultraviolet (UV) radiation is obtained from an
features. In view of this, we have investigated the surface excimer laser which delivers 10-ns pulses at 248 or 193 nm "

during in situ CVD of Al films via 193 nm photodecomposi- Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
tion ofTMA. The results of these experiments are contrasted
with analogous experiments using 248-nm radiation both in After evacuation and overnight baking at 140 *C. the in- -

terms of the microscopic details of the growth surfaces and frared optoacoustic spectrum of the sample looks like that of
in terms of the resulting film properties. It is also found that Fig. Ila). The sharp peaks between 3200 and 3500 cm ' are
deposition temperature has dramatic effects on both the sur- bulk absorptions of the sapphire. They are unmodified by .
face spectra and the properties of macroscopic films. chemical treatments of the surface and vary from wafer to
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in frequency) ordinarily present in gas phase TMA in nearly "-.
equal intensity is absent. Although we have ascertained that

this effect is not due to a preferential orientation of the sur- .
a..

face adsorbates by performing a polarization experiment, ''.- ,
, (C) the origin of this phenomenon is not understood at this time.

The methyl coverage in Fig. l(b) is estimated to be a mono-
layer by observing a knee in the adsorption isotherm taken '.4.

,n j using optoacoustic signal intensity vs ambient TMA pres-
0 sure in our apparatus. This is not a rigorous procedure since

0 (b) we infer that at least some of the TMA reacts with adsorbed ,'.
a. OH. The signal level of Fig. l(b) for the C-H stretching mode0
- absorption also corresponds approximately to the absor-

bance one would calculate for a monolayer of methyl groups. -
_j
a 4 There is, in any case, considerable variation in the amount of

organometallic adsorption which occurs that depends on -
* z sample history. Whether this is an effect of surface chemistry .. .

or the result of changing surface morphology is currently
under study. V

__* I , I , l_ The result of irradiating this surface in vacuum at 193 nm "* . .
2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 3800 is shown in Fig. 1(c). This illumination leads to a drastic re- .

LASER FREQUENCY (em-1 ) duction in surface methyl content and is accompanied by the

FiG. 1. Effect of 193-nm irradiation in vacuum on Al(CH, complexes oval of the curvature in the spectrum between 3000 and
adsorbed to sapphire. 1a) Acid etched and baked sapphire surface. 1b) After 3700 cm - which corresponds to the disappearance of sur-
repetitive flushing and dosing with TMA at 250 mTorr and evacuation. Ic) face OH groups. At the same time, a broad background ab-
After 18 000 laser pulses at 193 nm 15 mi/cm2 fluence. sorption appears which spans our spectral range. We inter-

pret these observations as follows: First, the incident UV
radiation dissociates the organometallic adsorbates and
causes the methyl groups to desorb. The reactive unsaturat-

wafer. The broad underlying absorption between 3000 and ed Al getters the surface OH and excess Al diffuses and co-
3600cm 'is due to adsorbed hydrogen-bonded OH groups. alesces into clusters of sufficient size to have "metallic" opti-
We estimate the coverage shown to be about a monolayer by cal properties. .,,

performing an adsorption isotherm and associating the knee Studies of surface phase photodissociation are motivated
in the optoacoustic signal intensity versus pressure curve by both technological and fundamental interest in laser-in-
with a monolayer. The spectral shape of these hydrogen- duced electronic chemistry of adsorbates. Direct observa-
bonded OH groups is similar to those observed on porous tions of photodissociation of surface adsorbates have recent-
glasses " '2 and that observed for liquid water. By looking at ly been reported by Bourdon et al., 5 and also by Foord and r. -
the infrared spectrum near 3000 cm ', we see that this sur- Jackman,"6 for the CH'.Br on LiF(100) and Fe(CO), on Si(lll) ""."".-
face is relatively free of C-H bonds. The slight rise in the systems, respectively. As in the above studies, the photosti-
spectrum below 2850 cm ' is due to light being scattered mulated adsorbate reaction we observe is nonthermal and -

into the piezoelectric transducer. It should be noted that probably occurs in a rapidly dissociative excited state before
irradiation of this surface at 193 nm has no effect,'' not sur- energy is dissipated by relaxation into the substrate. The
prising since neither sapphire nor OH absorb appreciably at nonthermal nature of this photoinitiated adsorbate reaction "
this wavelength. was demonstrated experimentally by performing surface ir- '.

Following repeated TMA dosing at 250 mTorr and eva- radiations at two drastically different fluences. The same
cuation of the chamber (5 cycles), trace l(b) describes the methyl decreases are observed at a fluence per pulse of 10 '

surface. Two changes in the surface spectrum are evident; mi/cm- as at 0.1 mJ/cm2 if one compensates for the differ- a%,:a .a

the 0-H signal intensity decreases slightly (- 20%) and a ence in fluence by using 100 times as many excimer laser
feature appears in the C-H stretching region of the spectrum pulses at the lower fluence. This observation not only shows

- 3000 cm 1). The vapors of TMA and HO are known to that the process is linear but that the process must also be
react violently to form aluminum oxides and methane. It is nonthermal. The pulsed temperature rise is calculated to be
therefore curious that only a small fraction of the surface less than 5 C even at the highest fluences we use, providing % . ,.
hydroxyl groups have reacted away even for these large additional evidence that the process is nonthermal. ,, ,
TMA exposures. Similar observations have been made for It is important to point out that although the process is 1
hydrogen-bonded 0-H groups on the porous glasses.' t The linear, the decrease in the surface methyl content with ex- .

feature observed at - 2960cm 'can be clearly identified as cimer laser irradiation at 193 nm is nonexponential. That is "
the asymmetric C-H stretching vibration of a methyl group to say, it becomes increasingly harder to remove successive %14
bonded to an Al atom by both its spectral position"4 and its methyl units from the surface. This may be because we have
reactivity on exposure to vapors of H.O. Note that the corre- several adsorbed organometallic species initially or because q.

sponding symmetric stretching vibration (- 50 cm 'lower each successive methyl group is more difficult to desorb even
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%
from a single molecular species. Kinetic and/or bond orien- -

tation effects also cannot be ruled out since our initial sur- Id) %
faces are disordered. While the nonexponential removal of "2
surface methyl groups means the assignment of photodisso-
ciation cross sections and quantum yields are not strictly
meaningful, we can say that the initial yields we calculate are
near unity if we assume the surface absorption cross section
at 193 nm to be the same as for gas phase TMA (- 2 10 10
cm-). j

Having observed efficient photodecomposition of our or- z

ganoaluminuni :Asorbate, it is interesting to ask whether
macroscopic fili- can be deposited via photolysis of these in
chemisorbed layers alone. Repeated cycles of TMA surface 0
exposures followed by vacuum illumination at 193 nm re-
suits in continued metallic absorption growth with virtually o
no growth in the hydrocarbon region of the spectrum. Under Uj

these conditions film growth is entirely dominated by sur- N
-jface adsorbate photodecomposition and suggests the feasi- ' -bility of growing highly localized high quality Al films. -:..::--:..

Obtaining high quality photodeposited Al films has been a
long standing problem and only one group has been success-
ful so far. 7 In a previous experiment' we demonstrated that,
under typically used growth conditions, the degree of methyl L

contamination of the films photodeposited using 248 nm '

light was very high. In the present study, since we observe (a)
methyl desorption from our surfaces leading to films which "-.-.
are relatively free of hydrocarbon contaminants, it is instruc--"
tive to observe our growth surfaces using light at 193 nm I ,
under conventional growth conditions. 2800 3000 3200 3400 36V 3800

The results of these in situ studies of our growth surfaces LASER FREOUENCY (cm 
1)

are shown in Fig. 2. The bottom spectrum (Fig. 2(all repre- Fic. 2. In situ spectra of growth surfaces during 193-nm irradiation in
sents our initial surface after exposure to TMA. Note that ambient TMA. (a) TMA dosed surface in vacuum. (b) After 1000 laser
the spectrum differs from that of Fig. I(b) in that the methyl pulses at 193 nm with 0.3 mJ/cm2 fluence under 100 mTorr TMA. (ci After
region exhibits two peaks which are much weaker than the 10 000 laser pulses at 193 nm with 0.3 mJ/cm2 fluence under 100 mTorr

TMA. (d) After 100000 more laser pulses at 193 nm with 10 mJ/cm-
single peak of Fig. 1(b), and that the O-H absorption is also fluence in vacuum.
significantly reduced. The strength of the peaks is correlated - %.i ,.

with substrate history, the least used samples exhibiting the
largest peaks. The appearance of two peaks (both the sym- absorption. The enhanced metallic optical properties due to "
metric and asymmetric C-H stretching modes) on TMA dos- film densification cannot only be seen using our photoacous-
ing of our surfaces is rare but we illustrate it here to show tic technique, but can be seen by eye. Clearly, methyl conta- ,, -. •
that there is significant sample-to-sample variation we do minants are incorporated into the film since they help to
not yet understand. Nonetheless, the results of surface illu- satisfy Al atom bond requirements, but they block the for-
mination at 193 nm in the presence of TMA vapor remain mation of a true metallic matrix. Removing these contamin-
essentially unaffected by the initial surface, ants via photolytically driven methyl desorption allows Al .

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) represent surfaces having been illu- atoms/clusters to coalesce and form films of enhanced me-
minated by successively higher doses of 193 nm radiation tallic properties. Our in situ growth studies at 248 nm' -' ' ,
under 100 mTorr of TMA. Growth of the metallic back- showed that surface irradiation under vacuum was ineffec-
ground is observed, again coincident with the disappearance tive at removing methyl contaminants. In that case, no .-.*

of the hydrogen-bonded O-H absorption, but the films are changes occur in the magnitude of the broad metallic ab- '" °
badly methyl contaminated. Thus even high quantum effi- sorption. Given these observations it is easy to understand
ciency methyl desorption does not compete effectively with why high quality Al films have been so difficult to laser depo-
organoaluminum adsorption with 100 mTorr ambient sit. Al(CHJ, contamination is a severe problem at both 193 N %*
TMA. and at 248 nm, and results in a porous metallic/organome-

The question of whether methyl contaminants can now be tallic matrix exhibiting poor conductivity.
removed by vacuum illumination is addressed by the experi- We have observed that film quality is improved by growth
ment of Fig. 2(d). The result of a 193-nm surface irradiation at higher temperatures. Several factors may contribute to
with 10' pulses at 10 mJ/cm2 is striking. Not only can one this including changes in surface mobility, contaminant ad- .

remove methyl contaminants by this procedure but, as seen hesion and activation barriers to clustering. In addition, the "
in the spectrum, one also increases the metallic background efficiency of TMA photolysis may be substantially altered
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sitivity of the technique alosus to osrennhra
photodissociation of monolayer coverages of organometallic

()adsorbates on single crystal sapphire. The high quantum ~ ,

j'eld photostimulated methyl desorption allows one to envi- 6b
Sion surface adsorbate dominated photochemical growth of
high quality spatially localized films. A unique property of
the optoacoustic measurement is that it retains its surfaceZ

0 ~specificity under ambient vapor. It can therefore be used in
situ to monitor growth by laser chemical vapor deposition. .

We have recorded vibrational spectra of growth surfaces
13 during Al deposition from photodecomposition of TMA and

0o_ find that under commonly used growth conditions films
show a severe degree of methyl contamination. Our spectra
show that the level of contamination can be reduced by illu ... '

N minating the surface in vacuum or by raising the growth
14 temperature. We observe independently that these treat-
=2 ments also have beneficial effects on macroscopic electrical

and optical film properties.

2800 3000 3200 3400 3600 3800 'D. J. Ehrlich, R. M. Osgood. and T. F. Deutsch. IEEE J. Quantum Elec-
LASER FREQUENCY (cm-1) tron QE-16. 1233(1980).

7D. J. Ehrlich and J. Y. Tsao. 1. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 1, 969 (1983).
Fti. 3. Effecson temperature on metallic film growth. (a) After 10 000 laser '.i hag uf c.Rp .118)
pulsesat 193 n with 0.3 mi/cm2 fluence uinder 100 mTorr [see Fig. 2(c)). (b) 'D. 1. Ehrlich. R. M. Osgood. Jr., and T. F. Deutsch. AppI. Phys. Lett. 38,
After 10 000 laser pulses at 193 nm with 0.35 mJ/cm2 fluence under 100 94611981).
mTorr at 140 'C (after evacuation). 'C. J. Chen and R. M. Osgood, Jr., Phys. Rev. Lett. 50. 17051(19831.

'G. M. Goncher and C. B. Harris, J. Chem. Phys. 77, 3767 119821.

whenit bcoms prdomnanty a onoer a hiherem 'T. H. Wood. J. C. White. and B. A. Thacker, Appl. Phys. Lett. 42, 408
whenit bcoms prdomnanty a onoer a hiher em- 119831).

peratures (> 100 0C). t5  We have, therefore, compared '.S iahL .RtbradC .Feig hm hs et 1

growth surfaces at room temperature to those at elevated 'G7 Sl5. gsi .J oheg n .G lmnCe.P .Lt.15

chamber temperature. Figure 3(a) is the spectrum of Fig. 2(c) C. K. N. Patel and A. C. Tam. Rev. Mod. Phys. 53, 517)(198 1)
replotted for reference. Figure 3(b) shows the result of irra- "'G. S. Higashi and L. J. Rothberg, AppI. Phys. Lett. (submitted).

diation under the same TMA pressure (100 mTorr) with an "D. J. C. Yates. 6. W. Dembinski, W. R. Kroll, and J.3J. Elliott. J. Phys
equa nuberof hotns t 13 nm bu no at14. 0C In Chem. 73,91111969)).equl umerofphtos t 93 mbu nw t 40C.In '2R. J. Peglar. F. H. Hambleton. and 3. A. Hockey. 3. Catal. 20.,309(19711..

contrast to the room temperature growth, the metallic ab- "'There is. however. some effect (n the intensuty ofthe peaks associated with
sorption dominates the methyl contaminant absorption." bulk sapphire absorption.

Many mechanisms can in principle give rise to improved "4Our quoted dye laser frequencies are approximately 20 cm 'too high as

properties at higher temperature and it is difficult to ascer- deduced by acomparison ofour gas phase infrared absorption spectrum of ~ *
TMA with A. P, Gray. Can. J. Chem. 41. 1511 (1963).

tain their relative importance. It is likely, however, that sur- 'E. B. D. Bourdon. J. P. Cowin, 1. Harrison. J. C. Polanvi. J. Segner. C. D.
face mobility plays a crucial role in the metallic growth pro- Stanners. and P. A.- Young. J. Phys. Chem. 88, 6100 11984).
cess since coalescence must be important in producing high "J. S. Foord and R. B. Jackman, Chern.Phys. Left. 112. 19th H 841.
quality films. "R. Solanki. W. H. Ritchie. and 6. J. Collins AppI. Phys. Lett 43. 454

(1983).

IV. SUMMARY "~R. J. O'Brien and 6. A. Oiin. J. Chem. Soc. A 9. 113t)l91(Vl).
'The %low periodic variation in the signal has to do with periodic fluctu-

We have applied pulsed optoacoustic spectroscopy to ations in the infrared laser intensity with wavelength which are not com-
* measure infrared absorption of surface adsorbates. The sen- pletely normalized out by our boxcar integrator.
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Surface studies by optical second harmonic generation: An overview
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(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985)

Optical second harmonic generation for surface and interface studies is briefly reviewed, with
numerous examples illustrating how powerful and versatile this new surface analytical technique
can be.

It has recently been established that optical second harmon- In this case, adsorbed molecules are not needed, and hence J,
ic generation (SHG) can be an effective tool for surface and the molecule-metal interaction can be eliminated. Indeed, a dew td

interface studies.' The technique has the advantages of being surface enhancement of 10' for SHG from a roughened Ag '.,\".ft.--.
relatively simple, nondetrimental, and capable of remote surface was observed experimentally."
sensing. It has a submonolayer sensitivity, and can be used to It was then obvious that with such a large surface en-
probe in situ surface ordering and symmetry as well as mo- hancement, SHG from a submonolayer of adsorbed mole-
lecular arrangement and orientation at any interface cules at a roughened metal surface can be easily detected,
between two media with inversion symmetry. Being a pro- and it can be used to probe molecular adsorption and desorp-
cess of nearly instantaneous response, SHG is also potential- tion at a metal electrode in an electrolytic cell. "-4 This pro-
ly useful for studies of surface reactions and dynamics. vides a new tool for electrochemical studies. The very fast .

The basic principle behind the idea of employing SHG for response of the technique allows time-dependent measure-," *?
surface studies is fairly simple.2 In a medium with inversion ments of molecular adsorption and desorption at an elec-
symmetry, SHG is forbidden in the bulk under the electric- trode. '5 The double-charge layer existing at the electrode/ ld
dipole approximation, but the opposite is always true in a electrolyte interface can also have an effect on SHG. This is do

surface layer, which, by definition, is centroasymmetric. most easily seen at a smooth electrode surface. The field of *.4

Thus, intrinsically, SHG is a highly surface-specific process the double-charge layer leads to a field-induced SH signal -
in media with inversion symmetry. which varies with the bias potential on the electrode.'' 7 In

Any viable surface tool should have a sensitivity that can the case where the SH signal arising directly from the ad-
detect at least a molecular monolayer. That SHG is indeed so sorbed molecules or ions is negligible, the result of SHG ver-
sensitive can easily be seen from an estimate using the solu- sus the bias potential can be used to deduce the dc field
tion of Maxwell equations for SHG from a molecular mono- strength in the double-charge layer, and the corresponding
layer with a surface density of 10'" molecules/cm2 and a ionic charges adsorbed at the electrode.
second-order nonlinear polarizability of 10-"' esu/mole- From the surface science point of view, the capability of
cule.2 The second harmonic (SH) signal is as large as 10' SHG to detect a submonolayer of adsorbed molecules on a
photons/pulse if a pump laser pulse with a pulsewidth of 10 smooth surface is more interesting because the surface under
ns and an energy of 20 mJ at 1.06/um focused to 0.2 cm- is investigation can then be better characterized. We consider %%
used. Such a signal is readily detectable. two cases here: one with an induced nonlinearity due to mo-

Surface SHG from media with inversion symmetry was a lecular adsorption dominated by the nonlinearity of the ad-
subject of extensive investigation in the 60's." Emphasis sorbed molecules, and the other with an induced nonlinear- '
was on the understanding of the surface nonlinear optical ity dominated by the molecule-substrate interaction.2 We
process itself and the origins of surface nonlinearities. Un- discuss the two cases separately below.
fortunately, in most cases with metals and semiconductors In the first case, SHG can be used to probe the symmetry
the surfaces under investigation were not carefully prepared, of molecular arrangement on the substrate by simply observ-
and the results were often not very conclusive. In a few cases ing the variation of the SH signal as a function of sample
where the surfaces were better defined, the theoretical un- rotation about its surface normal. For example, an SH signal '.old•

derstanding was not advanced enough to render the results independent of the azimuthal rotation often implies an iso-
useful. Thus, although the submonolayer sensitivity of SHG tropic arrangement in the two-dimensional space, although"**.'' "
was recognized in a few cases, little attempt was made to an n-fold symmetry with n 4 is also possible. This has been o.
develop SHG into a viable surface tool. demonstrated in a number of cases with molecules adsorbed ..

The renaissance of surface SHG came somewhat acciden- at air/solid,2" 2' liquid/solid,2' and air/liquid interfaces.22

tally in 1980, when surface-enhanced Raman scattering at- SHG can also be used to deduce information about the orien- 1
tracted increasing attention in the physics community. "' tation of molecules at an interface based on the following
Controversy existed over whether the unusually strong sur- simple idea. If the local-field correction on the adsorbed *,

face enhancement on some metals arose from the surface molecules is negligible, then the macroscopic nonlinear sus- . -

local-field enhancement or from the molecule-metal interac- ceptibility x,, is related to the microscopic nonlinear polar-
tion. It was realized that if surface local-field enhancement is izability a," by a simple coordinate transformation % -
the dominant mechanism, then SHG from a roughened met-
al surface should also exhibit a strong surface enhancement. x, ,= IfN)(G,, . Ia'.:
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where G I Mlu describes the transformation from the mo- result was found to agree well with the prediction of a simple 0.
lecular coordinates ($,i1, ) to the lab coordinates (ij,k ) for a Langmuir kinetic model. From the theoretical fit with ex-
molecule whose orientation is specified by .f, and ( ) denotes periment, the sticking coefficient of oxygen on Rh I 11) and %
the average over the orientational distribution of the N mole- the induced nonlinearity per adsorbed oxygen could be de- ,
cules per cm 2. From Eq. 11), it is seen that if a',. are known duced. The same Langmuir model also describes the adsorp-
tor in some cases, if a particular element of a2 'dominates), tion of CO on Ni( 100) and Cu(l I l).2' Knowing how the SH
and if x, can be measured using various polarization combi- signal varies with surface coverage, the SHG technique can
nations, then (G,,4 (il)) can be determined and an average be used to directly measure the surface density of molecules.
molecular orientation can be deduced. Such measurements This was demonstrated in a recent work comparing the re-
of molecular orientation have been performed on molecules suits of thermal desorption spectroscopy (TDS) of CO on i

at air/solid.2" 2' liquid/solid,2' and air/liquid-2 interfaces. Ni(100) and Cu(l ll) with those ofSHG. 27 In TDS, CO mole-

In the lattf ase, the technique was used to study how the cules desorbed from the surface by thermal heating were
orientation of surfactant molecules varies with the surface monitored by a mass spectrometer as a function of tempera-
molecular density. ture. From an integration of the thermal desorption curves,

If the molecular orientation is independent of the surface the surface densities of molecules left on the surfaces could --

molecular density so that x,2 is directly proportional to N, be calculated. They appeared to be in excellent agreement ....

the SHG can be used to obtain adsorption isotherms for ad- with those obtained from the SHG measurements. SHG as a
sorbants. Adsorption of paranitrobenzoic acid (PNBA) at an technique to monitor surface coverage has, however, the ad- - -

ethanol/fused quartz interface is an example.2' By varying vantage of having a time response much faster than the con-

the concentration of PNBA in ethanol and measuring SHG ventional surface tools. It therefore has the potential of being

from PNBA adsorbed at the ethanol/quartz interface, the a viable method for dynamic studies of molecular adsorption ,.

adsorption isotherm can be deduced. From the SH signal and desorption.
corresponding to a saturated monolayer coverage, the sec- The SH signal from a metal surface generally decreases
ond-order nonlinear polarizability averaged over the molec- upon adsorption of oxygen and CO. This is presumably be-
ular orientation can also be obtained. cause the surface nonlinearity of a metal is dominated by the

Spectroscopic studies of adsorbed molecules by SHG are nearly free electrons at the metal surface, and is reduced by ,.
possible with a tunable laser source. As an example, the the partial localization of such electrons upon adsorption of
S,, -S. electronic transitions of some rhodamine dye mole- electron acceptors such as oxygen and CO. One would then -
cules adsorbed to fused quartz have been measured by SHG expect that adsorption of electron donors on a metal surface

" via resonant enhancement.2-" Vibrational spectroscopy of ad- should strongly enhance the surface nonlinearity. This was
sorbed molecules by SHG can in principle be carried out indeed observed when alkali atoms were adsorbed on
with a tunable infrared laser. It is unfortunately limited by Rh(l 11 ).2' The measured SH signal as a function of surface
the insensitivity of the available infrared photodetectors. As coverage of alkali atoms, however, showed rather complicat- .

a variation of the technique, sum frequency generation, from ed behavior. In particular, the results obtained with 1.06pm. .

mixing of I R and visible laser inputs, instead of SHG appears and 0.532 um laser excitations were quite different, and the
to be promising for surface vibrational spectroscopy.2 ' signal increase due to alkali adsorption at low surface cover

We now turn to the case where the adsorbate-substrate ages, observed with the 1.06pm excitation, was much stron- --

interaction dominates the induced surface nonlinearity. This ger than that expected from the free-electron model. These
generally happens when the adsorbates are atoms or small results can only be understood by taking transitions between .

• molecules. It has been found that SHG is also useful for hybridized adsorbate-metal states into full consideration
probing these kinds of adsorbates. For illustration a number and realizing that they change continuously with surface
of experiments have been performed to study atomic and coverage.-'" Thus, surface SHG may also become a viable
diatomic molecular adsorption on well-characterized metal technique for studying hybridized electronic states of adsor- "'"''-"
and semiconductor surfaces in ultrahigh vacuum. 24 -2 ' It was bates on a substrate. In the same experiment, it was also
shown that when a clean Rh) I ) surface was exposed to found that the SH signal from the alkali-covered Rh surface - .- -

oxygen or CO, the SH signal from the Rh surface dropped approached a constant when the surface coverage reached ,'
sharply. and approached a constant as the adsorbates above two hexagonal-close-packed layers. This indicated
formed a saturated monolayer monitored by the low energy that the surface nonlinearity was completely dominated by
electron diffraction ,LEED. 4 That SHG has a submono- the two top alkali monolayers. The result is therefore a clear
layer sensitivity to detect oxygen and CO on Rh Il ) is manifestation of the surface specificity of SHG. %
therefore obvious. In the case of CO, it was found that SHG Surface SHG can also be used to probe adsorbates on Si
was also site specific, i.e.. it would respond to molecules ad- and Ge. The submonolayer sensitivity of the technique was
sorbed at different sites on the surface.24 Because of the dif- first noticed by Chen et al.' In more recent experime ts,

ferent molecule-substrate interactions, the nonlinearities for SHG was used to monitor oxidation of clean Si) I I I surfaces
molecules adsorbed at different sites are necessarily differ- in ultrahigh vacuum. 2 -" Upon adsorption of oxygen and
ent. Pd, the SI! signal dropped sharply and approached a con- .

The SH signal from a surface as a function of exposure (in stant at nearly a monolayer coverage. The adsorption ap-
Langmuir units) can be used to studN the adsorption kinet- peared to follow the L.angmuir kinetic. At high tempera- 4.

ics. " In the case of oxygen on Rh I I Ii, for example. the lures. oxide niultilaers were tbrmed at the surface, but the
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SH signal did not change very appreciably. This shows that ences, Materials Sciences Division of the U. S. Department %

SHG applied to homopolar semiconductor surfaces is also of Energy under Contract No. DE-ACO3-76F00098.
highly surface specific. The result can be qualitatively under- 'See, for example, the review article by Y. R. Shen, in Neu Laser and P
stood as follows. It is known that dangling bonds exist on Optical Investigations of Chemistry and Structure at Interfaces, edited by
clean Si surfaces. These bonds are highly nonlinear because R. B. Hall and A. B. Ellis (Verlag Chemie, Berlin (to be publishedi.

of the very asymmetric charge distribution on the bonds. 2Y. R. Shen, The Principles of Nonlinear Optics (Wiley, New York, 19841,

They are therefore responsible for the large surface nonlin- Chap. 25.
arityof Si. Upon adsorption of oxygen or Pd, the dangling 'F. Brown. R. E. Parks, and A. M. Sleeper, Phys. Rev. Lett. 14,1029 1965); .

are qSi.Unhe adrpthe sufacxyen o rity i, edu g F. Brown and R. E. Parks, Phys. Rev. Lett. 16, 507 f1966); F. Brown and
bonds are quenched and the surface nonlinearity is reduced. M. Matsuoka, Phys. Rev. 185.(1969).

SHG can also be used to probe the ordering and structural 'N. Bloembergen. R. K. Chang, and C. H. Lee, Phys. Rev. Lett. 16, 986
symmetry of a bare surface. As we mentioned earlier, the SH (19661; N. Bloembergen, R. K. Chang, S. S. Jha, and C. H. Lee, Phys Rev.

about the surface nor- 174813 (19681.
signal asafunction ofsamplerotation aboutthe- 'S. S. Jha, Phys. Rev, Lett. 15, 412 (19651; Phys. Rev. 140, 2020 (1965). .. ,-,

mal (or equivalently, rotation of beam polarizations about "C. C. Wang and A. N. Duminski, Phys. Rev. Lett. 20, 668 (1968); C. C.

the surface normal) is expected to reflect the structural sym- Wang, Phys. Rev. 178, 1457 (1969). ' '
metry of a surface layer. This was demonstrated in the stud- 1J. Rudnick and E. A. Stern, Phys. Rev. B 4, 4274 (1971).- -

ies of Si(Ill) surfaces. The threefold symmetry of a C S. Wang, 3. M. Chen. and J. R. Bower. Opt. Commun. 8, 275 (1973); J. . -,.,o ,

I x 1 Si( 11) surface could be readily identified.' In a recent M. Chen, J. R. Bower, C. S. Wang, and C. H. Lee, Opt. Commun. 9. 132
(1973 J. M. Chen, J. R. Bower, and C. S. Wang, Jpn. J. Appl. Phys. Suppl.

experiment, SHG was used to study the symmetry of recon- 2, Pt. 2, 711(1974).
structed Sit I 11) surfaces. 2' The 2 x 1 reconstruction of a 'H. Sonnenberg and H. Heffner, J. Opt. Soc. Am. 58, 209 (19681.
freshly cleaved surface exhibited a clear twofold symmetry 'See, for example. Surface-Enhanced Raman Scattering, edited by R. K.

with a single mirror plane along the [211] direction in agree- Chang and T. E. Furtak (Plenum. New York. 19821.
ment with the w-bonded chain model. After annealing, the 'C. K. Chen, A. R. B. de Castro, and Y. R. Shen. Phys. Rev. Lett. 46. 145

(1981). -" "2 i surface was transformed to a 7 <7 surface, and the ' C. K. Chen, T. F. Heinz, D. Ricard. and V. R. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett, 46,
change from a twofold symmetry to a threefold symmetry 1010 (I9811: Chem. Phys. Lett. 83, 455 (19811: Phys. Rev. B 27. 1965

was easily detected by SHG. The fast response of SHG also (1983). %
allowed real-time monitoring of the phase transformation "D. V. Murphy, K. U. Von Raben. T. T. Chen. J. F. Owen. and R. K.

from the 2 X I surface to the 7 X 7 surface induced by anneal- Chang, Surf. Sci. 124, 529(19831.
'G. L. Richmond, Chem. Phys. Lett. 106. 26 (19841; Surf. Sci. 147. 115ing.

(1984).
Melting of a solid surface can also be probed by SHG, "T. F. Heinz, C. K. Chen, D. Ricard, and Y. R, Shen, Chem. Phys. Lett 83,

since the nonlinearities of crystalline and liquid surfaces are 180 (1981).
necessarily different. The nearly instantaneous response of 'C. H. Lee, R. K. Chang, and N. Bloembergen, Phys. Rev. Lett I, 167 .--

SHG suggests that the technique is ideal for real-time moni- (1967).
ig osuggests thatmth eltng u r . Tis ideal forrea-ti emni- "Y. R. Shen, C. K. Chen, T. F. Heinz. and D. Ricard. in Laser Spectro.scopv

toring of laser-induced melting of a surface. This was dem- t, edited by A. R. W. McKellar, T. Oka. and B. P. Stoicheff (Springer.
onstrated in the study of a Si(111) surface." Upon melting, Berlin, 19811, p. 412.
the threefold symmetry of the (11) surface reflected in the "'R. M. Corn, M. Romagnoli. M. D. Levenson. and M. Philpott. Chem.

SH signal disappeared. It was found, using picosecond pump Phys. Lett. 106. 30(1984).

and probe pulses, that the entire melting process occurred in "G. R. Richmond, Chem. Phys. Lett. 110. 571 119841.
'. F. Heinz, C. K. Chen. D. Ricard, and Y. R. Shen. Phs. Re% L.ett 48.

less than 3 ps. SHG was also used to probe laser-induced 47811982).

melting of GaAs surfaces. 2 ' The result indicated that the 'T. F. Heinz. H. W. K. Tom. and Y. R. Shen. Phys. Rev. A 28. 183 1 183 i

induced melting also occurred in less than 2 ps. "2Th. Rasing, Y. R. Shen. M. W. Kim. P. Valint. and J. Bock. Phys. Re%. A .

The many experiments we have discussed here are exam- 31, 537 11985).
p'H. W. K. Tom. Ph.D. thesis, University of California. Berkelc. I184pies of how powerful and versatile SHG as a surface tool can nplished

be. Yet the application ofSHG to surface studies is still in the :H. W. K. Tom. C. M. Mate, X. D. Zhu. J. ('rowell. T F licin. (

infant stage. It is quite obvious that SHG as a surface spec- Somorjai, and Y. R. Shen. Phys. Rev. Lett. 52. 348 (1841 1
troscopy technique should be further developed. Resonant "'H. W. K. Tom. X. D. Zhu, Y. R. Shen. and 0 A. Somora. in Pro't,,dings , 5.,

SHG with a tunable laser source could provide a technique of the X1/71 International Conference on the Phvics of Semiconductomr.with sufficient selectivity to distinguish different molecular San Francisco, California (Springer, Berlin, 19841, p 99,
l.'. F. Heinz. M. M. T. Loy. and W. A Thompson. Ph.s. Re% Lett 54. bi3

adsorbates. With ultrashort laser pulses. SHG has the pros- 119851; also paper WA2 I in Topical Meeting on MicrophNsics of Sur-

pect of becoming an effective tool for surface dynamic stud- faces. Beams, and Adsorbates. Santa Fe. NM. FebruarN 1985.
ies in the subpicosecond regime. That SHG can then be used -'X. D. Zhu, Y. R. Shen, and R. Cart. Surf. Set. Ito be publishedi . "

for in situ probing of catalytical reactions and dynamics is H. w. K. Tom. C. M. Mate, X. D. Zhu, i. E. Crowell. V R Shen. and (i. ,/ . e,
undoubtedly most exciting. On the theoretical side, there are A. Somorjai. Surf. Sci. (to be publishedl.

2'N. D. Lang and A. R. Williams, Phys. Rev. l.ett 37. 212 19761
also many questions yet to be answered. Theoretical under- "'H. W. K. Tom. r. F. Heinz. and Y. R. Shen. Phy.. Re%. I let. 51. 1983
standing of the microscopic origins of surface nonlinearities (1983).

is clearly most important. The surface local-field problem "C. V. Shank. R. Yen, and C. Hirlimann. Phy,,. Re%. L.ett. 51, (X)119831.

has been treated classically,"' but a more rigorous quantum- 'S. A. Akhmanov. N. I. Korotee,., G. A. Paition. I 1. Shuma. M F:
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Study of symmetry and disordering of Si(111)-7 x 7 surfaces by optical
second harmonic generation

T. F. Heinz, M. M. T. Loy, and W. A. Thompson
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(Received 15 February 1985; accepted 18 April 1985) W,

A detailed study of the polarization dependences of the second-harmonic generation process from %

clean Si( 1 )-7 X 7 surfaces is presented and analyzed in terms of the symmetry properties of the P,

surface. Results from real-time, in situ measurements on disordering of the Si( 111 )-7 X 7 surface .- .

by oxidation and Ar+ ion bombardment are also reported.

I. INTRODUCTION photomultiplier and gated electronics after being isolated

The process of optical second-harmonic generation (SHG) spectrally by means of color filters and a monochromator.

from a centrosymmetric medium has been found to be highly
sensitive to the character of its surface on an atomic level. III. WELL-ORDERED Si(111)-7 x 7 SURFACES

This behavior arises from the fact that SHG is (electric-di- For the Si l l)-7 x 7 surface, the SH intensity has been
pole) forbidden within the bulk of a centrosymmetric materi- recorded as a function of the orientation of the linearly polar-
al, but is allowed in the surface region where the inversion ized pump electric field vector. The data for the intensity of
symmetry is broken. Indeed, fractional monolayers of atom- the SH output polarized along the two orthogonal (211] and
ic'- and molecular' adsorbates can be detected readily by [011] surface crystal axes have been presented previously.5

SHG measurements. The SH technique has already proved In Fig. 1 we display the corresponding SH electric-field am-
useful for studying the spectroscopy3 and orientation4 of plitude for the same two independent directions. The magni-
adsorbed molecules. Recently, we have demonstrated that
the technique can also be applied to probe the symmetry of
ordered crystalline surfaces through the polarizatior depen- [01T]
dences of the surface SHG process.' For the case of clean
Sil Ill) surfaces, the SH signals from the 2 X I and 7 X 7 re-
constructions could be distinguished from one another and
analyzed in terms of their differing symmetry properties. In

this paper, we present a detailed discussion of the polariza- . . -
tion dependences of the SHG process for the Si(I 11l)-7 x 7 .,-..

surface and report new results on the disordering of this sur-
face induced by bombardment with energetic Ar' ions.
From our real-time measurements of the SH signal, we are
able to infer a value for the average area of the surface disor- .

dered by each incoming ion. Data are also reported for the
oxidation of the Si) 1l i-7 x 7 surface..'

II. EXPERIMENTAL

The Si) ll ,-7 X 7 surfaces were prepared and studied in a ([ o1]
standard ion-pumped ultrahigh vacuum chamber at a base.-.,.,
pressure of - x 10 ' Torr. The surfaces were obtained by
cleaving in situ a high purity silicon bar (doped with boron at %%%
10 "cm ') along the [211] direction. The 7 X 7 reconstruc- %2i

tion resulted from a heating cycle bringing the sample to
- 600 *C. Low-energy electron diffraction and Auger elec- ,"-.

tron spectroscopy were applied to verify the surface struc- .
ture and cleanliness of the samples. The pump radiation for '"'
the SH measurements was supplied by a Q-switched %
Nd : YAIG laser operating at 1.06pm and producing 8 ns
pulses at a 10-Hz repetition rate. The laser radiation was
directed at normal incidence onto the sample surface, where
the beam was lightly focused to a diameter of - I mm. The Flo. I. SH electric field as a function of the angular orientation of the ' .
laer energy was always maintained sufficiently low to avoid linearly polarized pump electric-field vector for a clean Sil 1 11-7 ' 7 sur-

face. The field amplitudes polarized along lal the [211] (xi direction and INany photoinduced changes in the surface. For a pump pulse the (01 il ( i direction. Open and filled points correspond to sign changes in
of - 10 mJ energy. the reflected SH radiation typically con- the experimental data. The solid curves represent theoretical predictions for
sisted of Z 0 photons. The SH signal was detected with a the magnitude of the SH electric field under 3m smmctr
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tude of the electric-field components is determined directly signal for our experimental conditions appears to be domi- 4.

from the measured SH intensity, but the relative phase nated by the surface contribution. The effect of the symme- 0 .
between them is not specified. To determine this relative try-allowed higher-order (magnetic-dipole and electric-qua- - .
phase, we examined data collected for the SH intensity with drupole terms is insignificant. This statement is justified by
the output polarizer oriented midway between the two or- the results for the oxidation of the silicon surface discussed
thogonal axes, i.e., along the [101] direction. From these below. In order to analyze the form of the surface contribu-
data, we found that the SH electric field was linearly polar- tion to the SH signal, we introduce the third-rank surface
ized. The changes in the relative phase of the two compo- nonlinear susceptibility tensor WV', relating the induced non- ...

nents indicated in Fig. 1 correspond to a smooth variation in linear dipole moment per unit area and the pump electric-
the polarization of the SH radiation as the pump polariza- field vector in the surface layer:
tion is rotated. The open and filled points in the figure corre- p 2 =2. E(oE
spond to 180 ° phase differences in the electric-field ampli- E "

tude. This relation takes account of the entire nonlinear source

The data in Fig. I completely characterize the SH electric (NLS) polarization in the surface layer and does not presup-

field for any given polarizations of the pump laser. Conse- pose that only the electric-dipole terms in a multipole expan-

quently. we can transform these results into plots of the SH sion are important. Formal expressions for i", can be de-

electric field components lying parallel and perpendicular to rived from second-order perturbation theory, and a

the polarization vector of the pump beam. This formulation complete equation for the amplitude of the electric field of

of the experimental data reflects more directly the symmetry the reflected SH beam can be obtained by solving the wave

of the surface, since the curves can be viewed as having been equation for the specified nonlinear source term. Here we

obtained either by a rotation of the input and output polar- shall restrict our attention to the polarization dependences

izers with a sample fixed in space or, equivalently, by a rota- of the SHG process, which reflect the tensor properties of y 2

tion of the sample about its surface normal with fixed polar- and, hence, the symmetry properties of the surface. The
izers. Figure 2(a) displays the SH electric field polarized strength of the radiated SH field polarized along the direc-
parallel to the pump polarization: Figure 2(b) corresponds to tion '(2tro) is given by

the orthogonal component of the SH field. E(2(o) (2&o) C 2( : ooi&(w) (2)
We now turn to the analysis of the polarization depen- where k) is the polarization vector of the pump electric

dences of Figs. I and 2. We should first note that the SH
field and C is a constant independent of the input and output
polarization vectors. For a specified form of the surface non- *. - -

[01T'] linear susceptibility tensor, this equation permits one to pre-
a* dict any desired polarization dependence.

The data in Fig. 2 suggest immediately that the Si( 11 I)-
7 x 7 surface possesses a threefold rotational symmetry
about its surface normal. The presence of the null values in
Fig. 2(a) indicates additional symmetries in the Si) 111 )-7 x 7
surface. For the input and output polarizations parallel to
one another, the SHG process will be forbidden if this com-
mon direction lies perpendicular to a mirror plane. This situ-
ation is effectively a one-dimensional form of inversion sym-
metry. Examining Fig. 2(a), we find a mirror plane parallel to
the [211] crystal axis and two other mirror planes at
0 = + 120. Thus, the full symmetry of the Si(11l)-7x7
surface appears to be 3m, just as would be the case for the
ideal, unreconstructed Si) I l) surface. Under 3m symmetry
0,,2, has only a single independent, nonvanishing element:

(b) ([,"] ,, = - 1 V. where x and y cor-
respond, respectively, to the [2111 and [01 I directions in the
crystal surface.

With the form of "' appropriate for 3m symmetry, we can
[2i] apply Eq. (2) to derive expressions for the radiated SIt elec-

tric field. For the x and y components, we obtain -"

E, C[' ..., cos 20,
E, C [v'.,2],,, sin 20. 13")

where the angle 0 denotes the orientation of the pump polar- . -

ization% with respect to the [211] axis lincreasing towards the

Fi(., 2. As in Fig. I. but with the SH electric field resolved along dircctioni [011 ] axis(. The corresponding relations for the electric-field

iai parallel and hi perpendicular to the pump electric-field .ector amplitudes parallel and perpendicular to the pump polariza-
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1469 Heinz. Loy, and Thompson: Study of symmetry and disordering 1469 V

tion are isotropic symmetry for inversion symmetry in the plane),

E C [ l 2'] ... cos 30, these components must all vanish. Hence. surface SH radi-
ation for our experimental geometry is correlated with the

El C 2].. sin 319. (4) P= - [ 1i, ] ..... sin 30. (4) presence of ordering in the surface plane. More specifically, ,-_,e. .,,
Here the polarization vector defining the parallel direction por esureings i the Surfae pla Mralel speifial

for measurements of the SH intensity with parallel input and
lies at an angle 6 with respect to the [2111 axis the vector for output polarizers, the signal is associated with the lack of *.,,

the perpendicular direction m& :s an angle of + 90 °. One mirror symmetry normal to the chosen direction ofpolariza-
immediate result of Eq. (3) or Eq. (4) is the lack of any depen- tion.
dence in the total SH intensity (taking both polarizations We now present SH measurements on the oxidation and
together) on the pump polarization. For normally incident ion bombardment of Sim Ial -7 7 surfaces. We were able to

excitation on a surface with 3m symmetry, anisotropy can collect thedata in situ and in real time, since the surface SHG
only be observed if the direction, rather than just the magni- technique can be applied in the presence of a gas and pro-
tude, of the radiated SH electric field is detected. vides a sufficiently favorable signal-to-noise ratio to follow

The solid lines in Figs. I and 2 represent the magnitude of changes on the time scale of seconds. In the measurements
the SH electric field predicted by Eqs. (3) and (4), respective- discussed below, the input and output polarizations lay
Iv. The constant C has been adjusted to match the overall along the [211] direction, which is not perpendicular to any
scale. The relative changes in sign in the electric-field ampli- mirror plane of the SinI 1)-7 7 surface. ndclrt.n

tude not shown) coincide with the experimental results. First we report on the room-temperature oxidation of the
Good overall agreement is seen between the experimental Si)l 1 I-7 X 7 surface. In this experiment, the clean Si( Il
data and the theoretical curves for 3m symmetry. As dis- 7 X 7 surface was exposed to research grade oxygen at a pres-
cussed above, the lack of SH signal for certain orientations in sure of 10 "Torr. This led to a smooth fall in the SH signal
Fig. 2tal indicates the presence of mirror planes. In order to to a very low level (Fig. 3). The decay in the SH radiation'
%erifv more closely the existence of the mirror planes, we occurred for an exposure of - 100 L, which is sufficient to
have performed direct measurement of the SH signal with allow adsorption of roughly a monolayer of oxygen." 1This
parallel input and output polarizers oriented along and at result clearly shows that the surface contribution to the SH . ,

_ 120 from the [011] axis. In this manner, we were able to signal for the clean Si) I11 )-7 X 7 surface dominates that from
place an upper bound of 3x 10 on the intensity of these thebulk for ourexperimental conditions. The decrease in the -
symmetry-forbidden signals compared with the symmetry- SHG efficiency call be attributed to the loss of long range
allowed signal obtained by removing the output polarizer, ordering in the surface known to accompany the oxidation
These results provide a rather sensitive check on the pres- process.' In addition to the change in symmetry, the SH
ence of three mirror planes. It should be noted that both

resoantandnonesonnt ranitins an cntrbut toSHG susceptibility for the partially ordered surface may be dimin-resonant and nonresonant transitions can contribute to SHG ished by an upward shift in the energy of the surface states asand, consequently, a vanishing of the SH signal cannot be the dangling Si bonds are joined with oxygen atoms, causing
attributed to fortuitous symmetries of a particular state in- the transitions between surface states in the SHG process t
volved in the nonlinear process.' be further from resonance.

It is instructive to compare linear and nonlinear optical Ion bombardment of the silicon sample provides al inter-
measuremients from a surface with 3,n symmetry. As we esting case for monitoring disordering. In this process, the
have seen, the SIHIG process. described by' a third-rank 5u- change in the chemical composition of the surface is minor.
ceptibility tensor, reflects the anisotropic character of the but the change in the structure is pronounced Figure 4 dis
surface. On the other hand, the linear response, character- playstheSHintensity as a function ofexposure to Ar ions.
ized by a second-rank tensor, will be isotropic under 3m The 5-keV ions struck the silicon sample at 450 from th
symmnetry. Thus. only the nonlinear optical process permits surface normal with a flux of 2 X 10'/cm2 s measured in the
one to distinguish between 3m and higher (e.g.. isotropic) surface plane. The theoretical fit in the figure was construct
symmetry.

1600

IV. DISORDERED Si(111)-7 x 7 SURFACES
Before considering the question of the disordering of 1200

I C 12000, 
10-6 torr

Sil I I (-7 x 7 surfaces, let us note a distinctive feature of the .-"
SHG process. For pump radiation striking the surface of a .
cent rosymmetric medium at normal incidence, SH radiation 8 800 -

from the surface is allowed only in the presence of ordering. -0
This general result follows from symmetry arguments. For U 400 %

normally incident excitation, the electric field of the pump .
lies in the plane of the surface and only the component of the •
induced Stt polarization in this same plane can contribute to -
the reflected SH radiation. Thus, the SHG process can occur -_-_- , " " "° "-
only if there are nonzero components of the surface lonlin- -

ear susceptibility tensor with all three indices corresponding [, posure
to directions in the surface plane. In thecaseofa :,urfacc with I-li, Nit li n IItt Si , -,III • '-tl,, 11wlu y , 1''I ,
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particularlyZ

1600 atomic layers of a surface. The method is particularly well
suited for identifying planes of mirror symmetry, which can %
be related to nulls in the surface SH signal. In the present :o' P.

J 1200 work, this notion was applied in a precise measurement of
A6 mirror planes in the ideal Si 1l)-7 x 7 structure. SH mea-

0surements of the development of effective mirror planes also" 800 . - - ' '-
served to monitor disordering of the Sil 1ll )-7 x 7 surface

C- induced by oxidation and ion bombardment. The capability
40 of this method for performing real-time, in situ studies400

-) should be helpful in attacking a variety of problems involv-
1/ ing structural changes of surfaces during the course of reac-

* 0 tions.)
o 0 1 2 This work was supported in part by the Office of Naval *.'.-.-

Ion Fluence (1 014/cm 2) Research.

Fi(,. 4 SH intensity from a Sii I 11-7 -7 surface measured during bombard-
ment with 5-keV Ar ions. The solid line represents the theoretical fit
discussed n the teXt 'J M. Chen. JR. Bower. C.S. Wang, and C.H. Lee. Opt. Commun. 9, 132

11)731
ed by assuming a surface nonlinear susceptibility that fell H W K.Tometal , Phvs. Re% Lett. 52. 348 0q841. and references there-

exponentially with increasing exposure, dropping to a small in.
. constant value associated with residual ordering. On the ba- 'T.F. Heinz. C. K. Chen, D. Ricard, and Y.R. Shen, Phys. Rev. Lett. 48,

sis of this simple analysis, we can infer a value for the average 478 1982i.
"TF. Heinz, H.W.K. Torn, and Y.R. Shen, Phys. Res. A 28, 1883 19831.effective area disordered by each incoming ion. From the "T.F. Heinz, M.MT. Lov, and W.A. Thompson, Phys Rev. Lett. 54. 63

parameters of the fit, we find this average area to be 105 A2 . 119895. i

A comparison of the effective area disordered by each ion "For SHG measurements of oxidized silicon samples under ambient condi-

with the corresponding sputtering yield helps to give a pic- lions, see H.W.K. Tom. T.F. Heinz. and YR. Shen. Phys. Rev. Lett. 51,
10 1483 19831. and references thereit.ture of the effect of the energetic ions. From the literature. The 3mi svmnetrN of the Sil I 11i-7 , 7 surface is supported, with ary ig

we find that the sputtering yield of the 5-keV Ar ions is degrees of precision. by other surface probes, including Iow-energy elec-
1.5. Thus, an average area of - 70 A2 is disordered for troin diffraction, ion scattering, and scanning tunneling microscop-

each ejected atom. This large area indicates that the ion bom- 'In repeated trals (if the oxidation neasurements, we observed a variation

bardment process disorders many more atoms in the surface in the rate of decay of the SH signal as a function of oxygen exposure. This
ayerf h ybehavior is presumably associated with differences in the surface defect . ..

layer ofthe crystal than it ejects. Such behavior can be seen dtiiyololelsfsuaccnamaiobhofhhcnsrnly'." ~~~~density or Iow levels of surface contaminlation. bo t h ofuv hich can strong)y")"o*."
clearly in dynamical simulations of the ion bombardment affec, the oxidation process.

process. B. Carriere and J. 1P Des tlle. Surf. Sci. 80. 278 14741. and references .="

therein. .**

V. CONCLUSION '"S T. Kang. R. Shnuu, and I. Okulani. Jpn J AppI Phys. 18. 1717
11l979).

The surface second-harmonic technique appears to be a ''See, brexample, R. V Webband D. F Ilarron. Jr, Ph.s. Res. Ln. 50.

sensitive probe of the symmetry of the ordering of the top 1478 19831"

J, V1, N.'-.p
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Time-resolved vibrational energy relaxation of surface adsorbates
E. J. Heilweil,a) M. P. Casassa,a R. R. Cavanagh, and J. C. Stephenson
Center for Chemical Physics. Molecular Spectroscopy Division. National Bureau oflStandard. Gaitherxhurg. ,
Maryland 20899

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 19851

Time-resolved measurements of picosecond vibrational population decay ofchemisorbed species . r..
(OH, OD, BOH, NH,, and OCH J on high surface area colloidal silica at room temperature have
been performed. The influence of solvents on OH relaxation and the variation in observed
relaxation rates are discussed in terms of the vibrational level structure and surface coordination
of each adsorbate.

I. INTRODUCTION bleaches the sample absorption. As the population relaxes, r-

Many chemical and physical processes that occur at solid the transient increase in sample transmission (T) r-turns to .. '

surfaces may be better understood from the measurement of its steady-state value (T,). The transmission of a second

energy flow within adsorbate and substrate vibrational weaker IR pulse as a function of time after the pump pulse

modes. The dissipation and redistribution of chemical bond passes through the sample is therefore a measure of the v = 1

energy during chemical reactions at surfaces provides one T, lifetime.

notable example. Manifestations of surface energy transfer The technique described above is applicable to samples

also include radiative heating, combustion, reactive etching, which transmit IR radiation and contain enough surface

and corrosion. species to produce a significant transmission change (typi-

An understanding of the mechanisms and kinetics of vi- cally T,, 50% and T, -- 55%). Such samples include, for

brational energy transfer in molecular systems is directly example, molecules adsorbed on colloidal particles suspend- ,,.

attainable by performing time-resolved experiments that ed in solvents 5 or pressed as disks in vacuum.' For the

monitor populations in particular vibrational modes. While adsorbates on silica discussed here, straightforward chemi-

such measurements have been conducted for gas and liquid cal modification of the surfacehydroxyl groups is performed
phase' systems, there have been no previous reports of mea- to produce a desired optical density (-0.31 for the adsorbate

surements of vibrational energy relaxation in chemical modes of interest.'

bonds of surface species. Additionally, for molecules in the
condensed phase Iliquid or solid or on a surface, the perti- Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
nent time scale lies in the picosecond domain. 2 With the Our initial measurements were conducted on the surface
advent of ultrashort optical pulse technology, it is now pos- hydroxyl group - OH) bound to fumed colloidal silica
sible to directly measure the kinetics of energy decay of vi- 20-A-diam particles with 200 m/g surface area) dispersed
brational modes in condensed-phase molecular systems. n in liquid CC 4 at room temperature. 4 Such samples exhibit
order to answer questions associated with vibrational energy strong infrared absorptions in the 3000-4000cm region
transfer at surfaces, we have performed time-resolved mea- which arise from the isolated SiOH group 3691 cm '.width
surements to obtain the vibrational relaxation dynamics of 50cm FWHM( and molecular physisorbed water (-3400
molecules adsorbed on high surface area metal oxides.4  cm ). This adsorbed water can be removed by heating i
Results for a variety ofchemisorbed surface species ( - OH, vacuum.

OD. - BOH, NH, and -- OCH ) on colloidal sili- The surface hydroxvl v = 0 .1 transition was excited
ca (SiO. I in several chemical en ironments arc summarized with a resonant IR pulse which transferred about 10% of the
here. population to the v = I level. The exponential decay (first

order kinetics) of the quantity InT/7,) vs delay time,
between probe and pump pulses gives the characteristic time

An infrared pump/probe method using tunable picose- constant I T,) for vibrational relaxation. It was found that the
cond pulses has heen used to measure the vibrational popula- r I population for isolated surface OH groups on dried
tion decay rates ( ) of ground electronic state v = I vi- silica in CCI4 decays exponentially with a characteristic life-
brauional modes. The experimental apparatus' has been time of T, z 150 ps, or roughly 10' vibrational periods.
discussed at length in a previous paper.5 Briefly a 10 Hz Data obtained for a dried silica disk in a saturated ati-o,
Nd : YAG laser is used to pump an optical parametric am- sphere of CW, are identical to those obtained for silica dis-
plifier (OPA1 to generate tunable infrared pulses. Typically, persed in liquid C0,"'
35-mJ pulses of 1.06-/im radiation are used to pump the Measurements of the 01it' - II decay for a dried silica -..

three LiNbO, crystals of the OPA. An intense I - 2 50 /jJ, disk in vacuum " ' yielded the data shown in Fig. Ia). In this
- 20 ps FWHMI infrared pulse is first used to excite popula- case. the observed rclaxation time is found to be larger tha
tion to the i' I level of a specific fundamental stretching for silica contacted with CCI, . We note again that both re-
mode in the sample. Due to anharmonicity, the excited state laxation times i/', vacuum - 194 1 12 ps; I CCI ,
does not absorb at this frequency so the pulse partially 154 t lb ps are long compared to the ibrational period
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(10 - s) and that the presence of CCI4 enhances the OH I- 3000 cm containing molecules such as CH, Cl. and
relaxation rate. C, H,, where T, = 102 -+- 20and 87 + 30ps, respectively. In

In the absence of solvent the vibrational relaxation rate is the presence of adsorbed H, 0. which possesses a broad, par-
probably controlled by coupling to vibrational modes (in the tially overlapping OH absorption with SiOH. 1 reduces
range 700-I 100 cm ') of the silica-OH system.5 This mech- even further to - 56ps. In thiscase, direct V- V transfer from
anism is easily visualized in terms of the vibrational level the surface OH to adsorbed water by a Fbrster mechanism
structure of a single SiO 4 H unit. The SiO, tetrahedron has may participate in the deactivation process.
nine vibrational modes in the range 400-1100 cm '. The Further insight into vibrational energy transfer at surfaces
coordinated hydrogen atom adds two more modes (torsion may be gained by studying other species bound to the silica
and bending) in this range, in addition to the high frequency substrate. In this way the potential accepting modes of the
OH-stretching mode. While these low frequency motions bulk material (e.g.. vibrational modes or phononsl remain w
are mechanically coupled to the excited motion, the energy unchanged while the adsorbate local modes and adsorbate-
gaps for V -V energy transfer are large, requiring multiple substrate coupling are modified. To investigate this situa-
quantum iP V"41 transitions. It is, therefore, not surprising tion, additional measurements of the - SiOD, - SiNH,.
that the vibrational excitation persists for 2 X 10' vibrational and - SiOCH, species and of BCI, modified silica
periods. (-BOH) have been performed.' T, measurements for

We have shown that two other conceivable relaxation these adsorbates have revealed that the dominant relaxation
mechanisms. (1) resonant energy exchange (F6rster energy pathway is most likely through local vibrational modes of " .

transfer) to nearby OH groups, and (2) dielectric damping the adjacent surface subunit Ithe SiO, tetrahedront. -

are unimportant. 5 Decay by the F6rster mechanism has a The simplest substitution for the OH group is isotopic . .
different functional form than that observed. Both F6rster exchange to OD. Upon exposure of silica to room tempera-
and dielectric damping models also predict relatively slow ture vapor pressure of D, O, roughly 67% ofthe surface OH
rates which have the opposite dependence on index of refrac- groups were exchanged to yield surface OD species which
tion (vacuum vs CCI. I than the observed rates. absorb at 2750 cm '. Measurements of the OD relaxation

The presence of CC14 leads to an enhancement of the re- on dried silica disks in vacuum produced T, lifetimes com-
laxation rate of 1.4"X 10' s '. We suspect that CCI, -OH parable to the corresponding SiOH system." Decay of the
collisions, which occur at a rate of - 10'2 s ', enhance the lower frequency OD oscillator into the substrate was expect-
surface-hydroxyl V- "rate. Energy transfer to the substrate ed to require fewer quantum transitions than for OH (i.e.,
is more likely to occur than energy transfer to the CC14 vi- J V 3 for lattice modes vsi V> 4) and result inafasterdecay
brations since the latter rate, based on extrapolated liquid rate. This result was not observed, however. A possible ex-
and gas phase results, is expected to be much slower than the planation is that the hydroxyl decay may be strongly cou-
experimentally observed rate. pled to such motions as the Si-OH bend or Si-OH torsion.

The linewidth of the surface hydroxyl stretching funda- The hydroxyl T, lifetime for BOH modified silica lat
mental in vacuum is 8cm (FWHM).b The observation of - 3700 cm ) in vacuum [see Fig. lIbI] or CCI, is found to *.,-

surface vibrational linewidths which exceed the resolution be - 70 ps. Since the boron atom mass and coordination to
as ailable in optical experiments are numerous and well doc- the surface oxygens is different from silicon, changes in the .-
umented. For the OH/SiO, system, the observed width is local site bending and stretching frequencies must occur.
significantly greater than would be expected if vibrational This surface modification is also found to substantially alter

energy relaxation alone determined the intrinsic absorption the relaxation lifetime of the surface OH species. ,
width: a 204 ps lifetime corresponds to a homogeneously Finally, we briefly address the 1, decays of silica - NH.
broadened linewidth of only 0.026 cm '. The 8 cm' width and - OCH, adsorbates.7 Both NH-stretching modes of
is. therefore, attributed to other broadening mechanisms - NH, (at 3420 and 3500 cm 'I were found to saturate to ,- .- -.

such as pure dephasing or inhomogeneous broadening. In the same extent (i T/i- 51,') although time-resolved inca-
fact. the 3749 cm ' surface hydroxyl band exhibits a slight surements produced instrumental pulse width limited de- ..-. '.

asymmetry which is indicative of inhomogeneous broaden- cays [see Fig. l(cl]. While precise T, values could not be
ing. The comparison of the relaxation rates observed directly deduced from these results, the two modes apparently have ,-.,

and inferred from the infrared spectrum serves to emphasize comparable lifetimes on the order of secral picoseconds
the importance of direct measurements of vibrational decay I .20 ps). Attempts to saturatc the CU-stretching Iransitions -

of adsorbed molecules. In this example. the rate inferred of - OCH, were unsuccessful, howkeser. This may arise be- ,..
from the linewidth is grossly misleading. cause of complex adsorbate vibrational level coupling Fer- -' ,

I he above experiments measured only the , = I T, life- mi resonances). '" low molecular absorption cross sections.
time of the highly anharmonic OH oscillator on the silica or extremely rapid vibrational energy decay. The results for
surface. They did not directly ascertain where the energy adsorbates on SiO. indicate that increasing the adsorbate
flows or by what mechanismisi. Further studies of OH on vibrational level structure and complexity. leads to more rap-. -
silica with coadsorbates and in various organic solvents have id vibrational energy relaxation at the ,ilica interface.
therefore been performed.' It was found that the OHit- I) The existing evidence for the role of the lo% frcqteici" "
1, lifetime decreases as the highest solvent fundamental vi- SiOJ H modes in dissipating the \ibrationall, cxciled il "

brational mode frequencies approach the 3700 cm ' OH oscillators is tentative. It is clearl, important to furt her test
frequency. This is particularly evident for Cll-strclch th ,iC\ ildtlofthl o. sr .. ,.tcd ich ll,,lsl. Ilcorie flor la-
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.10 ulation decay for - OH, - OD, - BOH, - NH2 and
- OCH3 adsorbates on room temperature silica have been

conducted. T, lifetimes for these systems in vacuum and in
contact with several organic solvents range from several

* (a) SiOH picoseconds for - NH, to 200 ps for - OH in vacuum.
Solvent interactions always increase the rate of vibrational -

AT energy relaxation.
0 T The measured T, values demonstrate that the spectral

" linewidths (e.g., IR and Raman) for these surface vibrations
> a 00are too large by factors of 200 to 2000 to be caused solely by

a T, uncertainty broadening.
o,--b)While the precise mechanism for surface vibrational re-

.0 t •0 laxation of these systems is unclear at present, it appears that "

BOH the presently known T, lifetimes for surface species on silica -,. ,,
S o 0 0 0 omay have chemical importance. It can be argued that vibra-

o tional energy, which can apparently remain localized for
* * u, periods longer than typical times for molecular reorientation

or reactant diffusion, may become available for surface reac-

(c) SiNH. * tion. This concept demands further study of more complex
c)SH adsorbate-substrate systems which exhibit important chemi-

cal dynamics.

.......±L L..r- This research was supported in part by the Air Force Of
0 100 200 300 400 flee of Scientific Research.

time delay (ps)
Ft, 1. Experimental vibrational population i = I) decays at room tem-
perature for adsorbate modes on colloidal I - 150 A diameterl silica parti- .

cles: (a, OH stretch at 37 49cm 'of SiOH on dried pressed disk in vacuum. NRC/NBS Postdoctoral Fellow.

I 144 - 12 ps, I OH stretch at 3705 cm ' of BOH on dried BCl- 'J.ChesnoyandG. M.Gale, Ann. Phys. Fr.9, 893(19841.
modified silica disk, F, - 70 a ps. and Ic! NH stretches at 3420 and 3500 cm I IA. Laubereauand W. Kaiser, Rev.PMod.Phys. 50, 607119781

of NH,-modified silica in CC 4 exhibiting measurable saturation, but pulse 3
Utrafast Phenomena IV, edited by D. H. Auston and K. B. Eisenthal.

width limited decays. 1, , 20 psi. Springer. New York. 1984).

'E. J. Heilweil, M. P. Casassa, R. R. Cavanagh, and J. C. Stephenson, J.
Chem. Phys. 81, 2856(1984).

diative relaxation make definite predictions about the tem- 'E. J. Heilweil, M. P. Casassa, R. R. Cavanagh. and J. C. Stephenson. J.

perature dependence of T, for such a multiphonon process. Chem. Phys. 82, 5216(1985).

We are currently testing this model by studying the tempera- 'M. P. Casassa, E. J. Heilweil, J. C. Stephenson. and R. R. Cavanagh, J.
Vac. Sci. Technol. A 3, 1655 (1985).

lure dependence of the OH and OD vibrational relaxation 'E. J. Heilweil, M. P. Casassa, R. R. Cavanagh, and J. C. Stephenson, SPIE
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Angular, velocity, rotational, and electronic distributions of vibrationally .
elastically scattered NO(v = 1) from LiF(100)

J. Misewich, H. Zacharias, and M. M. T. Loy
IBM Thomas Watson Research Center, Yorktown Heights. New York 10598

(Received 15 February 1985; accepted 7 May 1985)

Infrared laser excitation has been utilized to excite part of a molecular beam of NO to a single well- ..

defined quantum state, NO(v = 1, J = 3/2, (1 = 1/2), which is scattered from a cleaved LiF(100) ".e* A

surface. Laser spectroscopic detection techniques then allow the determination of rotational and
electronic distributions as well as state-specific angular and velocity distributions for scattering
from a single initial vibrational-rotational state.

I. INTRODUCTION quency allows the determination of the rotational and elec- -.

In order to extract information about the nature of an inter- tronic distributions of the probed molecules. State-specific Il.

action potential from scattering experiments, ideally one angular and velocity distributions are obtained by setting the

would allow the collision partners to interact under well- probe laser frequency to detect a well-defined state. Angular

defined conditions and investigate cross sections for all final distributions are produced by rotating the intersection of the
scattering channels. Studies of atomic beam scattering from probe laser beam with the scattering plane. Measurements of

solid surfaces under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions ap- velocity distributions are possible because of the short dura-
proach this ideal and have yielded valuable information on tion of the exciting laser pulse and are done by scanning the

surface structure' (diffractive scattering), surface phonons 2  delay between the exciting and probe lasers. In this paper we

(inelastic scattering), and the properties of the gas-surface have extended our studies to perform state-to-state scatter-

interaction potential' (e.g., rare gas scattering). The case of ing experiments of vibrationally excited NO from cleaved

molecular beam scattering is more complex since there are LiF(100) surfaces.

now internal degrees of freedom to characterize. Recent ex-
periments on the scattering of nitrogen from Ag(001)4 and II. EXPERIMENTAL

nitrogen and methane from Pt( 11)" have measured the an- The vacuum system used in this experiment has been de-
gular and velocity distributions of the scattered molecules scribed previously.' Here we just indicate the principal fea-
but could not determine the internal energy distributions. tures. A pulsed [600 full-width at half maximum (FWHM)]

Several groups have introduced laser spectroscopic tech- supersonic beam of 10% NO seeded in He (total backing
niques to study the internal energy distributions of mole- pressure 450 Torr) provides a rotationally cold NO molecu-
cules scattered from surfaces " and interesting effects such lar beam. The molecular beam is crossed at right angles by
as rotational rainbows and alignment of rotational angular tunable infrared radiation (A - 5.3 t) produced by difference
momentum have been observed. These experiments however frequency mixing in a lithium iodate crystal of - 590 nm
have been confined to the scattering of an incident beam of output from a Quanta Ray Nd : YAG pumped dye laser and
molecules with internal energy distributed over the lowest part of the 532 nm second harmonic of the Nd : YAG funda- ."
few rotational states of the ground vibrational level. In order mental. The infrared (IR) laser is tuned to theR,, 41" = 1/2)
to broaden the scope of the investigations, we have applied line at 1876.076 cm -' to populate a single rotational state
state specific laser spectroscopic techniques to define the in- (v' = 1,J' = 3/2,.2' - 1/2). Infrared pulseenergieswereap-

cident molecular beam internal energy characteristics as proximately 5-10/pJ at a bandwidth of about 0.4 cm '. The
well as the scattered beam internal energy characteristics, IR beam was slightly focused to a beam waist of about 1 mm
thereby approaching the ideal of well-defined scattering con- and was polarized perpendicular to the molecular beam.
ditions more closely. The experiments presented here are Timing between the beam valve and the IR excitation pulse
part of a continuing effort in our laboratory to study the was set so that the laser excited the pulse 230 its after the
interaction of a molecular beam of vibrationally excited mol- start of the molecular beam pulse to ensure homogeneous
ecules with surfaces.9 

'" supersonic flow conditions.
In our experiments a molecular beam is crossed at right Resonantly enhanced ionization via the A.-X u(0-0) and

angles by pulsed tunable infrared laser radiation to excite 7y I- 1) bands was used to detect the NO with state specificity.
part of the beam to a single vibrational-rotational state. This The tunable UV laser radiation was produced by frequency
excited molecular beam is then scattered from a well-defined doubling the output of a XeCI excimer pumped dye laser in a
single crystal surface in a UHV chamber. State-specific mul- potassium pentaborate crystal. UV pulse energies of approx-
tiple photon ionization using a tunable ultraviolet laser imately 30 uJ with a bandwidth of about 0.4 cm ' were
source is used to characterize the molecular beam both be- obtained. The UV beam crossed the molecular beam at right
fore and after scattering by positioning the ultraviolet (UV) angles and was polarized parallel to the molecular beam.
laser beam to intersect either the incident or the scattered The UV was also focused and could be moved over a variety
molecular beam, respectively. Scanning the UV laser fre- of radii and angles about the scattering sample surface. Ion-
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ized NO molecules were detected using a Johnston MM- I background pulse of NO v 0 distributed over the lowest
multiplier, few J states. TOF data on the incident beam shows that the

LiF(100) surfaces were prepared for this experiment by v = I pulse width is about 2ps FWHM at the surface. Since
making a fresh cleave just prior to pumpdown of the vacuum the infrared excitation pulse is a few ns in duration, the mi- •
system. In a secondary ion mass spectrometer (SIMS) inves- crosecond time scale of the experiment is determined by
tigation of air- and vacuum-cleaved LiF surfaces, Estel et overlap of the laser and molecular beams and the velocity
al.' have shown that LiF surfaces cleaved in air and then distribution over molecules in the supersonic expansion. By -

mounted in a vacuum system and pumped down exhibit only taking TOF spectra at two different positions along the inci-
contaminations far below the monolayer regime. All results dent beam, the incident flow velocity was determined to be of-- ,
presented here were reproducible on separate cleaves. 1.42 X 10' cm/s, i.e., the incident beam translational energy %

The high temporal resolution of our laser excitation and is 310 meV. Since the incident angle was 0 = 45, the normal
detection system allows us to obtain velocity information on energy (E,, = E, cos2 0) is then 155 meV.
incident and scattered vibrationally excited molecules. Figure l is a UV laser frequency scan of the incident beam
Time-of-flight (TOF) spectra for a certain probe laser posi- taken in the region of the y(l -l) band. The four lines all origi-
tion are taken by varying the delay between the infrared exci- nate in NO(t"= 1, J" 1/2, 12" 1/2) and represent the
tation laser and the UV probe laser using a digital delay four branches: P,, (QJ, + P,1 ), (R,t + Q2,) and R,,. Since
generator. A direct measure of the flow velocity of vibration- there are no collisions in the molecular beam there are no
ally excited molecules for either the incident or scattered lines from other rotational levels. It is important to note that
beams is then obtained by taking such TOF spectra at two lines originating from background NO molecules rather
probe laser positions a measured distance apart. Molecular than from molecules which were vibrationally excited by the
beam velocity analysis using laser spectroscopic techniques infrared laser pulse can be distinguished by their very differ-
offer some advantages over conventional chopped beam/ ent time scales.
mass spectroscopic techniques. Because the excitation laser The infrared laser is focused to a size smaller than the
pulse is only a few ns long, the incident pulse of vibrationally molecular beam. Thus even though the molecular beam di-
excited molecules is very short (- 2,us FWHM 5 mm before ameter as determined by expansion and collimation geome-
scattering) without having to use high speed mechanical try is approximately 2 mm FWHM, the pulse of vibrational-
choppers. Also, the ionization length is detemined by the ly excited molecules is only I mm FWHM which was
focusing of the probe laser beam and is much smaller than measured by moving the probe laser beam transversely to the
electron impact ionizing lengths. Finally, the laser spectro- incident molecular beam. This improves the resolution we
scopic TOF technique is state selective, can obtain when measuring scattered angular distributions.

Angular distributions for a specific scattered vibration- In summary, our effective incident molecular beam pulse
rotational state are obtained by moving the probe laser is a 1 mm diam 2/us FWHM pulse of molecules in a specific
beam, which can be done without opening the vacuum sys- vibrationally excited state, NO Iv = 1, J = 3/2, D = 1/2".
tem. The polarization of the probe laser beam is always at a incident at 0 = 45' with an incident translational energy
constant angle with respect to the surface normal (45). Care E, = 310 meV (E,, = 155 meV) on top of a 600 ps t = 0
is taken in choosing the UV frequency to be one in which pulse distributed over the lowest few rotational stites and
there is no overlap of lines from other branches or bands so both spin-orbit components.
that only a single vibrational-rotational state is in fact
probed. B. Scattered beam results

Rotational distributions are obtained by scanning the UV In Fig. 2, a TOF spectrum for the scattered beam is pre- -""-

laser frequency. An IBM Series/I computer scans the laser sented. In this example, the ultraviolet laser frequency is set
and records ionization signal and laser normalization chan- ..

nels. " -

11. RESULTS

A. Incident beam characteristics

Supersonic expansion of NO seeded in helium produces a =
nonequilibrium rotational distribution over molecules in the _
incident molecular beam that cannot be completely charac- ,"
terized by a single rotational temperature. however, about -
95% of the population is concentrated in the lowest few rota- e.

tional levels and their population can be described by a rota-
tional temperature of about 8.5 K. ' The infrared laser pulse
excites a small part of the incident beam 2 30 ps after the start I"- --r W-" , W .......V.',".

of the 600,is molecular beam pulse. The infrared pulse only 224 1 224 0 223 9 223 8 2, Z1, I

excites molecules initially in the v = 0, J -- 1/2 level of the Wvomtchigt h 111t1)
2 fif , electronic state. In this manner, a short pulse of NO Fi(;. I Incident beam toni/ation spectrum shoging the 4 hne ,pectrum,

I 1 - I. J = 1.5, H - 1/2) is produced on top of a 6W0 tIs expected for NO v 1. J 3,2. 1) 1/21
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FIG. 2. Scattered beam TOF spectrum for molecules scattered from Ip - 1. Flo. 4. Multiphoton ionization spectrum of scattered molecules in the re-
J = 1.5) in the incident beam to i I, 1 3.J

5
i after collision with the gion of the 11I-1I bandheads taken with the infrared laser on. - .*

* surface. .L , _

so that the probe laser detects only NO molecules in (t, 1, for this probe laser position and the scattering angle was 45 . .
J= 3.5, 2 = 1/2). Figure 3 is a scattered beam TOF spec- Figure5 is a spectral scan over the same region and under the

-: trum taken under the same conditions as Fig. 2 except that same conditions except that now the IR laser was blocked.
here the UV probe laser frequency is tuned to detect only NO The large lines correspond to the v = 0 high Jstates and have
molecules in (v = 1, J = 20.5, 2 = 1/2), which shcws the the same size in both spectra. Figure 5 illustrates that we are
same behavior as Fig. 2. The detection angle was 450 (i.e., seeing some v = I in the scattered beam even in the absence

*i specular direction). A broadening of the incident 2 ps of infrared laser excitation of the incident beam. These lines "
FWHM pulse is observed. There is a small background ioni- have the same 600ps time scale as the molecular beam pulse %' %.
zation signal of NO v = 1 but this signal is 600 /.s long and appear only as a constant signal which changes the base- -.

" whereas the NO (v = 1 that appears due to survival of the line level in the TOF spectra. There are two potential sources
initially vibrationally excited NO has a time dependence of for the vibrationally excited molecules that are observed l °

only a few ps. TOF spectra were taken for a variety of final J when the infrared excitation laser is blocked: residual vibra-
from 1.5 to 20.5, but the results were indistinguishable from tionally excited molecules in the incident molecular beam
those presented above. TOF taken at two different radii for a after the supersonic expansion and vibrationally excited
scattering angle of 450 were used to determine the final trans- molecules produced from the collision of v = 0 molecules .-*.*-
lational energy of 190 meV. with the surface. Both sources seem to contribute to the sig-

Angular distributions showed a narrow ( - 40* FWHM) nal we observe. A more detailed investigation of this is cur-
nearly specular peak characteristic of direct inelastic scatter- rently underway in our laboratory to separate the individual
ing. Just as for the velocity data, angular distributions taken contributions.
for final state J between 1.5 and 15.5 were indistinguishable. From the ultraviolet multiphoton ionization spectra, the

A portion of the scattered NO spectrum taken with the IR rotational distribution for v = I-v = I NO scattering
laser on is illustrated in Fig. 4. The delay between the lasers shown in Fig. 6 was determined. To be sure that we were .
was set to correspond to the maximum in the TOF spectrum observing the distribution for those that are produced by

2000 1 T.-~*

v U 1.5~ -vIJ 20 5
1600 I pT

-1IiI  "'"'~ ~ U 1 5 1, os;m 

.- .e%".
- 1200 ,% I

S800 

I, 

,.* I! p,,t "

I. 00%

'.o

410 50 60 70 g0 90 %lIMP ( se(' I .- ,'0 : 't :: 7., .

FI.. 3. Scattered beam OF spectrum for molecule% scattered from i , ,t,g (it)
J 1.51 in the incident beam to ir' 1. J 2051 after collision w.ith tile I.'l( 5 Mullipholo i loni/atlo lln pectrni of catlered nolecule, in the r -
surface. gion of lil t'l 11-1) handheads taken sith the infrared lasel off
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trogen scattering angular and velocity distributions from
Pt( 111) were very similar to the Ar distributions. Muhlhau- '. 0

V -= V 0 sen et al.4 reported both experimental studies ofnitrogen and ," .- "
V I argon scattering from Ag(OO1) and stochastic trajectory sim- ,"...%

ulations. Experimentally, they found the angular distribu- %
tions for argon and nitrogen to be identical. Stochastic tra-

jectory simulations were carried out for nitrogen and for
"spherical nitrogen" (i.e., the same interaction potential as , ,%"

they used for nitrogen but with the orientational anisotropy
removed). In these calculations, the angular and velocity dis-
tributions were only slightly affected by the introduction of

0 500 1000 1500 2000 orientational anisotropy. These simulations do not imply
Rotational Energy J(J 1) (cm that rotational energy transfer is inefficient. On the contrary, i. . .-

Fim. 6. Rotational distributions for molecules scattered from t, 0 to I, - 0 when substantial orientational anisotropy was introduced
and for molecules scattered from v - I to t I. there was significant rotational energy transfer but the angu-

lar distributions were not changed significantly. The impli-
cation of both groups is that rotational energy transfer does

infrared laser excitation, the background v = 1 peaks were not appreciably affect angular and velocity distributions.
subtracted out by taking the difference between spectra tak- The authors point out, however, that there is a possible com- %
en with the IR laser on and spectra taken with the IR laser plication in comparing the experimental data for argon and -

off. The rotational population could be described quite well nitrogen. Because of the larger mass of argon, it is possible.

by a Boltzmann distribution with a temperature of 345 that argon is more efficient at exciting phonons than nitro- 'K + 35 K. Also plotted in Fig. 6 are the rotational popula- gen and so the effect of greater phonon excitation for argon -%. '

tions for v = O-v = 0 scattering that we obtained from an might have balanced the rotational energy transfer that is
ultraviolet multiphoton spectrum taken in the region of the possible only with nitrogen. Our experiments directly show
y(O-0) band. It is observed that this distribution can also be that rotational energy transfer does not significantly affect
described by a Boltzmann distribution at about the same angular and velocity distributions for final J<20.5.
temperature. Rotational distributions in the 21H,. spin-orbit
electronic state gave the same rotational temperature as the
211f , distributions.

A comparison of rotational lines originating in the 211,/.
spin-orbit electronic state and lines originating in the 211,1.
state allow the determination of the relative populations of V. CONCLUSIONS

the two states. An electronic temperature of 200 K + 50 K In summary, NO (v I. J = 3/2. f = 1/2) molecules
was found for both t, 0-t, 0 and t' = I = I scatter- scatter from freshly cleaved LiF( 100) surfaces into a narrow J,
ing. nearly specular lobe characteristic of direct inelastic scatter-

ing. The surviving v = I molecules are distributed over both

spin-orbit components (T,.,, = 200 K) and many
J (T, = 345 K) and the magnitude of both the normal and -

These experiments have shown that rotational and elec- parallel components of momentum are decreased by about
tronic energy distributions for v = l--v = I and 30% by thecollision. Rotationalandelectronicdistributions ".".. *- l
v = 0-.v 0 scattering are indistinguishable to within our for v 1 -v.t = I scattering are found to be identical to those
experimental error. Also, preliminary analysis of the v = 1 for v = 0-.v = 0 scattering. Also, state-specific laser spec-
spectra obtained with the infrared laser off (Fig. 5) indicates troscopic TOF spectra have directly shown that the angular
approximately the same rotational temperature for and velocity distributions of scattered molecules are insensi-

= 0-v = 1 scattering. However, this should not be taken tive to rotational energy transfer for Js20.5.

to imply anything about the rotational distribution of those We are currently calculating the vibrational energy sur-
molecules that are deactivated at the surface, i.e., vival probability by integration of the rotational, electronic,
v = -tv = 0 scattering. In fact, a theoretical work by Bawa- spatial, and temporal distributions of the vibrationally elasti- "-- '

gan and co-workers' 2 suggested that the dominant role for cally scattered molecules and comparing this with the inci-
vibrational deactivation involves transfer of energy from vi- dent beam spatial and temporal distribution. This calcula- %
bration to high J rotational levels of v = 0. tion, in conjunction with data on scattering with other %

Another interesting result is the independence of angular incident translational energies, will enable us to make a de- ., ai.._

and velocity data on J for J,20.5. The effect of having rota- tailed comparison with recent calculations of Lucchese and
tionaldegreesoffreedom in beam scattering experiments has Tully" for the same system. Also, it will enable a compari-
recently been investigated by several groups. Angular and son with recent gas-surface vibrational relaxation expert- , ,,,a ,a. -a ,,
velocity distributions have been obtained for the scattering ments carried out with static gas samples and polycrystalline

of molecular beams of nitrogen from Ag)O01) and Pt(l 1 )5. surfaces' 4 where an overall deactivation probability could be '
Both groups compared their data to the scattering of Ar determined, but the detailed dy natics could not be investi-
under similar conditions. Janda et al.5 observed that the ni- gated.
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CO on Ni[100]: Stark effect and electroreflectance vibrational spectroscopy
David K. Lambert
Physics Department General Motors Research Laboratories, Warren, Michigan 48090-9055

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985)

Electroreflectance vibrational spectroscopy (EVS) has been used to study the stretch vibrational
mode of CO on Ni[ 100] at 300 K. The Stark tuning rate of terminally bonded CO is measured to be
1.3x 106 cm- '/(V/cm), acting to decrease frequency as the electric field out of the surface is -*

increased. The present measurement is in close agreement with the Stark tuning rates for CO on
Ni[100] and on Pt in an aqueous electrolyte. In addition to the Stark effect, another signal source
is observed that is tentatively identified with an electric-field-induced change in the angle some
CO molecules have with respect to the surface normal. Recent advances in the EVS measurement -- *** i..N
technique are also described. !1

I. INTRODUCTION EVS of molecules on a well-characterized surface allows one

Electroreflectance vibrational spectroscopy'" (EVSJ is an to infer the local electric field causing a frequency shift ob-

infrared technique in which derivative vibrational spectra of served with EMIRS or SERS and thus check models of the

adsorbed molecules are obtained by modulating their vibra- ecto-lcrlyeinterface.'
tional frequency with an electric field. In this paper an EVS Ultimately, it is hoped, EVS will find use as a routine sur-
study of CO on Ni[ 100] and a measurement of its Stark tun- face chemistry technique. It should be possible to use EVS toing rate are reported. study chemisorbed molecules on surfaces at atmosphericThe EVS optical source is a tunable diode laser. This is pressure and above. To be useful for such applications, how-

possible since EVS has zero background-if no reflectivity ever, the spectra of well characterized surfaces with known
change occurs with a change in electric field, then no signal is adsorbates must first be understood. The Ni[1001 surface

observed. The poor intensity reproducibility of diode lasers with CO is a system that has been extensively studied with
when tuned over the wide wavelength range necessary to infrared, electron energy loss spectroscopy (EELS), and oth-
study adsorbed molecules precludes their use with most in- er surface analysis techniques. Also, since infrared spectra offrudar red olectlesrclupy tei ue wih aost le CO on Ni[100] are available, a Stark tuning rate can be in-frared vibrational spectroscopy techniques where alarge e r df o EV m as e en .
background signal must be subtracted. Advantages of using ferred from EVS measurements.:
diode lasers include low fluctuation of light output (AI/I as
low as 2X 10 ' Hz 1/2 has been observed' at a 100-kHz I EXPERIMENT ,*,r

modulation frequency), the output power can be focused to a The EVS spectra reported here were obtained using a mea- , -""
diffraction-limited spot, and frequency resolution can be as surement system described' previously. Some modifications .,r_ ,-'\t
good as 10 ' cm '. In the present experiment the diode have been made to increase the accuracy and reduce the time
laser is tuned by changing the heat sink temperature and the required to take measurements. A computer interfaced wave
current through the laser in steps so that measurements oc- meter has been integrated into the optical system, which is
cur at fixed wavelengths. In this way spectra are obtained used to verify single-frequency laser operation and to mea-
covering several hundred cm ' with the lasing frequency at sure lasing frequency to + 10 2 cm - with a 0.8 s repeti-
each point determined to a precision of 10 cm ' with a tion rate. The laser heat sink temperature has been brought
wavemeter. The actual resolution is determined by the spac- under computer control by using a voltage calibrator to con-
ing of points at which there are measurements. trol the set point of an appropriate temperature controller.

In addition to vibrational spectroscopy applications, EVS Also a quartz fixture has been added to the 9.5-mm-diam
also provides a unique way to study the interaction between spherical counter electrode used to apply the electric field to
an applied electric field and molecules at surfaces. Large, the sample surface. The quartz fixture acts as a three-point *
local static electric fields, on the order of 10' V/cm, are support to maintain a 0.37 mm sample-to-electrode distance.
present at surfaces. Changes in the local static electric field The Ni[100] crystal was mounted on a manipulator in a
caused by adding coadsorbates can cause significant shifts in UHV system with 5 X 10 "' Torr base pressure. Cycles of -.-

vibrational frequencies of adsorbed molecules.4 The vibra- ion bombardment, oxygen dosing, and heating to 800"C "'"C-.
tional Stark effect has also been observed for molecules ad- were used to prepare a clean surface as measured in situ by an
sorbed at an electrode-electrolyte interface, both by electro- Auger spectrometer. As a final cleaning step the surface was .. . .
chemical modulation infrared spectroscopy (EMIRS) and dosed with 1 L of CO at 300 K, heated to 400 °C for 5 min,
by surface-enhanced Raman spectroscopy" ISERS). Here and allowed to slowly cool back to 300 K. After cooling, 2
the large local electric field in the Helmholtz layer has been keV normal incidence Auger showed only sulfur (S) as an
observed to cause the vibrational frequency to change tens of impurity above the noise. The ratio of the derivative 152 eV S """
cm as the potential between the electrode and electrolyte peak to the 848 eV Ni peak was 0.05. On the basis of the
is varied, although in most cases spectral changes are domi- relative cross sections'' ofS and Ni at 3 keV, the fraction of S e
nated by changes in the quantity of various adsorbed specie% in the sampling volume is estimated to be 2%. It should be
with potential. Measurement of the Stark tuning rate with noted that since thermal desorption spectrai of CO on
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Ni[100] show desorption peaking at 430 *C, some CO prob- tion of the detected infrared signal is also necessary because
ably remained on the surface after heating, even though it the CaF, window index of refraction varies with wave-
was not detected with Auger spectroscopy. Also, about I h length.
elapsed between the time the sample was heated and the time
spectra began to be taken, so some CO adsorption would be
expected from residual gas in the UHV system. III. DISCUSSION

The EVS spectra in Fig. I were obtained by first stepping Vibrational spectra of CO on Ni[100] for 1800 to 2100
the laser through a predetermined set of operating condi- cm ' have previously been obtained with both EELS' "' ,, ..

tions (some of which result in no laser output, so offsets in the and infrared spectroscopy. " 24 All studies at temperatures ..o_-- ",
detection electronics can be subtracted) while 2.4 X 103 V.m. near 300 K find a peak at about 2050 cm ' due to the CO '% , -
at 100 kHz was applied between the counterelectrode and stretch mode of terminally bonded CO, the frequency of -
the Ni crystal. After each step in laser operating condition which increases with coverage. Some studies also find evi-
there was a wait of 250 ms followed by a 750 ms integration dence for infrared absorption in the 1800-2000 cm ' region
of the signal from the infrared detector synchronous with the that is attributed to bridge bonded CO not oriented along the
100 kHz modulation frequency. Next, the Ni surface was surface normal.' 7

,11.
24 Structure in this frequency range has

dosed with 10 L of CO by opening a leak valve to the UHV been observed to be strongly dependent on exactly how the
system. The sample was not moved during dosing. The laser surface is prepared. 17.24 In one case24 when the surface was
was again stepped through the predetermined set of operat- prepared so no infrared absorption was observed in this fre-
ing conditions while measuring the signal synchronous with quency range, the integrated absorption of the terminally
the modulation as before. The high voltage ac was then bonded CO stretch peak was observed to increase by a factor
turned off and a mechanical light chopper turned on. Again of 4.9 relative to the same coverage when the structure is -

the laser was stepped through the predetermined set of oper- observed. Photoemission experiments, however, have been -'.. .

ating conditions while measuring signal synchronous with interpreted to indicate that CO on Ni[ 100] adsorbs along the
the chopper. By using a 30-ms-lockin time constant and digi- surface normal,"5 2 except at low temperatures with coad-
tizing the output more rapidly during each integration, we sorbates present.29
were able to also determine the standard deviation of mea- In the EVS spectra in Fig. 1(b) of Ni[ 100] dosed with 10 L "
surements at each laser frequency. To compute the rms in- of CO, the derivative of an absorption peak at 2033 cm ' is
tensity modulation 1 at the detector divided by the intensi- clearly observed. For the undosed surface there is evidence ."

ty I at the detector, offsets determined by measurement with for a much weaker peak at about 2010cm '.The EVS spec-
laser off are subtracted, and the two sets of measurements tra of Figs. l(a) and 1(b) were integrated with respect to opti-
are ratioed (and multiplied by the appropriate factor). The cal frequency and a linear function between the first and last
quantity AI/I with + lr error bars is plotted in Fig. 1 for point subtracted from each to give the results plotted in Fig. '. . vi

both the undosed and dosed surface. Points with error bars 1(c). For the undosed and dosed surfaces the linear function
greater than a fixed value are not plotted. corresponds to a AI/I offset of - 2.92X i0 - and,.- ' '

For synchronous detection at the electric field modulation 7.70 > 10 -6, respectively. If the EVS spectra were propor-
frequency the lockin amplifier phase was set so that the ac tional to the derivative of infrared absorption as previous
potential of the counterelectrode relative to the Ni surface, theory has indicated, then no such offsets would be observed
when passed through the detector bias network to mimic the unless there were a large compensating EVS signal out of the
detector output. gives an in-phase, negative signal. An in- spectral range observed. The existence of such large compen-
crease in optical power incident on the detector causes a sating EVS signal is unlikely. The offset does not arise from
negative voltage change to appear across the bias network. an instrumental problem unrelated to light modulation by
Hence an increase in electric field directed out of the Ni the sample since, if the sample is bypassed optically, zero-, .

surface corresponds to positive 4l/I. In arriving at this re- EVS signal is found. In a previous study2 of CO on Ni[ 110]
suit the assumption is made that detector output voltage has the A1/I offset was only 5 x 10 ' and the integrated spec-
the same phase relationship at 100 kHz as at dc. In support trum was clearly proportional to the derivative of infrared
of this assumption, the amplitude response has been verified absorption. One possible source of the offset is mechanical
to be flat to within 5% for frequencies to 100 kHz and the vibrations transmitted through the quartz fixture separating
detector has negligible reactive impedance at 100 kHz. the sample and counter electrode, which was not present in

The optical system used to focus light from the tunable the earlier study. This is also unlikely, since there is a large .. o .
diode laseronto the Ni[100] surface at 86 angle of incidence increase in the offset with CO adsorption. A more probable .
used only reflective elements, except for a CaF, window explanation is that it is related to the previously observed
through which light centers the UHV system. A 2.5-cm- infrared absorption in the 1800-2000 cm ' range with CO
diam off-axis parabola with 63.5-cm focal length focuses on Ni[100]. If this absorption is due to CO bonded at an
light on the surface. As part of the alignment, a plane mirror angle with respect to the surface normal, a change in applied
after the final off-axis parabola is used to place the focal field could change the angle and thereby modulate both the 5'
point outside the UHV system. There the intensity on a infrared absorption by the CO and the amount of infrared
50 -, 501m detector is maximized to obtain a nearly diffrac- transmitted through the surface to be absorbed in the Ni
tion limited spot size. Alignment of the focal point on the substrate. - ,
sample includes the use ofa He-Ne tracer beam. Maximiza- Regardless of the source of the offset. the area under the
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1482 David K. Lambert: CO on Niq 100]: Stark effect 1482 NONE-

terminally bonded peak in the integrated EVS spectra may IV. SUMMARY %'

still be used to determine the Stark tuning rate of molecules We have measured the Stark tuning rate of terminally %
that give rise to the peak by comparison with the area under We hv measured the Stark tn raeo/emially
the corresponding infrared absorption peak. In a previous bc '/(V/cm,.with
investigation Fedyk and Dignam observed the termin- a sign that results in a decrease in frequency as the electric

ally bonded peak for Ni[100] dosed with 10 L of CO at 80' field out of the surface is increased. The present measure- - -

ment is in close agreement with a previous measurement of
angle of incidence. The area under the absorption peak they the Stark tuning rate of CO on NilO00 and with the Stark
observed is 1.4 x 10 ' cm '. At the angle of incidence used .........obsteresent exper t 1, c theaneawoundenxceed tuning rate of CO on Pt as seen with EMIRS. The electrore-
inflectance signal is found to result only partly from the vibra-
increase.. by a factor of 1.74. Integrating the area under the ec eiasu t sl yplfm eb
peak in the integrated EVS spectrum for the dosed surface in tional Stark effect. There is some evidence that part of the

CO molecules are tilted with respect to the surface normal.
i. 10 2 cm 2 r s ec o Electric-field-induced change in the tilt angle is suggested as2.0× X02c is found. Hence the rms frequency modu- "",-."

lation of the molecules giving rise to the peak is 8.2 X 10 2 an explanation for the additional electroreflectance signal.

cm '. The rms electric field, averaged over the surface
weighted by incident intensity, is 6.3 X 10' V/cm. Hence the
measured Stark tuning rate is 1.3 X 10 ' cm '/V/cm). ACKNOWLEDGMENTS '
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Excitation and ionization at surfaces: CO on metals
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We discuss the energetics, electronic structure, and stability of neutral excited and ionic states of
adsorbates on metals using CO as a prototype. By ab initio cluster calculations we show that two
types of negative ion states, bonding and antibonding, exist. We then show that the valence 4cr,
5(7-2r* excitations of chemisorbed CO are essentially unshifted from their free CO positions,
while a charge-transfer excitation appears at - 5-7 eV. lntra-adsorbate polarization effects are

- shown to be responsible for the spectral shifts of the corresponding core (CIs, Ols-)27r*)
excitations. The relation between screened positive ion states and neutral excited states is
discussed. Finally, the connection between the above spectroscopic results and photon- or
electron-stimulated desorption is examined.

I INTRODUCTION why previous assignments of these excitations are unsatis-

There is a growing interest in understanding the microscopic factory. The importance of many-particle interactions in the

mechanisms by which photon or energetic particle (electron, description of excited states is demonstrated by cluster cal-

loui-beams interact with solid surfaces and adsorbate layers. culations on the core excitations of CO/Cu(100), and by

This interest is a result primarily of the increasing use of comparison with experiments on CO/Ni( I 1].' Finally, the

material-modification technologies based on such interac- positive ion states ofchemisorbed CO are considered and the

tions, but there is also significant basic scientific interest on relation between charge-transfer-screened positive ion states

this subject.' The first step in the energy deposition by ener- and neutral excited states is explored. The behavior of the

getic photon or electron beams involves neutral excitations neutral excited and ionized states in photon- and electron-

or ionizations. Therefore, to understand the beam-surface stimulated desorption is discussed.

interaction we need to understand first the nature and ener-
get ics of the quantum states of the clean surface or adsorbate II. COMPUTATIONAL AND EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS
layer. Due to the limited space, we will only provide some essen-

Here, we v.ill concentrate on adsorbate layers, carbon tial information regarding the computations and experi-
monoxide chemisorbed on metals, in particular. CO has long e B y lc n ldac s v€ ~~~~merit. Briefly, self-consistent field JSCF) calculations have .''.'.-,
been a prototype system in chemisorption studies and there been performed on a series of Cu clusters: CuCO, Cu, , .
is a fairly good understanding of the nature of the chemisorp- (1, 4)CO, Cu,,(5, 4)CO, and Cu d9 , 41CO to model the on-top
ion bond in the ground state. CO binds with the C end, and binding site of CO on Cu) 100). The SCF orbitals were ex

the Co axis is perpendicular to the surface. The bonding of panded in a set of contracted Gaussian-type orbital wCGTO) 

c) on transition metals is a result of two interactions: (a) a basis functions. For C arid 0, the 9s, 5p primitive set was
charge donation from the 51r orbital Jessentially a long pair contracted to 4s, 3p CGTO's. All the electrons of the Cu
on the C atom) of CO to metal, and (b) a charge backdonation atom directly bonded to CO were included in the calculation
from the metal to the antibonding 2r* orbital of CO.- The in the form ofa 14s, I lp, 6d primitive set contracted to 8s, 6p,
latter interaction provides the larger contribution to bond- 4d. The electrons of the other environmental Cu atoms were
ing. 'The bonding and energy of the excited and ionic states treated with a pseudopotential and only one electron per
of chemisorbed CO are more poorly understood. Several atom the 4st was explicitly included.' More detailed discu
studies of the neutral excited states using electron energy loss sions on the core excited and negative ion states will be pub-
spectroscopy (EELS) have been reported over the years4 but lished elsewhere." ' The EELS techniques used to obtain the
there is significant disagreement regarding their assignment.

~Ih bodin ofthenegtiv io sttesof hemisobedCO ~. spectra of solid and chemnisorbed CO shown in Fig. 2 areThe bonding of the negative ion states of cherisorbed CO is completely analogous to those described in Rf. 10."''""

largely unknown and only a few experimental inverse photo-
emission IIPEt studies have been reported.' "VR L ES D G EI

We will first consider the results of cluster calculations on
the bonding and energetics of the negative ion states of CO/ Most discussions of the virtual lev els of cheinisorbed CO
Cu) IOOi, and use these results to interpret the IPE studies. are based on a single particle model in which the 2,-r* level of' ." -

We will then consider experimental and theoretical results free CO is allowed to inteiact with the occupied dband of the
on the valence excitations of CO on Cu. and Ni, and show metal to give a lillcd. mictal-likc bonding orbolal. and an cillp-
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tv. COl2rr)-like, antibonding orbital. On the basis of this orbital plot of the bonding level for Cu, C) which shows ".

simple local interaction scheme it has been suggested that clearly its 27r* character. Although it can be seen that this
the 2-,,*-like virtual level of chemisorbed CO will be pushed level has both bonding and antibonding regions, the w~erall ""'.-

to a higher energy than the 2-r* level of free CO. and there- Cu-C overlap population is bonding. There is a significant
fore the electron affinity of chemisorbed CO is even more metal contribution to this level which ranges (gross popula-

negative than that of free CO. The same assumption is made tions) from - 16% in CuCO to - 38% in Cu, CO The
in single particle descriptions of the valence excitations of metal contribution is primarily valence 4p and 4s (see Fig. II '.

chemisorbed CO, and as a result strong blue shifts of these with only a small 3d contribution. The higher-lying anti-
excitations, with respect to their free CO counterparts, have bonding level, on the other hand, is predominantly 170%-
been proposed.' The scheme has been criticized on the basis 90%) metal. These conclusions are expressed by the orbital
that it neglects the involvement of the metal sp. conduction correlation diagram shown at the bottom of Fig. 1. Occupa- - %

band electrons both filled and unfilled, in the interaction and tion of the bonding level gives rise to a strongly bound nega-
hybridization with the CO 2-,,* level.'' For the ground state, tive ion state with respect to the separated metal + CO
cluster studies'2 of CO on Cu give evidence that both the system. Thus, for example, we find that while CuCO is un-
metal d. and 4 sp take part in the back donation to CO 21-*, bound at the SCF level,' 2 the CuCO (27*) is bound by al-
the major interunit charge transfer bonding effect. In the most 2 eV. This strong bonding is the result of two factors: (a)
negative ion states formed by inverse photoemission pro- a CO (2r7n)--metal (4p ) charge donation, the reverse of
cesses, strong CO 21-* hydridi7ation with 4p, metal states is metal [3d .CO(2r*) "backdonation" which is important
expected because of the large unoccupied conduction band for the bonding of neutral CO. and (b) the electrostatic polar-
density of states in the vicinity of the CO 2rr* level. To obtain ization of the metal by the CO . This electrostatic polariza- ",
a qualitative understanding of the importance of the various tion can be viewed as the metal forming positive image ..

interactions, on the energies of the negative ion states of che- charge due to the presence of a largely anionic CO. We find --.
misorbed CO, we have performed SCF calculations on that in the negative ion the normal d,, sp, 2* donation is
Cu, CO clusters with x -1. 5, 9 and 13. reduced by the negative charge on the CO.

In all clusters, we find that there are two kinds of virtual The qualitative result of the strong interaction of the
orhitals with significant amounts of CO (2rr*) character, not CO(27r*) with the metal p, levels giving bonding and anti-
just one as predicted by the d- - 2r-* interaction scheme. bonding levels is directly transferable to the real CO/metal
These are relativelv closely spaced levels with those at lower system. However, with respect to the energetics of the nega-
energy being metal-CO (2 ,-*1 bonding and those at higher en- tive ion states, we can only define trends since the clusters are
ergy anti-bonding. As an example in Fig. I (top) we show an too small to adequately represent the metallic conduction

band. In addition, it is known that an explicit account of
correlation effects is needed for the accurate calculation of
electron affinities. The J SCF values of the electronegativi-

-z(- ties for electron capture at the 2-,* bonding level vary from
0.2 eV )CuCO) to + 0.2 eV (Cu1 ,CO). Thus, we see that

7 ,-" ' , the electron affinity of coordinated CO is higher than that of

S. "free CO, and in the case of Cu, CO where the cluster is
large enough so that it begins to give some representation of
the Cu(1001 conduction band, it becomes positive ( + 0.2
eV). We also find that the separation between the two lowest
electronegativity values decreases with increasing cluster
size, from 2 eV (CuCO to 1.2 eV (Cu, CO).

There have been two inverse photoemission studies of CO
MMco o on Cu surfaces. In the first case, a disordered CO layer on

AN, ,,Cull 101 was investigated and a broad asymmetric resonance
was observed peaked at - 1 eV below E_,, ." A more re-.'...

P" 1 27 cent study involves an ordered CO/Cu(1001 system." Our

" cluster simulations are most appropriate in this case where
CO is bound in an on-top site of Cu10) surface. In this

4Er study. '' two peak,, separated by - 1 eV for normal incidence .

;, I elect rons and centered at - 1. 1 eV below E,,, were resolved.
dF Experiments' have eliminated occupation of different sites P ,

. . or lateral interact ions as the cause of t he splitting. The calcu-
I'ations, described ahoxc strongly suggest that the observed

|1,. 1 tip (irb~hut ,ciihiur phlt ,flh..' h... " i,'r -h., lii (A), t-, peak,, i the inversc photoemission spectrum of CO/

i h hi, I c',ui t pi fi'( 1 )i ..... I I, ( v i X repr....t electron capture in a bonding and anti-

'ik U- '(; 4p I11mmor shmh , nil., III i tt-Pro"-ii i.Ih> I 'I uiiel c.r, ei\ lv
(") 2-" inter.i, tin I irvc .. ,rurrhir , i i u, in )\14 li0l7tl JILHM d ,titles t'" the elect ron atfinily are expected
,, n. in i)nd r ill ,,,liUii, hmwn ,l l h-i ti bh\ ).i , . ;l.l'. -Itwh oluer ,le is too small to give an
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adequate description of the metallic conduction band or to 1 1 ( f
45ar)-' l Iir 4 5r'2*I)valencetransitions, re-

provide the full polarization, image charge, stabilization of spectively. " The spectrum of gaseous CO above - 1 eV

.he negative ion. On the other hand, the splitting between the shows a series of highly structured transitions to Rydberg
bonding and antibonding states is more sensitive to local states.'" All these Rydberg transitions are strongly per- ' -
bonding interactions and already in Cu,3CO the splitting is turbed and broadened in the solid, giving rise to a weak band " 'P-

essentially that of CO/Cu100). at 1 11.2 eV and an onset-like absorption starting at - 13
eV. The broad peak at - 13.8 eV in the spectrum of the solid -

IV. NEUTRAL AND CHARGE-TRANSFER is most likely due to the 'E -. 'I(...4a' l 45or21r* ') valence
ELECTRONIC EXCITATIONS excitation which is placed at - 13.3 eV in the gas phase." , .

Next, we consider the subject of neutral valence (4o, Finally, the 5o ionization of gaseous CO has a vertical

5o,--21*) and core (Cls, Ols--2n*) electronic excitations. IP- 14 eV.

The assignment of the electronic excitations of chemisorbed The spectra of chemisorbed CO look remarkably similar

CO and of other adsorbates has been the subject of consider- to those of solid CO. In both CO/Cu and CO/Ni, two broad ... .

able debate. Unlike the spectra of free molecules, the elec- bands only slightly shifted from the positions of the ' -'

tronic spectra of adsorbates are broad and featureless, pro- --- ' (5o ,', 21r*') excitations of the solid are observed. "' At

viding few clues regarding their origin. In Fig. 2, we show higher energies (13-14 eV) another broad excitation is again *....."

high-resolution low-energy EELS spectra of solid CO, weak- observed (weak in the case of CO/Cu). The similarity

lychemisorbed (AH- 0.6eV 4 ) COon Cu, and strongly che- between the spectra of solid and chemisorbed CO raises the W
misorbed (AH- 1.3 eV' 4 ) CO on Ni. The two structured possibility of a common origin of the respective excitations.

bands at -6 and 8.5 eV in solid CO are due to the In most spectral studies, however, the energetic similarity of ."..,

the excitations of free and chemisorbed CO has been consid- ..

ered to be purely coincidental.' The excitation process in .

chemisorbed CO has been viewed in terms of one-electron C "
level models and the excitation e,!_'rgy often taken to be

E 8 --- 7eV SOLID CO equal to the difference in orbital energies of the upper and
T 15 Ke.e

lower orbitals involved in the transition. Thus, based on the
-3 eV stabilization of the 5o, level upon chemisorption sug-
gested by valence photoemission 4 and blue shift on the 21r*
level upon chemisorption predicted by the d, 21r* interac-
tion model (see previous discussion on negative ions), the
intra-adsorbate 5o,-21r* excitation was placed at 13-14 eV, -
i.e., in the region of the third absorption band of chemis- , . '

E
9

! I9eV CON i (00) orbed CO (Fig. 2). The two low energy bands in most studies .-
EB-19eV CO/Ni(T1300K) were considered to be due to d,-2n* and d, -21r* charge

transfer transitions.4 However, this assignment neglects the
possibility of large shifts in the 2r* orbital energy because of
hybridization and interaction with the metal, primarily con-

duction a and 7r levels. From the discussion of the negative . ',;.
ion states, we have shown that this hybridization is reasona- .4

-bly large. A very crude measure ofhe changes in the transi- p.

ZW tion energies can be made by examining the changes in the

-CLEAN Ni(lOOI occupied 5or and virtual 2r orbital energies, E,'s, betweenZfree CO and the linear CuCO cluster. There is, as noted pre-

viously," a large shift of Es,, to a more negative value by

gl CO/Cu J I t -3.6 eV. However, the lowest n- virtual orbital of CuCOE 1I7eV CO/Cu .. ' ...

T 15K with substantial CO 2r* character has a large (45%) mixture
ofCu 4p,,; theE of this orbital is 2.6 eV smaller than E * of
free CO. The consequence is that E,, - E,,, is smaller by
only I eV for free CO than for CuCO. Analogously.
E,, - E 4 ,, has similar values for CuCO and CO: the CuCO
value is actually smaller, red shifted, than that for CO by 1

CLEANCu eV. The estimate of a transition energy by an orbital energy
difference neglects many important factors and it should not
be used quantitatively. It does, however, provide strong evi-

2 4 6 8 10 12 14 16 dence that a large blue shift of the valence 5o and 4o-.2,r-* - ..

ELECTRON ENERGY LOSS (eV) excitations upon adsorption should not be expected. The in-

FiG. 2. Electron energy loss spectra of (a) solid CO at 15 K (topl. Ib) mono- adequacies of previously proposed assignments of the elec-
layer CO on Ni) 100) at 300 K (middlel, and Icl monolayer COon Cu at 15 K tronic excitations of chemisorbed CO become even more ap-
fbottom). parent when one attempts to describe the excitations not at
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the single particle level but more correctly, at the state level. 0os-2w * Cls-2 .w - F

In this case, a Born-Haber cycle shows that the excitation -. ,Cu C 0 2.. CU C 01 ,. -
energy of the chemisorbed adsorbate is given by the sum of %
the gas phase excitation energy, plus the difference of the je.
adsorbate-substrate interaction (adsorption) energy in the
ground and excited states of the adsorbate. If the 5r 2rr*
excitation of chemisorbed CO is placed at 13-14 eV, then .
this excitation will be 4-5 eV repulsive at the Franck-Con-
don geometry. Thus, in a photon-stimulated desorption ,
(PSD) or electron-stimulated desorption (ESD) experiment, ,
emission of very fast neutral CO should be observed at an
energy threshold c 13-14 eV. While an increase in CO emis- -
sion is observed at - 15 eV (see discussion on positive ions). a fill i-l
threshold or peak for neutral CO emission has been observed
at lower energies, at - 10eV for CO/Ru(001)' and at - 9eV
for CO/W(I 10). " Very recent measurements of the kinetic - ", .
energy distribution of CO desorbed from Ru(00 1) have yield-
ed most probable Ek,, <0.4 eV. " Thus, the above experi- ", W
mental results and theoretical expectations do not support the
assignment of the 13-14 eV bands as 5---.2nr* excitations. FIG. 3. Orbitalcontourplotsofthebonding primarilyd,)andantibondingasigmetofth 1-4 Vbnd a 5-ir* xcttins primarily 2er* 21r levels of the Ols-27T* and C Is-2r'* core-excited states ,. - .
We also argued above that the 4ao,.2rr* excited state will pmrli7)lelsthl.2adls2zcr-ctdtteofCuCO. There are two important points to be noted. (a) In the Ols--2r*
have an excitation energy not too different from that of state, the 2er amplitude is highest on the C atom, which leads to stronger
ground state CO. Thus, the 13-14 eV band in the spectra of coupling to the metal. In the Cis-2r* state, the amplitude is more evenly

chemisorbed CO (Fig. 2) is likely to have contributions from distributed among the C and 0 atoms. (b) The presence of the core hole
both the 4o,-.277* neutral and 5o2-.5' + e ionization tran- increases the binding energy of the 21r* level which nw-M interacts more
sitions. strongly with the 3d levels (contrast with the negative ioni state in Fig. 1).

Let us now consider possible charge-transfer excitations
for chemisorbed CO. Recent Penning and inverse photo- excitations at surfaces, and to provide a more critical com-
emission spectroscopy results allow us to predict the energy parison of excitation and inverse photoemission spectrosco- .
of such excitations. Thus, Penning studies of CO/Ni( 111) 2 °  pies, we now will focus on the C Is and Ols-*2 ir* core excita-
show a level with a binding energy of - 2 eV below EF. This tions of chemisorbed CO. The nonbonding character of the ..r -
level was assigned as due to a partially filled 21r* orbital- o core orbitals simplifies the picture and allows for a clearer
and our calculations suggest emission from a predominantly understanding of the physics involved.
sp, bonding orbital. The electron affinity of CO/Ni! 111) was In a recent high resolution synchrotron study of the core . .
measured to be about + 3 eV.5" Therefore, a sp,--.21r* excitations of CO/Ni(l1l),' it was found that the Ols---21r*, .
charge-transfer excitation in CO/Ni(I 11) should have an ex- and C ls---2r* excitations are correspondingly red shifted
citation energy of - 5 eV. The charge-transfer excitation has and blue shifted (if the first moment of the asymmetric band
a transition dipole normal to the surface and thus it should is used) with respect to the corresponding excitations of free
be unscreened and dipole allowed. The 5-7 eV band in the CO. These shifts imply that the 0 Is-2r* excited state CO is
EEL spectrum ofCO/Ni( 100) in Fig. 2 should contain such a more strongly bound to the surface than ground state CO, " .
charge-transfer excitation. while CO in the C ls--2ir* state is more weakly bound. Since

Excitation of a sp,/d, (bonding)--21r* (antibonding) the core states are not directly involved in bonding, the ob-
charge transfer state is expected to lead to neutral CO de- served changes reflect the renormalization of the energy lev-
sorption (the CO autoionization lifetime is < 10 t"s). A 4- els resulting from the creation of the core hole. .
5 eV threshold for CO desorption has indeed been reported Our SCF calculations on the core excitations of CuCO
in ESD studies of CO/W.2 ' We should note, however, that provide a clear physical picture. ' In Figure 3, we show the
there is an ambiguity in the interpretation of ESD experi- calculated potential energy curves and excitation energies.
ments. This ambiguity results from the unknown final state Both excited states are bound and the order of interaction
of the exciting electron. If the final state of 5-eV electron is (adsorption) energies is E,,, (O Is, 21r*) > E,,, (ground state) -. -.

the vacuum level then only the charge-transfer state can be > E., (C Is, 2rr*), in agreement with the synchrontron re-.- a"

excited. If, however, the electron ends up at the Fermi level suits. '" In Fig. 4, we show orbital contours of the 2n-* levels
of the metal, then the transferred energy is 5 eV plus the populated by the excited electron in the two core excited "
metal work function ( 5 eV), i.e., 10eV, so that the higher states. There are two important points to observe: (a) the
energy side of the intra-adsorbate 5a-*2rr* state is excited. relative amplitude of the 2nr* orbital on the C and 0 atoms is
The appearance of a threshold at - 5 eV and of a broad peak different in the two excited states, and (b) the metal contribu-
at - 9 eV in the ESD spectra of CO/W(1 10) 1 suggests that tion to the hybridized 2r* orbital is different in the core- ,a," -
perhaps both excitations can lead to CO desorption. excited states and in the negative ion state (see Fig. 1). The ,

To obtain a better idea of the many electron effects which explanation of the first observation is quite simple. In free '
need to be considered for the understanding of electronic CO, the 2r* orbital is distributed - 75% on C and - 25%
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.... - expect AEs, to decrease upon chemisorption.8 (Note that no " "
288.8 5340 1-- change in AE., was observed upon phystsorption).- In fact, %286 -- 38 - the measurement of AE, could possibly be used as a yard-
2886 Cev os-.2w o56ev stick for the measurement of the extent ofdelocalization due

284 ___o -2r 53 to chemisorption. In free CO (Fig. 2), A,., -2 eV and,
288.2 533.4
2880 53.2 - -- therefore, the - 6 eV peak in the spectrum of CO/Cu, a weak

, chemisorption case, most probably contains the i(5r--.2rr*)
S0.4 GROUND - - 0.4 GROUND ' transition.'" However, CO is not the best system to use to

STATE 02= STATE De study the triplet excitations since the expected excitation en-
02 -'-.2-e-V-- 2 - \ ... 2__e.t ergies to the charge-transfer and triplet neutral states are

similar.
I I I I_____ _____

1.8 20 22 24 V8 20 22 24

R(C.-C)I V. POSITIVE IONS
FiG. 4. Potential energy curvesfor theground, and ClsandOls-2n-* core- We close our discussion by considering very briefly the
excited states of CuzCO. The order of interaction (M-CO* dissociation) interaction of CO' ions with metal surfaces. A Born-Haber .' -.'-"
energies is D,(Ols, 21r*) > DG.S) > D,(Cis, 2r*). cycle shows that the energy, E, * , required to desorb an ion

from the surface is given by E,' = IP(g) - IP(s) + E 1 . In-
general, for core- and valence-hole (4or, 1I-) ions, IPg)

on 0; the creation of a O ls hole polarizes the electronic sys- > IP(s); therefore, these ions are bound. Existing experimen-
tem so that the 1 r orbital becomes heavily localized on the 0 tal data suggest that 5a-hole ions are unbound. In ESD ex-
end of the molecule. Thus, the orthogonal 2r* orbital must periments, desorption thresholds for CO+ are observed at .. " .

be localized on the C end. This polarization results in in- 15 eV. 23 The desorption of CO must be due to transitions ..

creased d. -- 27r* donation due to the increased d. -n-r* over- from the Franck-Condon region of the ground state to the
lap (see Fig. 4). Thus, the Ols-,2r* state is more strongly repulsive 5o, valence-hole state. Neutral CO emission is also
bound than the ground state. The opposite is true for the enhanced at the same threshold, but more likely this is sim-
Cls-2-2r* state. The creation of the CIs hole leads to nearly ply due to the partial neutralization of the desorbing CO'.
equal effective nuclear charges seen by the valence electrons. The reduction of the ionization potential in the adsorbed
Thus, both I r and 2r* are fairly evenly distributed between phase is the result of efficient screening of the positive "-,"
C and 0, and the interaction energy is reduced. charge. In the case of CO, the screening mechanism is be-

The second point can be accounted for by considering the lieved to involve charge transfer from the metal to the 21r*
energetics of the 2r* level. In the negative ion, the affinity orbital of the ion. 4 Thus, the screened ionic state should be
level is at 3-4 eV above E, and involves a strong mixture of very similar to a neutral excited state. Our calculations' on
27r* and the unoccupied metallic 4p levels. In the core-excit- the screened core hole and neutral excited states find no sig-
ed state, the electron-hole interaction pulls the 2r* level nificant differences between the two electronic structures.
down and localizes it on the CO unit; it is now below E. and Thus, we expect that the binding energy of a level measured
the 3d - 21r* interaction is increased. Thus, d,-s21r* charge by photoemission and referenced to the Fermi level of the
donation provides the main bonding interation in the excited substrate should be approximately equal to the transition
(and ground state) molecule, while 2r*--p, donation is the energy to the corresponding neutral excited state. This be- %
dominant interaction in the negative ion. It is worth -.-peating havior is confirmed by the experimental data on CO on
again that not only the energy and but also the electronic Ni(10) 2 and Ni(l 11 ).6 The screening of valence-ion states
distribution in the 2n* level depends critically on the state of has also been suggested to proceed via charge transfer to the
the molecule. 2nr* level.24 The 5o, binding energies (with respect to E,) for

Up to this point, we have concentrated on spin allowed CO on transition metals are in the range 8-9 eV. ' Our as- .-.

singlet-singlet excitations. Optically forbidden singlet-tri- signment of the 8-9 eV EELS band to the 5o,--2r* neutral " " "
plet surface excitations, however, can be detected readily by excitation is in harmony with the charge-transfer screening .. '.'-"

low energy electron scattering techniques1
0.

22 ; see for exam- model.
pie the '(5or--2r*) excitation of solid CO in Fig. 2. The ex- In conclusion, we believe that we have provided a self-
change scattering cross section peaks for incident electron consistent picture of the electronic structure of chemisorbed
energies (E,) near the excitation threshold, and decreases fast CO in its excited and ionic states which is in agreement with %''
as E, is farther increased. Thus, spectra obtained as high E, the results of photoemission, inverse photoemission, excita- % -

would only reveal allowed excitations. The energy separa- tion, and desorption spectroscopies. ,,
tion (AE,.,) between singlet and -triplet states arising from the 4 ,

same orbital configuration is due to the interaction of elec-
trons with the same spin. At the SCF level, AE, is given by
2K (d4,, d,), where K is the exchange integral for an electron
in orbital i and the other inj. Thus, the singlet-triplet split- 'See other articles in these proceedings and also T. J. Chuang, Surf. Sci.

Rep 3, I (1983)z and Desorption Induced by Electronic Transitions, edited -.
ting is larger, the larger the spatial overlap of (6, and 6. by N. H. Tolk, M. M. Traum, J. C. Tully, and T. E. Madey. SpringerSerie"
Upon chemisorption, the mixing of adsorbate and substrate in Chemical Phv~scs iSpringer. Berlin. 19831. * "

states delocalizes the free molecule orbitals. As a result, we :See for example, the Nature ofthe Surfice Chemical Bond, edited y . N.
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Laser investigation of the dynamics of molecule-surface interaction:
Rotational and translational energy of scattered molecules

J. Haiger and H. Walther
Max-Planck-Jnstitut fir Quantenoptik and Sektion Physik der Universitdt Munchen, D-8046 Garching,
Federal Republic of Germany -

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 28 May 1985)

Combining molecule surface scattering with state-selective laser-induced fluorescence and laser
resonance ionization the internal energy distributions and state- and angular-resolved velocity
distributions of surface-scattered NO molecules have been measured. In the experiments a
supersonic NO beam was scattered from graphite and platinum surfaces. The parameters being
varied were surface temperature and average velocity of the incoming molecular beam. The NO/ 0

Pt system shows a trapping/desorption behavior for all surface temperatures and a full rotational ;.. .' %.
accommodation at low and only incomplete rotational accommodation at high temperatures. In
the case of the weakly inelastic scattering of NO/graphite a similar behavior of the rotational
energy of the scattered molecules was observed. The angle- and state-resolved velocity
distributions show at low surface temperatures the coexistence of a quasispecular and an isotropic
part. The diffusively scattered NO molecules gain rotational energy, but transfer much more -

translational energy to the surface, so that the energy balance is considerably negative. For the %
specularly scattered molecules energy loss and gain are balanced at low surface temperatures.. .-.. *

With increasing temperatures the scattered molecules may gain translational energy, but the ..- .'
rotational energy stays constant, resulting under certain conditions in an energy transfer from the
surface to the scattered molecules.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL

The scattering of molecular beams from well-characterized An ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) chamber with a pulsed or
solid state surfaces has long been recognized as an important optionally continuous molecular beam was developed for
method to investigate the dynamics of the molecule-surface measuring the angular, rotational, and velocity distributions
interaction.' Most information has been obtained from an- of surface-scattered NO molecules. The molecular beam is ' '
gular and velocity distribution measurements, giving a com- generated by a nozzle-skimmer device within a three-stage
plete insight into the dynamics as long as only atoms are differentially pumped system. The beam can be seeded with
involved in the scattering process. For molecules, however, different rare gases to change the translational energy of the
additional knowledge of the change of the internal energy molecules. The molecules that enter the UHV chamber -. -
distribution is necessary. It has been demonstrated recently through a 1.5-mm aperture are scattered from the solid sur- ,' "
that this latter information can be obtained using the tech- face located in the center of the scattering chamber with a
nique of laser-induced fluorescence. 2-"' For this purpose the background pressure of 2 X 10- "' mbar. The surface is
scattered or also the incoming molecular beam is excited by mounted on the rotatable axis of a manipulator and can be
the light of a frequency tunable laser and the fluorescence cooled with liquid nitrogen or heated via its tantalum sup- -

spectrum recorded as a function of the laser wavelength. The port leads. For angular distribution measurements, a qua-
population number of the rotational or vibrational levels of drupole mass spectrometer can be rotated around the sur-
the molecules can then be deduced from the intensities of the face. For the measurement of the rotational distribution of
spectra. Using laser diagnostics further information can be NO molecules the frequency doubled radiation of a tunable
obtained on the angle- and state-resolved velocity distribu- excimer-pumped dye laser (226 nm) enters the scattering
tions: the resonant excitation of the molecule allows us to chamber through a Brewster window. The laser pulses are
observe the resonantly enhanced ionization; thus time-of- synchronized with the molecular beam pulses. The laser '

flight measurements become possible leading to the deter- beam can be adjusted in such a way that it crosses, and thus ',.,
mination of the velocity distribution. The laser measure- analyzes, either the incoming molecular beam or the mole-
ments thus yield complete description of the dynamics of the cules scattered from the surface. The fluorescence light is
molecule-surface interaction, collected on the cathode of a photomultiplier. The intensities

Laser investigations of the molecule-surface scattering of the fluorescence spectra recorded as function of the laser
were performed in our laboratory for some time. In the fol- wavelength contain the information on the population of the
lowing paper, our investigations of the scattering of NO mol- different rotational states of the NO molecules.
ecules from clean and precovered Pt( Ill) and graphite sur- In a slightly modified experimental arrangement ( Fig. I * """"" "1
faces will be reviewed. the velocity of the scattered molecules can be analyzed by
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Aand a mosaic spread of 0.4' + 0.1° (Union Carbide, grade

ZYA).

It, Due to spin-orbit interaction NO exhibits two electronic ,

Ec, , O~e 2w NO cell Photo-states (211,1/2 and 21I1,1) separated by 123 cm '. This offers . .
Lsr a the additional possibility to probe the redistribution of inter- .. -

, nal energy to different electronic states. -

lIll. EXPERIMENTS AND RESULTS
The adiabatic expansion of the NO molecular beam in the

Lens Transit nozzle causes an increase of the average velocity of the mole-
recorder cules and, simultaneously, a strong reduction of the rota-

tional temperature and the velocity spread. The molecules of
the beam had an average velocity of -750 m/s, a velocity
spread full width at half-maximum (FWHM) of - 140 m/s -

-> and a rotational population distribution corresponding to a
"-" Boltzmann distribution of35 K.2 The beam hit the surface at

UHV rk to Multiplier selectable incidence angles between 30" and 70".

Moe u--,-- An important parameter in scattering experiments is the
Meloc ' aoser depth of the molecule-surface potential. Therefore, the in-.d,, e,/.: vestigations were performed with two systems [NO/gra- -.

10mm Groph te phite and NO/Pt( I )] showing potential depths of 0.1 and
i" d Graphito.'-

crysta 1.4 eV, respectively. Since the deep NO/Pt potential leads to
a long residence time of the NO molecules the use of a con- .. ,

Fi., I Experimental setup fr the meaurement ofsiate and angle-selective tinuous molecular beam was necessary to guarantee steady
%etocity dii,trbutmns. state conditions during the measurements. For the NO/gra-

phite system, on the other hand, the NO molecules have a
residence time which is short compared to the duration of

resonantly enhanced two-photon ionization as described in the molecular beam pulses (- 5 ms FWHM). In this case,
the following. A cylindrical cage 17 mm in diameter and 6 either the pulsed or the continuous beam source could be
mm in height made of metal wire mesh at ground potential used for the measurements.
was set in front of the sample (axis of the cylinder is perpen-
dicular to the scattering plane). The frequency doubled dye
laser beam propagated along the cage axis. The NO mole- A. Angular and rotational distributions of NO/Pt(1 11)

cules in a particular energy state are ionized by a two-photon Ifa clean Pt 11i) surface is exposed to NO molecules, they
transition via intermediate X(2111 - A (2 resonant excita- will undergo nonactivated chemisorption. The resulting
tion: the ions produced have the same velocity as the parent buildup of an equilibrium coverage with NO molecules on

. molecules, their velocity distribution can therefore be ana- the Pt surface depends on the mole flar flux and the surface .
lyzed using time-of-flight measurements. As soon as the mo- residence time. Under the given experimental conditions

" lecular ions emerge from the cage, they are accelerated and for low surface temperatures T, the molecules are scat-
towards the multiplier and detected. The time-of-flight spec- tered from a Pt surface substantially covered with NO mole- ,.
trum of the ions can be recorded with a multichannel analyz- cules (7", ,300 K), while at T, _450 K the interaction with
er. In test experiments it was verified that both the time of the clean Pt( I ) surface will dominate.
flight of the ions outside the cage and the fringe field effects The angular distributions of NO molecules scattered from
inside the cage are of no significant influence on the results. a Pt(I I1) surface at temperatures between 250 and 600 K are
Consequently. the observed spectrum was the unperturbed presented in Fig. 2. The data were derived directly from the
time-of-flight spectrum of the state-selected scattered mole- rotatable mass spectrometer signals corresponding to the
cules. from which the velocity distribution of the molecules density of the particles. To obtain the molecular flux, the
could then be deduced. results have to be corrected for the particle velocities. In the

The scattering angle 0, of the molecules is determined by case of the NO/Pt system the angular dependence of the %
the relative position of the cage with respect to the sample. velocity is expected to be small, therefore the figure repre- - -, ,-
Changing the position of the sample in the direction of the sents quite accurately the angular distribution of the flux. -.
molecular beam (Fig. I) leads to a detection of molecules The results displayed on Fig. 2 show cosine distributions , .
scattered under different angles. With the given experimen- slightly distorted in the direction of specular reflection. 2'
tal setup scattering angles between 2* and 640 can be covered From these results and the long residence time of the mole-
for an incidence angle 0, - 70". cules it can be concluded that most of the particles leave the -.-

The NO molecules were scattered from the surface of a surface with their mean translational energy accommodated
cleaved pyrolytic graphite crystal, from a carbon-covered Pt to t he surface temperature. This conclusion is supported by a
surface, or from a clean Pt)l Il) surface. The graphite crystal direct delerminalion of the velocity distributions of the de-
consisted of microcrystals with highly oriented basal planes sorbing NO molecules through time-of-flight measure- "
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NO-HelPt (1n) 0Fi(;. 2. Angular distributions of NO molecules scattered from a Pt(Ill)
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intensity over the cosine distribution near the specular direction is caused by SI .- _ . L It

a small fraction (10%) of the particles scattered through a direct inelastic 100 200 300 400 500 600 700 800

channel.] T"

FIG. 3. Rotational temperature T,, vs surface temperature T. for NO mole-

cules scattered from a Ptj I 1) surface. The results characterized by open
, ments. - ' Thus, scattering from both the clean- and NO-cov- symbolswereobtainedat E,, = 80meV, and those with solid symbols were

* ered Pt( 11) surface is dominated by trapping/desorption obtained at E,,, = 200 meV iseeded beam). The straight line corresponds to
" processes. full rotational accommodation to the surface temperature [see also Ref.

The chemisorbed NO molecules are characterized by a 2(c)].

mean surface residence time which was determined directly
by modulating the incoming continuous beam and measur- "
ing the phase shift of the outgoing beam pulses with respect The variation of To, with the surface temperature T, is .

to the ones of the incoming beam. The values obtained for T, shown in Fig. 3 for the Pt( 11) surface. In the range of de- .'. .

between 400 and 600 K were extrapolated to higher values, sorption from the NO-covered surface, i.e., for T, <300 K,
The results for the residence times range from about 3 s at To, = T, is observed. Above T , = 350 K the rotational
T, = 400 K to 5 x 10 ' s at T, = 800 K. " With increasing temperature begins to deviate from T,. Within the tempera-
coverage (decreasing temperature) the heat of adsorption de- ture range characteristic for desorption from the chemi-
creases continuously; simultaneously the fraction of mole- sorbed state (>450 K), Tro, increases only slightly with T,.
cules leaving the surface from the precursor potential in- For example, the rotational temperature is only (440 ± 20)
creases. In the temperature range between 300 and 400 K the K at T, = 800 K. These findings are in agreement with the ., -
trapping/desorption processes at the clean- and the NO-cov- conclusions of Ref. 4 that NO molecules thermally desorb-
ered Pt surfaces occur with comparable probabilities. ing from a Ru surface exhibit a considerably lower rotational

Below T, <300 K trapping/desorption is determined by temperature than that expected for complete thermal ac-
the precursor potential, i.e., by the interaction of the incom- commodation with the surface. (This latter experiment, . .

ing NO molecules with already adsorbed particles. The life- however, could only be performed at a single value ofT,.)
time in the precursor state in the relevant temperature range Changing the translational energy of the primary mole-
was too short to be measured by modulated beam tech- cules from 80 to about 200 meV was without measurable %

niques. Since the interaction will be essentially of the van der effect on the resulting rotational distribution as shown in
Waals or weak dipole-dipole type, the depth of the attractive Fig. 3. The fact that the rotational distribution is indepen-
potential well will not exceed about 10 KJ/mol. dent of the incoming translational energy has to be expected

In the experiment the laser-induced fluorescence of the for molecules which had intermediately been trapped at the"%

NO molecules was measured in the 2I.---l1(00) transition clean Pt( I 1) surface and thus lost their "memory" of their %_,.'
before and after the scattering process. The obtained fluores- primary momentum.

cence line intensities I,. .. allow the calculation ofthe relative The different orientation of the dipole oscillator for the Q . 1.

population densities N,. ofthe ground-state rotational levels branch transitions as compared with the R and P branches
according to enables one to detect a rotational polarization of the scat- -P * %

I,. -S, , N.,./1(2J" + I), tered molecules. Experiments with polarized laser light e % " %

where S,, are the HnI-London factors of the transition, failed to reveal a preferential orientation of the rotational % --

The rotational state distribution obtained in this way axis.

could in all cases be fitted to Boltzmann distributions yield-
ing a rotational temperature Tr,, .2 In addition, it was found B. Angular and rotational distributions of
that the populations of both electronic states ll,/2 and 11,/, NO/graphite
could be described by the same Tr,,,. Even the overall popu- Angular distributions ofNO molecules scattered from the

lation ratioN(1l1 1 2) : N([[,/ 2)isgiven byexp( - AE/kT,,(, graphite surface are shown in Fig. 4. The data were again
where AE is the fine-structure splitting, derived directly from the rotatable mass spectrometer sig-
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As in the case of Pt scattering, the rotational distributions

NO / Graphite exhibit Boltzmann-like behavior also with respect to both
, e. 70electronic states. Thus, the rotational population of the scat-6,. 700tered NO molecules can again be characterized by a rota- -

tional temperature Trot.
The dependence of Tr,,, on the surface temperature for the , .. ..-

* * " "NO/graphite system is shown in Fig. 5. The solid line corre- -. .
sponds to complete accommodation of the rotational degree
of freedom to the surface temperature. While the experimen-

_______ _ - tal points follow this line closely up to a surface temperature :

of about 170 K, they deviate at higher temperatures. At T,
FIG. 4. Angular distributions (normalized mass spectrometer signals) of NO higher than 350 K, Tr,, approaches a constant value of about
molecules scattered from a graphite surface at different temperatures T, 250 K. The results characterized by open symbols were ob-
langle of incidence 0, = 70*1.

tained at an incoming energy of about 80 meV; increasing the
average kinetic energy of the incoming NO molecules to "-

about 200 meV (NO seeded in He) led to a somewhat higher
nals and therefore represent the density of the particles. The rotational temperature (solid points).
average velocities of the particles show an angular depen- Most of the rotational distributions were measured for
dence as will be discussed later; however, this fact does not NO molecules with an incidence angle of 30. In this case,
change the essential features of the distributions shown on molecules predominantly in the specular direction were ana-
Fig. 4. lyzed. Nearly the same rotational temperatures were ob-

It is obvious that the distributions are generally composed tained at a second incidence angle of 60, where mainly mole- , .

of a quasispecular or lobular part peaked at a scattering an- cules in surface normal direction were investigated. Because
gle 0, significantly less than the specular reflection angle and of the bad angular resolution of the measurement a clear
a diffusive scattering or cosine distribution part at low T. distinction between the fluorescence signal of diffusively and
With increasing surface temperatures the diffusive part de- specularly scattered particles, and therefore between their
creases relative to the specular part; simultaneously the respective rotational temperatures, was not possible. Later
specular lobe is shifted to smaller scattering angles. This can we will see, however, that the effective rotational tempera- '

be interpreted as a weakly inelastic scattering process with ture is slightly different for diffusively and quasispecularly '"-

an increasing trapping/desorption contribution for decreas- scattered molecules.
ing temperatures. This behavior is well correlated with the
behavior of the velocity distributions of the scattered NO -- *-

molecules, as will be discussed later. Grite .T . %..

I, 200K "

ooNO/Graphite 8,= 640

301
5 -.--.-2 .:

200 00 -16 0
0o -,.4:200 JtI ""'%

System Incidence angle

300 600

100. NO/Graphite ( (2 15
NO-H1P(111C C 1 'n), p #.,

Tsurtoce K ' ~

FK.,. 5 Scattering of NO molecules from a prographtte crystal and a car- "3-" .'-P N
bon covered Pill I I I surface The rotational temperature of the scattered "' 3 5 0
.- olecules is plotted " the surface temperature for tvo different incidence F lightl time l,

angles and translational energies of the incoming particles The results char- "

acter17ed hv open sy mbols %,ere obtained at E_-,,, 90 meV. solid symbols at I(, simp-ef-tlighi spcctra of NO niolctcules in diffet etit roiatiial states.
E,. 200 meV ' 'eded beami The straight line smbhohes full rotational scattered from a 2W0 K graphite surface ith a scatlering angle of(4 onci-
accommodation [see also Ref 2(.] dence angle 70',
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C. Velocity distributions of NO/graphite 0o

A part of the scattered molecules cross the focused laser NO (J=9/2)/Graphite 300 %. ,

beam inside the cage. The laser is tuned to a rotational transi- '500K
tion and thus ionizes molecules with a specific rotational
state and with a specific scattering angle. Since the transla- 500

tional energy is conserved during photoionization the time- / 60 70

of-flight spectra of the ions correspond directly to the veloc- Voity
ity distributions of the parent neutral molecules. Examples */ 0 700
of time-of-flight spectra are shown in Fig. 6. NO molecules (2), 50- 750m/s

with an incidence angle of 70 were scattered from a 200 K (incoming 800

graphite surface with a scattering angle of 64, i.e., into the Velocity)

maximum of the angular distribution. The spectra show the
flight time of molecules in different rotational states (from Fi

FIG. 8. Angular dependence of the peak velocity of NO molecules scattered 0
between I and 200cmr respectively. Ascan be seenthe froma 500K graphite surface at an incidence angle of 50'. The peak veloc-
btwennd20cm , repetie ities, represented by arrows, are shown with the corresponding angular

spectra are nearly independent of the rotational states and distribution and the incoming velocity.
are composed of a very high quasispecular peak of very fast
molecules and a longer tail resulting from diffusively scat- . , . 0

*' tered particles with slower velocities. It is obvious that the show that the part of the quasispecularly scattered molecules "
states with higher rotational quantum numbers have a stron- decreases with decreasing scattering angle as expected, and ..-.-.
ger diffusive part than the low J states which is characteristic the diffusive part increases. It is obvious that the flight time
for all scattering angles. in the normal direction is much longer than in the specular

With increasing surface temperature also the average ye- direction, but the widths of both distributions are compara-
locity of the specularly scattered molecules is increasing. In ble with the width of the incoming velocity distribution (the
addition, the scattering angle of the lobular maximum de- relative velocity spread, however, increases from 20% to
creases. Molecules in specular direction show a velocity dis- 40%). This behavior was also measured for other rotational
tribution similar to the one of the incoming molecules but states, but as pointed out earlier, the diffusive part is larger
with a temperature dependent average velocity. For an ex- for states with higher rotational quantum numbers. This
perimental geometry (incidence angle 70, scattering angle means that the diffusively scattered molecules gain more ro-
fixed at 64*) a peak velocity of 650 m/s was measured at a tational energy during the scattering process. The diffusive
surface temperature of 200 K, 685 m/s at T, = 300 K, 710 and specular parts of the scattered molecules can be charac- %

m/s at T, = 470 K, and 730 m/s at T, = 660 K, these values terized by two different rotational temperatures. For
have to be compared to 750 m/s for the peak velocity of the T, = 200 K, the quasispecularly reflected part (evaluated at
incoming beam. 0, = 64*) has a rotational temperature T~q, = 180 t-20 K,

The results described in the last paragraph suggest an ex- and the diffusive scattering part (evaluated at 0 = 2*) has
tended investigation of the angular dependence of the time- T, = 230 + 30 K. The latter appears to be larger than T, '
of-flight spectra. The results of these measurements are but this could be the result of experimental inaccuracy. In
shown in Fig. 7 for angles from 0, = 20 to 0, = 640. In this any case, it is clear that T', > T",. Similar measurements at

= ~ ~ r ro ol o
case the scattered molecules are in the J = 9/2 rotational T, - 250 K and T, = 300 K yielded T, 190 K T'
state and are scattered from the 200 K graphite surface with =250 K and Tqr1 , = 250 K, T,,1 = 250 K, respectively. "
the incidence angle kept at 70. The time-of-flight spectra As discussed above the diffusively scattered part of the

molecules disappears at high surface temperatures and only ..-
a quasispecular part remains. The measured time-of-flight '. -.

spectra are similar to the spectra in Fig. 6, the peak veloc- .. ,.,,-
N 00O J/ r t ,ities, however, depend on the scattering angles. This is dem- .'-""

0 70 ." onstrated in Fig. 8. To obtain this result, molecules in the
"J d= 9/2 rotational state were probed after scattering from

, the 500 K graphite surface with an incidence angle of 500. In *-.'.-
20 270 the figure the peak velocities of the scattered molecules are ."

.2° 530 represented by the length of the arrows. It is obvious that the .
." - -* -"., ,velocity increases with decreasing scattering angle. For a

60o ' scattering angle of 72 we find a velocity of 560 m/s. for an

.'," ,,angle of 28 0 a velocity of 765 m/s, compared with an incom-
ing peak velocity of 750 m/s. The velocity of the molecules

- 'scattered in the specular direction was 670 m/s.
For an incidence angle of 700 and a surface temperature of

Ui(,. 7 rTme-of-flight sn-mctra of NO molecule% in the J '4/2 rotational 470 K we found a behavior similar to that in Fig. 8, but with a
state scattered into different scattering angles' The spectra are plotted to- significantly higher average velocity of the scattered parti-
gether with a 2MX) K angular distrihution cles: 710 m/s at 0, -64, 770 m/s at 0, = 59, 820 m/s at
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0 = 530, and 850 m/s at 0, = 480. This shows that the veloc- when a more quantitative treatment of te scattering process %

ities of the scattered molecules strongly depend on the inci- is available. We start the discus ion by summarizing the re-
dence angle. This is further confirmed by measurements in suits for the angular distributions. % ,.
which the scattered molecules are always probed at the angle

where the angular distribution has its maximum. For a sur- A. Angular distribution

face temperature of 500 K one obtains a peak velocity of 610 Scattering from a Pt( 111) surface shows mainly diffusive
m/s for an angle of incidence of 35, a velocity of 650 m/s for trapping/desorption scattering; a very small portion of
45% 700 m/s for 60, and 730 m/s for 70. In addition, the specular relection is observed in the region where NO is

peak velocities of the scattered particles vary around the scattered from a NO-covered Pt( 111) surface.."""'
above values when the scattering angle is changed, this being Scattering from a graphite surface shows broad lobes of %
similar to the behavior shown in Fig. 8. It is characteristic of specular reflection and a small diffusive part. With decreas-.-

specularly scattered molecules that the peak velocities ob- ing temperature, the diffusive part increases while the specu-
served in the direction of the maximum of the angular distri- lar part decreases: at low surface temperatures the molecules %

bution increase with increasing surface temperature and in- undergo partly trapping/desorption and partly quasielastic '

creasing incidence angle. scattering, whereas quasielastic scattering is predominant at
In order to obtain information on the momentum transfer high T,.

to the solid, it is interesting to consider the behavior of the -

normal and tangential components of the peak velocities of B. Rotational distribution
the scattered molecules. It is obvious from Fig. 8 that the The rotational energy distributions of both electronic
normal components increase, whereas the tangential compo- ground states show Boltzmann-like behavior and can be
nents decrease with decreasing scattering angle. In Fig. 9 the characterized by a temperature T,,, as well as the overall

velocity changes in the normal and tangential directions are population of the two electronic states 211i, and 211,

plotted versus the scattering angle 0,. The data correspond For both scattering mechanisms (inelastic for graphite
to the results of Fig. 8. Particles scattered into an angle lower and trapping/desorption for Pt) T, is equal to T, at low T,
than 40° gain normal velocity, while particles with larger at higher surface temperatures, however, Tr,,, is smaller than
scattering angles shov a momentum loss in the normal di- T, and slightly increases as T, increases. T_,, was never ob-
rection. The tangential components, on the other hand, served to exceed T,.
show a loss re!ative to the incoming tangential velocity for all In the case of NO/graphite scattering, the rotational tern-

scattering angles; the loss increases as the scattering angles perature reaches a limiting value which depends on the
decrease. translational energy of the incoming particles.

Diffusively scattered molecules exhibit a slightly higher
IV. DISCUSSION T_,, than the specularly scattered particles. ,

In the following section the results obtained in the scatter-
ing experiments are summarized and possible explanations C. Velocity distribution

given. In the present situation only the main phenomena can Scattering from the clean Pt(I 11) surface results in a com-

be described; more subtle effects can only be recognized plete velocity accommodation with a final velocity distribu-
tion which can be characterized by the surface tempera-
ture.5

Scattering from the graphite surface leads to velocity dis-
AVI Momentu c n n 0) tributions nearly independent of the rotational state of the[m /51 Mom entum change in normal (0) .. ' - .

200 0 and in tangential (o) direction scattered particles, also for varying 0, At low surface tern
T" ,500 E), =500 peratures there are two scattering channels: one corresponds

* to quasispecularly reflected molecules with a velocity slight-

00 ly slower than the incoming velocity and a width slightly
, larger than that of the incoming velocity distribution; the

,- .. - other corresponds to diffusively scattered particles with a

o \O-O0 ' much slower velocity. The peak velocity of the quasispecu-
-100, ( A larly scattered molecules increases with increasing T,, in-

Zo acreasing 0,, and with decreasing 0,.
0%

-200, / * The experimental observations must be attributed to the '* -
0 following processes on the surfaces:

400, In thecaseofa nearly pure adsorption/desorption process ,,.,. -

[NO/ Pt)l I1) at low temperature], the molecules impacting
on the NO-covered surface will lose sufficient energy to the

",, , solid to be trapped in the attractive "precursor" potential

200 ° 600 80 well for a certain residence time. During this time in a shal-
low physisorption potential the particles may move freely

ti(,. ') Change of normal and tangential momenta as a function of the across the surface and exchange energy witl, the solid
,cattering angle 1) ealuated with the data plotted in Fig. 81. through frequent collisions, leading to complete accommo-
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dation of the translational and internal energies to the sur- A closer look at the results of the velocity measurements
face temperature; the subsequent desorption occurs in a can provide more useful information on the molecular ener-
mainly isotropic distribution. gy and momentum exchange with the graphite surface. But

Incomplete rotational accommodation together with the translational Inot the rotational) energy of the scattered
complete velocity accommodation were found after desorp- particles is strongly dependent on the incidence angle, so
tion from the chemisorption potential of the clean Pt I 1) that the energy balance can only be discussed for a fixed
surface. In this case the NO molecules are in fixed "head-on' experimental geometry. For an incidence angle of 70' and .
positions on the Pt surface and can only undergo movements low surface temperatures the rotational energy gained by the %
about an axis along the surface normal. The average rota- quasispecularly scattered molecules is actually comparable
tional energy of such a molecule is kT,/2. A sudden switch with their translational energy loss. At T, = 2(X) K, the %
off of the binding to the surface would lead to a free rotor average rotational energy gain per scattered molecule is
with an average internal energy of 2xkT,,/2, which 100 cm ', while the tr: slational energy loss (averaged -

means---on the assumption of an unchanged particle ener- over the angle variation of the specular velocities) is 170
gy-that T_,, < T. These simple considerations have led to cm '. (The average internal energy gain per scattered mole-
a theoretical treatment of the desorption behavior of mole- cule is 130 cm ', taking excitation of the '11, . state of NO
cules, (yielding T,,, < T,) and, under certain conditions, into account.) For the diffusively scattered molecules, the
Boltzmann-like distributions, where of course T,,, has noth- translational energy loss per molecule is in the range of 500
ing in common with a thermal equilibrium temperature. 12. P cm 'at T, = 200 K, which is much larger than the internal

In the experiment with the graphite surface a small por- energy gain per molecule in the scattering process. The large
tion of the scattered molecules indicates an adsorption/de- amount of energy deposition by the diffusively scattered
sorption process, but the major fraction of the molecules is molecules in the solid (- 380 cm per moleculel is in principle
specularly scattered and, even at very low surface tempera- characteristic of a trapping/desorption process. However,
tures, the angular distributions show a strong specular con- the mean velocity of the diffusively scattered molecules is
tribution (Fig. 4). Nevertheless. one has to assume that at low larger than that expected for molecules desorbed from a sur-
T, the average residence time in the shallow NO/graphite face at T, = 200 K and, in addition, the velocity distribution
potential is long enough to lead to complete rotational ac- (0, = 20 in Fig. 7) is much narrower than the Maxwellian
commodation. but not long enough for translational accom- distribution at 200 K. Thus. the diffusive scattering part can-
modation. This holds for both the diffusively and the specu- not derive from an equilibrium trapping/desorption process,
larly scattered particles, but is more likely the result of a transitional trapping/de-

For high surface temperatures the situation seems more sorption process where the molecule interacts with the sur-
complicated. Here we observe Boltzmann-like rotational face but does not completely come to rest. The interaction
distributions, but no rotational accommodation to the sur- time is much shorter than the time required to reach com-
face temperature. We observe that the incoming transla- plete thermal equilibrium between the molecules and the
tional energy influences the final rotational temperature of surface. This is analogous to the case of gas-phase molecular
the scattered molecules. But this influence is small: Increas- collisions through a transitional bound state. The residence
ing the incoming translational energy by a factor of 2.5 leads time at this low surface temperature is long enough for com-
to an increase of T_, of about 25%. Furthermore, the plete accommodation of the internal degrees of freedom, but

% amount of the translational energy change is independent of apparently not long enough for translational accommoda- -
the final rotational state of the scattered molecules. It seems tion of the diffusively scattered particles.
that during the short interaction time with the surface a part The quasispecular scattering, especially at higher surface
of the translational energy of the molecule is redistributed to temperature, is believed to be a single-collision process.
the internal degrees of freedom, resulting in a probability Here, the molecule-surface interaction time is so short that
distribution for the rotational population which can be de- accommodation of the velocity distribution to the surface

"* scribed by a Boltzmann distribution. Again T,,, has to be temperature seems impossible. The energy transfer to the
understood as a parameter for the description of the popula- molecular rotational degree of freedom, however, is still
tion distribution and has nothing in common with an equi- quite efficient.
librium temperature. A higher incoming translational ener- The velocity variation in the specular lobe reflects the in-
gy should then result in a somewhat larger rotational energy. teraction of the NO molecules with the surface phonons.

* This corresponds to our observations according to Fig. 5. especially in the normal direction. Molecules with a loss of
With increasing surface temperature, increasing inci- normal velocity were found at large scattering angles and "°

*
-"

dence angle, and decreasing scattering angle the transla- molecules with a gain were found at small angles. In addi-
tional energy of the scattered molecules increases, which in- tion, the decreasing outgoing velocity with decreasing inci-
dicates interaction of the translational degree of freedom dence angle indicates a loss of normal velocity due to increas-

with the phonons of the graphite crystal. There is no influ- ing momentum transfer to the surface. Furthermore, the
ence on the rotational degree of freedom, because the rota- particles experience a loss of their tangential components so
tional temperature stays nearly constant independently of that molecules with a larger loss were found at small scatter-
the surface temperature. These effects suggest a decoupling ing angles. This behavior of the tangential velocity must be
of the rotational and translational degree of freedom during attributed to molecule-surface interaction which allows the
the interaction process. molecules to impart to the solid a net ascragc mionlent ln
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Above-bandgap optical anisotropies in cubic semiconductors: A visible-near
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I describe some results of the first systematic study of above-bandgap optical anisotropies in cubic
semiconductors. The anisotropies are large, of the order of I % of the relative reflectance
differences for light polarized along orthogonal principal axes of the dielectric tensor of the .,r. .

anisotropic phase. Extrinsic contributions arising from anisotropic surface films, physisorbed
molecules, and chemisorption-induced changes in the electronic polarizability of the outermost
plane of substrate atoms are identified. The line shapes of these reflectance-difference (RD)
spectra provide the first critical test of models proposed to describe intrinsic contributions to the
optical anisotropies of these materials. The dominant intrinsic contribution is shown to be a
surface (interface) many-body effect due to the reduced screening of the surface atoms as a result
of the termination of the bulk lattice. A secondary intrinsic contribution from the influence of
spatial dispersion on interband energy gaps in the one-electron band structure is also observed.
The identification of the intrinsic contributions allows the surface contributions to be obtained.
The results show that interface state effects in this spectral range are minimized by oxidation for
(110) Si and Ge.

I. INTRODUCTION were quite general, appearing not only for J001) surfaces of

Optical anisotropies of electronic origin have been impor- GaAs but also for (001) surfaces of other III-V compound
tant for distinguishing surface- from bulk-related optical semiconductors and for(ll01 surfaces of these and Group IV

semiconductors as well.processes in the below-bandgap absorptance' and reflec-
tance2 spectra of semiconductors and in the reflectance .

4  Here, I describe some results of the first systematic studyand ellipsometric 5- spectra of metals. The approach takes of these anisotropies. I show that they are surprisingly rich,

advantage of crystal symmetry by suppressing by subtrac- with contributions arising not only from microscopic sur-
tion the dominant, but unwanted, nominally isotropic con- face roughness but also from other extrinsic effects such as '.,.

the presence of surface films or physisorbed molecules andtribution from the bulk. A similar symmetry related sup-
pression of bulk phenomena underlies the recent interest in chemisorption-induced changes in the electronic polariza- ,
second harmonic generation as a probe of surface properties bility of the outermost plane of substrate atoms. Intrinsic,,," "

of inversion-symmetric systems." While bulk optical aniso- effects unrelated to the specific condition of the surface are
tropies are not strictly forbidden for linear processes in cubic observed as well. A key feature of these data is that their
materials, the 10 000 : I rejection ratio deduced from the spectral line shapes provide the first critical test of the var-

- 4% below-bandgap relative reflectance anisotropy recent- ious models that have been proposed to describe intrinsic . -

ly measured 2 for the bandgap surface state on the 2 X 1 contributions to the optical anisotropies of these materials.
cleaved ill l)Si surface and the -4x 10 below-bandgap The se data show that the primary intrinsic contribution isrelative reIe,." ne anisotropy calculated from the 10 due to a surface many-body effect arising from the reduced
refractive index differences measured for (Ill0)Si"' and screening experienced by atoms in the surface region because

GaAs'' implies that optical anisotropies should also be very the bulk lattice has been terminated. This surface many-
body effect, recently predicted in surface local-field form byuseful for studying above-bandgap surface electronic prop- oc.n"ra"ilmt toh uef.tierties of cubicsemiconductors.Mochdin and Barrera, n" is limited to the outer few atomic .. '-'-'-

erties of cubic semiconductors.
Surprisingly, except for a single exploratory spectrum re- planes and shotd lead to interesting optical phenomena at

ported nearly 20 years ago for (I O)Si,' 2 this area of research surfaces and interfaces in general. A secondary intrinsic con-
has been completely neglected. The present work was initial- tribution is shown to arise from the influence of spatial dis-lyhas bncomplety neleacted. The m rsenwop whaniti d persion on the effective energy gaps of the one-electron bandly motiv.ated by a search for microscopic etchant-induced
1I IIA facets on ((X)I)GaAs surfaces. These facets are ex- structure. With the intrinsic line shapes established, it fol-
pected t occur under certain conditions, and since they lows that the oxidized, rather than oxide-stripped, (I 0)Si

and Ge surfaces are those for which interface state contribu-would all be aligned parallel to o110), a measurable anisot-p
ropy in the apparent dielectric properties of this material tions to the optical anisotropy are minimized.

should result. Initial spectroellipsometric measurements"
indeed revealed a - 1% anisotropy, but further investiga- II. EXPERIMENT
tion showcd that this anisotropy persisted even for The data reported here were obtained by spectrophoto-
(00lGaAs surfaces that were nominally flat. Therefore, a metry using the optical configuration shown in Fig. I. Lin-
more fundamental mechanism was clearly operative, early polarized light was reflected at near-normal incidence
Further investigation showed that these optical anisotropies 0 - 10°.p-polarizationi from the specular surface ofa rolat-
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Orgc enough for eas% measurement, are still small enough to
alow them to he treated to first order in the optical func-
lion,. 1he formal expressions can be derived without ap- .-.

MONOCHROMATOR proxinlation using the systematic approach of Yeh. 7 These
expressions shok that the azimuthal dependence of the de-
lected intensity hould he sinusoidal, as observed. Alternati-
Pelv. reflectance differences for bulk processes can be de-
scribed by the basic equation of modulation spectroscopy,"

OTORMIRROR Ahere to first order in e,... - '

R,,2n, , (I) .7-2-, c,SAMPLE_ "-R -Re( ( e,)

where e, and e_ are the components of the bulk dielectric
tensor along (o and 7-, respectively, e, and n, = are the
average dielectric function and refractive index of the bulk,
and n,, is the index of refraction of the ambient. If the aniso-

PHOTOMULTIPLIER tropy originates in the surface region or from a film present
on the surface, the reflectance differences can be described to
first order in d /i by the three-phase model: '.

FI(,. IOptical diagram of the RD pectronieter. - R 8rrdn (m Er;) , (2)R, -R, = 87- ... ...1:- 2
R "

wherec_,, and E- now refer to the surface or thin-film phase, '"... -

ing sample and the anisotropy determined by phase sensi- d is the effective and kn er o th sufe phase. and is the wave- ,_
tively detecting the second harmonic of the mechanical rota- deisth ef hikesotepa.ad.shewv

freqenc in he efletedlength of light.
tion frequency in the reflected beam. The motor was For cubic materials, the bulk dielectric tensor can be ex-
frequency stabilized at 50 Hz, and an optical encoder pro- panded as-
vided the reference signal for the phase-sensitive detector.
The optical system consisted of a 75 W short-arc Xe lamp, a e, eb, + ?,A VA -,A V1, V . (3)

I m single-grating Czerny-Turner monochromator. a MgF, where the third-rank component has the form . and is
beam-splitting polarizer, and a 5 cm diam end-on photomul- allowed only for materials lackiag inversion symmetry, and
tiplier with an extended S-20 response. The average anode the nonvanishing fourth-rank components have the form
current of the photomultiplier was regulated to obtain reflec- ,, and ,,. The vectors V, represent, e.g., a -
tance-difference (RDI spectra (R,, - R. i/R directly. where space-charge electric field or the wave vector of light. In the
the subscripts u and 7 refer to the principal orthogonal axes former case the )' describe electro-optic phenomena and in -.

of the anisotropic bulk and/or surface phases, and R is the the latter case spatial dispersion. For space charge fields and
average value IR., ,- R_ }/2. Note that IR,, - R )/R is justi
the normalized peak-to-peak value of the sinusoidal compo-
nent of the detected beam.

Surfaces were prepared by methods described previous- 10
ly. and were maintained in a dry N, atmosphere to mini- s<>
mize surface contamination. The photomultiplier output - WITH ANISOTR FILM
was monitored by an oscilloscope to ensure that no "" EXP
scratches, pits, or other macroscopic asperities affected the - THEOR (d=3 6A)
sinusoidal component of the reflected beam. Optical mea- 6"
surements that involve sample motion are particularly sensi- -r

tive to macroscopic imperfections that scatter light. ' In the
present experiment, such motion-related artifacts produce <.4
essentially wavelength-independent offsets in the detected _

signal. These effects were minimized by defocusing the inci-
dent beam to a circular area about 5 mm in diameter at the 2
sample, and aligning the samples to yield minimal beam mo-
tion at the photomultiplier. Overall system performance was 0
equivalent to that of a good modulation spectrometer, yield- A

ing a scatter of the order of + 3 x 10 ' for 0.6 s-per-point -, .-

averaging as indicated by the data in Fig. 2. 2 3 4 5

E (ev)
Ill. THEORY

tl(, 2 t'oint Rt) data for a itt tSI I",afcr co~cred %Nith a transparent. .
The phenomenological optical description of RD spectra nvcrotructuraltf antsoiropic filn. I me pectruni calculated from Eq. 41

is straightforward because the observed anisotropies, %Ahilc a, dcecribCd III the tcxt

J. Vac. Scl. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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for propagation normal to the surface, the principal axes are 6 ,

(110) and (110) for (001) surfaces and (110) and (001) GGAs
(110) surfaces. No azimuthally dependent contributions NATURAL OXIDE---- /

arise for (I 11) surface orientations. 4 - AMH STRIPPED - -

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION % \

A. Extrinsic effects 2%%

I consider first the RD spectrum given in Fig. 2, which 2 -',.%. ,:

was obtained for a (I1 l)Si wafer with a carrier concentration 0 0 - .
of n = 2 X 1014 cm -' and with an anisotropic film (finger- cc ,, I-

print) present on its surface. Because no contribution can o
S--.arise from the bulk, the spectrum should be described by Eq. .- -2'- "

-. (2). If the film is modeled as a series of parallel lines of rectan- .A.

gular cross section with dimensions small compared to A,
then its dielectric properties can be calculated by effective -

medium theory and the observed spectrum is predicted to be
given by 0

, Rll -R, _ 8-irdn, (6o. - - 2 (NA.T. OX.) -- .,...,
,,,- I- I . -f (BROM.) -'--

8 1 MINUS (AMH STR.)

(4) .. .

Here, the subscripts 1 and i refer to the orientation of the 2 3 4 5

polarization vector with respect to the lines, e. and c. are the E (ev) ,,
dielectric functions of the line and ambient phases, and f,
andf,, f. +f, = 1 are the relative fractions (surface areas) Fio. 4. As Fig. 3, but for O00)GaAs.
of the line and ambient phases, respectively. Different micro- .- .

structures yield expressions of similar form but with differ-
ent prefactors. If the material is transparent and shows negli- lated from Eq. (4) using known bulk dielectric function data
gible dispersion, then Eq. (4) has the form of the substrate for Si 2' and using f,, =fo = 0.5, c = 1, E,, = 2.25, and
loss function scaled by 1/A. The solid line in Fig. 2 was calcu- d = 3.6 ,, and is seen to give an excellent representation of

the data. Therefore, an extrinsic mechanism has been identi-
fied explicitly.

15.. - Microscopically rough surfaces, for which c,, = e,, repre-
(110) SI sent another application of Eq. (4). If le, I>e,, then a first-

*.NATURAL order expansion in c./1, shows that the same line shape is

SHF-STRIPPED again obtained. " "
10 , If the overlayer is optically absorbing, its dielectric prop-

erties affect RD spectra in a nontrivial way. Figure 3 shows
RD spectra obtained for a naturally oxidized (I 10)Si wafer

5 -, ,with a carrier concentration n= 2 X 10'" cm and for the
-. same wafer with the oxide removed by buffered HF (BHF. ,.

The orientation of the crystallographic axes in the plane of :
the surface was established by anisotropic etching proce- %.... ,

0 22 o
0 dures. 2 The reflectance difference is small below the direct-

transition threshold at 3.4 eV but reaches a maximum of
nearly 1.5% at the 4.3 eV E. peak in c,. The change observed

.-. ~ -. with oxidation is reversible, with the oxidized-surface spec-
. . trum being recovered if the stripped surface is allowed to

reoxidize naturally in air. The change resulting from oxidiz-(NAT OX

(BROW ing the stripped surface is shown explicitly at the bottom.
-5 MINUS (S STR)- Also shown is the change obtained by exposing the stripped

2 3 4 5 surface to a 3 vol. % solution of Br, in methanol. By the
E (ev) usual surface physics arguments, these changes are due to

surface effects, i.e.. these changes are extrinsic effects due to
F~t;. 3. Top: RD spectra for a naturally oxidized I I 10)Si surface and for the changes in the electronic polarizability of the outermost
same surface after the oxide was stripped with buffered H" IBHF). Bottom. %

S solid line: change resulting when the stripped surface is allowed to oxidize in atomic planes) that resul from different chemical ways of
air. Bottom, dot-dashed line: similar change, when the stripped surface is terminating the bulk lattice. The similarity of the changes
exposed to Br. in methanol induced by Br, or 0. implies cilher ihat the relevant surface

J. Vac. Sct. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5. Sep/Oct 1985
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electronic polarizability is relatively unaffected by the spe- I ,
cific oxidant used to terminate the (110) surface, or that 0,
oxidation is promoted by Br,. Changes in space charge elec- 5 Re to) Ge

tric fields, which may occur with chemical treatment, can be
eliminated as a major contributor to these data because a
comparison to electroreflectance spectra of Si 23 shows that D W
the line shapes of the observed RD changes are far too broad
and their magnitudes too large to be explained by this effect. .i _

Figure 4 shows similar spectra for a (001 )GaAs wafer with 1"-"
a carrier concentration ofn = 2 X 10 cm- 3 . These spectra o 5
are of third-rank rather than fourth-rank origin, and have
smaller amplitudes than those of Fig. 3. However, as with Im
(1 l0)Si the changes observed by allowing the AMH (1 : 1
NH 4OH:H 2O)-stripped surface to oxidize naturally in air or 0 "
by forcing oxidation with Br, in methanol are again similar,

indicating that either the specific identity of the oxidant is (BROMI MINUS (.20 STR

unimportant or that Br2 promotes 0, oxidation. The pres- CALC Br2 kio ...
ence of several different mechanisms giving rise to these -5 x2, 45* SHIFT •

spectra is clearly evident from the differences in lineshapes, , __
for example in the complete absence of the E, and E, + , 4 2 3 4 5

splitting in the RD change spectra at the bottom, although E (ev) -

the structure is quite prominent in the direct RD spectra at Flu. 6. Solid lines: adsorbate dielectric function difference l 1 ,i- ,ol d -
the top. Again, a comparison of these data to both linear and calculated from the brominated-surface data at the bottom of Fig. 5 "' '-
quadratic electroreflectance spectra for GaAs 2' 25 shows Dashed lines: dielectric function spectrum for a monolayer of molecular Br,
that these RD lineshapes do not contain major contributions calculated from the gas-phase extinction data of Ref. 26 assuming complete
from space-charge-field effects. orientation ofthe Br, molecular axes parallel to (110). Dotted lines: molec-

Figure 5 shows equivalent data for a ( 110)Ge wafer with a ular Br, spectra shown two times larger and phase shifted 45' to illustrate€, 1 M optical structure more clearly,. :TI
carrier concentration of n = 3 x 10' cm .The overall RD
line shapes are similar to those seen for (I 10)Si, but virtually
no change is observed if the H 20-stripped surface is allowed

to oxidize naturally in air. Thus while H.0 readily dissolves in the 2.0-3.5eV region of the spectrum. ' ' *' -"

GeO,, it evidently fails to remove oxygen bonded to the out- The fact that bromination causes changes only over this
ermost (110) plane of Ge atoms. The effect of exposing the energy range is suggestive, because it coincides with the -. ,
H,0-stripped surface to Br. in methanol is also quite differ- range of optical absorption in gaseous Br 2 ' thereby imply- , -
ent to that seen in Figs. 3 and 4, with changes occurring only ing that Br is physisorbed on the H_0-stripped (110)Ge sur-

face in molecular form. To investigate this possibility
further, a Kramers-Kronig analysis was performed on these

10 ,data and Eq. (2) was used to directly calculate the real and
(110) Ge imaginary parts of (., .- e1) d, the difference between ad- -

BROMINATED -..-.- sorbate dielectric responses along (1TO) and (001), respec-
tH20 STRIPPED ively, scaled by the layer thickness d. The results are shown

as the solid lines in Fig. 6. The equivalent spectrum for Br,,
6 calculated from gas-phase extinction data2 ' assuming an

areal density of I Br, molecule per surface Ge (which corre-
sponds approximately to the bulk density of solid Br,) and
complete orientation of the Br, molecules along (110), is

I I also shown, Structure corresponding to the dominant
2oB HI(0' ).-X I X, and ' 1(l,).-X 'I, transitions at 2.5

and 3.0 eV, respectively, in the unperturbed Br. molecule 27

- (NAT. OX. is clearly seen in the RD data. Ifthe equivalent Br, spectrum
is doubled in amplitude and expressed as the linear combina-

NUS 20 * -tion c; + iE; = (c, + ie,) (I + i)/y'2, the agreement with the %
0 .--------""RD spectrum is striking. Thus the identity of the physi-

* ____________________________________________ sorbed layer as molecular BrT, appears established.
The implications of the results deserve further comment.

E (v) The observation of a molecular Br, response on the H,O-

Fi. 5. As Fig, 3. but for (I 10Ie. The RD spectrum for the naturally stripped (I 0)Ge surface is further evidence for a residual
oxidized surface is virtually identical to that for the (I 10i surface stripped oxide, since Br, does not attack either oxidized semiconduc-
with H:O and is not shown explicitly. tors or semiconductor oxides. Tile observation of a molecu-

J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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(110) Si

BULK SURFACE

I-*''.-O

)- PT DIPOLE

Si I I I I I i I I

I- -I ' -I 1I i 1 1

FIG. 7. RD line shapes for ( 1 IO)Si predicted by
t'r" various models. Bulk models are shown at left

O0 and surface models at right. Details are given

0 in the text.

0, ENERGY BAND CONTACT EXCITON -..- ,-

I I%-° ° o

, I I I , , I J - ". -

MOMENTUM
MATRIX ELEMENT "
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o
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ROUGHNESS

2 3 4 5 2 3 4 5 " : " :

E(ev) E(eV) :'.- 4

lar Br, response in a reflectance difference spectrum implies B. Intrinsic effects

that the Br, is physisorbed with a preferred orientation with In this section 1 discuss intrinsic mechanisms and identify :'-'.!

respect to the crystalline substrate. Since the absorption the origins of the '"background" RD spectra of (110)Si and . :,

cross section for this wrg - o. transition vanishes for light Ge, as shown in Figs. 3 and 5, respectively. The RD line- .%%
polarized perpendicular to the molecular axis, the sign of the shapes are very similar overall to the imaginary parts of the

RD change spectrum shows that the preferred orientation is respective bulk dielectric functions2' except that the critical

that with the molecular axis parallel to (110). Thus the re- point structures are exaggerated. Thus as a first approxima- ...\.-..

sidual oxide cannot be thick enough to destroy bulk registry, tion, mechanisms that yield RD spectra proportional to.'-...
i.e., the outer Ge atoms are probably terminated by bonds to Im (., ) and die i/dE should be anticipated. These data will be

single oxygen atoms with the oxygen not penetrating in sig- used to provide the first critical test of theories that have .: ,.,.

nificant amounts below the outer Ge plane. By extension, the been proposed to describe optical anisotropy in cubic materi- , ,,

results also imply that BHF and AMH effectively remove als.
most or all surface oxygen from (11l0)Si and (001)GaAs, re- The line shapes predicted for (110OJSi by these theories are .-

spctveyshown in normalized form in Fig. 7. The functional depen- ' ".,'
While thle identity of the physisorbed Br, layer on H20- dences themselves are given explicitly in Table I. I have ' ..

sipped (10Gapertobesalsesvrldfcu- everywhere set Eo = 1, and in some cases have assumed that S.? ,, -"

* ties remain. The anomalous strength of the spectrum and the E - 0 to simplify the form of the resulting expressions.,kq K

necessity of an ad hoc, linear combination to achieve the best Thmeansscsirdaentun

* line shape agreement are not understood, particularly since Th ecaisscosdrere n un
independent spectroellipsometric measurements seem to,"-999%' "
rule out the possibility of several monolayers of Br2. The 1. Bulk localfield effects; Lore ntz point dipole approximation . . 9..,.

explanation may lie with the surface local fields' 4 that con- The application of an external electric field E,,. , generates .-; ,

tribute significantly to the intrinsic RD line shapes, as will be electric dipoles on an atomic scale in any medium. The field ' ''

discussed in the next section. at any given dipole is a superposition of the applied field and

J. Vac. Sd. Technol. 3, Vol. 3, No. 5, SeplOct 1965 .-* . .-
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TABLE I. Predicted energy dependences of RD spectra )Rjj o - R)/R for I 110) surfaces ofcubic crystals. Parameter definitions and original references are

given in the text. ;

Bulk (spatial dispersion) Surface

Point dipole: Local field:81r a' E 2

-0.2~ 2  0 eI, c -1)1.E [Y(&,6,io Aaoj tm(eI".022 8 hc , . .J
Energy band: Contact exciton:

Ene bad 1 C, dc, 81rd E'

6M, c2  Q , - I d1
Momentum matrix element: Surface films: .'....

P 2  
81r dE Ce,,, -eC\

the fields of the other induced dipoles. For a lattice of points 2. Spatial dispersion; one-electron approximation
of polarizability a, the local field e(r) at any point r can be In the semiclassical band picture, the q-dependent dielec- '- -written tric function can be written"

e(r) = E , + e p r-R),5 41re: '"iS--]:'-"i"" """
enr) + i , ed, =)r - Rn), (5) 1 + (v, klxe 1iq. c, k + q) . .-

.V stat

where the R,, are the lattice vectors and edip (r) is the stan- 1
dard expression2' for the electric field at r due to a dipole p XE, (k + q) - E,, (k) - E - ir

relation with a solution of the general form iq'r
X (c, k + q~xe rj, k) , (8) '

e(O) = - (6) where v and c represent the valence and conduction bands,0 -- Baao respectively, Vis the crystal volume, and F is the broadening

where /# is a number given by the lattice sum of Eq. (5) evalu- parameter. Finite values of q therefore modify the momen-
ated with the origin r = 0 chosen at any arbitrary lattice site tum matrix element and-if the conceptually useful vertical- ->- . 1
R. and normalized to a and the volume a' of the unit cell transition picture is to be retained-shift the conduction
(cubic symmetry is assumed). The dielectric function for this band with respect to the valence band. This reciprocal-space
model can be evaluated by averaging the microscopic field displacement effectively increases the valence-conduction
e(r) and polarizability p(r) = I pb (r - R,) by standard band separation by an amount proportional to q2, " and thus ., ,-4

methods." The result is R, the spectrum resulting from the energy denominator is func-
tionally equivalent to that encountered in first-derivative
modulation spectroscopy except that the line shape is scaled

(e, - 41rna , by q2 -E 2 E,.
- 41r fla (7) Both bulk energy-band (BEB) and momentum-matrix ele-

- na - 3 ment contributions have been evaluated by Yu and Car- -. -,3 adona 3 7 for the fundamental absorption edge of GaAs. I con-

where n is the density of dipoles (lattice points). For simple sider here the four equivalent ( I 11) critical points giving rise
cubic latticesi = 0 and Eq. (7) reduces to the usual Lorentz- to the E, structures at 3.4 and 2.1 eV in Figs. 3 and 5, respec--
Lorenz expression." tively. A straightforward calculation assuming three-dimen-

However, fl does not vanish in general for systems of low- sional simple parabolic bands with the usual momentum se-
er symmetry such as molecules absorbed on a surface," for lection rules yields for the energy-band contribution the
random distributions of polarizable points, -" or r finite result given in Table I and the line shape shown in Fig. 7.
wavelengths 4 for which e(R.) = e q' e(0), where q is the Here, M = in,, + m,,, is the sum of the transverse effective
wave vector of the light in the medium. When substituted in masses of the valence and conduction bands. The sign and
Eq. (1), the Lorentz expression" 4 yields the function in the numerical value of the prefactor depend not only on the sym- ""

upper left corner of Table I and the line shape in the upper metry of the critical points but also on the order of the singu- ", .- -
left corner of Fig. 7. larity. If a two-dimensional model density of states with a

It is clear that this theory fails to reproduce the observed momentum-space cutoff in the third dimension had been
energy dependence, in particular for energies below the 3.4 assumed, the expression would have vanished identically. ..
eVE, critical point. This is not surprising, since point-lattice Thus these data can also be viewed as a test of the two-di-
models are not expected to provide as accurate a description mensional nature of the E, transitions.
of the bulk dielectric properties of semiconductors as energy Because the effective masses and selection rules differ with .. '.
band models. critical point, the energy-band expression derived for the E,

J. Vac. Se. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sop/Oct 1985
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structure is not expected to describe the RD spectra in the eter."9 The resulting line shape and functional representa- 0

vicinity of the 4.2 eV E2 features in Figs. 3 and 5. However, tion for the surface contact exciton (SCE) model are given in
the first-derivative functional form is general. Consequently, Fig. 7 and Table I, respectively, and differ from the surface %

the energy band mechanism satisfies one of the qualitative local field contribution by a scaling factor ofE 2. This similar- tip
criteria needed to describe the intrinsic contributions to the ity is not surprising, since both mechanisms are manifesta-

RD spectra. tions of many-body screening effects. Consequently, a clear- ,.-%
The momentum matrix element contribution can be eval- cut distinction between the two may not be possible.

uated by k.p perturbation theory.3" The result is also given in For completeness, the line shape and functional form of
Table I and Fig. 7 for ( 111 ) critical points, where Ps 2r/ao the RD contribution from an anisotropic transparent sur- -Y,
is the momentum matrix element. This mechanism fails bad- face film is also given in Table I and Fig. 7.
ly with respect to sign, magnitude, and line shape, and is not From an inspection of Fig. 7 and Table I it is clear that the
considered further. dominant contributions to the intrinsic or background RD

spectra come from the bulk energy band and surface local
3. Surface effects field and/or surface contact exciton effects. Figures 8 and 9

As mentioned in connection with Eq. (7), local fields at show best-fit representation of the oxidized-surface RD

lattice sites will not necessarily cancel if lattice sums are re- spectrum of Fig. 3 and the H 20-stripped RD spectrum of

stricted, as for example by the existence of a surface. This Fig. 5 for (1 10)Si and Ge, respectively. The spectra are divid-

effect was recently shown by Mochin and Barrera 4 to pro- ed into two ranges centered about the E, and E2 transitions.
duce in principle a large anisotropy in the optical properties Two best-fit curves are shown in each case, corresponding to

of cubic crystals with (110) surfaces. To calculate the expect- linear combinations of the bulk energy band and surface 1o-
ed line shape, Eq. (7) can be written cal-field contributions, and of the bulk energy band and sur-

face contact exciton contributions, respectively. Separate

+ A co" -1 41na (9) weighting factors were used for each constituent in each half.
47r A3 a The justification of different weighting factors for the
-n a a 3 first-derivative energy band contribution follows from the

fact that different critical points are involved. The justifica-

where A c,' represent the corrections to the dielectric func- tion of separate weighting factors for the local-field and con-
tion and lattice sum, respectively, for the layerj and polar- tact-exciton contributions is more subtle, since the correc-
ization direction oa. If the A 'fly (and the corresponding tions 46 and A do not contain any explicit energy
A /T) are small, the first-order expansion of Eq. (9) can be dependences. However, an energy dependence can be ex-
substituted in Eq. (2) to yield the surface local field (SLF) pected to arise for 46 if a more realistic local-field model is
expression given in Table I and the normalized line shapes used to dese the seiconor, where thefelectonicused to describe the semiconductor, where the electronic .. .
shown in Fig. 7. 1 have approximately evaluated the prefac- charge is distributed over the unit cell rather than being con-
tor in Table I for a ( 10) surface of an f, lattice, for which centrated at lattice points. Since local field effects decrease as , .
n = 41a3 and d N(2 a,/4. Note that 6 = 4r/3 for the fc, charge distributions become more uniformly distributed,
lattice, i.e., the local field contribution is equal to that ob-
tained by averaging over dipole fields for this configuration.

In fact, only two assumptions are necessary for obtaining
the Im E,( functional form. These are (1) that the anisotropy is (1Os
arises from a surface phenomenon, so that Eq. (2) applies, OXIDIZED

and (2) that e, has the functional form (SLF + BEB) -

C, Co) + C gf , (10) (SCE+ BEB)

where E,, is a "bare" or "one-electron" dielectric response c to_

and g is an interaction or "screening" parameter with aniso-
tropic corrections A g", in the vicinity of the surface. For . '
example, in Eq. (9) ca) is 4na and Az" is A ,"/(47rna"). But is P, . . ,
Eq. (10) can also be derived under rather general conditions'
by applying the resolvent operation to the Dyson equation, 9 -". .'
which describes many-body corrections to the one electron
approximation. " The existence of these many-body correc-
tions to the optical spectra of semiconductors has been well
documented in the literature. Thus the Im(c,) RD re- 0
sponse is more general than the Mochin-Barrera derivation ,
would imply, and the observation of the Im (c,) component 2 3 4 5;:..., -

in RD spectra is direct evidence for the existence of surface E (ev)
many-body effects.

If the electron-hole Coulomb interaction is represented FIG. 8. Comparison of experimental and hest-fit intrinsic RD line shapes for " ,
t he oxidized I 10iSi surface. Solid line: data. Dashed-line: linear coib a- " , " "

approximately by a 6 function, Eq. (10) follows directly with lion of surface local field and bulk energ. hald model. I)olled line. linear

g = E k , where k is the contact-exciton interaction param- combination ofsurl'ace contact exciton and bulk encrg\ hand niodels,

- V. 0..J. Vac. S¢I. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985 -, .
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FIG. 9. As Fig. 8. but for 1 l10)Oe. FIG. 10. Top: best-fit comparisons of the oxidized ( 110)Si surface, from Fig.

8. Bottom: intrinsic contributions shown separately.

and since the real-space distribution of the electronic wave
functions depends on their energy and momentum, some structure has a relatively extended two-atom basis in the unit
energy dependence of AL can be anticipated. Likewise, since cell, and the latter because the one-electron approximation
the strength of the electron-hole interaction depends on the consistently underestimates oscillator strengths of actual 'r"
overlap of the electron and hole wave functions, a weak ener- critical point transitions.
gy dependence can also be expected for Ak. Figure 8 shows that the best approximation to the intrin- 4

Figures 8 and 9 show that the major spectral dependences sic (I l0JSi line shape is provided by the oxidized, not
of these RD data are well represented by these contributions, stripped, surface. This shows that surface-state effects are
with the local field and contact exciton models providing reduced by oxidation in this spectral range. Consequently,
somewhat better fits in the E, and E2 spectral regions, re- the RD change spectrum at the bottom of Fig. 3 is the line
spectiv -1- The near-equivalence of the two models is not shape characteristic of states on this surface. Since the RD
surprising, since as discussed above, both are approximate
representations of surface many-body screening effects and
differ only by a scaling factor E 2 . In fact, the distinction in
the E, spectral range is only possible at the limits of the
fitting range. The overall agreement is sufficiently good to 8(%) Ge %EXP %
indicate that the major contributions have been correctly FIT
identified, but not good enough to allow the claim of com-

plete success. This could have been anticipated because the
line shapes corresponding to the chemically induced 4-
changes in the electronic polarizability of the surface bonds -

have no analog in Fig. 7, would not necessarily be expected iJ "
to be dominated by bulk-related features, and have not been -

considered in the above discussion. o
The best-fit contributions are shown individually in Figs. a FIT

10 and 11. These show that about 1/3 of the intrinsic contri- In S . " ,
bution comes from the bulk energy band mechanism and 2/3 SCE
from surface many-body screening effects. The magnitudes 4- BEB

obtained in the E, spectral regions can be compared to the
predictions of the respective models. The results show that
the surface local field model overestimates the experimental-
ly determined amplitudes by factors of 10 and II for Si and 0 ..-
Ge, respectively, and the energy band model underestimates
the determined amplitudes by factors of 7 and 9. These dis-
crepancies are at least in the expected direction; the former 2E ev

because local field effects are overestimated by assuming 
-"',v

that the polarizable species are points whereas the diamond Fi,,. I I As Fig. 10. but for (I 1OIGe.

J. Vac. S t. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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The laser can also be frequency tripled to generate 355 nm AI-QCM ILaser off
light with less pulse energy. The N 2 laser (Molectron) can Xe --

produce 2 mJ per pulse at 337 nm with 10 ns pulse duration laser
and 30 Hz pulse rate. An XeCI excimer laser can provide 500 

(b Cl2 1 Torr 
.

mJ per pulse at 308 nm with 20 ns pulse width and a maxi- 
,.

mum of25 Hz repetition rate. UV transmitting quartz lenses
and windows are used in the experiments.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

S..,.

A. Spontaneous etching systems

As discussed by Winters, et al.," spontaneous etching is Y 00 .

defined to mean the process whereby neutral species (includ- z
ing radicals) in the absence of energetic radiation can inter- 

. -

act with a solid surface to produce volatile products. Many 3-

of these reactions occur at or near room temperature. For
instance, XeF~ can spontaneously etch Si, Ta, Mo, Ti, and Laser off
W.'2 At high gas pressure, F 2 can etch Si'" and Cl2 can etch "
Al.'4 The interaction of XeF2 with Si in the presence'' 6 and Excimer
in the absence of photon radiation has been quite ex- laser

tensively studied in recent years. In this section, we present laser

new results on Al-C 2 reaction enhanced by UV laser radi- o (a)I I I -

ation. Without external radiation, spontaneous etching 0 8 16 24
usually results in isotropic etching of solid materials. Time (sec.)

When a clean Al is exposed to Cl 2, chemisorption readily Fic. 2. Frequency responses of an AI-QCM: (a) excited by a XeCI laser at

takes place as detected by the decrease of the frequency (f) of 0.30 J/cm', 10 Hz pulse rate, without gas and (b same condition with C12  
- -"

""

an Al-quartz-crystal microbalance (AI-QCM). The dissocia- at P I I Torr.

tive chemisorption behavior at low pressure range (< 10'
Torr) has been investigated by Smith. '7 Above the gas pres- rate) is more than a factor of 15 higher than the spontaneous
sure ' 10' Torr, we observe a spontaneous etching of the etch rate [Fig. l(b)]. The etch rate enhanced by the laser in- .- ,..

Al film from the frequency response of the AI-QCM. Figure creases as P is increased to 0. 1 Torr [Fig. 1(c)]. Under the
](a) shows the initial chemisorption phase causingf to de- excitation condition, the etch rate is determined to be about
crease followed by the spontaneous etching causingf to in- 20 000 A/min, i.e., about II ./pulse. The etching behavior
crease at P = 10 2 Torr. A N2 laser at 337 nm irradiated on is also studied with a XeCI excimer laser. Figure 2 shows the
the Al surface can greatly enhance the etch rate. For exam- frequency response of an AI-QCM exposed to Cl at P = --

pie at this pressure, the UV laser-enhanced etch rate at the Torr and the laser at F = 0.30 J/cm2 (20 ns pulse width). The
laser fluence F = 0.12 J/cm2 (10 ns pulse width, 30 Hz pulse observed etch rate at 10 Hz pulse rate is about 300 A/s, i.e.,

30 A,/pulse. In the absence of C12 gas, no etching, i.e., phys- " .

AL-aCse2 o (a) S i-Q C M

(b) Fe-QCM 
i Laser-off

_ (d) Au- CM 
' .•-C .

bS F

o Lase ' io nf 
( c) N 

oM
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--- ---o0,~'0 
z.J -" 

"

SC 4

a0100 
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2

. 3OHzpulserateandP: 0 'Torr. F to. 3. QCMfrequencvresponsessh(w 
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and cel e scited by a N .laser and P 1) I T Crr. 
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TABLE I. Relativeetch ratesobserved in chemical etchingof solids induced by a N, laseratO.12 J/cm, 30 Hz pulse rate. and Cl. pressure at P 0 O. 1 Torr.
Except Sit I I I crystals, all solids listed here are prepared as films on QCM or quartz substrates.

Al 20 000 A/min Si film 1 600 A/min Ni 10 A/min
Ag 500 n-SilIllI1 1 130 Ni 4,,Fe,, 1200

10.1 fl
Mo 1000 p-Sif I I 11 800 Ni 4 ,Fe,, 350 -. %,

10.1 n)6
W 240 Ni,,Fe.,. 640 6 ,. J

' . N "
Au < 10 Fe 850

ical ablation, of the Al film is detected under our irradiation low. In fact, the optical (e.g., reflectivity) and thermal prop-
conditions [Fig. 2(a)]. Since Cl2 strongly absorbs photons erties (e.g., heat capacity and thermal conductivity) of W and
near 300 nm, a rather short optical path length (- 2.5 cm) is Mo are so similar that the surface temperatures raised by the
used in these experiments to reduce the effect of optical at- UV pulses should be about the same. It is thus somewhat ...

tenuation in the gas phase. surprising to observe that the W etch rate can be a factor of 4
It is clear from the experimental results that chlorine can lower than Mo under our Cl2 exposure and laser excitation

readily chemisorb on an Al surface and spontaneous etching conditions. From these results, it is clear that while the vola- ip.
can occur at P> 10 Torr. We find that spontaneous etch- tility of the reaction product is certainly an important factor ,

ing is not always observed if the Al surface is contaminated in affecting the etch rate, other factors such as surface reacti-
Under a steady state condition, the thickness of the chlorin- vity and photochemistry involving specific products formed
ated surface layer is likely to be about 30 A which can be in the reaction can be just as or even more important in *'".

removed by a laser pulse at F = 0.25 J/cm2 or higher. Since determining the etching kinetics. At the present time, the
the laser-enhanced Al etch rate, depending on the laser laser-induced etching behavior for a given gas-solid system,
fluence and pulse repetition rate, can be two orders of magni- even for such simple gas as Cl2 , is still not :asily predictable *

tude higher than the spontaneous etch rate at 25 °C, aniso- from our limited knowledge in surface photochemistry. It o'.

tropic etching of A] by Cl2 gas can be achieved with laser should be further pointed out that for this class of chemical
beams. This is indeed observed. The etched features induced systems, laser-induced etching involves the formation and ...- '

by the UV lasers are very clean and the walls are steep appar- removal of a surface layer with the thickness usually of about
ently suitable for practical applications. 30 A or less. This is the maximum etching yield per laser

pulse due to the chemical effect along, i.e., not including the
B. Passive reaction systems e

When a solid is exposed to halogen gases, the surface reac-
tion often stops after forming a relatively thin passive surface _.

layer which impedes further reaction. Among the three .

classes of heterogeneous systems that we discuss here, this Ag, Ag+C5 2 ,AgCI Augervv
type of reaction is by far the most prevailing behavior. The
interaction of chlorine with Si, Ni, Fe, Mo, W, and Au clear- %
ly belongs to this class with the Au-Cl2 reaction being the
weakest among these solids. The typical chemisorption be-
havior as observed with QCM's as a function of Cl2 exposure
for some of these materials is shown in Fig. 3. Some of the
etching reactions induced by a N2 laser irradiation on solid
surfaces are also displayed. The relative etch rates of these Agclean

solids along with Al and Ag (to be further discussed below) at C Ag clean

P = 0. 1 Torr and F 0.12 J/cm2 (30 Hz pulse rate) are sum- l"'" 10S "
marized in Table I. As discussed above, a very high etch rate 0 -l 1

is observed for Al films. Relatively high rates are detected for
Si films, Si( i) (0.1 112, n- or p-type), Mo, and Fe. No or 100 sec-10 -3 Torr .,(.•
negligible etching is found for Au and Ni. To some extent, l0sec-10 2 Torr
the laser-induced etch rates seem to be directly related to the *'-, ,,
volatilities of solid chloride compounds. For instance, c12  \*

AlCl. SiCl4. MoCI5 , and FeCi3 have relatively high vapor 10sec- I Tor, ,' *.

pressures at T<200 °C, " which can be easily reached by a

pulsed laser radiation on the solids. The chlorides of Ni and Ag? .
Ag at the same temperature are essentially nonvolatile. The 342 347 352 357 362 367 %

notable exception to this etch rate-volatility correlation is Kinetic Energy (eV) -. N
tungsten. While the boiling points of WCI5 and WCi5 are
relatively low (about 300 °C) and their vapor pressures are H(, 4 X-ra, Ini(Jut'd M, VV Auger "pctra ot'a clhan Ag, Ag exposed to

high even at T = 200 °C, " the etch rate of W by Cl2 is very Cl and a solid Ag(l

J. Vac. Sc1. Technol. 3, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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effect of physical ablation by laser pulses at very high laser 36.4
intensities. Also, because Cl, can often readily adsorb disso- a Ag(3d 5 2)

ciatively on metal and semiconductor surfaces, photodisso- c)Ag-cln 3/2)(b) Ag-C,2 37 14.4
ciation of Cl2 molecules in the gas phase usually is not an 0.1 Torr-lO0 sec %

essential process for chemical etching to take place. En- . (c) Solid AgCl

hancement of etch rates due to C12 photolysis is, however, C e
observed in some cases. _ I

In addition to pure Ni and Fe films, we have also investi-
gated the etching reaction on Ni-Fe alloy surfaces. Although (a) 'W

the etch rate for Ni induced by the N 2 laser at 12 MW/cm 2  
(b)

and P = 0.1 Torr is negligible, the etch rate of the alloy in- (c)

creases with the Fe concentration as shown in Table I. Ap-
parently the chemical etching of Fe whose rate is about two 387.5 377.5 367.5 357.5
orders of magnitude higher than Ni has enhanced the Ni " " -198.6 

/
. i.,

etching in the alloy system. Without such Fe-associated CIRO

etching enhancement, the surface of the solid would be en-
riched with Ni and the etch rate of the alloy would be greatly
reduced. We are carrying out further studies of the alloy (b)

system with XPS and AES in order to better understand the
differential etching behavior of binary materials. M

C. Diffusive reaction systems 218 208 198 188

Ag represents a class of solids which strongly react with Binding Energy (eV)

Cl so that chlorine not only chemisorbs on the surface but FiG. 5. XPS spectra of Ag(3dl and Cl(2p) of an Ag film exposed to CI,: la)

also diffuses into the bulk of the material. The interaction of clean Ag surface, (bi exposed to Cl, at 0.1 Torr for 100 s and (c a solid AgCI
C12 with Ag surfaces in the low exposure range has been for comparison.
extensively studied by several groups.'9.20 C12 can dissocia-
tively adsorb on Ag with an initial sticking probability of evenly distributed as a uniform AgCI layer as determined by
about 0.5 and this value drops to about 0.01 above a mono- XPS, the actual Cl penetration depth can easily reach 200 .
layer surface coverage. In addition to chemisorption, a par- or more into the Ag lattice. This depth distribution is exam-
tial silver halide (AgCI) formation has been detected. We med by ADP and the results are shown in Fig. 8. Clearly at
have studied the Ag-Cl2 reaction in the pressure range low exposures, the Cl concentration (x) on the surface is low
between 10- ' and 10 Torr, and the exposure time between and it decreases rapidly as a function of depth. Whereas at
10 and 1000 s. The x-ray induced M 4 ,5 VV Auger spectra as high exposures, x can be close to 1 and a layer with constant
shown in Fig. 4 exhibit a chemical shift of about 2 eV indicat- Cl concentration is found [Fig. 8(c)]. The tails of the depth . -.

ing the formation of AgCl in the surface region. Coexistence profiles are due mainly to intrinsic Cl diffusion (or more , -,,

of metallic Ag and AgCI is found in the chlorinated surface correctly Ag diffusion) and to a small extent to the ion-bom-
layer even for Cl2 exposures as high as 1 Torr- 100 s. Namely, bardment-induced effects such as surface compositional
Ag is always enriched with respect to Cl for exposures 10 mixing and roughening. Ion-induced chemical change is a
L. The surface Cl concentration (averaged over the sampling pronounced effect on solid AgCI and chlorinated Ag sur-
depth of the photoelectrons, i.e., = 15 A) can be determined
quantitatively from the XPS intensity analyses of the Ag(3d)
and Cl(2p) emission peaks (Fig. 5). The XPS spectrometer is
calibrated with a solid AgCI sample and an excellent agree- Ag+ Cl"

ment with the calculated photoionization cross sections2 of AgCl 2

the two core level peaks is found. Figure 6 shows the average 08 V o n
Cl surface concentration x with respect to Ag as a function of '
C12 pressure exposed for various times. The chlorinated sur- 0.6 .
face layer may be described with an average stoichiometry of ._ z %

AgCl, with x < 1. Only at much higher Cl 2 exposures. e.g., I 0.4 -
10 Torr-1000 s, stoichiometry AgCI (x = 1.0) formation is0 2 exposre im: \
observed with XPS. U 81I 10 sec :'

The Cl penetration behavior is studied with both QCM 0.2 - 100C sec

and Auger depth profiling (ADP) along with Ar ' -ion bom-
bardment. Typical responses of an Ag-QCM exposed to Cl, 1 0 1 1 l 1.
are shown in Fig. 7. The decrease of the QCM frequency C1 i 102 0 -  

10r 10P ''o

,f-= - 220 Hz at 10' L exposure (I Torr-100 s) corre- 0(2 PressureP (Torr) ¢.° ..-

sponds to an equivalent amount of 45 monolayers of Cl being tAerage surl'ac' Cl ( conclctilton .%; as in AgC~l on an Ag surface

adsorbed in the surface region of the metal. Since Cl is not exposed to ('. under %arious exposure con(ditions.

J. Vac. Scl. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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d*Laser off and an XeCI laser at 15 MW/cm and P 1.0 Torr, respec- "
Ag-GCMrv/C1 2 Laeloftively. Between 10 and I Torr, the laser-induced etch rate ., .Laser off ,, 

a e  nrae ihpesr•Efcetecigi lootie """-.
(a) No laser evacvcute
(b) With N2 laser C" 2 evacuated increases with pressure. Efficient etching is also obtained
(Ic) With excimer laser with 532 and 355 nm light pulses generated from a Q- .. '..

switched Nd : YAG laser even under relatively low Cl, ex-
/* posure conditions. Using a mass spectrometer in the time-of-

* flight (TOF) mode, we can detect Ag, Cl, and AgCI species " .Cl 2 in /M

12 Cl2 in 1.0 Torr desorbed by the laser pulses at F p0.3 J/cm2 from the Cl,-C N. laser exposed surfaces (1200 L at 2 X 10 " Torr). Figure 9 shows ,

-1(b) on (c) the typical TOF spectra obtained with 532 nm pulses at 0.49
J/cm2 . The kinetic energies of the desorbed particles deter-

100Hz Excimer mined from the TOF spectra are 0.1, 2.9, and 4.7 eV, respec- .
100 sec. laser on tively, for Cl, Ag, and AgCI. Clearly their translational .

"temperatures" are not uniform and are much higher (someCrCl 2 in -. ." ".
2 more than a factor of 50) than the estimated surface tempera-u,. , 0.005 Torr -''''"-,

ture raised by the laser-induced heating. When the laser
0.05 Tort fluence is raised to 0.7 J/cm-, a small amount of genuine -

Ag * ions are detected without using the ionizer of the mass100 Hz 0.1 Tort ." ' '=.

I Tort spectrometer. At F = 1.3 J/cm2 , only ionic Ag ' and Cl
100 sec, 10Tort species are observed along with visible emission from the

surface. The etching and desorption behavior induced by
Time- 355 nm light pulses is very similar to the excitation at 532

nm. For a clean Ag without Cl, exposure, atom and ion 2
FI(. 7. FrequencN responses of an Ag-QCM. la) exposed to C1, up to 10 desorption is observed only at very high laser fluences ( > 0.8
Torrfor U(K),. ibiexcited h. a N laseri0. 12J/cmK. 30 l),iat P - 0.1 Torr. i/cm2 ), and it always occurs along with a slightly bluish iu- "
and ci excited b a XeCI laser 1.3J/cm. 10 Hzi at P - 1.0 Torr for 10s. al

minescence from the surface. Figure 9(b) shows the TOF
spectra of Ag and Ag species from a clean Ag irradiated "-

faces. We have extensively investigated these effects and by 532 nn, light pulses at 1.13 i/cm2 . The prominent ionic
found that not only Ar ' -ions but also x-ray (used in XPS) emission and the characteristic visible luminescence strong-
and e-beam (used in AES) radiation can cause AgCI to be ly indicate the formation of plasma at the metal surface.
reduced to metallic Ag in the surface region. Photodecom- Such emission of photons and charged particles has been
position of AgCI by x-ray irradiation was also observed by .
Sharma, et al.22 Thus in the XPS, AES, and ADP analyses ., %
we have to take the radiation-induced effects into account. ,', ",
Details of this study will be published elsewhere.2  It suffices ,'
to mention here that as displayed in Fig. 8, Cl indeed can Aq C11 (a) (b)

Ag Aq retaIpenetrate quite deeply ( > 200 A) into the bulk of Ag. 532 m 0.49J cn 532 tim 1 13 J c"

In spite of the incomplete surface chlorination (i.e., the
surface is enriched with Ag), exposure of the surface to a UV
or visible laser can result in efficient etching of the metal. - " ",* "
Figures 7(b) and 7(c) show the responses ot an Ag-QCM ex- __
posed to C12 at 0.1 Torr excited by a N 2 laser at 12MW/cm 2  

_ Ag AgAg'

- [J ..° - -' .

A w Ag A Ag

_ 08 - -•-," -

10 0 Osec 100 sec 100 sec

to Tort tO2To,, 0 o Tort

C 04

.
0

02

0 200 100 600 800 2(0 400 
"

00
I- 1 I I I1 w,, * if FIhqht (.,s ( ,,

0 0 0

At' Sputter Time (a u) - FI.. 9. Time-of-flight I ()I:i ass spcctro ,icicr sig ;ita lriim ai a chlor mat- % ,

ed Ag surface i 12ME I of'0. at 2 • I() ' lo itid i ai Alcan Ag irtface.

Fi(..8 Auger depth profiling showing the Cl and Agsignalsas.a function of hoti irradiated h, 532 in lasr cr lsCS al ditlternit tlucicc' the daIh d &'s . -
sputtering time by Ar -ions on Ag surfaces exposed to CI. utinder ,arious curie in IN indicates the signal for gcriiiinimic hc i d-I!ctc d slthorn *%

exposure conditions. UsitIg (the itlit I ro I t 111 5 '1(", roltl ctl
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Mechanistic studies of the decomposition of trimethylaluminum
on heated surfaces

D. W. Squire,')C. S. Dulcey,b) and M. C. Lin
Chemistry Division. Naval Research Laboratory, Washington. D. C. 20375-5000

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985) Nt-

The decomposition of trimethylaluminum (TMA) on copper, aluminum, quartz, and gallium
arsenide substrates has been studied as a function of substrate temperature from 550-900 K under
low pressure conditions. Detection of gaseous products was carried out by laser multiphoton
ionization mass spectrometry (MPI/MS) for methyl radical and aluminum species and electron
impact mass spectrometry (EI/MS) for stable species. The methyl radical was the sole gaseous

reaction product observed above these substrates, with an apparent activation energy for
production of 13 + 2 kcal/mol. Neither ethane nor methane was observed at the low pressures
employed in these experiments, with either helium or hydrogen as carrier gases. A mechanism is
proposed to explain these results.

I. INTRODUCTION This pressure regime diminishes certain high density effects

Organometallic chemical vapor deposition (OMCVD) is an (secondary reactions, flow and boundary effects, etc.) and

increasingly important semiconductor processing tech- allows a clearer understanding of the primary mechanism,

nique, and is a subject of considerable current research inter- which can then be extended to model higher pressure results.
est.' In OMCVD, metal alkyls and hydrides are mixed in a In our experiments, we have studied the thermal decom-

carrier gas (H., N,, or noble gas) and flowed into a reactor, position of trimethylaluminum (TMA) on heated substrates .7

where they deposit a metal layer on a high temperature sub- at low pressures.7 The current interest in GaAlAs semicon-

strate. Most studies of OMCVD have concentrated on prop- ductor manufacturing makes the TMA/GaAs system an ob-

erties of the deposited surface and the stable end products, vious candidate for study. Detection of the reaction products

ignoring reactive intermediates necessary for a detailed un- was done by resonance enhanced multiphoton ionization

derstanding of mechanism. Detection of the reactive inter- (REMPI)'" ' and electron impact (El) mass spectrometry.

mediates has been hampered by the operating pressures of The use of MPI allowed selective detection of the (nonfluor-

practical CVD reactors (about I atm). The principal gaseous escing) methyl radical and the alkylaluminum compounds
products observed are the alkanes corresponding to hydro- with the high sensitivity of ion detection.' -  Electron im-
genation or recombination of the alkyls attached to the pact allowed us to monitor methane and ethane, or any other
source metal. relatively stable molecule which does not fluoresce or pho-The relative importance of gas phase vs surface reactions toionize in the wavelength region employed in these experi-

and the role of free radicals in the OMCVD process are not ments.
well understood. The standard models proposed for CVD The decomposition of TMA was studied on a variety of
have been surface reactions occurring by Langmuir-Hin- substrates chosen to distinguish possible mechanisms. Both
shelwood (adsorbed state) mechanisms. Recently, how- helium and hydrogen were employed as carrier gases to in- -. '

ever, Breiland and Ho have detected Si. in the gas phase vestigate the possible role of hydrogen in the deposition pro- hea-d -bstat,
during the deposition of silicon from silane, suggesting a cess. We find that TMA decomposition on heated substrates
more prominent role for gas phase reactions.6  produces only the methyl radical as the initial gaseous pro-

As an example of possible operative mechanisms, consider duct. Neither methane nor ethane production was observed

gallium arsenide deposition from trialkylgallium and arsine. using electron ionization within the detectivity of our mass
The observed gaseous organic products may result from the spectrometer under the experimental conditions employed.

surface reactions

GaR, a) + AsHy(a) -- RH(g) + GaR, (a) II. EXPERIMENTAL

+ AsH, , (a), A schematic of the apparatus used in these experiments is
shown in Fig. 1. The system is a modified version of that

GaR, (a) - Rig). + GaR, 2 (a), previously used for MPI spectroscopy of free radicals. '

or from alkyl radicals in the gas phase via the reactions Briefly, TMA diluted in H, or He was bled through an ori-

R (g) + AsH, (g) -- RH(g) + AsHy , (g), fice onto a heated surface held 45 deg to both the gas flow
and the axis of a quadrupole mass spectrometer (extranu-

R • tg) + R • 1g) - Ri(g), clear). In the mass spectrometer, products passing through a

where x, y'.- 3, a = adsorbed, and the alkyl radical R • (g) is a skimmer were ionized and mass analyzed. Ionization was

desorbed surface reaction product. To distinguish between achieved by eitherelectron impact or MPI (multipholon ion-
these channels, it is necessary to examine the reaction on a ization). With MPI, ions were generated in the focal volume-
heated surface under low pressure I <- 10 ' Torr) conditions. of a pulsed lascr. ilY11ing mass Seltion, thCse ions wvere
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"" ionization. " Ionized products were then mass selected and
Fi(, I. Schematic of the apparatus used in these experiments. For a full detected. About 400 laser shots were averaged per amu at a
d e tfixed wavelength,s nd t800 per nm at a fixed mass.

Ill. RESULTS
* detected, amplified, sampled, and signal averaged. Ions gen-...crated by electron impact were monitored on an oscillo- The first studies were of TMA (in a helium carrier) decom-

scope, posing on a copper surface. Typical experimental results of ..-."'"""The TMA dilution was prepared by passing helium or laser ionization are shown in Figs. 2 and 3. Figure2 displays

hydrogen at i t1000 Torr through a LNt-cooled molecular sel
sieve and then bubbling it through TMA. The latter was held About .

at temperatures between 273-290 K, which maintained the 1""""°"
vapor pressure at a maximum of I Torr. The dilution ratio
was, therefore, at least 1000 1 at all times. The gas mixture

was then bled onto the surface to achieve an ambient pres- The "-i.
sure rise of 2.0 10 Torr. At the surface, which was 10 T- .'- -- o
mm from the orifice, the maximum TMA partial pressure l "n-" "
was believed to be on the order of 10 Torr. It was neces-

TMA toncenration caused degradation of the performance
of the electron multiplier used for ion detection.

Surfaces used were copper. aluminum, quartz and GaAs
suih the e eption of aluminum. for which household low

purit foil was used, these substrates were of high purity. 882Standard cleaning techniques were emploed before these

substrates were introduced into the vacuum system. orman
of the ionization region of the mass spectrometer. 25 m

from the surface beneath the skimmer3 mm diam reaction IlL i. u.

prducts and deflected reactants were ionized, either by 50

eV electrons or the frequency doubled output of a Nd : YAG.. . ... t r'--T 7 'T T
pumped dye laser. The laser pulses were focused with a 38- 1O 20 30 40 50 60 ,

mm focal length quartz lens into the ionization region. Tvpi- M//
cally, 200-300 , 'aser pulses (333.4 nm) were used to ionize 1., 3 RL-WI mis, ,,etr 333.4 on with ,uriace Itmpcratures ot'28
the methyl radical. Two photons are required to resonantly and 882 K. Higher mas'c, are inignificant Masscs other than rn/i 12.15, .L

excite the 3p 2A " Rydberg transition and a third required for andk1 27 .irhcheed Ito he generad.tt orn background
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the methyl radical signal as a function of wavelength for the A,(CH),, S .2AI(CH,"a)
copper substrate maintained at room temperature and at an which hasaill °of20 kcal/mol, 2 the IMA inlet tube was

elevated 1840 K) temperature, showing the dependence of heated to 360 K to dissociate the dimer before it struck the .. ':
the methyl signal on substrate temperature. No sharp reson- surface. The heating had no effect on the CH, signal relative %
ances were noted for other masses in the same wavelength to that seen with a room temperature inlet. Thus, the dimer
region. does not appear to play an active role in the deposition. ,. -

Figure 3 shows typical mass spectra obtained with the In the initial experiments, the copper surface employed
copper substrate at room temperature and at 880 K. Both allowed higher temperatures (900 Kj for a more accurate '-"-

spectra were taken at a laser wavelength of 333.4 nm, the activation energy measurement for methyl radical produc-
peak of the transition observed in Fig. 2. Masses 12, 15, and tion. GaAs experiments were limited to 750 K, the point at ,-.%

27 are the only masses appearing in these spectra that can be which arsenic desorption begins. Aluminum and quartz sub-
unambiguously assigned to TMA decomposition. Other strates were also investigated. The former was used as a sur- '. , *, ,
mass signals are believed to arise from nonresonant ioniza- face composed of the depositing metal, aluminum, to investi- %
tion of background gases. The origin of mass 12 is unclear, gate the source of the m/z 27 signal rise observed at elevated
but it has no consistent temperature dependence. Mitchell temperatures. The latter was employed as a nonconducting,
and Hackett have shown that laser irradiation of TMA nonmetallic crystal (to test a proposed mechanism).
between 390 and 475 nm leads to dissociation of TMA and Figures 5-8 show the dependence of the methyl signal on
MPI of the aluminum atom mass 27). ' Mass 15 is the mass substrate i,.mperature for four combinations ofdiluent gases- -

peak that shows the strongest dependence on temperature. It and substrate materials. Figure 5 shows the methyl signal as .- - -
should be noted that all mass peaks other than m/z 15 and a function of substrate temperature for TMA-He striking a
mi/z 27 disappeared when the TMA partial pressure in the copper surface. Six experimental runs are included in the
reaction chamber was raised. figure. To compe'nsate for small variations in operating con-
To verifv the monomolecular character of the decomposi- ditions, data from the six independent runs were normalized

tion reaction, the pressure dependence of the methyl radical to each other at 70'1 K. Two of the six data sets plotted here
MPI signal was studied. The results are shown in Fig. 4. for were taken with the substrate temperature declining follow- -

TMA in helium ITMA-Hel striking a gallium arsenide sur- ing experimental sets recorded as temperature increased.
face at two different temperatures. The linear dependence For metallic surfaces, apparent activation energies for meth-
indicates the absence of surface saturation and secondary l radical production were found to be consistently larger for
reactions under the conditions employed, data taken as the substrate temperature declined.

At room temperature, TMA exists primarily as the dimer To investigate the role of carrier gas in the reaction, He
AI iCH ,,. In order to establish that the production ofmeth- was replaced with H, as the carrier gas; the dependence of
k I radicals does not depend on the surface dimer dissociation methyl signal on substrate temperature is shown in Fig. 6.
rcaction The results in Fig. 6 can be superimposed on those presented ',.

in Fig. 5. -a
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FIG. 6. Methyl signal plotted against surface temperature for TMA in a TEMP (K)
hydrogen carrier gas striking a copper surface. These data are superimposa-
ble on the helium carrier results. FIG. 8. Methyl REMPI signal for TMA seeded in helium striking a GaAs

surface plotted against the surface temperature. The data can be superim- r
posed on the results shown in Fig. 5. J-,""

Figure 7 shows a similar plot [I (CH I) vs substrate tem- 
"o-e 

o-w-

perature] for the aluminum surface. This surface was studied
in an attempt to examine the possibility of aluminum evapo- using electron ionization at room temperature. These signals

ration to account for the observed m/z 27 at high tempera- were monitored as a function of substrate temperature to

tures (see Fig. 11 and discussion below). The methyl signal as determine if any methane or ethane was produced in TMA
a function of temperature was essentially the same and could decomposition. The low levels of methane and ethane (m/z

be superimposed on Fig. 5. 16 and 30) signals observed had no dependence on substrate
The results of TMA decomposition on a gallium arsenide temperature for any combination of carrier gas and sub-

surface are shown in Fig. 8. Again, the methyl signal (mass strate. To test the sensitivity of our mass spectrometer using -"

15) varied with substrate temperature in a manner similar to electron ionization, a sample of ethane diluted in helium

the other surfaces up to 750 K. This experiment was repeat- 1 : 1000 was introduced into the system through the TMA

ed using hydrogen carrier with the same results. inlet. An ambient pressure rise of 2.0 X 10' Torr produced %"
Methane and ethane are present as impurities in TMA. a twenty to fortyfold increase in m/z 30 El signal over back-

Despite repeated purification of the TMA sample, constant ground levels, depending on electron multiplier gain. Ac-
methane and (much smaller) ethane signals were observed cordingly, a 3%-5% conversion of TMA into ethane, a

more probable surface reaction product than methane on '.,

these surfaces, could be readily detected. r
An Arrhenius plot of all the results presented in Figs. 5-8 e

is shown in Fig. 9, with all data separately corrected for
TMA-He/AI 0background methyl signal below 500 K. This plot covering

0/ 600-900 K gives an apparent activation energy E. ± 2r .

0 = 13 + 2 kcal/mol for methyl radical production from the
2- 0 thermal decomposition of TMA on heated substrates at low

pressures. The fact that all results are superimposable within
Xo o experimental error indicates that the reaction mechanism on

000 metals and semiconductors was independent of the nature of
0 0 the substrate. 

.,%

The number of methyl groups remaining on the surface

following the decomposition reaction and the methyl de-
.8 sorption is unknown. An Al/Ai(CHI, (x < 3) surface layer

0 0 develops during deposition; the remaining surface methyls
will eventually separate from the aluminum layer by desorp-

400 600 800 tion, migration or decomposition but on a time scale long
compared to the initial deposition step. In the absence of

TEMP (K) direct surface analysis, a temperature jump experiment was

FIG. 7. Methyl signal generated from TMA seeded in helium striking an carried out to verify the presence of surface methyls. The - - ."

aluminum surface plotted against thesurface temperature. These results are surface was first reacted at 600 K for 15 tnin and then the
superimposable on the TMA-He/Cu results of Fig. 5. TMA and carrier gas were turned off, pumped away and the

J. Vac. Scl. Technol. B, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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104 0 TMA- H,/Cu '?h "

* TMA -H 2/C, 3- TMA"te/SIO2

oO 0 TMA-He/AI
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+ 0X613
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Ftoe. 9. Arrhenius plot of all methyl REMPI data from copper. GaAs, and Ftm. 10. Methyl signal as a function of substrate temperature for TMA -

aluminum substrates (all data corrected for baseline shifts separatelyl. The seeded in helium impinging on a quartz substrate. Open circles are data %
slope of the line gives an apparent activation energy for methyl radical taken with the substrate rising in temperature: filled circles were taken with
production to be 13 ± 2 kcal/mol (the error given is two standard devia- the substrate dropptng in temperature.

..o.s. %,,

apparent activation energy for its production (13 + 2 kcal/ .

surface temperature was rapidly increased to 800 K. A small mol) was found to be independent of surface type or Carrier
but real surge in methyl signal was observed immediately gas. Methane or ethane products were not detected within a

following the jump, indicating the presence of surface meth- the sensitivity of our present electron-impact mass-
yls. spectrometer. This result implies that radical hydrogenation .-

In order to test our proposed mechanism (see Sec. IV), the or recombination takes place as a secondary gas-phase reac
reaction on a nonconducting quartz substrate was studied. tion and not as part of the thermal decomposition of TMA
In Fig. 10, methyl radical production as a function of surface on surfaces.

' temperature is shown for TMA decomposition on the quartz The bond strength of the aluminum-carbon bond in TMA - ..
substrate. Although these data are qualitatively similar to is believed to be in the range of 50-60 kcal/mol. The surpris-
those shown in Fig. 5, they are different in one important ingly low apparent activation energy observed for methyl.-
aspect-the activation energy determined as the substrate
temperature rose was greater than that determined when gante h
surface temperature subsequently declined. Further com- 6
ments on this interesting observation will be made later.ri h oe o

Aluminum (m/z 27) was routinely monitored in the above o TMA-He/ GaAs 0 0

experiments as a measure of the unreacted TMA concentra- o TMA.... ..

* tion. The results were unexpected. Figure 11I shows the alu-
minum signal (m/z 27) as a function of substrate tempera- 4- 0
ture observed during the decomposition of TMA on copper T -'-

and gallium arsenide substrates. The relatively low apparent
activation energies from these data in 20 ecmora ing- y0 00

parison with the heat of vaporization of aluminum (77 kcal/ -
mol t rsuggests that the m/z 27 signal does not derive from 2- -000

.- .0,.-, 0thfe nztionmfelatoms s bsqey dT eifyd Futh suposi- 0. 0,...,.. .oo

tion, an aluminum surface was heated in the absence of 0 0 "

eTMA to see ifaluminum desorption occurs at these tempera- 0

tures. The signal was found to be far too low to explain the 0 T

* behavior shown in Fig. 11. 0B0060o0

TEMP (K) ''

IV. DISCUSSION F. 11. Aluminum m/z 27) MPI signal as a function of surface tempera .
ture arising from TMA-He impinging on Cu and GaAs surfaces. A least- 1

Ture priary gauri prduthe decomposition M on %%%r "" '.

Sim ase usrt T eo p n squares Arrhenius fit of these data give apparent E, 's for aluminum pro
heated surfaces at low pressures is the methyl radical. The ducton of -20 kcal/mol.
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-

radical production (13 + 2 kcal/mol) may be due to the for- In the present experiment, the pressure of helium in the P e

mation of a new Al-Al surface bond ionization region of the mass spectrometer was found to be %
(CH,,AI + : Al(s) - (CH) AI-AI(s) + xCH,. -10 'Torr. IfTMA maintained its (minimum) dilution of "

.. A+ As) .H. .AlAs . 1 : 1000, the partial pressure of TMA in the ionization re-
This bond formation could release enough energy to weaken gon would be at most 10 'Torr. If each molecule produced '

at least one Al-C bond, leading to the observed methyl signal three methyl radicals in the deposition process, the density
dependence on surface temperature. TMA is known to be of methyl radicals would be 3 X 10 ' Torr or 10' molecu- . .. ,
highly reactive due to its electron deficient Al atom, 4 which les cm '. Since the observed methyl radical signal was
spontaneously reacts with electron donors. usually over 1000 counts and sometimes over 10 000, this

The increased apparent activation energy for methyl pro- indicates a sensitivity limit for methyl radical detection of %

duction observed when temperature decreases requires ex- l0' molecules cm - .

planation. After reaction at elevated temperatures for an ex- Using this sensitive technique of REMPI, the direct reac-
tended period of time, products other than aluminum may tion product of trimethylaluminum decomposition on heat-
build up on the surface. The rate at which these products ed surfaces at low pressures was found to be the methyl radi- .-

decompose and desorb may limit further deposition. That cal, with an apparent energy of 13 + 2 kcal/mol. This result .' -
some such products exist on the surface was shown by the can be explained most easily by the interaction of TMA alu- .,,

temperature jump experiment described previously. The minum atom with a surface metal atom to form a bond, aid-
higher activation energy for methyl production determined ing the cleavage of one or more AI-CH, bonds. This mecha-
while the substrate temperature was lowered may be caused nism, however, requires the presence of a metallic layer on
by surface methyls blocking reaction sites or binding elec- the surface which can donate the electrons required to bond '.'.-
trons. The above mechanism for the decomposition reaction the electrophilic aluminum in TMA. If no such metallic lay- .
is supported by the results of the experiments using quartz as er is present, as in the case of quartz, the deposition reaction

a substrate. On a nonconducting surface such as quartz, the cannot readily take place until a thin aluminum film is pyro-
production of methyl radical should initially be very slow, lytically formed on the surface to accelerate the deposition
due to the absence of surface electrons to form a bond with reaction.
TMA. A very low methyl signal level would be observed The ethane and methane products commonly seen in
arising from thermal decomposition, with the surface simply OMCVD reactors were not observed using any substrate at "" "
acting as a passive heat source. The deposition reaction any temperature in the present experiments. This suggests
should proceed via the proposed mechanism when enough that both products are the result of secondary gas phase reac- -- '-
aluminum is present on the surface to form a thin layer. This tions; for example,
hypothesis is consistent with the observed activation energy
which was higher as the quartz substrate temperature rose CH• (g) + AsH3 (g) -- CH 4 (g) + AsH(g),
than that determined as it fell (Fig. 10). CH, • (g) + CH3 - (g) -- C,H6 (g).

Hydrogen carrier is postulated as an active reagent in the This is quite likely in view of the observed low activation A,. %%

surface hydrogenation of methyl radicals by some CVD energy for production. The enhanced, but still weak
models. - The helium carrier was replaced by hydrogen to aluminum signal seen at elevated surface temperatures is at-
test this hypothesis. With hydrogen, no changes were ob- tributed to the desorption of Al (CHI) (x = i or 2).
served in methyl signal, methyl temperature dependence, or The present work employs REMPI and El to elucidate the
methane or ethane abundance. Accordingly, hydrogen does mechanism of metal alkyl decomposition on solid substrates
not play an active role in the surface reaction, in the absence of metal hydrides. Metal hydrides may affect

The rise in the aluminum signal at high temperatures is the rates of metal deposition, methyl radical production, and
dependent on the presence of TMA and has too low an acti- alkylaluminum desorption via surface reactions such as
vation energy to be accounted for by aluminum vaporization
from the surface. Aluminum desorption does occur at these GaCH Ia) + AsH(a( - CH4(g) + GaAs(a),
temperatures but at a slow rate (AH 77 kcal/mol). Laser which has been proposed as the rate-limiting step in GaAs
ionization of both aluminum and TMA produces m/z 27. deposition by Reep and Ghandhi.5 A REMPI/EI study of
By inference, the Al' signal could arise from all AI(CHd, metal alkyl/metal hydride mixtures should provide the in-
(0,x-,3). The observed high temperature aluminum signal formation necessary to determine the importance of such
may derive from AI(CHd, (x I I or 2) desorbing from the reactions in OMCVD processes.
surface. This possibility will be tested in the near future.

V. CONCLUDING REMARKS NRC/NRL Cooperative Research Associate (1984-present). L.9.

5 GeoCenters, Inc., 320 Needham Street, Newton Upper Falls, MA 02164.
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to detect methyl radical reaction products. The advantages P. D. Dapkus, Annu. Rev. Mater. Sci. 12, 243 11982).

of MPI as a probe are significant relative to other detection 'G. B. Stringfellow. Annu. Rev. Mater. Sci. 8, 73 (19781.
'1D. W. Kisker and D. A. Stevenson, J. Electron. Mater. 12, 459 119831.

techniques. MPI combines the sensitivity of mass spectrom- 'D. H. Reep and S. K. Ghandhi. J. Electrochem Soc. 130, 675 f1983."
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Infrared laser-induced photodesorption and ultraviolet laser-induced
thermal desorption of methylfluoride and carbon monoxide from
polycrystalline copper

Ingo Hussla) and R. Viswanathanb)
Chemistry Department, Northwestern University, Evanston, Illinois 60201

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985)

Preliminary results of CO2 laser-induced photodesorption and KrF excimer laser-induced *,,
thermal desorption of methylfluoride from mixtures with carbon monoxide coadsorbed on
polycrystalline copper surfaces are reported. The data indicate that selective desorption of CHF
in the presence of CO-coadsorbate is feasible by thermal desorption using a KrF pulse laser, due to
differences in absorbed laser power density desorption threshold of the coadsorbate components. .,
Photodesorption of CH3 F is accomplished by vibrational excitation of the v3 mode of adsorbed . ,e
CHF, while simultaneous desorption of CO is not observed.

I. INTRODUCTION ied under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV)-controlled conditions.

Laser-induced thermal desorption (LITD) and laser-in- Recently, LITD has been successfully used to determine iso-

duced photodesorption (LIPD) have emerged as new and tope concentrations of NH, and ND., in mixtures coad-
versatile techniques' in the investigation of the dynamics of sorbed on copper and silver substrates.-

desorption processes occurring at the gas-solid interface. Time-of-flight (TOF) mass spectrometry has been used in

Although both the LITD and LIPD techniques utilize a LITD and LIPD in order to detect the molecular desorbing

pulsed laser beam to deposit energy into the gas-solid inter- species. In addition to the data on the desorption yield, infor-

face and thereby cause desorption of adsorbates, the mecha- mation on the desorption dynamics has been obtained oy
nisms of the absorbed laser energy transfer are different. fitting the TOF signals to Maxwell-Boltzmann (MB) distri- '.,.=...

In IR-LIPD the laser radiation is resonantly absorbed by butions, thus providing information about translational
internal vibrational modes of the adsorbate and is rapidly temperatures and equilibrium desorption characteristics."

degraded into thermal energy, making the final desorption Because of problems encountered with high speed amplifica- .

process independent of the initial resonant excitation mecha- tion of the small mass spectrometer ion current and spurious .

nism. This process has been termed resonant heating2'3 or effects due to wall scattering of laser light, very few real-time
indirect heating. .4 Experiments have been performed using desorption signals have been reported in the literature.
IR-LIPD to separate coadsorbates. Recently, equal The present work describes preliminary results of an ex- 'i

amounts (within 25% accuracy) of the two isotopes NH, and perimental investigation of the desorption dynamics in a

ND1 have been photodesorbed from coadsorbed 1:1 mix- coadsorbate/metal adsorption system, CH F/CO-Cu(poly-
tures of NH , and ND, at two or more monolayer coverages. crystal), utilizing both the LITD and LIPD techniques.

In other words, any enhanced molecular selective effect has Real-time TOF signals are reported and analyzed in order to

been found to be smaller than 25% - in this case. On the shed more light on the nature of the laser-adsorbate-surface
other hand, successful separation of CH F/CH 6 mixtures interaction. Absorbed laser power densities for desorption , . .from NaCI substrates by CO,-LIPD has been reportedao, In were measured simultaneously with the occurrence of the

the latter case the coadsorbate components differ not only in desorption events. The results for the mixed CIF/CO-Cu . -. "-.
their infrared absorption frequencies, but also in their heats system demonstrate the feasibility of selective laser-inducedt . ° . ° - S

ofadsorption. IR-LIPD has been carried out with ionic crys- desorption of one of the adsorbates when two or more adsor- .,-,
tals,4 9 • 2

0 semiconductors, 4 and metals 16
1,21-2 as sub- bates are simultaneously present on the surface at low cover- -

strates. SF6 ,4 "1 CHEF," 9 l 1-82 pyridine, 4. 22  and age. .r ,.?

NH,' '-2-2 have been used as adsorbates.
In LITD, the laser radiation is absorbed by the substrate,

which causes heating with rates in the order of (10r-I 2) II. EXPERIMENTAL
K s '(depending on the laser pulse duration). Surface phon- The experiments were carried out under UHV (system
ons can couple into the surface adsorbate bound states re- base pressure 3 x 10 .' mbar) in an apparatus that has been
suiting in breaking of the surface bond, when a certain laser described in detail elsewhere. " CH ,F (Matheson, Research
power density threshold is reached. Applying too high a la- Grade) and CO were adsorbed on a clean polycrystalline
ser power density can cause an alteration of the surface copper surface at 105 K. Due to a high residual partial pres- " ""'
structure which is clearly indicated by nonreproducible sure of CO in the UHV system, it was found that CH,F and ''

pulse-to-pulse desorption yields. Early experiments in LITD CO were always present in the residual gas when CH ,F was . -

were carried out by Levine et al. 7 in 1968. The systems CO- admitted. The ratio of the mixture (about 1:1) was constant
Pd." H,-stainless steel,"9 H,-W, "' D,-W, ' CO-Fe(l 10)," for days and was regularly checked during the experiment.
CO-Culpolycrystal)," and CO-Cu(100)" "' have been stud- The copper polycrystal (OFHC, prepared from a copper gas-
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ket) was cleaned by oxygen treatment and Ar' sputtering, B. IR-LIPD apparatus e
followed by annealing. A quadrupole mass analyzer (UTI
100C) operating in time-of-flight mode (TOFdistance 22cm) The experimental setup described in Ref. 34 had to be
was used to detect the flux of desorbing molecules, and the modified in order to carry out CO,-laser induced photode- .j.._.

amplified signal (rise time 31.s) was digitized and signal aver- sorption. The arrangement is shown schematically in the
aged using a Nicolet 1170 signal averager with a 100 MHz left-hand portion of Fig. I. Both IR-LIPD and UV-LITD
digitizer (Biomation 8100) at its front end. The data acquisi- can be carried out simultaneously. The copper sample posi- %
tion system was triggered by the actual laser beam via a pho- tion shown is that for IR-LIPD. The CO,-TEA-laser pulse i ! i

todetector signal. A discriminator device was employed in (50 ns FWHM, I J/pulse maximum energy) is steered into
the TOF path to ensure that only molecules that did not the chamber through the barium fluoride window W3
undergo wall collisions are detected by the mass spectrom- (transparent between 150 nm and 12/um), using gold front-
eter, in order to obtain real-time spectra. The salient features surface mirrors M3 and M4. The pulse energy can be suit- . .---

of the apparatus and experiments are described below, ably attenuated using a gas-cell variable attenuator A. 7 The
operating wavelength of the CO, laser is monitored by spec-
trum analyzer B (Optical Engineering). The laser beam is
incident over an approximately 4 mm 2 area of the copper

A. UV-LITD apparatus surface, at an angle of 67.50 to the surface normal, and exits __

Laser-induced thermal desorption was accomplished by through window W2 after being reflected off the copper sur-
the use of pulses (15 ns FWHM, 250 mJ/pulse maximum face. It must be noted that the angle of incidence of the laser
energyl from an excimer laser (Lamda Physik EMG 101) beam on the surface is near the optimum value predicted for

* operating at the KrF wavelength of 248 nm in the UV. As effective laser coupling to a perpendicular adsorption site."
shown in the right-hand portion of Fig. 1, the focused UV- The incident laser beam can be either s or p polarized by .

laser beam enters and leaves the UHV system at a 450 angle inserting a home-built polarizer C, constructed using gold bp -

. with respect to the Cu surface normal, i.e., the detection mirrors (Edmund Scientific Company, New Jersey), into the
angle of the desorbing species was 0* (surface normal). Ab- optical path. This polarizer can handle the high power laser-'.
sorbed laser power density is measured on a pulse-to-pulse beam without the need for frequent replacement. The inci-
basis IScientech thermopile output to op-amp amplifier'") dent and reflected laser pulse energies were monitored on a

- inultaneousl with the desorption event. More details are pulse-to-pulse basis using beam splitters in conjunction with
given i the caption of Fig. 1. The UV-LITD technique uti- pyroelectric detectors LP (Laser Precision Model RJ-7200). "
lized has been described in detail in a previous publication. Thus, accurate numbers for the laser energy absorbed by the
The main features in which our technique differs from others copper surface could be determined. The detection angle for
are (ij we use a constant backing exposure of the adsorptive, the molecular desorbing species is 22.5*. The actual LIPD
I ii) the laser-induced thermal desorl ion mass signal is sam- experimental procedure is similar to that described above
pled repetitively. (iii) the laser surface spot is much smaller and in Ref. 34 for LITD. The infrared laser-induced desorp-
than the sample crystal, and (iv) the excimer laser beam used tion experiment was done over a range of wavelengths acces-

* has been shown to possess two-dimensional uniformity in its sible with the CO, laser in order to detect the effect of vibra-
intensity distribution. tional excitation of the v, mode of CHF by the laser. .

Screen Room FI,. I. Apparatus for tandem
F F-------- CO laser-induced photode

M4/I LO ~ Man Chamb r _ sorption and KrF laser-in-
W1 W4~r I duced thermal desorption ex

*.I( amle periments is depicted. Explan- . '
IHV r ( HV ation of symbols: Ml,

Tr, i. r -- - - - - Prigger M2.aluminum mirrors; PD-L_ P__ ,J ..
trigger detector (for UV-LtITD

W3 W2 photodiode for IR-LIPD pho-
S A Iton drag detector); It, M2, M 3

B, BS Sh t ier M4-nrises; BS-backscattering

stop: WI. W2. W3. W4-BaF ,
Trigger windows; Ll-quartz lens; L2- "L2 L Pus

1412 Pulse P CaF. lens; Cu-copper pfly %

X. 
crystal mounted on a sample .

S <'LP, > LP ' manipulator; A-IR-attenu-
ation gas cell; B-spectrum an.- %

NMa ' yzer; C-polarizing mirror de-~
M~N~ ,7~. Aa OMS vice: S-double slit discrim-/ , AnalyzeS Trigger., oo:%;

13 rPle inator; IE-electron impact
" /ionizer; QMS-quadrupole .

mass analyzer.
VM3
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Ill. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION I i I '

A. UV-LITD of CH3F and CO from Cu(polycrystalline) 6 . of

Time-of-flight signals of CHF and CO desorbed thermal- C
ly by KrF excimer laser pulses with peak absorbed power
densities of 7 and 12 MW/cm2 are shown in the oscilloscope
traces of Fig. 2. The experiments were carried out at a con- 6 40
stant total backing pressure of 5X 10- mbar. The ratio of +
the mass spectrometer ion currents measured at amu 28 (CO) 5

"

and amu 34 (CH3F) in the gas phase was 1.14. Methylfluor- .2'

ide desorption, monitored at amu 34, is shown in Fig. 2(a) 0
and 2(b), while Fig. 2(c) and 2(d) represent desorption signals T
for CO, monitored at amu 28. Each of the signals shown is T T
the average of 32 desorption events, obtained using a con- LF4 I I I
stant time interval of 40 s between consecutive laser pulses 0 4 8 12

by means of a low repetition rate shutter device.3" Methyl- KrF Laser Intensity (MW/cm 2)

fluoride desorption was clearly discernible at absorbed peak FIG. 3. Absorbed KrF-laser power density dependence of the UV-LITD

laser power densities in the range of 7-9 MW/cm2 [see Fig. yield of CH, F and CO desorbing from CO/CH F-Cu(polycrystal) at 105

2(b)]. However, no desorption of CO was observed under K.

identical conditions [see Fig. 2(d)]. Graphs of the UV ex-
cimer laser-induced desorption yields of CHF and CO, significant difference in the preexponential factors of the de-
plotted as a function of the peak absorbed laser power den- sorption rates for the two molecules. A comparison of the
sity, are shown in Fig. 3. The data establish that the laser data shown in Fig. 3 with the LITD data for the pure CO-Cu
power density thresholds for thermal desorption of CHF system33 indicates that the threshold value for LITD of CO
and CO are different. Furthermore, the data show that selec- is not changed by the coadsorbate and that the coverage of
tive laser-induced thermal desorption of CHF in the pres- CO in the experiments reported here is low (0 < 0.5), due to
ence of CO coadsorbate occurs at peak absorbed laser power the substrate temperature of 105 K. The heat of adsorption
densities in the range 5-7 MW/cm2 . The laser power density of pure CO on Cu(100) is known to be about 70 kJ/mol for 1 '

thresholds for desorption are estimated to be 5 and 7 0 < 0.1 and 56 kJ/mol for 0 = 0.5.40 An adsorption energy of
MW/cm2 for CH3 F and CO, respectively, from extrapola- 46 kJ/mol was recently reported for CH3F adsorbed on
tion of the graphs in Fig. 3. Heats of adsorption of CHF and NaCI. " Both species (CH3F and CO) are desorbed by LITD . -. "-
CO in the mixed CH 3F/CO-Cu system have not been mea- at laser power densities above threshold in the range between
sured. However, the lower absorbed laser power density 9 and 12 MW/cm2 .
threshold for CH3F indicates that the heat of adsorption of Figure 4 shows least square fits of the TOF signals of both '. .
CHF is lower than that of CO, assuming that there is no species to a Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution. Translational . ".-.

temperatures T, for desorbing molecules obtained from
these fits range from 240 to 260 K. The CO translational . .,. -

temperatures appear to be higher than the CH 3F transla-
tional temperatures. In conventional temperature pro-
grammed desorption (TPD), different desorption tempera-
tures T, (i.e., the surface temperatures T, of maximum * . -

desorption rates) are related to differences in the heats of
-a) adsorption. For our heating rate /3> 10"' K s ',the kinetic - '."

parameters predict a peak desorption rate TP = 510 K for
(b) CO; this calculated TP is twice the observed value of T.

o Similar results were obtained in the case of the pure adsorp-

tion system CO-Cu( 00), the observed translational tem- " '
(c) peratures always being lower than values predicted by a

Frenkel-Arrhenius-type analysis at all coverages and laser
power densities applied. The velocity distributions for LITD " e

(d) normal to the surface are Maxwell-Boltzmann. The implica- .. J67%

tion of these results is that the translational degrees of free- ,

dom are not in complete equilibrium with the copper surface
Time-of-Flight heat bath during LITD. " Recent calculations4' on LITD of

NO from LiF(l00) using the stochastic trajectory technique,
FI(;. 2. Time-of-flight signals for UV-LITD of CH, F and CO from poly- as well as LITD measurements42 in the system Xe-Cu(film),
crystalline copper surfaces at 105 K shown for two different absorbed laser where no energy transfer in internal degrees of freedom can e
power densities. 32 desorption events were signal averaged at a backing

pressure of 5 x 10 mbar. Exposure time of 1.14:1 mixture of CO and take place, support this conclusion. In the present work, we , --.- -

CH, F was 40s. (a) C, F at 12MW/cm'. I CH, F at 7 MW/cm2 . to C) would like to emphasize that the observed translational tem-
at 12 MW/cm2

. Idl CO at 7 MW/cm2 . peratures of CO are not influenced by the coadsorbate and
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F .4. Maxwell-Boltzmann fits of TOF signals of CH, F and CO desorbed (b) 12eo 1 lgh 2000 .

* by UV-LITD from CHl F/CO-Cu(polycrystall at 105 K. Absorbed laser
power density 12 MW/cm2. (a) CH, F, translational temperature 7', -244 Fic. 5. 1a) TOF signal for IR-LI PD of CH, F from CH, F/CO-Culpolycrys- .%

K. lb) CO. translational temperature Tj, = 251 K. tall at 105 K. at an absorbed laser power density of 0.55 MW/cm2, tb)
Maxwell-Boltzmann fit for (a), 7, 190 K.

are close to the values observed in the pure system CO-
* Cu( 100). Furthermore, there is a difference between the low coverage. The results indicate that the CH ,F is desorbed

translational temperatures of CO and CHF, presumably due to a coupling of the laser energy into the 1 vibrational
* du toa dffeenc inthe eat ofadsrpton.mode of the molecule, rather than through direct heating of

the copper substrate. This conclusion is also substantiated by . 4
B. I-LID ofCH3 inthe ystm CHF/C-Cuthe observation that CO desorption does not occur, even
B. I-LID ofCH3 inthe ystm CHF/C-Cuwhen the laser power density is increased by a factor of 4

The CO, laser-induced photo desorption experiments over the value (0.55 MW/cm2 ) used in the CH, F photode-
were carried out under conditions analogous to the excimer- sorption experiments (see our LITD findings in Fig. 3). It
laser LITD case. Figure 5 shows a typical TOF spectrum of must be noted that no dramatic frequency dependence of the,

* CHF desorbed by CO2 laser pulses at 950 cm -'and a peak desorption yield was observed when the CO, laser was *

* absorbed laser power density )f approximately 0.55 scanned through the ratnge of 1060-930 cm ~.This is not
MW/cm2 . No enhancement of the desorption yield was ob- surprising if one considers the fact that Cl-, F forms several
served when the incident peak laser power density was in- different adsorption phases. Such phases have been detected
creased. No desorption of CO was observed at a peak ab- by infrared spectroscopy in the system CH 1F-NaCI4 . Addi- *

sorbed laser power density of (4 + 1) MW/cm2, which tionally, the use of a polycrystalline copper substrate may
actually requires an incident laser power density of 100 produce multiple adsorption sites, resulting in a broad in- Z
MW/cm2. Copper has a high reflectivity in the 10pmn region frared absorption spectrum for adsorbed CH 1F. The TOF
(96 ± 2%, measured experimentally in the present work) as spectra have rather poor signal-to-noise ratios, presumably
opposed to its low reflectivity at 248 nm region (85 ± 2)% due to very small coverages of CHF on the surface. How-.
(measured). Thus, the CO, laser is not effective in direct ever, the resultsdoshow that selective desorption ofCHFinp.
heating of the copper substrate and in causing thermal de- the presence of CO coadsorbate is feasible via a photodesorp- %
sorption, even at incident peak laser power densities in the tion technique at submonolayer coverages.
neighborhood of 100 MW/cm2 . Resonant heating of CHF The translational temperature of CH ,F photodesorbed
does not result in desorption of coadsorbed CO at the given from the copper surface using CO., laser peak absorbed pow-
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A new model for laser-induced desorption is proposed based on a master equation for the photon
population in a closely coupled subsystem involving the relevant degrees of freedom. The validity
of approximations such as the Born and Markovian approximations is discussed in terms of the
laser pulse duration and multiple time scales of the adspecies-surface system. The desorption rate
is numerically calculated from the photon population and the threshold number of photons ,.. '
absorbed by the adspecies. The effects of anharmonicity, dephasing and laser detuning on the "
desorption rate are examined. The mechanism of dephasing and the possible direct and indirect .'..-

desorption channels are discussed.

I. INTRODUCTION intramode relaxation within S, to be much faster than inter-

Laser-stimulated surface processes (LSSP) have been investi- system relaxation, i.e., YAB, YB, >YBc, YAC, where y, ' is

gated during the past several years, due both to their aca- the relaxation time between the and j modes. When the
demic interest and industrial potential. Recent progress in system is irradiated by a laser field, S, will be excited through
experimental' and theoretical2 3 studies and in applications 4  the active mode and its coupling to the B modes. The excita- ..

of LSSP has been reported. Laser excitation and/or desorp- tion rate ofStaftera short time of ?A ,is proportional to the ".
tion of adspecies have been investigated theoretically by a absorption cross section of the active mode. We can there-
variety of techniques, including harmonic,' anharmonic' fore express the interaction between the laser field and S, as
and Morse7' potential models, and master equation ap- HsF(t)= V(t)(at + a), (I)
proaches, 7'- " where attention has been focused on the excita- where V(t ) c yAHtI'E (t)cos(wot )is proportional to the deriva-
tion of the active mode and the population of its vibrational tive of the active-mode dipole moment (/i'), the coupling
states. The desorption rate is usually overestimated by the factor between A and B (Yt), and the laser field amplitude
harmonic model,5 whereas it is underestimated by the one- [E (t )] with a frequency to which is near resonant to that of the
dimensional Morse potential model. 75  active mode. a' and a are the ladder operators for S, defined

In the present paper, we propose a new model in which all i-".n"'.""
the degrees of freedom of a closely coupled subsystem (in- in photon space, i.e., atln) = Vn+1 In + 1), where In) isa

basis function forS, as a whole, rather than forjust the active r ,eluding the active mode of the adspecies) are treated on an

equal footing. The desorption rate is calculated from the
photon population and the threshold number of photons ab-
sorbed by the adspecies as a whole, rather than from the
average excitation of the active mode. In Sec. II, the general-
ized master equation is developed within the Born approxi-
mation, and a reduced master Irate) equation including the (n

wj
anharmonicity of the adspecies surface potential is investi-
gated within the Markovian approximation. Numerical re- .- '.'" ."

suits are shown in Sec. III, where dephasing-enhanced de- .A .-.-

sorption is suggested. In Sec. IV, the mechanism of 0
dephasing and a variety of desorption channels are dis- >-
cussed. t

II. MASTER EQUATION oB B' " _
"

Let us first define our model system, which is particularly /
appropriate for admolecules with very fast intramolecular
relaxation. In the frequency domain, the total adspecies-sur- $.
face system is divided into two subsystems, S, and S., where S2  S.
S, consists of the active mode (A) and the strongly coupled %...

modes (B) within the adspecies, and S, consists of the re- Fi,. I. Schematic diagram for the frequency Spectrum of the total system

maining lower frequency modes serving as a heat bath (see s, N., where S, A t i. with thecorre pmdiig rela.atin factors mdi-
Fig. 1). From the concept of the energy-gap law, we expect cated.
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mode which reaches steady state in the time YAI. shall, instead, focus on the case of a long pulse excitation, -
The vibrational Hamiltonian of the system is e.g., a CO- laser pulse with t IOns which is much longer

than the dephasing timeF ',such that the population func- %

tion P. (t) and Y2 (t) are slowly varying and may be factored
where H, couples S, and S, (it is generally time indepen- out of the integrals in Eq. (5). Employing this adiabatic, Mar-
dent). The density matrix for the total system obeys the Liou- kovian approximation, the transition rates W,,., have no • "'..
ville equation "  memory effects, although they are still time dependent due '.'

* dp to the laser temporal profile E (t), and a simpler master equa-
d[Hp -- (L., + Ls. + Ls + Lsp. (3) tion is then obtained''': 1

Within the Born approximation (L, + L,, + L, dP,, [ [(n + )',, , nP,, I + 2r12 2(

zL, + L,. and for Markovian processes where the char- dt
acteristic time of the heat bath (S.) is much shorter than
other time scales of the system, the S. variables may be eli- + n P)
minated. We can then work with a reduced density matrix [A- 2c(n - 2•+ r 2  (A- 2n 2 + .2

/p Tr,(p), which obeys the equation Several features of this equation are (i) the absorption cross

- I section for the adspecies (S, subsystem) is saturated at a high-
= - -(L, + L,, - iL, + Ls) , (4) er photon population due to the anharmonicity, (ii) the first

two terms describe the actual energy flow from S, to the
where the effects of the interaction between S, and S,, L,, surface (S,), (iii) the pure dephasing factor (Y2) changes only
are now reduced to a constant frequency shift (L,) and a the intramolecular phase without changing the energy popu-
damping factor (L,). We now introduce the Markovian ap- lations, (iv) the multiphonon relaxation factor (y, is general- ., Z
proximation for the relaxation associated with Ls (assumed ly strongly temperature dependent and is a strongly decreas-
to be time independent), but retain memory effects due to the ing function of the energy gap between S, and S,, and (v) the
off-diagonal matrix elements associated with the laser exci- remaining terms containing the factor F indicate that the
tation. For a Hamiltonian such as given by Eq. (1), we obtain effect of the applied field is always intimately related to the
a generalized master equation for the diagonal matrix ele- phase dissipation or broadening mechanisms.
ment [P,, =(Trp),, ] as' (detailed discussions of the gener- Equation (8) may be referred to as the usual rate equation
alized master equation are avialable in the literature"") in which no memory effects are preserved either in the relax-

dP,, ation or the excitation process. For weaker dephasing sys-

dt -7' [In + I)P,, - ] tems subject to a short pulse excitation, the "most general"
form of the generalized master equation is given by Eq. (5) in

Sfdt w,,,, I (I - IP,1 (t- P,,(t 'I] which the relaxation terms are replaced byi"
dl} 2~ Re fdt'(H' (t H,{t'))""""-

-- W , ,(t -t0[P,, ,(t0)-P,,(0 1)]. (5) *-2 ,,,

with the time-dependent photon absorption/emission rates x [P,,,('( - Pt'e '......... 19)
given by

where F,,,,, .=y,,, + ;,J(/2 + y, is the total surface-induced
W, .,. (71 = 2(n + I V )f2 It ')e ! -cos(J,, . r), 16) damping. Furthermore, for a short-pulsed laser with high

Ir = 2nf2 (t ) (t ')e -cosJ, 7. (7) intensity, the Born approximation may not be valid. Im- -'"'-

provements can be made by performing a trace over the pho-
Here. f (t ) - V(t )/coslwot ): = t - A,,, a),... - o ton (laser)-dressed states of the heat bath (S,). For the case of

J 4 - 2cm. where to.... is the transition frequency between strong coupling between S, and S,, H may not be used as a
levels m and n. -,o,,, is the laser detuning with re- perturbation, and again the Born approximation is question-
spect to the fundamental frequency w,,, and c is the anhar- able. To go beyond this, we may carry out a unitary transfor- P
monicity: F = ;',/2 + y2 is the total damping associated mation on S, with subsequent laser interaction with the
with the off-diagonal matrix elements, where ;,, and y, de- phonon (surface)-dressed states. 2 These improvements allow
note the energy and (pure) dephasing factors, respectively, for both multiphonon (relaxation) and multiphoton (excita-
We have used the rotating-wave approximation and the di- tion) processes. The absorption cross section for the S, sub- .% %
pole transition for the n dependence of W,,., (such that system, for example, will be related to the laser intensity by a -,'.r
m = n ± 1I for absorption (n < n) and emission (m > n). Note power law or oc I" for n-photon processes. We also note that a % % _
that P,, is the probability of the adspecies as a whole (S, nonlinear power law, oa c I" with in < I is also possible by
subsystem) absorbing n photons, in which the active-mode anharmonic saturation.'
state is given by its steady-state excitation. i.e., 1

1
A (SSI

- yA,,, OI/ht, where o" is the steady-state absorption cross
section."' '' '.?

For a very short laser pulse with duration t$ F- ' the Il1. DESORPTION RATE
transient solution of Eq. (5) contains the memory effects of For a first-order desorption process, the rate constant is
the population function, and the Markovian approximation related to the inverse of the mean first-passage time (t) and is
may not be applied to this time-dependent excitation. We given by''
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FIG. 2. Anharmonicity (c) dependence of the desorption rate K, in arbitrary
units. Theparameters used are17,1,2.1 2 ,,') =O .l,2.0,O.l,0.0), withala- FiG.4. Timedependenceofthedesorption probability P,,(t , where n* 3

er pulseduration oft,, = 10ns. wherel2 It £a, sin~lr/p ). If,. ._. 12,, and has been used in this calculation. A cw laser field has been assumed, and the W
A are in the unit of 10'' s ,and n* = 3 has been used in Eq. i10). otherparametersare(y,,12.E,4 ) =(0.01.0.1,1.5,30).

K, [ o ] , (10) P 0 (t): P,(,). (ll)K, = dt P, (t) (10) " " " !":"
t Again, we see the nonlinear behavior of the dephasing ef-

where n* is the desorption threshold number of photons ab- fects. For a fixed time (say t = 100 units) PD increases when -r

sorbed by the adspecies. Numerical results are shown in 7, increases from I to 5, but it decreases at higher values of .%.*
Figs. 2 and 3. From Fig. 2 we see that the desorption rate is a Y2.-' "
strongly decreasing function of the anharmonicity. Dephas-
ing-enhanced desorption is seen in Fig. 3, where an optimal
value at y. z 1.8 is found for a maximal desorption rate. This IV. DISCUSSION
is realized by the fact that the dephasing tends to compensate A.M hnmodp.-
for anharmonicity "bottleneck" effects. An enhancement
factor of about 3 is possible if we tune the dephasing to the As indicated in the previous section, the dephasing factor , . ,.
optimal value of Y2 Z 1.8, in comparison with 72 = 4. We changes only the phase of the excited subsystem S, without
note that the dephasing-enhanced effects caused by the non- changing its energy populations. In the language of gas-
linear behavior are absent in a harmonic model, were KD is phase scattering theory, this can be referred to as an "elastic"
always a decreasing function of y. scattering process. In the presence of a laser field, dephasing,.-...

In Fig. 4 we show the time evolution of the desorption can be viewed as energy transfer from the excited subsystem
probability, defined by to a "virtual" state of the field and back to the original excit- - -

ed state. Within the adspecies/surface system itself, the de-
phasing is due to one or more of the following' (i) de-
phasing of the active dipole of the adspecies (or dephasing of
the laser field itself), (ii) fluctuation of the conformation of

1.21 the adspecies due to the thermal energy provided by either
the initial surface temperature or laser-heating effects, (iii) .
librational and rotational relaxation within the vibrational ,-.

.9 manifold of the excited S, subsystem, (iv) intramolecular C'.',o(
mode-mode coupling within S, and intermolecular coupling

Y. between S, and S,, (v) lateral motion or migration-induced
.6 elastic collisions between adspecies and with the substrate

surface, and (vi) surface phonon-dispersion-induced level .'.

broadening of the vibrational manifold. - .'-,,

.3 We note that the dephasing factor y2 introduced in Sec. II
is formally derived from the Liouville equation within the

0 2 4 6 Markovian approximation, where the laser field amplitude
is assumed to be generated by a coherent source. However,

l2 the field itself may often be only partially coherent and hence

Fi(v 3. Phase-relaxauion (Y2) dependence of K,,. The parameters used are will cause additional dephasing of the excited subsystem. To
1j. f,-. ,. i - (0.50..1.3,10.l The envelope function of the laser pulse demonstrate this mathematically, we start with the reduced

is the same as in Fig. 2. density matrix equation of motion for
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_______________________ -B. Mechanism of desorption.e

The desorption mechanismn. liCh mrav ijj ol~e c svral
- -channels, depending on the nature of the adspecies ec.g..

r Iphysisorbed or chemisorbed. adatom or admolecuic. and t li
-- ,4 potential of the adhond), and the associated energy levels of

the system are shown in Fig. 5. The desorption may result
* j - ~ from direct laser excitation or indirect energy transfer pro-

A-C MCA-B B-Ccesses. The details of the desorption channels from Type Ito
A-C A M-C AB 8-CType VI have been discussed previously." As a concluding

~ ~ A Bremark, we note that a complete description of laser-induced
desorption should at least include the competing processes,r

~ "~ " r/i~ e.g., migration-induced desorption and readsorption after

UI ) the mean first-passage time. Furthermore, for systems with
more than one active mode. desorption may Occur via a two-
stage process: the initial stage of absorbing 0, photons fol-
lowed by thermal phon on -assisted and/or V- [energy trans-
fer among the excited active modes. This type of process i
under investigation in our laboratories.
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Laser-stimulated vibrational excitation of an adspecies studied by a
generalized master equation: Neutral atomic hydrogen on hydrated KCI(001)
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Vibrational energy transfer between an IR laser, a solid surface, and an adatom is studied by a
genralized master equation which includes memory effects. Numerical problems associated with
the temporally delocalized memory kernel are overcome by introducing the isomnesic
approximation. Results obtained for time scales ranging from 2 ps to 2 Ps for H(HO)/KCI(OO)
show that effective vibrational excitation is possible with low-power lasers (I W/cm) in spite of
fast phonon relaxation. Detailed time evolution of the system is seen to differ radically from that %
predicted by Markovian theories, even for fairly long time scales..Q -

I. INTRODUCTION memory kernel) for the adbond, with a frequency related to "

Developments in the experimental study of clean, well-char- the detuning, typically a small percentage of the laser fre-

acterized solid surfaces and surface processes such as scat- quency itself, viz. - 10°-10 s-'. Thus, for processes last- *,..:. ,

tering, adsorption, desorption, and migration in the presence ing over a few hundred picoseconds, substantial cancella-

of laser radiation have resulted in important technological tions in the overall absorption can be expected, and only a

applications (e.g., laser-assisted vapor deposition of micro- very high-power laser would be able to compete with the loss

circuits). The underlying dynamics of these heterogeneous of energy from the adbond to phonons through relaxation

systems is a many-body problem involving the elementary effects. In view of this, the systems chosen here have little or "--

excitations of the solid and its surface (such as phonons, elec- no detuning, viz. systems with one bound-to-bound transi- -. '.e.,

trons, and plasmons) the degrees of freedom of the adsorbed tion exactly resonant with the laser frequency and another

species or gas molecules, and those of the laser. .2 The excita- very close to or equal to the Debye frequency of the solid.

tion process can be considered as direct laser pumping of the This represents an ideal situation which emphasizes the co-

substrate leading to a primarily nonselective thermal effect, herent nature of laser radiation. " .

or a pumping of the adsorbed species, which can be selective The widely varying temporal behavior of dynamical sys-
in the sense that only a single degree of freedom is excited by tems far from equilibrium is well established. From a funda-

the laser. The resulting energy absorption and the dissipa- mental point of view, theoretical treatments of such systems

tion involving all other degrees of freedom govern the overall depend crucially on the time scales being considered. The

chemical process. -  most common long-time limit, for example, allows a descrip-

In this work, the vibrational excitation of a prototype sys- tion of energy transfer in terms of average relaxation rates in
tem, viz, the adsorptive bond (adbond) between an atom and the Markovian approximation, where approach to equilibri- -. .-

a surface is studied. This system is not in the same category um is assumed to be monotonic. Non-Markovian behavior is .. - "r •
as those in which internal vibrational modes of an adsorbed asumed to last for extremely short times compared to typical .

molecule are excited, with subsequent energy transfer to the relaxation times of the system. The forces are considered to

adbond.7 "9 It is substantially simpler, in view of the aim of be random, with a very short correlation time. Resonant

this work, which is to investigate the mechanisms involved excitation with a low-power laser does not satisfy these con-

in IR laser-stimulated surface processes (LSSP) using a treat- ditions, and one should expect non-Markovian behavior to
ment which is as close to first principles as possible. One of persist for times that increase with decrease in laser power . -
the fundamental questions addressed is whether a ow-pow- Whether the two approaches lead to the same steady state is -. ,.-'

er laser, because of its coherence, can deposit large amounts also open to question. --

of energy into a specific mode of a system (such as an adbond) Non-Markovian effects are conveniently treated by using

which is coupled to energy sinks, such as phonons, which are a generalized master equation (GME) to describe the time

not infinite. Early classical treatments") of the problem and evolution of the adbond (the "relevant" system) with the la- V

phenomenological quantum treatments4'5 provided conflict- ser and phonon field3 as two uncoupled irrelevant systems

ing answers to this question. Recently, more fundamental (reservoirs). 2, The Liouville equation for such a system is

studies' have suggested that extremely high laser powers conveniently solved by using the Zwanzig projection-opera-
would be needed to effectively desorb an adspecies. How- tor technique' " and results in a set of coupled integrodiffer-

ever, our preliminary work" showed that a very small de- ential equations for the %ccupation probabilities Ps of states .,

gree of detuning between the laser and energy levels of the IS ) of the adbond':

system excluded the possibility of long-term energy absorp- P.() = Fdt [K. (t - t')Ps(t'),
tion. The reason for this behavior is seen to be the oscillatory ssJo N

4
". . .

nature of the laser energy absorption "rate" (actually, the - K, (t - t ')P.(t ')] ,I)
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rUr r
where the memory kernels Ks,, include contributions due to The complicated form of. A 11 and .X, precludes analytic
the phonon field KtL and the radiation field KI'): solution of the GME. Numerical solution is made difficult

Kss.(t)=K . (t) K • (t). (2) by the presence of high frequencies in K.', and the large
difference in the magnitudes ofA, 10' 7 s - for a I W/cm-

Using a one-dimensional lattice and a Debye model to laser) and AP(_ 10 - 2 for D!)- 0. 1 eV). One can only
describe the lattice vibrations, we have obtained Ks(P), in a solve the exact GME for a few periods of oscillation of KSs,
closed form which involves a summation over all lattice posi- which amount to a few picoseconds. -
tions I and number of phonons n independently. .... The Examination of a typical phonon kernel (Fig. .shows that
former is due to a summation of pair potentials between the it has substantial amplitude only for times of the order of a
adatom and the lattice atoms, while the latter results from an Debye period r,, representative of phonon correlation .
expansion ofexp[y,,. (t )] in a Taylor series, wherey,, (t is the times. The laser kernel, on the other hand, has constant am-
lattice displacement correlation function plitude for the case w, = toss for a given pair of levels (SS').

y 1.,(t) ( (u,(t)u. y) (3) For times larger than -rD, the integrated effect due to K t'P,..

Using techniques described elsewhere," y,. (t) can be ob- will be unchanging because of cancellations, whereas that
due to K "I.. will be cumulative. We have recently demon-tained in closed form as .SS, ..
strated this effect'' using the exact GME (with very high

y,,.(t) = A01.(t ) + i.J,,.(t) (4) laser power in order for the effect to manifest itself in the
where j?,,. andY 11 ' involve products ofpolynomials in t and very short time for which solution was possible), and predict-

cos(w t) or sin(o)W t ), and 'oD is the Debye frequency. The ed, via extrapolation arguments, that effective pumping of "". . "

phonon part of the memory kernel can then be written in the adbond with a low-power laser would be possible if the
terms of all the system parameters as follows: long-time regime could be examined. We present here an . .,

actual calculation of this long-time behavior using low-pow-
K 1P) (t) = A, I (Bp)" , Y (utt') er lasers, and find that the average adbond energy, given by - '

n 11 ' pp,

SXA",,, (S--S')[ Ru" (t )cosross,.t) i'(t) = 61 &sPs(t ), (13)
S

S± ,,.tr)sin(a 5tos, t) ] ({5) whereK's are eigenvalues of the zeroth order adbond Hamil-
Here tonian, rises rapidly after an initial loss to the phonon field,

and exhibits a decidedly non-Markovian pattern through-
A, = 8(D (0/1i)

2 , (6) out,
)2 /MS 401 The approximations required for the long-time treatment . .,

are described in Sec. II. The resulting probability and energy
(t .... -() (), 8 profiles are presented in Sec. III, where comparison is made 'j, - A .. j, t(n --Jot8) with the exact results (for a short-time scale) and with a Mar- %

1)/2 kovian limit.
"~~(t) X j,!) ~ ,, ~(t ).f;. (t) (9) 11. THE ISOMNESIC (CONSTANT-MEMORY)

( --j 1)(n -j.)

~ APPROXIMATION
max(V, j)<n. (10)

We begin with the assertion that the physically important
Bp is a smallness parameter which dictates, in part, the con- situation is one where the laser frequency and the Debye
vergence properties of the expansion in number of phonons '
n. It is of the order of 0.02 for common temperatures Tand
common Debye frequencies (kn is the Boltzmann constant
and m, the mass of a lattice atom). / andt'take on the values * 5.0, ......0,3)s,s') (0 3)
I and 2. The supermatrix ,i involves powers of exp(a) and - ...-..-

* exp(((u 2 ))) and the matrix elements . ,

E (S! el" S') (11) - 2.5

where a is the lattice constant, u is the lattice displacement
operator, and z is the distance of the adatom from the equi-
librium position of the outermost lattice atom. The frequen- 0 ' " ' -

o .0\cies ts correspond to transitions between levels IS) and / ' ' "\ "
is') of the adbond represented by a Morse potential with mop,
depth D'", equilibrium distance z:, ' , and exponent fl

"'he radiation part K ', of the memory kernel is given by

K ". t) = A,z,.z,., cosat, - Ito., JJ)/, (12) 0.0 0.5 1.0 ( L 5 :.,

where zss., (S IzIS'). The amplitude A, = (Ie/,2 /e,,c-i 2 ) is

proportional to the laser frequency I and the square of the FR,. 1. Memory kernels k ,P (t) for (S.S'I (0.31. Solid line: 3 .0; dotted .
charge separation eo between the adspecies and the surface, line: 0 -3.
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frequency equal different transition frequencies os,. of the words, the delta function representing K iPl (t) may be quite %

adbond." For this case K . becomes a constant ks,. (from different from the delta function representing K . (t), and
the term with lss, I= wL) plus oscillating terms which we the former may in fact not really be considered as localized
ignore in the sense of the rotating-wave approximation. '6 with respect to the latter. With these provisos in mind, we
The phonon term [KI ' (t l has a complicated behavior can proceed to write the Markovian version of Eqs. (14),(17),

o typified by K P (t) in Fig. 1, but we note that it has apprecia- (19), and (20):
ble magnitude for times <2 ps, and almost vanishes subse- K(t) (fl + f b (t), (23) ... ,-.
quently. If the mesh size of our theoretical experiment is no
less than 2 ps, we can treat KIP. (t) as a delta function, so --t WP.-_ 24
that, from Eq. (2) J(s).P(s) = U, (25)

K,,s (t) = fls.b(t)+ ks, (14) where

where f = kr, (26)

W = f- + f (27)
f,;. f' dt K"' , (t) (15)-

0 . J(s) = ( + f- sA), (28) .-.- "-

In Eq. (14), the first term, originating from the coupling of U - P(0), (29) ail_
the adbond to the phonons, is the amnesic or Markovian .,tem and oul theapdos, i s the a mnesc oer Mrktov and r represents the actual extent of the laser signal or a
term, and would lead, in the absence of the laser term, to the vral ieprmtr qain(4 stewl-nw

variable time parameter. Equation (24) is the well-known
elimination of all memory effects. The second term, due to P t i
the resonant laser coupling, is the isomnesic non-Markovian Pauli master equation (PME).

term, and represents a constant memory effect all the way III. RESULTS OF THE EXACT, ISOMNESIC, and
back to t = O. MARKOVIAN APPROXIMATIONS

The subsequent treatment is simplified by defining "diag-

onal" elements fss as The formalism of Sec. I and II was applied to the system
H(H20)/KCI(001), the primary reasons for choosing which

i s = - fl. (16) aretheshallowadsorptionpotentialwellandthesmallnum-
S '-s ber of bound states (seven) it generates. 7 In Fig. 2 the results

and similarly for ks, and by introducing the vector notation of the IA and the exact GME are compared for the system of -

P(t) [Ps(t)] and matrix notation il = fl. , k) kss ], Refs. II and 15. The two are identical for H(H,0)/KCl, and

etc. The exact GME may be written as are not shown. While this is a short-time-scale comparison,
the closeness of the two leads us to expect the long-time IA

dt 'Kt - t ').P(t'); (17) results to be reliable. The Markovian approximation, on the
other hand, cannot provide an unambiguous comparison be-

in the isomnesic approximation (IA) it becomes cause of the large variations in the results for different values

of -(shown in Fig. 3). All subsequent figures, therefore, pres-
P = • dt'P(t')fl.P(t). (18) ent our IA results.

Figure 4 is a composite display of the function e'(t) ob- . "-

Formally this can be solved without any further approxima- tained from results of Eq. (28) for six ranges of time differing
tions. Differentiating both sides of Eq. (18) we get the sec- by factors of 10 and for a laser intensity I = 1 W/cm-. It is
ond-order differential equation seen that in going from a picosecond time range to a microse- *-

P = k.P(t ) + fl.P(t ), (19) cond time range, the behavior of the system changes dra-

whose Laplace transform, matically. The early behavior is dominated by fast energy
M~s).P(s) T's' (20) transfer to phonon modes, completely overwhelming the

where E.Y. 1(7' v'. I,0ILVINI(

M(s) k + sfl - s2 , (21) o.8

T(s) - sP(0), (22) S=0

and P(s) is the Laplace transform of P(t ), is easily inverted 0.6

using the Heaviside expansion theorem.
While this effectively eliminates the non-Markovian bot- .1 ?,, ..

tleneck, it is instructive to generate solutions of a Markovian **% ," a
version of this class of problems. To do this, we have to make 02
provisions for localizing K ' in time. This brings to the fore s-:

the pervasive issue of time scales in dynamical many-body 0.0 .. -... . .. . .

systems, our specific questions being the relative degree of
localization ascribable to KP and K . If the laser radi-
ation is localized as a pulse, it can still extend over a period of i-t. 2. Prohability profiles for system of Rels. I I and 51 obtained b% solling

time much longer than the extent of K", (1). In other the exact G.. .lid inrw and tic isoniric G%4l: dashed mci
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cycle which becomes evident in the 100 ns results and be-
yond. The frequency of this oscillation is seen to be k,' 2, 4

where k, is the amplitude of the laser kernel kss., and is
-" I/ essentially the Rabi frequency for the pair of levels resonant

with the laser.
While the frequency of the long-term oscillations of P (t)

4 and f(t) depends only on the laser term, being proportional/ to the square root of the intensity, the rate of onset of this
behavior depends on a which varies linearly as ko and in- %
versely as the amplitude fl, of the phonon kernel. Thus, in-
creasing the laser power from 1 to 25 W/cm2 advances the
onset time for the oscillatory state while increasing the fre- _ "

,. 20 quency by a factor of 5 (as displayed in Fig. 5). "e

,., -- Physically, the results of Figs. 4 and 5 can be interpreted in
' t terms of desorption rates. Thus, the time required for IA le '- t e J*,

and JB le" to become large enough so that the amplitude of
FIG. 3. Average adbond energy 6(1 )obtained within the Markovian approx- E (t) in the oscillatory regime is substantially larger than the
imation for a range of values of the parameter r. (t = 0) equilibrium Boltzmann value, is a reasonable mea-

sure of the desorption time to within an order of magnitude.

slow laser pumping. The monotonic decay is representative This time is estimated by 'D = a . For our case,
of relaxation phenomena. For the 100 ps range, a false steady r I = a=0.5 " =00 W)s-i, (31)
state seems to have been reached, but is in fact only an arti- no
fact of the large difference between A, and AP. The adbond where w is laser power in W/cm2 . Thus, for a 1 W/cm2 laser,
energy starts to increase in the ns range, again suggesting a a hydrogen atom will stay adsorbed on the KCI(H20) surface
possible steady state. However, this is a transitional period for - 10-' s on the average before desorbing, or at least 6%%

during which the relative importance of the phonon terms becoming very highly excited. The data mentioned here is
and the laser terms starts to change. The latter, in fact, origi- for T = 150 K.
nate from a probability profile of the form (.Aeatcos ft It must be pointed out that a number of mechanisms
- fft sin t), where a + if6 are complex roots of whereby the desorption cross section could be modified are

detM(s)=0, (30) not included. Spontaneous decay, phase relaxation, 7%.6 %

and A + iB are complex coefficients obtained from M(s) and phonon-phonon interaction, and electron-hole pair creation"
T(s). are some of the ones being considered in extensions of this

The phonon terms come from real roots and are therefore work. As a result, the sharp transitions assumed here will be '
nonoscillatory. The magnitudes of the exponents a in the broadened by a detuning-type effect, and estimates of the

laser part of the solution are much smaller than correspond- desorption rate presented above will have to be modified.
ing exponents in the phonon term. This is responsible for the However, the selectivity represented by the dominant T en-ergy-transfer process will be retained. .,.€'''
radically different nature of W(t) in the different time re- eyra oeswillobesrtind.

gims.Ths, hesemiglymootnicrie n lt)aparnt For a complete study of desorption, transitions to the con- %
gimes. Thus, the seemingly monotonic rise in $'(t ) apparent tinuum must be included, and at the outset it is difficult to
in the 10 ns regime is seen to be only the early segment of a predict which levels will be most important. Work in this

-10.5

-11.0 -1.
-11.5 -. ,-11.0...0

* .. !-I C) ii: "

1.-5.5 '-'

- . / ",11

-12.0.

id" id 1.id id-13.0

time t (PS) 100 id01 10 ,0 i05  10
time t (ps)

FiG. 4. A it Iobtained by using the isomnesic approximation for time scales
ranging from ps tops, for laser intensity I =I W/CM2 . H6c. 5. Same as Fig. 4 for I - 25 W/cm2 .
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Photochemical deposition of Sn for use in molecular beam epitaxy of GaAs
Steven P. Kowalczyk and D. L. Miller
Rockwell International Corporation, Microelectronics Research and Development Center, Thousand Oaks,
California 91360

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 28 May 1985)

The suitability of several Sn-containing molecules (tetramethyltin, tetrabutyltin, dibutyltin d% -i

dibromide, and stannic chloride) as gas phase sources of Sn for use in molecular beam epitaxy of -

GaAs was evaluated. In situ Auger electron spectroscopy showed that the Sn molecules absorbed
at approximately the monolayer level at room temperature on GaAs (001) epilayer surfaces and
pyrolytically decomposed before desorption. Capacitance-voltage and secondary ion mass
spectrometry profiles demonstrated that the pyrolytic Sn deposits incorporated as an n-type
dopant into newly regrown GaAs epilayers. Sn films were ultraviolet (UV) photolytically .. '*. -.,
deposited on GaAs from each of these Sn-containing molecules and characterized by x-ray
photoelectron spectroscopy.

I. INTRODUCTION The selected area doping scheme proposed here involves UV
photolysis. As applied to GaAs, it consists of five steps (Fig. -

Ultraviolet (UV) initiated microchemistry has recently 1):
emerged as a potential new tool in microfabrication for solid (1) Growth of a GaAs MBE epilayer (buffer layer) on an
state electronic applications.'" The employment of such a atomically clean and crystallographically ordered -""

technique offers attractive new possibilities for microelec- GaAs (001) substrate.
tronic processing. Much of the recent research has centered (2) Adsorption of approximately one monolayer of the do- *

on delineated deposition of metal films by laser UV photoly- pant atom (Sn) containing molecules on the epilayer \
sis of gaseous metal-containing compounds."-"5 The effort in surface. "
this area has been successful in highlighting the capability of (3) UV irradiation of selected areas of the epilayer to pro-
photodeposition and has begun to illuminate some of the duce photolytic decomposition of the dopant molecule,
fundamental processes involved. One intriguing possibility resulting in the dopant atom on the selected areas of the
for semiconductor device processing that this capability epilayers of the surface and the adsorbed molecules re-
opens up is that of selected area (i.e., lateral area) doping of maining on the unirradiated portions of the epilayer.
semiconductors. In particular, we are interested here in de- (4) Thermal desorption of the nondecomposed physi-
veloping in situ selected area doping within molecular beam sorbed molecules, while the more strongly bound ' "
epitaxy (MBE) technology, atoms remain on the surface. , .

The purpose of the work reported here is the investigation (5) Regrowth of GaAs and incorporation of dopant atoms
of the possibility of selected area Sn doping in GaAs MBE. in the selected areas of the new GaAs epilayer. ..
There are several attractive features in such a combination. However, before such a fabrication process can be imple-

°.r % .0 1
.,.- . .

SELECTED AREA DOPING SCHEME .....

GROWTH OF GaAs EPILAYER "-'." ,

ADSORPTION OF DOPANT CONTAINING MOLECULE

FIG. 1. Five steps of the proposed in situ selected -- 4.

LOCAL UV PHOTOLYSIS OF DOPANT GAS area doping scheme for MBE GaAs.

THERMAL DESORPTION OF DOPANT GAS FROM '
NON-PHOTOLYZED AREA ".

Ga .

GaAs REGROWTH AND DOPANT INCORPORATION

As 
4
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mented, many fundamental aspects associated with the basic they were degassed and then transferred to the growth
mechanism of each of the above steps must be clarified. In chamber, where they were thermally cleaned in an As4 flux. - .

this paper, we present the results of our initial studies of steps Epilayer growth then commenced on an As-stabilized sur-
(2H5). The adsorption [step (2)] and desorption [step (4)] of face.
Sn-containing molecules on GaAs (001) surfaces was studied Sn is a n-type dopant for MBE GaAs, " "' which is par-
by means of in situ Auger electron spectroscopy (AES). UV ticularly good for the proposed selected area doping scheme
photolytic deposition [step (3)] of Sn films on GaAs (001) was because it incorporates in MBE GaAs by a surface accumu- .
studied separately by ex situ experiments using x-ray photo- lation mechanism. 7 Thus, one can deposit a small amount of
electron spectroscopy (XPS) for characterization of the pho- Sn on a GaAs surface and upon regrowth of GaAs, the Sn
todeposited Sn films. Sn incorporation [step (5)] was studied incorporates into the newly grown epilayer. The compounds
by means of secondary ion mass spectrometry (SIMS) and investigated as Sn sources in these experiments were tetra- 1.
electrolytic capacitance-voltage (C- V) profiling techniques. methyltin (CH5 )4Sn (TMT), tetrabutyltin (C4H,)4Sn (TBT),

dibutyltin dibromide (C4H) 2SnBr 2 (DBTB), and stannic
chloride (SnCl4). All of these compounds are high vapor

II. EXPERIMENTAL ASPECTS pressure liquids at room temperature.2 " TMT and SnCl4 ex-

The MBE growths utilized a multichambered, cryo- posures were performed at their room temperature equilibri-
pumped, LN shrouded, homebuilt MBE apparatus. The um vapor pressures, while the TBT and DBTB exposures
MBE system consists of three chambers: a load-lock were performed at their 100 °C equilibrium vapor pressures.
chamber, an antechamber primarily for degassing of sub- The adsorption/desorption experiments were performed
strates, and a growth chamber equipped with a cylindrical by placing a freshly grown epilayer at room temperature in e... -

mirror analyzer for Auger electron spectroscopy (AES), a the preparation chamber (base pressure - 1 X 10- 'Torr) and - . -

reflection electron diffraction (RED) system, and a quadru- exposing the epilayers to the Sn compound vapor pressure
pole mass spectrometer. The sample can be moved between for between 15-30 min. The surfaces were then examined by
all three chambers while maintaining ultrahigh vacuum AES in the growth chamber. The temperature was ramped
(< 10 "Torr). The MBE open crucible cell sources, which in -50-100 *C steps up to approximately the growth tem-
are mounted vertically, are filled with elemental As and Ga perature of - 580 'C and the desorption/pyrolysis charac-
for production of As4 and Ga beams. With growth rates of teristics were followed by in situ AES measurements. At the
- 1 m/h, standard MBE growth temperatures and As4/Ga conclusion of the desorption measurements, a new undoped
flux ratios, unintentional doping levels in the 5 X 10'4- epilayer of GaAs was grown and Sn incorporation was stud-
5 X 10'" atoms/cm3 range were normally achieved. For ied by electrolytic C-V 2' and SIMS profiling.22

these experiments, a manifold for handling and purification UV photolysis experiments were performed in separate
by means of freeze-thaw cycles of the Sn-containing mole- experiments. GaAs (001) wafers were etched with a 4:1:1
cules was built and attached to the antechamber of the MBE H2SO 4:H 202 :H20 solution, quenched in deionized H20 and '

system through a ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) leak valve, dried in a N, flow. Such a procedure produces a layer con-
" The substrates were pieces of GaAs (001) (n ' and semi- taining Ga2O3/As2 03 , approximately 15 A thick on the sur- ''

insulating) wafers which had been polished and given a stan- face.2" The wafer was placed in a quartz ampoule containing
dard solvent degrease and chemical etch. After mounting on several drops of the liquid Sn compound and the ampoule"*".,.
a Mo substrate holder with In, the substrates were spun was then sealed. This procedure was performed in a N2 am- ..

etched with H.O:HO,:NH 4OH (10:1:1) and blown dry with bient in a glovebag. The sample was exposed to UV irradia- " .
N,. The substrates were immediately loaded into the MBE tion from either a high pressure Xe arc lamp (500 W) or an
system, pumped and transferred to the antechamber, where array of five low pressure Hg lamps (5 W each). The main Hg

1a) Ib) 0 ie.
c n.

Sn

I Fit 2. AES spectra for the adsorption/desorp-

-- tion experiments of several Sn molecules on

c GaAs (001): (a) tetramethyltin, ( I) fresh MBE-

4 n 2 
grown GaAs epilayer, 

(2) room temperature 
ad-

> sorption ofTMT, (3) heated to 270 *C. 14) heated

( to 570C, and (5) MBE regrowth; (b) stannic
W 3 chloride, (IlI adsorption of SnCI4 on anl oxide". .. -"

,. ll~ll~lll surface, and (2) adsorption on a clean epilayer; ""-"'-

3 (c) tetrabutyltin, (I) room temperature adsorp-

4. tion of TBT. (2) heated to 270 C. (3) heated to

4 , ,"u" h P 600 C, and (4) M BE regrowth.

ELECTRON ENERGY leVI
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lines are at 2537 and 1849 A. For convenience of analysis, 3 summarizes some of the data for the AES lines of Sn, C, , ..broad areas were exposed, since the main area of interest in Ga, and As as a function of temperature. The main conclu-

these experiments is in Sn deposition properties, and pattern sion is that TMT starts to pyrolytically decompose around . ,.- ,.-
", delineation has been amply demonstrated for a number of 200 °C and is completely decomposed by 600 *C. This results -._-%-,

metals in other laboratories. After UV photolysis of the Sn- in a Sn film with a small amount of residual carbon conta-
containing compounds, the sample was transferred to an mination. The unintentional oxygen contamination was not

* XPS system via air and the surface was analyzed. The XPS observed above - 450-500 *C. Since the TMT pyrolyzes be- ,,, .. 'a

system which was used is a Hewlett-Packard HP5950A fore it can desorb, it can be ruled out as a source for selected
electron spectrometer with a monochromatized ALKa area doping. When GaAs is regrown over a surface in which

, (hv = 1486.6 eV) x-ray source. TMT has been pyrolytically decomposed, Sn is incorporated
across the entire surface as a n-type dopant, as shown by the

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION C-V analysis in Fig. 4. The C-V profile shows the expected
A.Teraetylinexponential profile. SIMS analysis (Fig. 4) shows a similar Sn -

profile and also shows a large sharp carbon and much
Exposure of fresh GaAs (001) epilayers to TMT resulted smaller oxygen buildup at the regrowth interface. :

in approximately a monolayer of TMT being adsorbed. The UV photolysis of TMT in sealed ampoules using either Xe ."
TMT adsorption had no effect on the As/Ga ratio observed or Hg radiation produced a metallic-looking film on the
with AES, suggesting physisorption. All adsorption experi- GaAs surface. XPS analysis showed the GaAs to be covered
ments with TMT showed significant oxygen contamination by Sn, but with significant carbon and oxygen contamina-
despite performing up to six freeze/thaw purification cycles tion, which is not surprising due to non-UHV ambient in the
prior to adsorption. Figure 2 shows AES spectra in the car- ampoules. Upon heating the sample in the 200-450 °C range,
bon and Sn region for TMT adsorption/desorption, and Fig. carbon was removed while the oxygen remained, suggesting

I I I I I I I I I (1 " "

SnICH 3 )4 /GaAs (001) *. J.
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0 2.0 4.0 s.0 DBTB adsorbed, but similar to the above organometallic :: . :1
DEPTH (gm) compounds, it pyrolytically decomposed, thus ruling it out ... o ."

as a selected area dopant source. Also, under UV irradiationfrom.n.(a)
Fi, 4. (al C-Vtprofile and (b) SIMS carbon, oxygen, and Sn profile through i

an epilayer which had Sn incorporated from pyrolytic decomposition of with a Hg lamp, it produced a Sn film. ...

.; TMT on GaAs, followed by MBE regrowth after the decomposition. D. Stannic chloride -
that the carbon was mainly adsorbed on the surface as a Stannic chloride was the only inorganic compound evalu-
monolayer of TMT and/or carbon contamination from the ated in this investotion. SnCl adsorbed at approximately
air transfer to the XPS system, while the oxygen was in the the monolayer level as determined by AES. Its desorption, .
Sn film, perhaps due to the Sn photolytically reacting with characteristics are shown in Fig. 3. It partially desorbs, but
the residual oxygen in the quartz ampoule. Experiments in- eventually decomposes with no C observed at the surface.

volving sputter profiling would be helpful for further clarifi- C- V profiles after regrowth showed that Sn did incorporate . Jthaton thes ar o wasominly, adsorbedonthesinto the GaAs material as a dopant, as expected. evalu .- -

" ~ ~~~~~~~One SnCI4 adsorption was done on a GaAs surface which"'''"....''''""'
monoerofuttnd/orcarbncnthad been thermally cleaned at a temperature which was not , i

Tetrabutytin also adsorbed at the monolayer level on high enough to desorb the Ga oxide. Adsorption on this Ga

GaAs (00 1). It adsorbed without any oxygen contamination. oxide surface (Fig. 2) resulted in Sni, but little CI on the sur- '-". .Y'AES spectra are shown in Fig. 2. TBT was completely pyro- face, especially when compared with adsorption on the clean

lyzed by 270 C with no residual carbon contamination. UV surface. One explanation could be that the SnCu reacted %-.-,
photolysis in a saled ampoule with Hg radiation resulted in with the Ga oxide to produce Sn oxide with liberation of Cl.
a Sn film which had much less oxygen contamination than in UV photolysis was done in a sealed ampoule uing Hg.

he. Teabutn. One Sirradorption a sodoe a Gai s surf which
Ja. Sc specr hnown in ig. . TBT was/Ocomltl pyo1ae9spcal hn oprdwthasrtoSo hla
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tained Sn, Cl, a little oxygen, and no carbon (Fig. 5). In an- position to advantage and avoid the limitation due to the ,-

other experiment, a thin film of - 30 A was deposited, such metallic Sn desorption mechanisms from As2" in the earlier -

that the substrate core levels could be seen by XPS (Fig. 5). It As cap technique. We are investigating this new approach in .. , -

is known that the surface treatment given the sample yields more detail. - "_ .

about equal amounts of As and Ga within the XPS sampling

depth. 3 However, for the sample which had undergone UV ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
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volatile As chlorides and nonvolatile Ga chlorides. '"%
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Large modification of the surface-enhanced Raman scattering of pyridine on

Ag surfaces by Pd submonolayers
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Cidex 05, France

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 21 May 1985) %

We report on a large decrease of surface-enhanced Raman scattering (SERS) of pyridine on cold
and island Ag films due to Pd submonolayers. In contradistinction, it is shown that very thin (- I
monolayer) Ag deposits give rise to SERS unobserved before the Ag deposition. Auger and
reflectivity measurements are also presented.

I. INTRODUCTION II. EXPERIMENTAL

It is almost clear today that the enhancement of electromag- The experiments were performed in an ultrahigh vacuum
netic fields at a rough surface is a necessary condition to system equipped with a LEED-Auger spectrometer.' 3 A
SERS. Many experimental observations show a link between spectrophotometer attached to the vacuum chamber allows

" SERS and the optical characteristics of the surfaces. For the reflectivity and differential reflectivity measure-
instance SERS, Rayleigh scattering, and optical absorption ments. 3 "4 A collecting optic inside the vacuum chamber
present identical variations with the thickness of discontin- allows the SERS investigations. A 164 Spectra Physics Ar +
uous films' and the SERS excitation spectra peak at the same laser, providing the 5145 A line with a power of 300 mW on %

frequency as optical absorption of rough surfaces2' 3 or of the sample, was used for the present experiments. The excit-
colloidal particles.' Experiments with molecules, spaced ing light wasp polarized and the scattered light was collected -"'
from the metal surface by low Raman cross section layers, disregarding the eigenstates of polarization. The monochro- .
show that Raman enhancement is long ranged as expected mator (Jobin-Yvon MRD 1) slits were adjusted for a resolu-
for an electromagnetic effect.' Beside these well established tion of 4 cm -. Experimental details are given elsewhere."
facts indicating that SERS is due to a field amplification at The sample was either cold Ag films 10' A thick quenched
the surface, valuable electromagnetic models are unable to on a polished glass substrate at 120 K, or Ag island films
unambiguously explain some striking results. Let us recall deposited on glass at room temperature. A double crucible
some of them here. SERS is not observed for methane, eth- evaporation system, with a 5 MHz Sloan oscillating quartz
ane, and propane physisorbed on quenched Ag films at I I thickness monitor allowed an accurate control of the metal

K.6 Another surprising observation is the irreversible de- deposits. Pd and Ag coverages could be monitored with a ,
crease of the enhancement factor when Ag electrodes are precision of about 0.03 monolayers.

polarized in the nonfaradic region at more cathodic poten-
tials than the potential of zero charge.7"- Moreover, SERS III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION % e
studies of electrodes show that underpotential deposition of %. 40

TI and Pb irreversibly suppress SERS9 and that several spe- A. Reduction of SERS by Pd adsorbates '.

cies present at the electrode could compete in the Raman In first type of experiments, cold Ag films (10' A thick)
enhancement. ' These results, among others, show that the were exposed to pyridine and subsequently covered by dif-
chemical bonding of the molecule to the surface is an impor- ferent amounts of Pd. Figure 1 (a) shows the SERS spectrum
tant parameter of SERS. for such a cold film exposed to 3 L uncorrected langmuirs (I

In our laboratory we are, at present, investigating the in- L = 10 - ' Torr s) of pyridine. This exposure corresponds to
fluence on SERS of very thin metal deposits on Ag surfaces a pyridine coverage of about 1/3 monolayer, as determined .

under ultrahigh vacuum (UHV) conditions. In this way we from Auger and optical measurements in agreement with
hope to estimate how important the chemical contribution is reported experiments. " The wave numbers of the main pyr-
to SERS. We have already shown that Al submonolayers idine lines are indicated on Fig. 1 (in all figures in this paper ;.
give rise to some frequency shift and intensity decrease of the the Raman spectra were arbitrarily placed on the vertical '.
pyridine lines, the out-of-plane modes being less modified axis). The spectra for subsequent Pd overlayers (0.7 A and
than the vibration in the pyridine plane." We have already 1.5 A thick) deposited on the sample at 120 K, previously
observed' 2 that Pd adsorbates produce a very pronounced exposed to pyridine, are given in Figs. l(b) and 1(c). Pd over-
quenching of SERS of pyridine on Ag surfaces and that very layers produce a drastic decrease of the intensity and a
thin Ag deposits ( < 1 monolayer) partially restore the SERS broadening of the pyridine lines. A Pd overlayer 0.70 A ""-,
suppressed by the Pd atoms. We report now on supplemen- thick, reduces by 10 the intensity of the i' (1006 cm ') ring
tary experiments on such effect and we discuss, on the basis breathing mode and by about eight the area under the peak,
ofoptical experiments, the limits of a possible explanation by while the pyridine lines are nearly suppressed for a Pd layer
a broadening of the surface electromagnetic resonances by 1.5 A thick. Probably some pyridine is desorbed by the im-_ ..
the Pd overlayers. pinging Pd atoms but this should not be an important contri-
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0Fitt, 2. SERS spectra when the sample [Fig. li] is ld) re.exposed to 3 L of
pyridine and for lei subsequent Ag deposits 1.4 A, and if) 2.9 A thick.

Fic. 1. SERS spectra for a "cold" film exposed to (a) 3 L of pyridine after the
deposition of Pd layers (b) 0.7 Aand (c) 1.5 Athick. and 2(f)]. The spectral positions of the four main lines of

pyridine of Fig. are indicated by arrows on Fig. 2. The-
observed broadening of the lines can be due to pyridine

button to the observed effect. The spectrum d in Fig. 2 corre- bonded to different surface atoms (Pd and Ag) leading to a
sponding to the sample reexposed to 3 L of pyridine clearly different shift of the Raman lines. We found that the intensi-'V
indicates that SERS activity was irreversibly lost with the Pd ty of the B2 out-of-plane mode of pyridine v_~ (973 cm ')(is
overlayers. Later on we will show that, on the contrary, very only weakly reduced by the Pd layers. The ratio of the inten-
thin Ag deposits produce an increase of SERS. Concerning sity of the in-plane breathing mode v, (1006 cm '( to the
possible pyridine desorption, we can expect similar effects intensity of this mode v2 (973 cm I) is about 36 in Fig. l(a)
for impinging Pd or Ag atoms. In conclusion we can definite- and 4 with a Pd overlayer 0.7 A thick [Fig. 1 (b)]. We also *\ .~

ly admit that pyridine desorption is not the observed effect in observe a peak of unknown origin at 1544 cm

S-.. ., -.

our experiments. Identical results were obtained when the substrate was an
island film instead of a cold film. We have also checked that a

B. Increase of SERS by Ag adsorbates quenching by Pd overlayers and reenhancement by Ag .

Figures 2(e) and 2(f) show the increase of SERS of the atoms occurs when Pd is deposited prior to pyridine expo-
sample 2(d) by silver layers 1.4 and 2.9 A thick. After the sures. Figure 3(a) displays the spectrum for an Ag island film
reduction of SERS by Pd submonolayers, subsequent Ag mass thickness 60 A. prepared at room temperature. thetn
deposits appreciably increase the SERS intensity [Figs. 2(e) cooled to 120 K and covered at this temperature by 4.0 A of'

J. Vac. Scl. Technoll. 8, Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 1985
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~~FiG. 3. (a) Spectrum for an island film

room temperature, after cooled to 120

K and covered at this temperature by
4.6 A of I'd and immediately after- [ "

wards exposed to 3 L of pyridine. (b) ..:3:
aSpectrum for a subsequent deposit of -- ,'.,"

4.1I, of Ag. -'" "

_ . '05,., ., - " " == -" ,

5200 ,5300 5400 5500 5600

Pd ( 2 monolayers), and immediately afterwards exposed the surface of the particles, cannot completely explain our -_.

to 3 L of pyridine. A subsequent deposit of 4.1 A of Ag results but only a small fraction of the observed decrease of
produces a nice appearance of the usual SERS lines of pyr- SERS. Our conviction is based on the fact that the electric
idine [Fig. 3(b)]. fields inside the particles are proportional to the optical ab- 0

For a quenched Ag film (700.K thick), we have followed sorption. Boundary conditions imply a straightforward rela-

the intensity of4the main Ag (356 eV) and Pd (330 eV) Auger tion between the fields outside the particles and the inner

peaks as a function of the increasing thickness of the Pd fields. In conclusion, a large decrease of field enhancements ''=

deposits. Figure 4 shows the peak-to-peak Auger signals ver- should be accompanied by a noticeable modification of opti- .. -
sus Pd coverages for the first derivative spectrum. The inten- cal absorption. For instance, for a silver sphere of 100A'- ."
sity is given in arbitrary units and the scale is different for radius, a Pd overlayer I w thick reduces the intensity of the

each peak. We have found that Pd grows on Ag monolayer external fields by a factor of 2.4 and the optical absorption by x. ''..
by monolayer and that, even for such poorly crystallized 1.6 at the resonance (3.5 eV)....
films, a slope break characteristic of the completion of the We have measured the square of the reflectivity for p-

first monolayer is clearly shown for 2.38 A, of Pd. Concern- polarized light at an incidence of 55* for a cold Ag film 1000
ing the problem at hand, Fig. 4 indicates that Pd adsorbates . thick (Rn) for the same film covered by Pd overlayers 2.3 iiii

should not modify the macroscopic structure of the sample
and that a possible clustering of Pd at atomic faults should be
of microscopic dimensions. (700A9thc,, eVh -

titiota Pd (3 eV)A et

C. Reflectivity measurements .. ,.-
It is most important to know whether our results can be d nl el asn t

unodstels. Mur- s a b antcbemditonfpi
ray" has shown that Raman scattering of cyanide species, ce of10" ,'
adsorbed on Ag island films, decreases in intensity with in- .

creasing thickness of Au overlayers and she explained thison b1
result by considering an electrostatic model of Ag ellipsoids . 5
firt mooaAu overlayers. Roughly speaking, gold coatingsi clAgfm10 - -

damp the plasma resonances of the ellipsoidal particles and, 0 1 2 3 by Povrae.r. -

in consequence the electromagnetic field at the surface. 1-7-M

We believe that in our case, such a model, at least consider- Fi(,. 4. Amplitude of the Auger peak of Pd and Ag v,, the Id coverage"
ing a macroscopic description of electromagnetic fields at determined bya calibrated quart/ microbahace.
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C IV. CONCLUSIONS
/ We have shown that submonolayer metal coverages can -

, / , ", induce large modifications of the Raman enhancements.
,Ile

0.05 .. Our experiments in ultrahigh vacuum corroborate the im- ' C
.5 ,portant observation of a quenching of SERS at electrodes by

some underpotentially deposited metal. We also show that
very thin Ag layers can produce large increase of SERS. We
definitely show that surfaces with identical macroscopic

-0.10 roughness can present very different Raman enhancements.
We conclude that our results cannot be fully understood on .
the basis of electromagnetic resonances of isolated particles.

1 2 3 4..
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Doppler shift laser fluorescence spectroscopy of sputtered and evaporated
atoms under Ar bombardment
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The temperature dependence of the sputtering yield and velocity distribution of sputtered neutral %

Ca and Cr atoms has been studied b, Doppler shift laser fluorescence spectroscopy (DSLFS) for '

15-keV-Ar + ion bombardment.These investigations have been performed in the search for
thermal spike effects and radiation-enhanced sublimation in sputtering at elevated temperatures.
Ca targets have been studied up to about 270 'C and Cr targets up to 750 C. The shapes of the
velocity distributions do not change in the respective temperature ranges for both target
materials. Furthermore, the absolute yield of sputtered neutral ground state atoms does not
increase with temperature.This indicates that no radiation-enhanced thermal contribution is of
relevant importance. Moreover, we can explain the velocity distributions in both cases by the . -.

linear cascade theory of sputtering. The thermal contribution due to thermal evaporation
increases drastically above 230 °C for Ca and 550 *C for Cr. In both cases the corresponding
velocity distribution can be fitted by a Boltzmann distribution.

I. INTRODUCTION the velocity distribution of sputtered particles with a high

Recently there has been a lot of discussion, whether sputter- accuracy and therefore, to distinguish between thermal and

ing from thermal elastic-collision spikes"2 can be observed at ohrcnibtnsotevlctyspcrmOfgetavn
elevated temperatures for bombardment with heavy ions as tage also is the selectivity in respect to the atomic species and
Ar + in the keV energy range. Effects attributed to sputtering the electronic state. And most important in the particular

from thermal elastic-collision spikes at elevated target tem- case, by chopping the ion beam and using a lock-in technique

peratures under these conditions have been reported by Nel- for detecting the fluorescence signal, a perfect discrimina-

son 3 and Ahmad et al.4 In these papers drastically increased tion between thermally evaporated atoms and atoms re-

sputtering yields for different metals (Au, Al, and Cu) at leased by radiation-induced processes can be achieved. .: "
elevated target temperatures for 30-keV-Xe and Ar~ bom- Therefore, we have measured the velocity spectra of sput- .

bardment have been reported. In these experiments the tar- tered Ca and Cr ground state atoms for target temperatures .. -

get temperatures used can be best characterized by the vapor between room temperature and 270 'C for Ca and 750 *C for

pressure of the respective material. Measurements have been Cr under 15-keV Argon ion bombardment. 'l '

performed up to temperatures corresponding to approxi-
mately a few times 10- 0 bar vapor pressure. Furthermore, 1I. EXPERIMENTAL

an increasing low energy contribution in the time-of-flight The DSLFS spectrometer used is identical with the one . .
velocity spectrum has been observed4 and attributed to sput- described in other papers..3.. 4 The angle of incidence of the ,, .,
tering by thermal spikes for Ar + and Xe + bombardment of ion beam was 50*. The sputtered particle beam was defined
polycrystalline gold targets. On the other hand, contradict- by a diaphragm 2.5 cm away from the target surface with a
ing results have been obtained by Besockeetal.' and Hoferet diameter of 3 mm. The angle was 55* to the target normal in
al.' No increased sputtering yields for silver targets have the forward direction. The interaction volume with the laser
been observed in their experiments neither for 10-keV-Ar- beam was 5 cm in front of the target. In addition to the setup
gon and Xenon ion bombardment nor for 45-keY-heavy ion described there, the target could be heated by an ohmic .-
and molecular ion bombardment at high target tempera- thermo-coax wire up to about 800 *C. The target tempera-
tures. Furthermore, very interesting results have been re- ture could be measured by a thermocouple. In addition, the
cently obtained for high temperature sputtering of car- target temperatures for elevated temperatures could be de- .

bon." - Increasing sputtering yields by factors 10-20 have termined from the maximum of the velocity distribution of %
been found for carbon above 1100 K due to radiation en- evaporated atoms. Both temperature measurements were in
hanced sublimation. The energy distribution of these addi- good agreement. The 15-keV mass-separated Ar+ ion beam
tionally released particles is clearly thermal.7 Radiation-en- was periodically deflected by capacitor plates and a lock-in
hanced sublimation is also established for sputtering of alkali technique applied. During ion bombardment the residual
halides. "' Furthermore, we have found evidence of radi- gas pressure in the chamber was below 3 x 10- mbar.
ation-enhanced evaporation for sputtering of Na at elevated Both, Ca and Cr have strong resonance transitions from
temperatures.' For Na it is not easy to decide whether this the electronic ground state. Ca has been excited at 422.6 nm
effect is rather due to Na metal or Na oxide, however. (A,, = 2.1 X 10 " s ') and Cr at 425.4 nm (A , = 0.3 X 10

DSLFS with cw dye lasers" -' 2 offers an excellent tool to s '. The 699-21 ring dye laser has been operated with a ' .'.' ,;
tackle the problematic described above. It allows to measure Stilben 3 dye. Both transition lines represent ideal two level
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IS keV Ar- Ca a Room temp.Ca 10
- 270c Sputtered A Cr

* Theory Evprae * Ca *.t=" ~Evaporated Al Cr j ,%i :,

4BC

d0 . % *4-.AAAA

/o 20 400 600 800 1000C
* () 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10

itkm/sec) FIt. 3. Number density N, of sputtered and Nh of evaporated Ca and Cr . or
atoms in arbitrary units as a function of the target temperature.

102 S keV Ar-Cr Room temp. v- '

. 700 C energy Eb. The fit of the measured distributions with the .,- .

dn - - Theory theoretical distribution (1) is shown in Fig. I and is very
6 .good. From the best fit an E, of 1.3 eV for Ca was obtained.
6

This value is on good agreement with the heat of sublimation
4 of Ca. For Cr the Eb values obtained varied between 2 and 4

eV depending on the target treatment. 4 The heat of sublima-
2 tion of Cr is tabulated with 4.3 eV. The deviations of the

measured Eb values for Cr are definitely not within the ex-

(b) 3 6 9 Km/sec perimental error and have been discussed in Ref. 14. The
target temperature was slowly increased to approximately280 vC for Ca and 750 °C for Cr targets and decreased to :.::::::

FIG. 1. Velocity distributions of sputtered neutral ground state atoms at

room temperature and elevated temperatures (a) Ca and (b) Cr. No measura- room temperature in several repetitive cycles. Velocity spec-
ble difference in the shape of the velocity distributions could be observed tra have been recorded durig these cycles. Examples of ve-
between room temperature and high temperature sputtering. The measured locity distributions at elevated temperatures are also shown
spectra are compared with the theoretical distribution [Eq. (I) in the main in Fig. 1 and are in fact identical with the distributions ob-
text] due to elastic collision sputtering. tained at room temperature.

At this point one remark s necessary. Great care has to be
systems. In this case the measured fluorescence signal is di- ta'ren in respect to the target composition before starting the
rectly proportional to the number density distribution dn/dv temperature cycles. If the target has been originally contami-
over the entire vetocity range. 2  nated by oxygen or carbon, the heating procedure under si-

multaneous ion bombardment will remove most of the oxy-
Il. RESULTS gen and carbon layers. ' Because of the extreme sensitivity of

The velocity distributions of sputtered Ca and Cr ground the velocity distribution and the neutral ground state densi-

state atoms at room temperature are shown in Fig. 1. In both ties to surface oxidation' in particular, the heating of the
cases linear cascades dominate the sputtering process. The target might result in changes of the shape of the velocity

number density velocity distribut ion dnp (v)/dv, according distribution and also the sputtered neutral atom densities if

to the Sigmund theory, can be written in the form the target has been originally contaminated.
In addition we have recorded velocity distribu tions of eva-

dn, (v)/dv = u2/(v"+ t' ) , (I) porated atoms without ion bombardment but otherwise
where t h is the velecity corresponding to the surface binding identical conditions. For Ca a sizable amount of evaporated."

atoms has been found for target temperatures above 150 *C.
For Cr the thermal evaporation started between 650 and L" -"-

Evaporated Ca-atoms e Measured 700 C. The velocity distribution of these evaporated atoms
dn. Mxel otmn
dv - MaiwelBoltzmann can be fitted with high accuracy by a Maxwell-Boltzmann

distribution

dn,h (v)/dv = v2exp( - v-/x), (2)

where -

x = V'2kT/m (3)

iis the most probable velocity atid m the mass of the atoms, as ,e lip.

0 4 2 16 2C 24 28 V shown in Fig. 2. The target temperatures obtained from0 4 8 t2 16 2C 2 28 102V rn/sec e-• =

these spectra agree very well with the temperatures mea- _ .e

FitG. 2. Velocity distribution of evaporated Ca atoms at 270 'C. The mea- sured with a thermocouple.
sured spectrum is fitted with the Maxwell-Boltzmann distribution 12. The densities for Cr and Ca atoms removed from the tar-
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get due to sputtering and due to evaporation are shown in factor to the particle release for materials where interstitial-
Fig. 3 as a function of the target temperature. vacancy pairs are created by the incoming ions. Examples

are alkali halides'"' and graphite.' On the other hand no
IV. CONCLUSIONS radiation-enhanced evaporation or spike effects could be

DSLFS measurements of the sputtered neutral particle identified in the velocity spectra of metals, with the one pos-
flux from Ca and Cr targets show that for argon ions, medi- sible exemption for Na.
um energy bombardment of these materials no thermal spike . '
contributions and no thermal-enhanced radiation exist. The .
melting point of Ca is 839 °C and of Cr is 1857 *C. The vapor ACKNOWLEDGMENT
pressure of Ca and Cr is 10 "' bar at 314 0C and 902 "C, This work was supported by the Austrian "Fonds zur F6r
respectively. The results shown in Fig. 3 clearly show that T w a-pe y A tn- F

the sputtering yield for neutral ground state atoms remains derung der wissenschaftlichen Forschung" under project _ _

constant over the entire temperature range. Evaporation of No. 4547.

neutral atoms starts slightly below temperatures corre-
sponding to a vapor pressure of the material of 10 "'bar. At
temperatures corresponding to a vapor pressure of 10 "' bar
particle release due to evaporation is already the dominant P. Sigmund and C. Claussen, in Proceedings ofthe Symposium onSputter.

contribution. ing, Perchtoldsdorf, Austria, edited by P.Varga, G. Betz, and F. Viehb6ck
(1980).Our results are in good agreement with the results by Be- 21D. A. Thompson, in Proceedings of the Symposium on Sputtering, Perch-

socke et al.,' who also observed no thermal spike effects for 8 toldsdorf, Austria, edited by P. Varga, G. Betz, and F. Viehb6ck (1980).
keV Ar ' bombardment of Ag. Similar to our experiments 'R. S. Nelson, Philos. Mag. 11, 291) (1965).
thermal evaporation was found to dominate particle remo- 'S. Ahmad, B. W. Farmery, and M. W. Thompson, Nuct. Instrum. Meth-
val from the surface at temperatures where the vapor pres- ods 170, 327 (1980). " S"

sK. Besocke, S. Berger, W. 0. Hofer, and U. Littmark, Radiat. Eff. 66, 35sure of the material exceeds 10 '"bar. As any nonlinear or (1982).
high-density cascade effects should be clearly visible in the 'w. 0. Hofer, K. Besocke. and B. Stritzker, Appl. Phys. A 30, 83)1983).
energy distribution of the ejected particles, we conclude that 7E. Vietzke, K. Flaskamp, M. Hennes, and V. Philipps, Nucl. Instrum.
at least for medium mass, medium-energy sputtering such Methods Phys. Res. B 2, 617 (1984).N J. B. Roberto and R. Behrisch, J. Nucl. Mater 128&129, 764 (1984).,- -....-
effects do not exist and cannot be provoked by a temperature 3. Roto ank.Bhrsh J. o ,. Mater 128194

incraseof he argt. venat empratreswhee prtile J. Roth, J. Bohdansky, and J . B. Roberto, J. N ucI. Mater. 128& 129, 534-increase of the target. Even at temperatures where particle (1984).
ejection due to thermal evaporation dominates, the cascade '.W. Husinsky and R. Bruckmiiller, Surf. Sci. 80, 637 (1979). ,
is not influenced by it. This can of course be easily under- "W. Husinsky, R. Bruckmuller, and P. Blum, Nucl. Instrum. Methods . _
stood, as the energy per lattice atom during evaporation is 170, 287(1980).- .'' .12W . H usinsky, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. B 3, 1546 (19851. ' ',% , ',-
much smaller than the typical energy of an atom in the colli- '2w. Husinsky, J. Vac. Sci. Technol. 2, 6896)1984). ' .
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In conclusion, we can say that that radiation-enhanced 128&129, 577(1984).
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The application of Doppler shift laser fluorescence spectroscopy for the
detection and energy analysis of particles evolving from surfaces .,

Wolfgang Husinsky
Institut fir Allgemeine Physik Technische Universitdt Wien. Karlsplatz 13, A- 1040 Wien, Austria
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Doppler shift laser fluorescence spectroscopy (DSLFS) has been developed in the last few years as
a powerful tool to measure densities and energy distributions of neutral particles. Its main
application described in this paper is the study of particles ejected from surfaces under impact of . :"
atoms, ions or electrons. Complications and controversies in the interpretation of DSLFS spectra
will be discussed. The major achievements and applications of the method over the last few years
will be presented. One of the most important results has been a deeper insight into the composition
of the particle fluxes ejected from surfaces under ion beam bombardment in respect to the degree
of surface oxidation. This has been possible due to the fact that DSLFS enables us to measure the
densities and energy distributions of neutral particles in specific electronic states. As a direct
consequence, a large amount of information on sputtered excited atoms has recently been
obtained by DSLFS.

I. INTRODUCTION II. STATE OF THE ART OF LIF AND DSLFS

About 10 years ago, the development of tunable dye lasers A. Experimental method
offered a challenging new aspect for the detection of neutral LIF is based on the resonance excitation of the particles to
particles using laser induced fluorescence (LIF). In addition, be investigated by intense laser radiation. The particles are
the extremely small bandwidth of dye lasers, in particular excited to an upper level and decay to lower levels by sponta-
single mode cw dye lasers with only a few MHz linewidth neous emission which can be detected very efficiently. The
made it possible to utilize the Doppler effect for measuring combination of intense small bandwidth laser radiation, ex-
the velocity distribution of neutral particles (DSLFS). tremely high resonance excitation cross sections of 10-9 cm2

Although the dye laser has revolutionized the field of and efficient photon detection systems4 results in an ex-
tremely high detection sensitivity of LIF. In fact, densities of

idea of using lasers had been rather new among scientists less than 100 particles/cm3 could be measured by LIF.4 A
working in the field of particle-solid interactions. Nonethe- detailed description of the advantages of LIF in comparison 4"%
less, the potential and the simplicity of LIF and DSLFS was to other methods for neutral particle detection can be found . -

apparent and a few groups started to develop these methods elsewhere.4"9 .20

around 1975. Detection of neutral atoms sputtered from sur- In addition to LIF, DSLFS makes use of the Doppler- ..
faces under ion beam bombardment was of special interest, shifted excitation of particles with a nonzero velocity com- ,o
because most of the released particles are known to be neu- ponent in the direction of the laser beam. For an atom travel- 4.% ' jk

tral. Two groups pioneered in developing DSLFS spectro- ing with a velocity v directed at an angle to the laser beam, its ,,
meters for measuring sputtered fluxes of neutral atoms. -  excitation frequency is shifted by an amount of Av "'-. '"
More recently, several other groups have also been using = v/c.vcos ,
DSLFS very successfully for measuring sputtered neutral
fluxes, ' detecting desorbed particles, ' and investigating where vo is the unshifted resonance frequency of the atoms.
impurity fluxes in the plasma wall region of fusion ma- By tuning the laser over the Doppler profile of these atoms
chines. 2-"6 and simultaneous recording of the resulting fluorescence sig-

The aim of this paper is to describe the technique of nal the velocity spectrum will directly be obtained. Because
DSLFS and to summarize the major achievements of this of the extremely small bandwidth of the laser, the fluores-
method as applied in the field of particle-solid interaction. cence light can be detected without frequency selection.
Emphasis will be given on results of our group in Vienna Thus the need of high resolution spectrometers in the detec-
achieved during the last two years. Furthermore, we will tion optic used in conventional spectroscopy, which cause 0I e -AP
discuss the major difficulties connected with the use of large intensity losses, is eliminated. -
DSLFS, which in some cases could lead to a conflicting in-
terpretation of the results, in spite of how simple and
straightforward the method might look at first sight. B. Laser systems and resolution ..

Finally it should be noted that recently the method of Taking a closer look at existing DSLFS spectrometers one
multiphoton resonance ionization spectroscopy has been de- has then to distinguish according to the laser type involved.
veloped and successfully applied in the field of particle solid Many DSLFS spectrometers use pulsed dye laser."' 5 Re-
interactions. This method can be regarded as a second gener- cently excimer laser pumped dye laser systems have become It,, J
ation of LIF.i T'x dominant among these systems. The advantage of using a
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pulsed system is evident. The output power of these lasers is n a tJW -M

high. The visible frequency range can be covered by different
dyes. At these high output powers, frequency doubling can
be used very efficiently. Thus even the UV frequency range , . L.

between approximately 200-350 nm can be covered. This is
very important, since many atoms possess resonance transi- m IS'

tions in this frequency range. However, due to the short sLE4- %

pulse time of typically a few ns, the bandwidth of these lasers
is Fourier limited. Typically, bandwidths down to several
hundred MHz can be achieved. This limits the application of
pulsed laser systems to velocity measurements of thermal _

particles where Doppler shifts in the MHz range can be ex- W-_of ,t., oo-,,fI ,

pected. 4 ' Pulsed DSLFS spectrometers have found a wide OSt FS ...
application for impurity diagnostics in fusion devices. 12-'/

DSLFS spectrometers with frequency stabilized, single
mode, tunable cw dye lasers can achieve velocity resolutions
down to a few m/s. In most cases their resolution is only
limited by the particle beam divergence.4 '6 However, due to FIG. 1. Schematic diagram of a high-resolution DSLFS spectrometer. The

the lack of pump lasers, cw dye laser can only be operated laser spectrometer consists of a 20-W Innova argon ion laser and a 699-21

stabilized ring dye laser system. A hollow cathode lamp can be used for
from 410 to 700 nm using various dyes and, moreover, fre- monitoring the exact zero position of transition lines. A mass analyzed ion
quency doubling is rather difficult.22 DSLFS spectrometers beam from a duoplasmatron ion source is used for bombarding the target,
with cw dye lasers have found their major area of applica- which can be rotated and is surrounded by two cylindrical shields. Small

tion, where an exact measurement of the velocity distribu- holes in the cylindrical shield define a sputtered beam direction. The inter-

tion is of interest. From the shape of the velocity distribution section of the laser beam with the particle beam occurs approximately 5 cm

from the target surface. Further additional experimental equipment allows
the different mechanisms contributing to the particle ejec- to measure the light emission during ion bombardment (BLE) and to collect
tion may be deduced.' 121.23 sputtered particles on a quartz microbalance.

C. Different excitation geometries

We must distinguish two philosophies with respect to the sity loss due to the small solid angle can be compensated for
geometrical arrangement used in present-day DSLFS spec- by using lock-in techniques and integrating the fluorescence
trometers. In a typical arrangement, the sputtered particles signal over an extended time.
are excited very close to the target surface.23 Using this ge-
ometry the particle detection sensitivity is very high, due to 111. SOME PROBLEMS REGARDING THE
the large solid angle involved. On the other hand, in this way INTERPRETATION OF DSLFS SPECTRA
one sacrifices one of the greatest advantages of DSLFS: the A. Saturation, interaction time, and line broadening
fluorescence signal is now not proportional to the number of
particles within the velocity interval corresponding to the Excitation of moving neutral particles by laser radiation
laser bandwidth. Instead, the experimental geometry has to has advantageous features compared to excitation by other
be taken into account, because particles move into the obser- means, e.g., electrons. The excitation cross section is high
vation volume from different directions.9 '2 '25 A different ap- and, even more important, independent of the particle veloc-
proach is shown in Fig. 1, where the particle trajectories are ity. Furthermore, the excitation is extremely selective in re-
well defined by a system of diaphragms. In this case the par- spect to atomic species and electronic states. With cw dye
ticles are excited by the laser beam in a small intersection lasers bandwidths of 1 MHz can be achieved. This yields a
volume, typically a few cm away from the target in the atom- velocity resolution of a few m/s. This is sufficient to resolve
ic beam. This geometry offers either the possibility to per- velocity distributions of thermal particles. The direct pro-
form Doppler-free' spectroscopy by exciting the atoms at 90 portionality between velocity and excitation frequency shift .
with respect to the particle beam or to excite the atomic allows, in general, a straightforward interpretation of the
beam at many different angles. In this case the measured spectra. There are, however, several complications, which
fluorescence spectrum directly resembles the velocity distri- have been discussed in the literature and have caused some .. .
bution of particles ejected in the direction defined by dia- controversies. ' - - 27 9 The main sources for complications
phragms. As a compromise between maximal Doppler shift are (a) the usually small intersection area between laser beam Q '"
for particle and laser beam being collinear with the particle and particle beam resulting in transit time broadening, (b)

beam and possible experimental realizations an angle the high power densities of lasers, resulting in power broad-
between 30* and 45* is usually chosen. However, in this ge- ening of the transition lines, (c) saturation effects, "' (d) noni-
ometry the solid angle is rather small and the fluorescence deal spectral properties of laser as, for instance, time-depen-
signals are lower than in the first case.5 " The setup shown in dent jitter,2 5 (e) the short duration of the laser pulse resulting
Fig. I is commonly used for high resolution DSLFS experi- in transit time broadening, and (fl the limited observation
ments with a cw dye laser. Especially if the atoms under volume.
investigation can be excited in a two level scheme, the inten- All these effects may influence the LIF and DSI.FS spec-
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tra. Whether the influence is negligible or not must be decid- expressed in terms of y and S (-) However, in practical cases e. ..-

ed for each experimental setup independently. Using a we are not interested in the excitation probability of one
pulsed dye laser will generally involve a quite considerable atom, but in the number of atoms excited by the laser in an . . .
power broadening up to several GHz.9 On the other hand, in ensemble of atoms. Because these atoms are not at rest, their
a typical cw dye laser setup, as used in our experiments, Doppler shift has to be considered. The number of excited
power broadening due to the laser power in the low MHz atoms n2 can be directly correlated with the measured flu-
range can be expected and, therefore, neglected in practical- orescence signal I (n2). This number n, can be expressed in -,," ..
ly all sputter experiments.2" In order to obtain an upper limit terms of an "excitation function" Fs,,, a,O):
for the power broadening in a typical cw dye laser DSLFS n2 = (dn/dv)(rA /21r)F(S_,a,O). (4) %
spectrometer, we have measured the hyperfine structure of
the Na D 2 line in a Doppler-free geometry described earlier A is the laser wavelength and dn/dv the velocity distribution

with laser power densities up to the maximal output power of of the number density of the atoms. We limit our discussion

the 699-21 ri ig dye laser. While the hyperfine splitting of the to the case, where the trajectories of the atoms are well de
upper level (16,4 MHz, 34 MHz, 58,9 MHz) can be clearly fined. Otherwise, we would have to use the z component
resolved for very low laser power densities of a few mW/ (velocity component in the direction of the laser beam) of the
cm 2

, at maximal power densities of several W/cm 2 only the velocity. This complicates the deconvolution of the spectra,

envelope of the three hyperfine lines is observed, indicating a but does not influence the problems discussed here. The exci-
power broadening of the order of 50 MHz. Although the tation function F(S,,a,O) is a function of the saturation pa- .
actu.=: power broadening has to be decided on a system to rameter, the branching ratio a of the upper level and the
system basis, the value obtained for Na represents a realistic residence time t of the atom in the laser field. Of more signifi-

limit for what can be expected in cw experiments. cance than the residence time itself is the ratio 0 between the

A very sensitive parameter is the interaction time between residence time and the life time of the excited state, because it

the laser field and the atoms. It is limited by either the flight determines the relaxation of the atomic system. In Fig. 2
path of the atoms through the laser beam (cw lasers) or the some examples for excitation functions are given for two and
pulse length of the laser. Particularly in the case of an atomic three level systems in dependence on 0. The examples shown ., -'

three level system the transit time and correlated saturation refer to atomic systems used in experiments to be described
effects become important. 2

9
,3

0' This can be easily under- later. From the experimental point of view it is important
and remarkable that even in the case of a three level systemstood from the fact that with increasing transit time an en- - --.'.l

hanced pumping contribution by the wings of the Lorent- (Zr, Ca metastable) the probability of finding the system in

zian laser profile can be observed, the excited state is quite considerable even after long resi-
dence times. This is caused by increased pumping by the

B. Evaluation of excitation probabilities wings of the laser line. Without taking into account thes,.
effects one would otherwise expect that in the case of a three ".

A very comprehensive in-depth treatment of these prob- level system the excitation probability should drop to zero
lems has been made by Berres et al.2-' 9 In the following we after all atoms have been pumped over into the third level.
will discuss the essential features of their work and evaluate
the implications for the experimental results obtained by C. Fluorescence signal vs velocity distributions
DSLFS Furthermore, we will restrict this discussion to cw We will now restrict ourselves to the experimental geome-
lasers, although the results can be applied to pulsed lasers in try shown in Fig. 1. In this case the measured fluorescence
a straightforward manner. Similar calculations and a com- signal I (n2 ) can be correlated with the velocity distribution to
parison of applications of pulsed and cw lasers have been be determined by the following equation:
published by Wright et al.9 .

27

Starting from the rate equations for a two and three level I (n2 ) = (dn/dv)GA 2 , V(yA /21r)(l/O )Jo F(S,, ,a,9 )d9. (5)

atomic system, respectively, exposed to a monochromatic A 2, is the spontaneous transition probability for the observed - *..-

laser field, Berres et al. derive the probability of finding one transition from the excited to the lower level. G is the detec-
atom in the excited state. This probability depends on the
residence time of the atom in the laser field, the frequency tion eici en h se m. is the th e intersec-_.
dependent saturation parameter S (4 ) and the life times of the corresponding to the transit time of a group of atoms with a

states involved. 4" is a normalized frequency given by given velocity through the interaction region. We can see .-

= 41v - vo)/y. (2) that in order to obtain the number density velocity distribu-

v, is the central frequency of the Doppler shifted absorption tion the measured fluorescence signal has to be divided

line of the atom, v the actual laser frequency, and y the in- by the Q function defined by Q (S,,,,a,O) = i/0 .,...

verse life time of the transition. The saturation parameter X fF(S,,, ,a,9 )dO. ,.'..

S(4) can be written in the following form, using the "satura- The knowledge of Q(S,,a,0) allows us in principle to

tion parameter" [maximal value ofS (4), which is S(4 = 0)] correct the measured spectra, and to obtain the velocity dis-

S., the Lorentzian line shape of the transition line and the tributions by calculating the Q function for each velocity in

laser power density OL : the spectrum and dividing the fluorescence signal by it. In
Fig. 3 the Q functions for the examples of Fig. 2 are given.

S(4)=(4 0 //")/(l + "'W ) =S,/(1 + ). (3) For a two level system the Q function is constant over a large
The probability of finding the atom in the excited state can be regime. For most sputter experiments (see Table I) values
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F( . , F(S(.S,,)dO

S i|t

sl 304 0

1.25

FIG. 2. Excitation function F(Sm, a, 6 is plotted as a function of 0 for differ-'.- .,-.
ent S,, values. Examples for a two level system {Cr, a = I, transition from -. '. .•.
the ground state a7S,) and a three level system (Ca, a = 0.6, transition from c. .- ? .'
the metastable 'P, level) are given. 1 * .-.- •.. -

S,, -=,_3-

between 20 and 300 are of relevance. Therefore, in this case
no correction is needed. The situation is more complicated i'"i-"for a three level system. Again, as in the previous case, f0r 05

very small e values a correction is necessary. But, more ia-•-

.8,

'ensity distribution 4 •6 Because the decrease of Q (S,,, ,a,ns ) is fro.m .
less steep than i/ (see Fig. 3) in most realistic cases, we FIG. 3. Relation Qis m) c(S,,

cannot speak of a flux nor a density distribution in the case of dence of 0% The function has been calculated for the experimental geometrya three level system. For > 80 the Q function saturates and shown in Fig. 1 with the following parameters: Laser power: 200 mW/cm2

ces e cons . In ii let o lengthoftheinteraction and observation volume: 0.5 cm. The paramete of
conging in osanb deity ditiin, the transitions can be found in Table I. The shaded area indicates the whh "

ainsitygimes of interest for velocity measurements of different sputtered materials .

s a consequence, velocities typically between 0.5 and 30 km/s). (a) Regime ofsmall ce value.(ak < 0p e ) particular care has to be taken in interpreting for Cr (open triangles), Ca ground state full squares), Ca metastable (full. ,
the measured spectra. Furthermore, three level sstems are triangles and Zi ground state full carcles Lbseg of high 0 for Ca-

more likely to lead to a misinterpretation of the fluorescence ground state (full squares) and Ca metastable (full triangles). "%
spectra due to saturation effects. Aeeeset

Even though the Q function can be calculated and repre- 1.. T di. t-
sents a handy tool to correct the spectra, several facts com-
plicate the situation: (a) the exact determination of the resi- atoms, molecules or ions under particle impact is commonly '

dence time is sometimes rather complicated and (b) the known as sputtering. The consequences of this phenomenon
effective laser bandwidth and therefore, the S,,g value is diffi- are widespread and of great importance in different areas.le....

cult to ike particularon a larger time scale due Emission of sputtered target particles can be used for analyto jitter. Furthermore, it varies from system to system. tical purposes. Secondary ion mass spectroscopy (SIMS) is'.

an important and widely used method. Interaction of plasma

particles with the surrounding walls in reactors or fusion ,.. ..

IV. VELOCITY DISTRIBUTIONS OF SPUTTERED devices causes particle release from the walls due to sputter-
NEUTRAL GROUND STATE ATOMS ing. If these particles reach the plasma, they will cause ener- "

gy losses by radiation and consequently plasma cool-
A. Sputtering mechanisms ing. 1.,,2 Furthermore, damage of mechanical parts and

When energetic particles interact with solid surfaces, var- walls exposed to the plasma will take place due to sputter-
ious physical processes can be observed, as secondary elec- ing. " Another very important area, where sputtering plays -

tron emission, secondary ion emission, radiation damage, an important role, is the field of sputtering deposition of thin "
and sputtering. The emission of surface or near surface films 4 and of sputter-assisted plasma technologies. "A de-
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TAB.E 1. Velocities and corresponding values for sputtered atoms. Values If a solid target is bombarded by heavy ions of medium
0, and 0. correspond to a minimum velocity v, - 0.5 km/s and a maximal energy (keV range), nuclear stopping is dominant and the r
velocity v, . 30 km/s, which are typical for sputtered particles. Examples linear collision cascade theory% is applicable. However, de- , , %

are given for some atomic species, for which I)SLFS results are presented in %

this paper. The li.,th of the intersection . lume between laser beam and viations from this model are expected for low and high ener-
atomic beam is 5 ti, in accordance with the experimental setup shown in gies as well as for light ion bombardment. Assuming an iso-
Fig. I. tropic cascade and a planar surface potential, the following

formula for the number density velocity distribution was de-
Branching duced by Sigmund 7 : -

Atomic Transition ratio 0, 2 " 2 .2
species line 1-2 A.,/(A., + A., A,. Is ') O. dn ,,, (v)/dv = v-/(L' + v;) , (6) '/,, -',.

Ca is,, - 'P, I 2.1 × 10h 2000 where vb is the velocity corresponding to the surface binding .. ,

30 energy E. For metals the surface binding energy is usually
Ca 'P. - 's, 0.6 3.5 10' 500 assumed identical to the heat of sublimation. Formula (6) is_'e.

1o valid for velocities corresponding to energies much below '--. -

Cr a'S - z'P'  I 3.1 X 10' 300 Tm, which is the energy transfer in an elastic head on colli-
10-. .. .-

Zr a'Fy'D' 0.14 5>.i0 0 sion. Tma, is given by

1.5 T, = 4MjM,/(M + M) 2E,,,. (7) ..

m is defined by the power cross section ."

d(T)=CE,, T "'dT. (8)
tailed understanding of the sputtering process is, therefore, npeg ro e lin e m n
of great importance. In sputtering where low energy collisions are dominating,

In order to tackle the problem of understanding the sput- m is expected close to zero.
tering mechanisms, different physical quantities may be in- Nonlinear effects caused by high density cascades 35 have
vestigated: (a) the sputtering yield, (b) the angular distribu- been found experimentally" in sputtering yield measure-

tion of sputtered particles, (c) the energy or velocity ments at bombarding energies around 100 keV. These non-

distribution of the sputtered particles, (d) the mass distribu- linear effects are particularly pronounced for heavy bom-.. ..
tion of sputtered particles and (e) the electronic states of the barding particles, but have also been reported for primary N'L" ,
particles leaving the surface. By comparison of the measured energies in the keV range.") They have been explained by the ..

quantities with existing theoretical models, the different thermal spike concept '"' and should also show up in the

mechanisms responsible for sputtering may be inferred. For velocity spectrum of the sputtered particles, delivering a ve-

such purposes, DSLFS is an ideal tool, because it can yield locity distribution contribution described by

information about all the quantities, noted under (a)-(e). dn, (v)/dv= vexp[mv2/(2ki") j (9)
The knowledge of the energy of the sputtered particles is with T,. the so called "spike temperature." The spike con-

of particular importance, because it allows one to calculate cept is, however, controversial. 4 2 Measurements of velocity

the fluxes of released particles. These results can, e.g., be spectra of sputtered particles should help to clarify the situa-
used to estimate the impurity flux into the plasma core in tion.
fusion machines. Furthermore, the energy of the released Another deviation from the cascade model is expected for , ,
particles carries a large amount of information about the bombardment with light particles as for instance H, D, and
process responsible for the emission of the particles. Thus He. For low bombarding energies and even more pro-

the analysis of velocity spectra will enable us to distinguish nounced for light particle bombardment, anisotropic energy
between different sputtering mechanisms. distributions can be expected due to enhanced contributions

Because in many cases most of the sputtered particles are to the sputtering yield by the first few recoils. _-.,,
neutral atoms in their electronic ground state, 6 the need to -
measure the energy distribution of neutral atoms was one of B. Velocity spectra of sputtered ground state atoms
the driving forces to develop DSLFS and LIF.5' " In the fol-
lowing we will describe the most prominant results of The aim of detailed DSLFS experiments was to examine. "
DSLFS as far as velocity spectra of neutral ground state the validity of the linear collision cascade theory, and devia- *

atoms are concerned. tions from it. In Table II a summary of DSLFS results ob-

In this chapter we will restrict the discussion to results trained from different target materials and bombarding con-
ditions is given. The type of DSLFS spectrometer used is

obtained for clean surfaces of metals and alkali halides. In a dit iin. he ty spec•tomterudi
following chapter the more complicated situation of oxi- indicated in order to specify the resolution of the particular
dized targets will be discussed. For atomically clean targets experiment (see the second chapter).
more than 90% of the sputtered particles are neutral atoms
in the ground state and only a small percentage of ions and 1. Collision cascade regime

excited atoms contributed to the sputtered flux. The sputter- In general, DSLFS velocity spectra of neutral metal atoms
ing behavior of metals is particularly interesting in regard to sputtered from metal targets by He', Ar' Kr ,Xe ', C' ,
plasma-wall-interaction studies. The sputtering behavior of and 0' bombardment at impact energies in the range %
alkali halides involves an interesting combination of differ- between 3 and 50 keV show a good agreement with the Sig- .
ent particle release mechanisms. mund theory [formula (6)].'.24.26 27,41 In Fig. 4, measured
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TABLE 11. Surface binding energy Eh as obtained from velocity spectra of neutral ground state atoms sputtered from clean (oxygen free) surfaces. The %
tabulated values for the heat of sublimation U0 are compared with the measured surface binding energy. Bombarding conditions and the type of DSLFS - . "
spectrometer used are given. The excitation geometry is indicated as high resolution setup with excitation of the sputtered atoms being accomplished in a well '-

defined beam a few cm apart from the target, or as excitation directly in front of the target.

Bombarding Laser Excitation
Atom E, (eV) Uo (eV) conditions type geometry Ref.

Cr 1.6-2.0 4.2 15 keV Ar cw high 43 " a '-

(1O0A/cm2) resolution * . . ', -

4 4.2 15 keV 0' cw high 26
14pA/cm) cw resolution

Ca 1.3 1.8 15 keV Ar +  cw high 43 1

(10,uA/cm2 ) resolution

Ba 1.8 1.86 10 keV Ar' cw in front of 46 -
(20 pA/cm 2) the target

Ti 4.6 4.9 I keV Ar' pulsed in front of 44
(2 mA/cm") the target

Zr 8 6.4 8 keV Ar cw high 24

(2 mA/cm) resolution
4-6 6.4 15keV Ar cw high

(I0/A/cm-) resolution

Fe 4.3 4.3 10 keV Ar' pulsed on front of 68
(2 mA/cm2) the target

data for Cr, Ca, Fe, and Ti are shown and compared with the tering process."' Results of H' and D' bombardment of
Thompson formula (6). The fit of Eq. (6) to the measured Zr,24 .47 Ti, 49 and Fe5' show a dependence of the velocity
spectra yields a value for the fitting parameter Eb. In most spectrum on the ion mass and energy, contrary to the Sig-
cases the Eb values giving the best fit to the measured spectra mund theory. For instance, the maximum of the velocity
are in good agreement with the tabulated value for the heat spectrum of Fe shifts from about 2 km/s for 100 eV H'
of sublimation of the respective material. However, in some bombardment to about 3 km/s for 500 eV H+ bombard- :
cases26 deviations have been observed with a tendency to E, ment.5 ' Furthermore, at high particle velocities a contribu-
values lower than the heat of sublimation (see Table II). tion from direct recoils could be identified for D + bombard-

ment. As an example, velocity spectra for light-ion ,
2. Light-ion, low-energy regime bombardment are given in Fig. 5. Anisotropy effects can be

For light-ion and low-energy bombardment the Sigmund clearly seen for D + bombardment of Zr.'5 Experimentally
theory is no longer applicable. In this case 7,, becomes of the found anisotropy contributions are much more pronounced ,.

order of the surface binding energy and Eq. (6) is only valid than such predicted by some theories.4 In Fig. 5 it can also
for energies much lower than T,. In this case a single colli- be seen that for light ion sputtering the maximum of the. -
sion model should be more appropriate to describe the sput- energy distribution is very sensitive to differences in the an-

gle of ion incidence. This effect is much more pronounced " - "

than in cases of ion bombardment for which the collision ., -

cascade theory is applicable.
fin(v} oCr, 0 Ca, Fe 1 In order to use formula (6) for light-ion sputtering, some

dv corrections have been proposed. Thompson 9 suggested to
use the following formula for the velocity distribution C--'..-."
dna,(V)/dv = KE [1 - v2 + v,)/u, ]/(V2 + V2 +", (10)

where v,, is the velocity corresponding to the energy T., .' .

defined in Eq. (7). This distribution exhibits nearly the same
behavior as is obtained from the single collision model pro-
posed by Littmark. The distributions obtained experimen-

I tally by DSLFS of H' bombardment of Fe and Ti can be , , "
/ fitted by Eq. (10) varying the parameter n. The value n as %5. .%.

3-- ,-obtained from these measurements changes from about 2 in ,
6 9 km sB the cascade regime (where the Sigmund theory is valid) to

about 4 for small T, /E values. These high n values, which
FiG.4. Velocity distributions ofsputtered neutral metal atoms in the ground result in a steeply falling tail of the velocity distribution are --
state under bombarding conditions, where the isotropic, linear collision - -
cascade theory is valid. The spectra shown are for atom emission from on the one hand quite plausible, because one would expect

clean, oxygen-free surfaces. The full lines indicate the fit by Eq. (6) using E,, fewer energetic particles in the light-ion low-energy colli-
as fitting parameter. (Fe from Ref. 68, Ti from Ref. 44.) For more details of sions. But on the other hand, the high n value corresponds to
the E, values and experimental details see Table If. a m > I in Eq. (8), which is in contradiction with the assump-
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5 10 Is 0 FIG. 6. Logarithmic plot of the velocity flux distribution of Na released from
km s- 1  a NaCI target under 20 keV Kr' bombardment. A thermal and a high- . " -"

energy contribution from linear cascades can be clearly identified. The con- -

FIG. 5. Velocity distributions of sputtered Zr ground state atoms under 2.5 tribution between 0.1 and I eV can be explained by a thermal spike contribu-
keV H (full circles) and D ' bombardment (open circles for oblique ion tion. Another explanation might be, that Eq. (6) is incorrect in the low
beam incidence, open squares for normal incidence) (from Ref. 24.) The energy regime for alkali halides in particular, and insulators in general.
shaded area indicates anisotropic contributions to the sputtering yield from '
direct recoils. %, .

few years DSLFS has been very successful in acquiring use- e

tions for the power cross section (8). As a consequence, ful data which can help to verify existing theories for the iii
DSLFS velocity spectra obtained for light-ion low-energy sputtering process. However, some of the data have shown,
bombardment of metals cannot be accurately described by that in many cases (light ion sputtering is only one example)

simple analytical models like Eq. (10). Therefore, more de- more accurate theories are needed.
tailed measurements and refined models are necessary.

V. INVESTIGATIONS OF SPUTTERED EXCITED

3. Radiation-enhanced evaporation and thermal spikes ATOMS

The sputtering of alkali halides has proven to be a good A. Excitation and ionization during sputtering

test for the abilities of DSLFS. 2
1 In this case elastic as well Although elastic collisions and linear cascades dominate

as inelastic energy losses 253 of the primary ions contribute the sputtering of particles under ion impact and the majority
to particle release from the surface. Sputtering can even be of these particles are consequently neutral and in the elec "..'..'
observed for electron and photon irradiation. 54" Velocity tronic ground state, ions and excited particles contribute to
spectra of Na atoms sputtered from NaC and Na1 19.21 tar- some extent to the sputtered flux. Even though the absolute
gets allowed identification of principally three different pro- densities of sputtered excited atoms, excited molecules and '-

cesses leading to Na ejection: (a) collisional sputtering, (b) ion are rather small (for clean targets they make up only a
thermal evaporation, and (c) thermal spike sputtering. An few percent), the implications of their existence are quite
analysis of a DSLFS velocity spectrum of Na emitted from considerable. Because these excited particles and ions can be -

NaCi during 20 keV Kr' bombardment is shown in Fig. 6. easily detected, surface analysis methods have been devel-
Processes (a) and (b) can be clearly identified and fitted by the oped on the basis of secondary ion detections (SIMS""-s )
appropriate theoretical distributions. The contribution and and light emission from sputtered excited species (SCANIR,
existance of thermal spikes might be questionable.42 How- BILE 6 ). In spite of the small absolute densities of sput-
ever, thermal spikes represent a possibility to explain the tered ions and excited atoms or molecules, the sensitivity of
deviations in the spectra from formula (6) in the low energy these methods is very high, because the detection sensitivity
regime. For heavy-ion impact collisional sputtering domi- for ions and photons is extremely high.
nates. Thermal evaporation is the dominant particle release Therefore, particular interest exists in a detailed under-
me'-hanism of Na for light-ion bombardment (He' )."2 This standing of the mechanism of excitation and ionization in
can be explained by the strong contribution of electronic the sputtering process. The interpretation of SIMS and
stopping for light ions, creating defects in the crystal. The SCANIR spectra is complicated by many effects. In particu-
deexcitation of these electronic defects eventually results in lar, the strong dependence of the ion and excited atom yields
replacement collisions leading to particle ejection. In such on the surface oxidation causes essential problems for a ,,.
cases usually the halogen atom is ejected. As a consequence, quantitative analysis. It is a well established fact, that ion
a surface enrichment in Na occurs which finally leads to and excited particle yields from oxidized surfaces can exceed
evaporation of Na atoms. Another possibility is the migra- those from clean surfaces by orders of magnitudes.. '-.
tion of an interstitial-vacancy pair to the surface where it gets Until the availability of LIF and DSLFS the main experi-
trapped and consequently some atoms gain enough activa- mental method to study sputtered excited particles was the
tion energy in order to evaporate. spectroscopy of emitted light of sputtered short lived excited

In the recent paragraph, I have shown that over the last atoms and molecules in front of the target.''"'
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In this way the population of different excited states dur- eV'
ing the sputtering process can be obtained. Furthermore, Zr

attempts have been made to measure the velocity distribu-
tion from the spatial decay of the fluorescence light of differ-
ent transitions in front of the target. 63  From these mea-
surements astonishingly high values for the average energy _yD.____

of sputtered excited atoms reaching from some hundred eV -
up to several keV, have been obtained.

2-
B. DSLFS measurements of sputtered metastableatoms-

Since the development of DSLFS it has been clear, that P
this method would be unique for investigating the state dis-
tribution and the velocity distributions in specific states of aF__________
sputtered atoms. Due to the low intensities involved, such (a) .. , .
experiments are, however, much more difficult than those
for measuring ground state distributions. As far as investiga-
tions of particle-solid interaction processes are concerned, eV , -

one of the recent great achievements of DSLFS and LIF has Ca

been the first direct measurements of velocity distributions 3
of sputtered excited atoms.,"23,46.68 The results obtained S

have been rather unexpected and in strong contradiction to * _._:%

the estimates obtained by light emission studies. There is, 3, -
however, one restriction imposed on DSLFS measurements:

the short lifetime of excited states with allowed dipole transi-
tions to lower levels will cause decay very close to the target 2_-__ p
surface and, therefore, these particles are not accessible for
laser excitation. DSLFS is, therefore, restricted to measure-
ments of excited metastable states. However, this restriction
is not really a disadvantage, because sputtered metastable
atoms should not behave differently from those sputtered in
short-lived excited states. This assumption is reasonable, be-
cause excitation by photons during sputtering can be ex- (b
cluded and, therefore, no selection rules for the excitation FR. 7. Partial energy diagram of(a) Zr and (b Ca showing transitions used

will apply. Furthermore, we have to be aware that the metas- in DSLFS experiments for detecting sputtered ground state and metastable
table state will accumulate atoms decaying from other excit- atoms. .-

ed levels of the same multiplet. The velocity distribution will . '.

thus provide an "averaged picture" of atoms sputtered in
several excited levels. er by a factor of approximately 3.5.43 Similar values have

DSLFS measurements of the velocity distribution of sput- been observed for Ba, 10.46 Fe, 8 and Ti.7" In spite of the evi- -|

tered metastable atoms have been obtained for two different dent differences between the velocity distributions for sput-
types of metastable levels: (a) fine structure levels of the elec- tered ground state atoms and sputtered excited atoms found
tronic ground state [Fig. 7(a), for Zr] and (b) metastable lev- by DSLFS, the earlier mentioned high velocity values pre-
eis lying typically 1-2 eV above the ground state [Fig. 71b), dicted by light emission studies" - ' could not be con-
for Ca]. This classification is useful, because the behavior of firmed 1.23.43

these two types of metastable states is quite different as far as Table III summarized the quantities obtained fromsputtering is concerned. Velocity spectra of Zr atoms sput- DSLFS measurements of sputtered excited atoms. The E* -

tered in the a 3F, (570 cm -' above the a3F, ground state) and values given correspond to the fitting parameter E, in Eq. (6)

a F4 (1240 cm above the ground state) states have been and have been obtained by fitting the measured distribution
reported by Gruen et al." and are identical to the ground to Eq. (6). A physical meaning of E * is, however, not given in

state velocity distribution of sputtered Zr atoms. On the con- this case. It is, nonetheless, astonishing that in most cases the " ., .€

trary, the velocity distributions of atoms sputtered in metas- measured spectra can be fitted by Eq. (6) quite well, using E. . .
table states not belonging to sublevels of the electronic as a fitting parameter. Corresponding results are shown in e

ground state, are in general different from the ground state Fig. 8.
distributions.2 For the P2 metastable level of Ca, In addition, another important observation has been made ..
which is 1.9 eV above the ground state and is so far the by DSLFS. As expected from what has been known for a "-

highest excited level investigated by DSLFS, 2' we have ob- long time, the sputtered metastable atom fluxes increase
served a maximum in the velocity distribution for the metas- with oxygen adsorbed on the surface by approximately one-.- table state when compared to the ground state which is high- order of magnitude. However, in good agreement among all
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TABLE I1. Summary of available DSLFS measurements of the velocity distribution of sputtered metastable atoms. E * values are obtained by fitting the "

measured spectra of Eq. (6). Eb values are obtained from DSLFS measurements of the velocity distribution of sputtered ground state atoms.

Energy
Metastable of metastable

Atom E* (eV) E,, (eV) level level (eV) Ion beam Ref.

Fe 20 4.3 a'F 0.86 10 keV Ar 68
Ca 13 1.3 1P, 1.9 7 keV Kr' 23
Ba I1 1.8 ID 1.4 10 keV Ar' 46
Ti 16 4.6 a'D 0.75 1 keV Ar' 70

measurements reported so far, the shape of the velocity dis- lem, if the higher excited states are long lived. We have in-
tribution does not change from clean to oxidized targets. cluded the contribution from cascading in the treatment.
This was rather unexpected and in contradiction to theoreti- Assuming the partial Grotrian diagram for Ca shown in Fig.
cal predictions as shown later in this chapter. A critical re- 10, we obtained cascade corrected values shown in Table
mark is, however, needed at this point. Because of the very IV"' for the E_ value deduced from the light emission of the
low densities of sputtered excited atoms for clean targets, the 4p'P 4stS transition. This demonstr ites that the original val-
measurements are limited by the detection sensitivity and a ue of 1510 eV can be considerably reduced to 60 eV for a
further enhancement of the sensitivity for experiments with 50% cascade contribution. Moreover, the value of 60 eV is of
well characterized oxygen free surfaces is needed to reach the same order of magnitude as the E * value obtained for the
final conclusions. 3P, level of Ca by DSLFS.

C. DSLFS vs light emission results D. Evaluation of different models for excitation

The disagreement between DSLFS results and light emis- Several different models for the excitation mechanism of
sion studies needs a clarification.7 If one summarizes the atoms and molecules during sputtering have been pro-
available data from light emission studies and plots the val- posed.6""- 6 Each of these models is challenged to explain the
ues obtained for the average energies E. (which can be inter- increase in excited yield for increasing oxygen coverage of
preted as the most probable energy of sputtered excited the surface as well as to explain the velocity distributions.
atomsj as a function of the inverse life time of the upper level Due to the new information on the velocity distribution of
of the transition used in the light emission studies, we ob- sputtered excited atoms obtained by DSLFS, the picture
tained ,- linear dependance as shown in Fig. 9. This is, in- concerning the excitation mechanism has changed to some
deed, very surprising, because no influence of the lifetime of extent. If in addition the same mechanism is assumed to be
the excited state on the energy distribution is expected. The responsible for ionization and excitation in the sputtering
E, values in Fig. 9 have been obtained from the spatial reso- process, the generally higher ion yields as compared to excit-
lution of the fluorescence light by Dzioba et a," 5 66 using a
mathematical analysis on the basis of the Sigmund theory (6)
and a step function for the probability of finding an atom
with kinetic energy E in a particular excited state. In this %

case the value Em can be interpreted as a threshold value or '•0
the average energy in the energy distribution. In this treat- to
ment the influence of cascading from higher excited levels is /,0--- -

not included. Cascading will be a particularly serious prob- A-"

[U] . . ...

d ' Ba. 0 Fe*,* Ca -] to . -4 -

0

/ ' .°
. -- .~o-o '-

3 9 km.'," 10 to3"

".!

FiG. 8. Velocity spectra of sputtered metastable atoms. The maxima appear .
at higher velocities than for ground stateatomsasshown in Fig 4. Fitswith FI. 9. E, values obtained from spatially resolved light emission siudi, P " -

Eq. (6) (full lines) are rather good, but yield E, values with no ph sical plotted asa function ofih cicrse life timeoflhc upper stateoftheobserved
meaning Isee Table IlI. (Fe results from Ref. 68 and Ba from Ref. 46. transition isee also Fig. 10j. "

- . - % - --
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I .facts observed in DSLFS measurements: (a) the density of
sputtered excited atoms increases with oxygen coverage of

\048. ,.. - the surface, (b) the shape of the velocity distribution is inde-
pendent of the amount of oxygen on the surface, and (c) the " r

, 8.10 4* .7velocity gain of the sputtered excited atoms as compared to
tp, ground state atoms by 10-20 eV is reasonably well explained

by the potential curves in Fig. 11.

On the other hand, if one uses the other type of model for
- .the excitation in sputtering, in particular one difficulty in the

,422.... interpretation of DSLFS results arises: The survival prob-

ability of the excited atoms at the surface should be in
t lso  fluenced by the degree of oxidation; consequently the shape

of the velocity distribution should change from clean to oxi- ,
Ftu. 10. Partial Grotrian diagram of Ca showing the transition wavelengths dized targets simultaneously with the increase of intensity.
and inverse life times of levels influencing light emission studies via the 422
nm transition by cascading. VI. INFLUENCE OF SURFACE OXIDATION ON THE

COMPOSITION OF THE SPUTTERED FLUX
ed particles have to be explained. A theoretical model for the In previous sections we have shown that the sputtered flux
creation of excited atoms in the sputtering process should of consists predominantly of neutral monoatomic target parti-
course incorporate all the experimental facts. Due to the cles in the electronic ground state, if a clean, oxygen-free
complexity of the process several pros and cons to the differ- surface is bombarded with rare gas ion. This statement is
ent approaches will be found and no conclusive answer has also valid for most other bombarding ions. We have also seen .
yet been discovered. that for oxides and metals with adsorbed oxygen the contri-

In principle two different types of models can be distin- bution of excited atoms and ionic particles to the sputtered
guished. In the first type the excitation occurs during the last flux can increase by orders of magnitudes with increasing
few collisions in the cascade. A survival probability for the oxygen coverage on the surface. However, no detailed infor-
excited atom at the surface is introduced, which describes mation is availableabout the quantitative composition of the
the probability of surviving nonradiative decay close to the sputtered flux. In particular, relatively little has been known
target surface. 1 7 -

.
2 " A different approach is taken by the about the contribution of neutral atoms in the electronic

second type of model. In the model proposed by Williams ground state for different stages of oxidation. A detailed
and Tsong " based on an earlier model by Blaisela the cre- knowledge of the flux composition is, however, needed in all
ation of excited atoms is explained by the level crossing" cases where LIF is used for sputtering yield measurements. 7

process for the dissociation of an metal-oxygen quasimole- Moreover, neutral particle detection has been proposed and '--. '..

cule leaving the surface. The mechanism is explained in thought to be superior to ion detection for surface analysis • .o
more detail in Fig. 1i. During the last collision in the colli- applications. Two reasons can be brought forward to justify
sion cascade process, an atom pair consisting of a substrate
metal atom and an adsorbed oxygen atom is ejected with a _.-._.-._..__..

good chance of forming a quasimolecule. At first this quasi- V(r"
molecule will be compressed and thus move up the repulsive
side of the potential curve in Fig. II. Depending on how far it
moves up the potential curve, it can finally end up in one of
the possible dissociative levels corresponding to different fi-
nal combinations of metal, metal-ion, oxygen, and oxygen-
ion as shown on the right side of the figure.

This molecular model incorporates in principle all the __._.- M.,-
i .',~ .% -/

'Anl I IV. E,,, values for sputtered excited Ca atoms in the ',' level after

cascade correction. The uncorrected value (0%, cascadingl is taken from
Ref. 66. r re.d

Contribution k Fic. 11. Potential curves of a metal-oxygen quasimolecule formed in the last ,, ' ,,
of cascading in percent (y. A.y,) ,,, (eVi step ofthe collision cascade duringsputtering, illustratinga possiblemecha,

nism for production of sputtered excited atoms. If enough energy is trans-
() .. 1510f ferred to the molecule, it might he compressed and consequently moves up
It) 0.5 9If0 the potential curve as indicated in the figure. !I level crossing points lopen -

l0 0125 550 circles) exist, this might result in dissociation of the molecule leading the
10 ft. I 210 atoms io excited or ionized states as shown in the right part of the tigure
50 025 2f1) Another possibility for the transition from the binding ground state to the
5) 0. 1 61 antlhonding excited staie %moilol he a traillsi nlat loll o h till Clitig'

111 eleC troIi eIle 1 g S a an in erse I- ianck-('ndon i tansit Iion Ref. 84
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this: (a) the neutral flux is larger by several orders of magni- dn(v) (Cr"
tudes than the ion flux and (b) the extreme dependence on the dvON

surface composition was believed to be more serious for the 0 %

ion yield than for the neutral flux. Ar_ E - 5

A. Dependence of the densities of sputtered ground O 0  
0

03 o x[0

state atoms on the surface composition E1 0 0 x50 .6N N

One of the important achievements of DSLFS and LIF in O x5 0 ]  ' %,;

the last two years has been to produce a great deal of new 0 0 -
information about the composition of the sputtered particle 0 -0 0 0

flux. It came to a great surprise when DSLFS measurements 0 0
showed, that sputtered neutral Cr atoms can be nearly sup- 3 6 9 kms-'
pressed for Cr targets with oxygen contamination.26' 4 In .
fact, if an originally clean Cr is exposed to an oxygen partial Fio. 12. Velocity spectra of ground state atoms sputtered from oxidized -
pressure of about 10--6 mbar under simultaneous Argon ion surfaces are broadened compared to those from clean surfaces (shaded
bombardment (current densities a few /A/cm 2 ), the yield of area). The yield of ground state atoms decreases drastically for increasing
neutral ground state atoms is reduced to 1% of the original oxidation (by a factor 5 and 50 for the examples showni. Examples for Cr
amount. Similar results hwe been found by Dullni 4 for measured in the dynamic mn'..de are given for two different ratios N, /NA.

sputtering from Ti and Al, by Gruen et al. '"' from Ti and An interpretation of the broadening is gisen in the test.

by Grischkovsky et al. from Ba.46 Most of these experiments
have been performed in the so called dynamic mode. In this calculation of E,,. Averaging over two or more differ-
case the vacuum chamber is backfilled with oxygen. The ent possible types of oxides, Dullni obtained reasona-
ratio between the oxygen partial pressure and the ion beam bly good agreement between the measured and calcu-
density will characterize the degree of surface oxidation dur- lated E, values for Ti.
ing ion bombardment. Gruen et al. have operated in the so- (b) For an oxygen pressure regime where the density of
called static mode, where a defined amount of oxygen is de- sputtered ground state becomes very small, the
posited on the surface by exposing it to oxygen. amount of sputtered excited and ground state atoms
Subsequently, measurements are performed under high might become of comparable size. In this case the
vacuum conditions and very low ion current densities. ground state atoms which are excited by the laser in

The most pronounced influence on the sputtered ground the interaction volume will consist of two types, i.e.,
state densities has been observed for oxygen adsorbed on the such sputtered in the ground state and such sputtered
surface. The influence of hydrogen - ' 2 7 ° and nitrogen " is in short-lived excited states but having already de-
much less drastic. Hydrogen and nitrogen adsorbed on Cr, cayed into the ground states before reaching the inter- "-., ...-

Ti, and Al surfaces reduces the sputtered ground state densi- action volume. The velocity distributions of these two
ties by about a factor of 2. types will be different as shown above. Hence, the

measured spectrum is a superposition of two spectra -'. .-j."

with different shapes.
B. Velocity spectra of atoms sputtered from oxidized
targets

In addition to the observed drastic intensity decrease, the C. Composition of the sputtered flux ,.d .

velocity spectra broaden quite substantially for increasing It would be misleading to identify the behavier of the
oxygen partial pressure. For oxygen partial pressures of a ground state with the behavior of the total sputtering yield
few 10 "mbar the maxima of the velocity distributions shift under increasing oxidation of the surface. In order to obtain
from the values corresponding to the surface binding energy more detailed information about the quantitative composi-
of the clean metal of such resembling that obtained for distri- tion of the sputtered flux from both clean and oxidized tar-
butions of sputtered metastable atoms (Fig. 12). gets, we have used a combination of different techniques:

There are two possible sources, which might contribute to DSLFS, LIF, BLE, and a quartz microbalance for collection
the broadening of the velocity spectra under increased oxy- of sputtered particles. . "
gen partial pressure: Using Doppler-free LIF, we have measured relative par-

(a) Dullni" proposes a model in which the broadening is tial sputtering yields of sputtered Ca, Cr, and Zr ground r'.%, .

explained by changes of the surface binding energy. state atoms. 2 ' ForZr targets also Zr atoms sputtered inthe ".'_.".
This explanation is a straight forward consequence, if lowest lying metastable sublevels of the electronic ground
formula (6) is valid. However, in this case the surface state have been investigated. The experimental results are
binding energy has to be calculated from the formation shown in Fig. 13. In the case of Cr we observed a decrease of
enthalpies of the oxides, the recombination energy of the partial sputtering yield by more than a factor of 100, if
0. and the sublimation energy of the metal. The sum the oxygen partial pressure is increased up to 10 " mbar. A
of these three energies should be the energy parameter similar behavior was found for other target species shown in
E, in Eq. (6) obtained from the velocity distributions. Fig. 13 For Cr we have performed the tneasurentet, with
The existence of different oxides will complicate the two different argon ion current densities, in order to check
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Not/NA,. , the sputtering yield for oxidized targets (number of metal

atoms removed from the surface per incoming ion) drops by
/ factors between 1.5 and 4 depending on the material. The
00. .* contribution of ions to the total sputtering yield were found ,

- ' to be 1% for clean and < 25% for oxidized targets.
Summarizing the results obtained witn differen. tech-

,,, niques we can obtain a quantitative picture of the composi- ,-

tion of the sputtered flux. This is shown for the specific case .
of Cr sputtering in Fig. 14. The total sputtering yield was .

found to be in reasonable agreement with the theoretical val-
ue. In similarity to lower sputtering yields for oxides com-

___t I"A- __ 7 - - - _ pared with pure metals,77 we also observed a decrease of the
0 p partial sputtering yield by a factor of 4 for 1 X 10-6 mbar

oxygen partial pressure. For a clean target the contribution
Fio. 13. Dependence of the partial sputtering yield of neutral metal ground of ions and excited atoms to the sputtered flux is negligible,
state atoms as a function of the surface oxygen coverage as measured by LIF inferring that the majority of sputtered particles are neutral
for 15-keV-Ar " bombardment (for Ti I keV Ar', from Ref. 44). As a mea- ground state atoms. For oxidized targets, however, the yield
sure for the surface coverage with oxygen the partial pressure PI, or the str ouam b m ngie v
ratio N,/NA, between oxygen molecules reaching the surface and the of state
Ai" ion beam current density is used. The scale for N,,/NA,. is valid for though an increase by an order of magnitude was observed I
Zr, Ca. in the case of Cr for Ar ion current 1, and also for Ti. For the Ti for short lived excited and metastable atoms with increasing
results, however, the ion beam current densities used have been approxi- oxygen coverage, their contribution to the total sputtered
mately a factor of 10 higher. The figure shows the results for Cr in the flux remains rather small. In addition, it was found that Cr
ground state for ion currents 1 (full circles) and 1. = I/2 (full triangles), for
Zr in the ground state (full squares) and the first excited level of the ground sar s rm
state multiplet (open squares) for Ca atoms in the ground state (stars) and Ti amounts to about 25% of the total sputtering yield. We thus

in the ground state. The curves are normalized for the spattering yield from conclude, that the majority of sputtered Cr leaves the surfacer % ..
clean targets to 100%. In spite of the different materials and the different as neutral molecules or clusters.
ion current densities (for Ti) the agreement between the different results is .. -
very good. if the sputtered neutral atom densities are plotted as a function of VI1. INVESTIGATIONS OF ELECTRON AND PHOTON

STIMULATED DESORPTION BY DSLFS

In the last few years, there has been an increasing number
of investigations of desorption of particles from surfaces in-

the assumption that the ratio Nn,/NAr . between oxygen duced by electronic transitions. °"  The reasons for this are .. " -

molecules reaching the target surface and the Ar ' ion cur-
rent density is the physical quantity characterizing the oxy-
gen coverage in the dynamic mode. 100 "

In summary, we conclude that the sputtering yield of met- C / D
al atom s in the electronic ground state or in a m etastable * /_ n _ 

. . ..

sublevel of the ground state multiplet decreases very drasti- v .. E 4

cally for No /NA > 0.5. 
, . '

AI'
The increase of sputtered metastable atoms for oxidized v

surfaces has been described in the previous paragraph. For so W

clean targets, it is known that contributions for excited states , /2

are well below I%." From the LIF results presented in Fig.
13 we can conclude that even for high oxygen coverage the F
absolute contribution by sputtered excited atoms must be 20-
very low. If otherwise, we should detect most of the short- 10 "" "
lived excited species in the ground state, due to the reasons 0r -_

explained above. 10 1:7 O 10 0 5 Po Torr

In order to put the partial sputtering yields obtained by",.." "

DSLFS in the right perspective, we have performed total F1(,. 14. Composition f the sputtired flux as a function of the oxygen

sputtering yield measurements for the same targets and for partil orcssure for I5-keV-Ar on bomhardment ofCr. Under the gin
experimental conditions an oxygen partial pressure ofabout 5 - 10 "cotb-the same oxygen partial pressures using a quartz ricroba- sponds to . ratio N,, /N,,, of I. Curve (A) Total sputtering yield of Cr

lance collector. - s75 By applying positive and negative vol- (Y, ,; Curve i N1easiredisurface binding energy E,, (eVi Ifrom it of t-q. (61

tages, respectively, to two cylinders surrounding the target to the measured spectral]: (C)urve 'artial yield of Cr atoms sputtered in. .

assembly ]see Fig. 1) we could measure the total fluxes of the ground state gisen in percent of the total Cr yield: Curve I1) Partial

neutral and charged particles to the quartz collector inde- yieol f(r spuitered a ion, neutral or iovized molecule, in percent of the
total CF itld. cnrxe if Partial ield foi~ ('r sputtered as neutral nlle,:ulespendently. The calibration of the system has been performed ur" lrt- idf',r." 1"n
in petcent ol'ihc total ('riel; Cursel i" Pariial \II ,It (r pntteres p t ions

by measuring the theoretically and experimentally well ai t t - ofthetotatrd. atd (-" rs-e Patiil
known sputtering yield of Cu. Starting from a clean target Neld of*,putlered cxdtcd Cr atolni in pcrcil (4, tc

1 
loia ( Ur s clt
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manyfold and caused by the fact that desorption induced by yet, and further DSLFS measurements concerning this ques- r b0
electronic transitions is concerned with the basic questions tion are needed.. .
of physical and chemical surface interactions. Thus informa- To push the detection sensitivity even further a new meth-

tion about such quantities as the geometrical structure, the od, "multiphoton resonance ionization spectroscopy," has
electronic structure, and the dynamics of bond making and been developed recently. 17.79 It is anticipated to become an
breaking can be obtained, excellent method for trace analysis. Since it based on the

Similar to the sputtering process, most of the desorbed resonant multiphoton ionization of neutral atoms the simi-

particles are neutral ground state atoms.'"," It is, therefore, larities to LIF are evident, but detection of ions is, however,
desirable to develop a powerful tool for measuring the densi- more efficient than detection of photons. The application of
ties and energy distributions of desorbed particles. DSLFS this method to investigations of particle-solid interaction
and LIF, as described in the previous sections, can be used to processes are manyfold and promising.
study desorbed particles. In spite of this promising fact, a
critical remark is necessary. Traditionally, most of the de- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS
sorption studies have dealt with oxygen, nitrogen or CO de- This work has been made possible by the financial support
sorbed from metal surfaces. However, oxygen and nitrogen of the Austrian "Fonds zur Forderung der wissenschaftli-
are not accessible with LIF using commercially available chen Forschung" (Project No. 4547). Additional support by
lasers, because their resonance lines lie in the vacuum UV. If the "Hochschuljubiliiumsfonds der Stadt Wien" is grateful- N,
one wants to use LIF or DSLFS for desorption studies, dif- ly acknowledged. The encouragement and support of Pro- .

ferent target-adsorbate systems, which are accessible to tun- fessor F. Viehbbck was invaluable for the success of this -'

able lasers, have to be chosen. work. In particular, I would like to thank G. Betz for his
Recently, DSLFS measurentents of neutral Na desorbed interest and many helpful discussions. I would also like to

from NaCI by electron stimulated desorption have been re- thank Professor H. Winter for supplying the ion source and
ported by Tolk et al." The velocity spectrum of Na desorbed his support.
from NaCI shows a nearly thermal velocity distribution.
This result is very similar to what we have obtained for He-
bombardment of NaCi, 2' indicating that the same mecha-
nism (as described in Sec. IV B 3), might be responsible for 'lopicsin AppliedPhsics. edited by F. P. SchaferiSpringer. Berlin. Heidel-
electron stimulated desorption in this case. berg. New York. 1973). Vol. I.

The use of DSLFS in desorption studies is very promising :Topics in Applied Physics. edited by H. Walther JSpringer, Berlin. Heidel-
afar, Nwi- Yotlk. 19Tb) Vol. 2.

and new information about desorption mechanisms can be 'opics in Applied Phvics. edited by K. Shimoda ISpringer. Berlin. Heidel- ,

expected from DSLFS measurements of desorbed neutral berg, New York. 19761. Vol. 13. %
atoms. 'D. Hammer. E. Benes, P. Blum. and W. Husinsky. Rev. Sci. Instrum. 47,

1178 (19761.
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Laser-driven metal cluster segregation in oxide matrices )  IV

E. E. Marinero, W. Pamler,b) M Chen, V. Jipson, and W. Y. Lee :'
IBM Research Laboratory. San Jose, California 95193

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 28 May 1985) :

We report on metal atom segregation within an oxide matrix as a consequence of absorption of
short ( 12 ns) excimer laser pulses at 249 am. The segregation phenomenon is investigated by the .

example of Au-TeO, thin films on glass substrates using transient reflectivity and transmissivity
techniques as well as ESCA analysis. ESCA depth profiles show drastic modification of the film
composition upon laser exposure. Whereas the distribution of Au and TeO2 is homogeneous for
the as-deposited films, the laser-irradiated areas show a total depletion of Au in the surface region
exposed to the laser. We interpret this as a laser-driven segregation of TeO, to the surface and
correspondingly of Au towards the substrate. The time-resolved optical experiments show that ".
the segregation takes place within 30 ns following the laser pulse. The reflectivity and -.
transmissivity changes are characterized by a sharp fluence threshold corresponding to the
melting of the film surface.

The interaction of high power laser pulses with strongly ab- 75-nm-thick Au-TeO, films were prepared by coevaporat-
sorbing metal and semiconductor solids leads to a variety of ing high-purity (99.999%) Au and TeO in a commercial
effects such as heating, melting, phase transformations, abla- evaporation system onto glass substrates held at ambient .. ,,'
tion, etc. In recent years these types of laser-induced pro- temperature. The sample composition was determined from
cesses have been widely utilized in pulsed laser annealing,' the individual evaporation rates of Au and TeO. (-0.6 A/s)
optical storage,2 and laser quenching experiments.' In this monitored by separate quartz microbalances. A variety of
contribution we present preliminary results on a new class of compositions were prepared; however, in this report, we

phenomena which to date has been barely studied, namely confine ourselves to the following composition of 67% mole
laser-induced segregation in binary systems' consisting of fraction Au to TeO2, we will use in the text the following
metal clusters in oxide matrices. Our report describes the nomenclature to identify this system: Au,,(TeO,),.
segregation of Au clusters within a tellurium dioxide matrix Figure 1 shows the setup used for the time-resolved opti- .

driven by the absorption of excimer laser photons. A com- cal measurements during laser irradiation. A commercial ".P
plete mechanistic report is presently under preparation. KrF excimer laser (2 = 249 nm, 12 ns pulses) was used to " .

Time-resolved optical measurements as well as x-ray single-shot expose in air the Au-TeO, films. Variable energy
photoelectron spectroscopy (ESCA) studies have been uti- fluences (0-100 mJ/cm2 ) were obtained by sending the ex- ,N

lized to characterize the nature of the segregation process. cimer laser beam through a dielectric-coated quartz flat at-
Although a detailed model for the segregation process has tenuator (AT) whose transmissivity depends on the angle of ...

not yet been established, we consider in this report mecha- incidence of the laser radiation. The size of the exposed area .', .

nisms that may account for our observations, is determined by the apertures [l(iris)] and has a diameter of " %

2.5-7 mm. The probe beam is the low-power output (< I
mW) ofa cw He-Ne laserat 632.8 nm. This is fully contained %
within the excimer laser-irradiated area.

He,, - . Computer-controlled transient reflectivity and transmis-
At ~ I * sivity experiments during the laser exposure were performed ' -,

A T using silicon PIN diodes (Hamamatsu S-I 1 88031 together %
.,, ....... ' with a 500-MHz transient digitizer (Tektronix 7912 AD). ,.

, 1 U Concentration depth profiles of the as-deposited and the
-' laser-irradiated samples were measured by ESCA in con-

N Kjunction with I keV Ar ion sputtering using an HP 5950
L-JMIP[) P'D r%-

Ti PD PD ' spectrometer. The Au4d,,., Te3ds,z, and 0 Is transitions '.1,'
vr were recorded as a function of the sputtering time, i.e., depth

' ,.n'- ' 1in the sample. The ESCA intensities were calibrated from %

St stor,,,e .,,,,, the nominal sample composition established during the
L,,, ISco,,e " , evaporation. For the laser-irradiated samples, however, the
L L compositions given should be considered only qualitatively %5

L as the different sputtering behavior of the altered film struc- '.

ture has not been taken into account.

FKi. I. Experimental setup for the time-resolved reflectivitv and tranmnmsmis- In Fig. 2 we present a typical transient reflectivity profile " _
vity measurements IAT attenuator. BS - beam %plitter. I iris. in Au17(TeO,),, obtained by irradiating the sample with a
JM joule meter. PD = photodetector. and T target) single laser pulse of 30 mJ/cm2. A permanent reflectivity
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change takes place within 30 ns following the laser pulse (the 0 5 10 15 20 25 30 35 40
nse time of the photodiode-digitizer combination is < 12 ns). SPUTTERING TIME (MIN)-

The sample becomes less reflective, and accordingly, the FIG. 4. ESCA depth profile of an as-deposited Au-TeO thin film.

transmissivity increases.
In Fig. 3 the overall reflectivity and transmissivity

changes of the films are given as a function of laser fluence. It variations could be detected. This indicates that the changes
is clearly seen that the optical changes occur only if the laser observed in the depth profile are primarily due to a redis- ,. '
energy exceeds a threshold of about 25 mJ/cm2. With in- tribution of the Au and TeO, within the film. That the Au as *

creasing fluence a saturation value is obtained for both re- a consequence oflaser irradiation segregates to the substrate
flectivity and transmission change. Ablation becomes evi- interface cannot be unambiguously established from the
lent for fluences > 55 mJ/cm. ESCA profiles of Fig. 5. The concentrations given in that

The ESCA depth profiling measurements confirm that figure should be considered only qualitatively as the simple d'

these optical changes are connected to modifications of the calibrations of the ESCA line intensities using the as-depos-
film composition and structure. The depth profile of an as- ited sample as a standard do not take into account the facts.eps
deposited sample (Fig. 4) shows an essentially homogeneous that the sputtering rate is possibly different because of the .'

distribution of the film components. The higher oxygen lev- altered composition. This is confirmed in separate experi-
els at the surface (zero sputtering time) and at the substrate ments in which we have depth-profiled films whose Au con-
(40 min sputtering time) are caused by surface contamina- tent is 80% mole fraction to TeO.. The calibration of the
tion and interference of the glass substrate oxygen, respec- ESCA line intensities in this case clearly showed that the ,N
tivele concentrations reported in Fig. 5 for sputtering times in ex- -
I contrast, the depth profile of the laser-exposed sample cess of 15 minutes are too low. In the absence at the present

(Fig. 5) clearly shows a wide region near the film surface of further microanalysis the segregation of Au to the inter- *

which is depleted in Au and enriched in TeO,. Partial abla- face can be inferred only indirectly.
tion of Au (in excess of 5 nm ) from the surface was ruled out The characteristic time scale involved in the segregation '6.'. *.

by measuring the thickness profile across the edge of the phenomenon here reported (%30 ns( is too short to be ac-

exposed area by an Alpha-step profiiometer. No thickness countable by solid state diffusion processes. Typically, to
allow solid state diffusion over several tens of nm, time scales

60
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of seconds and minutes would be needed, depending on the The reflectivity change could arise from either an optical
temperature.' The observations are, however, consistent interference phenomenon or, as discussed in Ref. 8 it may be ,..
with diffusivities in the liquid state. Thus, we propose that determined by the size and shape of the Au clusters pro- '
the onset of the segregation process, as evidenced by the duced by the laser exposure. We are conducting further ex-
change in optical characteristics of the films, is correlated to periments using cross sectional electron microscopy and op-
the melting of the Au/TeO. mixture. The exact melting tical spectra characterization to find the exact cause of the
point of this binary mixture is not known. However, separate reflectivity change.
transient reflectivity experiments indicate that pure Au and In summary, we have observed in this preliminary study ,
TeO. films melt at fluences of -32 m . This fluence is the laser-induced segregation of Au atoms or clusters in a , A
-20% higher than the threshold here reported for the bina- TeO2 matrix. As a consequence of intense excimer laser ex- ,
ry mixture. This is not inconsistent as comparison to other posure, the Au atoms move away from the surface and accu-
Au + X phase diagrams readily shows melting point depres- mulate near the substrate. The nature of the segregation was
sion of Au (Tw = 1336K). Thus at 25 mJ/cm2 a temperature investigated using transient optical measurements as well as --

rise sufficiently high to melt both Au and TeO, is attained. ESCA depth profiling techniques. We suggest that experi- -
The exact driving force for the speculated segregation pro- ments of this kind will permit a clear understanding of laser-- ... .

cess reported here is presently under investigation. Three driven diffusion phenomena in condensed phase research. - .. -
possibilities are considered: Acknowledgments: We thank Bill McChesney for prepar-

ja) Melt front resolidification propagation: Above the seg- ing the thin films and R. Barton for fruitful discussions. Y -
regation threshold one has initially a thin molten layer
given by the absorption depth (c-20 nm( which propagates
towards the substrate and later recedes back to the sur- "his report contains material presented at the Topical Meeting on Sur- % "

fa Hence resolidification begins near the glass-film in- faces, Beams, and Adsorbates, Santa Fe. NM. Feb. 4-6, 1985.
face." Institut fur Angewandte Physik. Universitat Regensburg. West Get-
terface. It is expected that the component with the higher many.
melting point will resolidify first. The net effect is that Au 'R. F. Wood and G. E. Giles, Phys. Rev. B 23, 2923 (19811. %.% -

will concentrate at the substrate and TeO. at the surface. 'A. E. Bell, Proc. of the Soc. for Inf. Disp. 24, 17j1983). -

(b) Difference in surface energy: This effect predicts segre- 'D. M. Follstaedt. in Laser and Electron Beam Interaction with Solids,
gation of the species with the lowest surface energy. edited by B. R. Appleton and G. K. Celler (North-Holland, New York,

1982), p. 377.
(c) Soret effect7: In this effect the high temperature gradi- 'M. A. Bosch, A. H. Dayem, T. R. Harrison, and R. A. Lemons, in Laser

ent induced by the absorption of the laser energy in the and Electron Beam Interaction with Solids, edited by B. R. Appleton and

film surface acts as a driving force for directional atomic 0. K. Celler iNorth-Holland, New York, 1982), p. 431. -.

diffusion. 'W. Pamler, E. E. Marinero, and M. Chen (to be published). ?. "

Experimentalresults to be described in Ref. 5 presently 'G. L. P. Berning and W. Pamler, Thin Solid Films 116, 351 (1984).
Experimental rl 'S. R. deGroot and P. Mazur, Non-equilibrium Thermodynamics (North-

favor mechanism (a): however,the participation of either (b) Holland, Amsterdam, 1962).

or 1c) cannot be excluded completely. 'J. Perrin, B. Despax. and E. Kay, Phys. Rev. B 32, 719 (1985). %
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Atomic-resolution studies of surface dynamics by electron microscopy
David J. Smith') ,'
Center for Solid State Science and Department of Physics, Arizona State University, Tempe, Arizona 85287

(Received 18 March 1985; accepted 28 May 1985) '

High resolution electron microscopy (HREM) has been applied to the characterization of surfaces
and surface rearrangements using the profile imaging method. This review paper outlines the

basic principles of the technique and then surveys the recent atomic-level observations of metal,

semiconductor, and oxide particle surfaces. Advantages and possible drawbacks of the technique .
are briefly discussed. 'pp.

I. INTRODUCTION number of custom-built "prototype" instruments which
Recent instrumental developments for the high-resolution were developed during the 1970's, and several commercial

electron microscope (HREMI have made it possible to ob- production-line" microscopes are also now available. Some

tain localized real-space information about many important typical C, A, and 6 values are shown in Table 1.
materials' properties.' The technique of high resolution It is important to appreciate that the minimum value for

mateial' popetie.' he echiqu ofhig reoluion the so-called "lattice" resolution of a HREM is not relevant
imaging has recently also been shown to be applicable to the
characterization of surfaces in profile and initial studies of to the requirc nents of surface profile imaging. Very finely
semiconductor, gold, and catalyst particle surfaces have spaced lattice fringes, generally well beyond the point resolu-

been both very interesting and highly promising for future tion limit can be resolved on many microscopes. These

detailed study.- "' In this paper, the basis of surface profile fringes mainly reflect the mechanical and instrumental sta-

imaging is first summarized before some ofthe initial results bilities of the particular microscope but they do not provideanyareliablerguidemoarieedbneftrimagedetailiwhichesanth

are reviewed in more detail. These include the direct obser- any reliable guide to the finest image detail which can be
vationao un t areadily interpreted in terms of specimen features. On the . i ,

of aomi coumnmotin ad srfae rerragemnts other hand, there are certain circumstances wherein it is pos-
under the local (heating) influence of the incident electron
beam. Note that no attempt is made here to review the tech- sible to locate relative atomic positions to an accuracy of

finer than 10% of the instrumental resolution.''"' The ma-
niques of reflection electron microscopy (REM) or conven- jor imaging requirement is actually one of statistical defini-
tional transmission imaging as applied to the characteriza- jo r im an remen is atuallyao e ofistaisaen
tion of surfaces. Both techniques-see the recent review by tion, rather than resolutionperse, and surface profile imagesTakayanagi"---can supply atomic-level surface informa- accordingly are typically recorded at magnifications in ex-
ton owever, supplycstdicleve surfcess of 7.5 X I0' times so as to ensure that the signal-to-noise
tion. However, nodynaiic studiesonthis scaleso far appear ratio in the final image does not impose any unsuspected
to have been made except for those by lsaacson el al. using ay m
thescanning transmission electron microscope (STEM)te.g., artificial restrictionin this way, for example, relaxations of

Ref. IN1 which were restricted to the highly specific case of the outermost atomic layers at Au I 101 surfaces have been

heavy atoms or clusters diffusing over light element sub- eg
strate%.%

B. Imaging conditions_ %: f

II. PRINCIPLES OF HIGH-RESOLUTION SURFACE It is not sufficient for surface profile imaging just to have

PROFILE IMAGING an HREM capable of atomic resolution. A number of other
requirements must also be satisfied before the microscopist . ,.

A. Resolution can trust that the image he has recorded is really a faithful
The best possible "point" or "interpretable" resolution (6) representation of the surface in question. For example, it is

4% attainable in an HREM depends only on the wavelength (A) necessary in any high-resolution imaging circumstances to ". -

of the incident electron beam and on the value of the spheri- record the image within very specific, and restricted, focal -..

cal aberration coefficient JC,) of the imaging or objective lens ranges if there is to be a direct homomorphic relationship
of the microscope, being given by the simple relationship between the image and the atomic arrangements in the sam-

6 S-0.7C '1 4I A'~

It is implicit in this expression that extraneous limiting r,1 .I. terpretable resolution for various A and C, valuts.

factors such as high voltage and other electrical and mechan- __,_

ical instabilities have been properly overcome or minimized. kV A A) C', Ininl S1 IA

In recent HREM's, this is the case, so that in order to im-
prove the point resolution it is necessary to go to higher vol- Il W 00370 (7 2.4'

2(K) 00251 08 2 "
tages such as 300, 400, or even 1000 kV, since reductions in 400 O 01h4 t 0 1 7
C, values are effectively limited by saturation of lens pole- A) 1o 2 2 0 I 7
piece materials. rhe potential improvement in resolution to OK1) 0 K)7 2 A 1 ,

the scale ofatomnc dimensions provided the motivation for a W
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a small samples is the difficulty of orientating the crystals ac-
curately to the required zone axis projection. Small aper-

tures for selected area diffraction" or else focused probes"-"
b have been successfully used, but noneucentricity of the sam-
b pie holder during the tilting process leads to sideways move-

ment, making it difficult to keep track of the crystal. There is
W, WWW W no necessity for a substrate support with bulk ion-thinned

Fit, I Simulated surface profile image. demonstrating that discnimination semiconductor crystals,2 or with evaporated semicontin-
between high and low Z mateinals is possible to a limited extent. Images uous metal films, 7 although precession during tilting ma- A-

calculated for a 500-kV microscope 1C, 2.7 mini at lens defoci of ia) neuvers is still troublesome, and it often turns out that the
- 675 A I"black dot" focusi and ibi 975 A i"white dot' focusl. Carbon sample is too thick for useful profile imaging. A further con-

atom columns, along the right surface. appear black in iat but are smeared
out in hi. unlike the gold atom columns which are white in the latter (Ref. straint of specimen preparation is that most samples pre-
17. pared at atmospheric pressure will invariably grow a surface ..-

layer of carbonaceous material before insertion into the mi-
pie. Typically, in small-unit-cell materials, there is a com- croscope. It appears, however, that irradiation with a high-

* plete reversal of image contrast with focal shifts of no more intensity electron beam can generally lead to etching away of
than a few hundred angstroms (for example, for the 12001 this layer.4 ' 7 Alternatively, as discussed later in more de-
reflections of Au at 500 kV, the focal change for reversal is tail, facilities need to be provided for in situ crystal cleaving
320 A). Moreover, the area imaged cannot be too thick or or surface cleaning. Finally, it is worth noting our experience
else multiple (dynamical) electron scattering occurs and that rearrangements of surface atomic layers or columns are
there is then again no straightforward correlation between not usually seen until the carbonaceous overlayer is re-
the features of the image and that of the sample (for example, moved. .'-'
for Au, again at 500 kV, the sample thickness should be less
than 100 ). III. SURFACE PROFILE IMAGING AT ATOMIC

These general constraints on focus and specimen thick- RESOLUTION

* ness are applicable to the special case of surface profile imag- A. Semiconductors
ing. Moreover, imaging of an edge is further complicated by The technique of surface profile imaging was effectively
the occurrence of diffraction effects which lead to a Fresnel pioneered by the studies of the semiconducting material cad-
fringe along the edge with its shape and form depending on mium telluride (CdTe) by Sinclair et al.2 This work did not
among other things the lens defocus, the specimen thickness, have the benefit of a TV camera and real-time recording
and the particular material. Submonolayer coverage of a dif- facilities, so that dynamic events could only be "followed-
ferent material can also have a marked effect on the image by routine photographic recording Jexposures separated by
appearance. For all these reasons, it is strongly advisable - 10-15 s). Moreover, the resolution of the 100-kV micro-
(when embarking on any extensive surface profile imaging scope then available was around 3.5 A so that "atom-pair" ".

exercise) also to carry out image simulations. Indeed, if reli- resolution, rather than atomic resolution, was achieved.
able quantitative informi tion is required (for example, about Nevertheless (as shown in Fig. 2) images taken over a time!
the extent of any surface contraction or relaxation) then sim-
ulations should be considered mandatory. " b%

Finally, it is significant that the surface profile image can '"

be sensitive, to some limited extent, to the chemical species at 41.-%"

the surface. It has been shown (as demonstrated, for exam-
ple, in Fig. I) (that the presence of a surface layer of carbon
atoms on a gold sample can be determined by altering the
objective lens focus from the "black atom" position to the
white atom" position. Both gold and carbon atomic col--- . ,.

umns at the surface give black image contrast at the former,
whereas gold atomic columns appear white at the latter fo-
cus but the contrast from the carbon layer is washed out. c d

C. Specimen preparation
.. '... -.

A number of different methods have so far been used in
the preparation of samples suitable for surface profile imag-
ing. For the particular examples of small metal particles'
and oxide crystals,' the materials were actually prepared on
holey support films with imaging restricted to crystallites
which were protruding out from the support and over holes.
In this manner, extraneous signal noise from the amorphous Ii,, 2 Series of surface profile tmage'. from a sample ofCdTc recorded over ."-

support films did not degrade the quality of the surface pro- aperiod of',everal ninute, Note the changes. in the strfacccontours (Ref.

file images. A remaining bothersome problem with such 2t

J. Vac. Sel. Tochnal. B. Vol. 3, No. 5, Sep/Oct 195.
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interval of several minutes established that atomic-level a
rearrangements on the CdTe crystal surfaces were occur-
ring. The authors also reported seeing individual image spot
jumps on the microscope viewing screen sometimes as often
as several times per second, but these could not be separately
recorded.

B. Small metal particles and extended metal surfaces
With the improvement in point resolution which results" "'

from higher accelerating voltages, it becomes possible to '
achieve atomic resolution even in cubic-close-packed met- C .
als. Marks and Smith' were able to demonstrate that surface %__ _ _ _ _.,

profile images could be recorded, under favorable circum-
stances, from small gold and silver particles. Moreover, it
was also observed that surface reconstructions also occurred
once the carbon overlayer on the particles was removed. For FiG. 4. Comparison of profile images from extended Au surfaces imaged in

example, the gold particle in Fig. 3, which is in a (110) orien- the 110 projection Ia I urface h 110 and 100 Note the hiIlandvalley structure in iai and the surface irregularities arrowed in iel.•"• -
°

tation, has a surface atomic configuration locally corre- aett n nh...r.r d

sponding to the so-called 2 X 1 "missing-row" model for the
I110) surface. Subsequent detailed analysis also established cant that no extended 2 x I superstructure was observed to

that the outermost atomic columns on this particle were re-
laxed outwards by about 20 %,t" a figure which was in rea- develop, although short lengths were sometimes found and
sonable agreement with the results of other techniques. even these did not persist for very long due to the continual

surface rearrangements taking place. It was interesting that
oextended Au surfaces,rather thansmall particles, asthis local expansions and contractions were observed in images

of the (100) surface, and surface defects, believed to be sur-
circumvented the problems of particle stability which nor- face Shockley partial Clslocations, 2  were also relatively

% mally arose when the carbon was partially etched away. common.
These particular studies have been described in detail else-

*.' where." ' However, it is relevant to note here some of the
more significant events which took place, once again only
after the overlying carbonaceous layer had been removed by Obvious candidates for detailed examination using the
the action of residual water vapor in the microscope column surface profile imaging technique are oxide catalyst parti-
under the (catalyzing) influence of the incident electron cles, particularly from the points of view of determining
beam. whether any significant morphological changes occur as a

Typical images which contrast the differences between the result of catalytic processes or whether the surface morpho-
(11), (110), and (100) surfaces are shown in Figs. 4(a--4(c), logy can indeed be related to the catalytic behavior. Hutchi-
respectively. For the (111) surfaces, it was discovered that an son and Briscoe" ' have chosen initially to study compounds
irregular hill-and-valley structure developed, with outward based on the ferrite spinel ZnCrFeO 4 and a number of novel
normal expansions of the first atomic layer, typically of and interesting results have already been reported. It was , -

5%-10%, and both phenomena could be explained in found (as described above for the gold surfaces) that after
terms of a positive tangential pressure on the clean gold sur- removal of surface contamination, different surfaces dis-
face. ", In the case of extended (110) surfaces, it was signifi- played different characteristic features with (I ll) surfaces,

for example, remaining atomically flat, while (110) surfaces
developed a prominent hill-and-valley structure. Moreover,
following intense electron irradiation, it was usually found - -

that the surface structures were modified, although I I Il
facets proved relatively stable compared to the reconstruc- "-.1
tions seen on (100) and (1 10) surfaces. Following catalytic
reactions, further modifications have also been observed and
Fig. 5 provides a striking example of how small "rafts," be-
lieved to consist of ZnO. develop on the surfaces of the cata- '.,
lyst particles. ' These initial studies clearly demonstrate the
potential of surface profile imaging as an important tech-
nique for characterizing catalysts. " - -

IV. DYNAMIC SURFACE REARRANGEMENTS AND
DIFFUSION

Fi(, 3. Surface profile image from a small Au crystal imaged in the I I10)
projection showing partial reconstruction of the 10 surface into a 2 - A particularly noteworthy feature of all surface profile
"missing-row " structure Ref. 3i. imaging studies so far published is that surface rearrange-
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- - ..

Fic. 7. Profile images from an extended Au 11001 surface recorded with a
* time difference of about 30 min and showing substantial sideways migration

of atomic columns. %

pically rough (110) surface and the atomic column move-
Fi,. 5. High resolution profile image from a sample of ZnFeCrO,, after
exposure to a catalytic reaction, showing the development of small rafts ment between exposures is readily apparent (arrowed). Un-
believed to consist of ZnO (Ref. 9). fortunately, such images can only be regarded as

circumstantial, rather than uncategorical, evidence for "col-
umn hopping," i.e., coordinated atomic movement, as has

menits are described as occurring continually. These events previously been reported in field ion microscopy studies of -

are no doubt due in part to the local heating and/or ionizing surface diffusion. 2  For (100) surfaces, it was again interest-
effect of the incident electron beam (current densities are ing that extensive rearrangements did not occur except tn the
typically - 10-25 A/cm2 ). However, it must be regarded as presence of surface ledges when (as shown in Fig. 7) a net
significant that the dynamic events are apparently only tak- migration in the direction of the lower" side of the ledge

* ing place once the carbonaceous overlayers are removed. mirtoinhedeconfte"lw"sdefteldg
was usually observed. This preferential surface diffusion has

Moreover, atomic motion at room temperature on many been interpreted in terms of the surface steps acting as asym-
crystal surface faces would be anticipated, given information metric potential barriers to the diffusion process: this is al-. ,
already available about surface diffusion from other tech- most certainly too simple minded and the directional diffu-

niques. It is also worth noting that several workers have re- sion is more likely to be due to the surfaces not being at

ported substantial differences in the dynamic behavior .'-

which depends on the particular crystal face, and this is e qu ium.
High-quality on-line TV viewing and recording facilities

again to be expected because of different surface-dependent have recently become available and these have been used to
diffusion rates. For all these reasons, it is simply not possible good advantage in the latest studies of dynamic events using
to dismiss these observations of atomic (column) motion as the surface profile imaging technique. Bovin and co-workers
being no more than an amusing curiosity, without practical have been able to document the growth process, row by row,
value, even though the extraction of useful and relevant sur- of small gold crystals"'' and the formation and behavior of
face information could still remain a nontrivial exercise. 'atomic clouds" outside Au particle surfaces has been ob--'

The modifications of CdTe surfaces observed by Sinclair served.'" i lijima and Ichihashi have described"' the real-
et al.,2 as described above and shown in Fig. 2, appear to be time motion of surface atoms on various faces of small gold
the first examples of atomic-resolution surface profile im- clusters, in particular observing that the ( 111) surfaces ap-
ages wherein columnar rearrangements ("spot jumps") have peared stable, without atomic movement, and this was ex-
been reported as occurring in real time. Smith and Marks'
have since made a more detailed comparative study of differ- p ei r ot w l sf ng
ent extended gold surfaces and substantial differences in dy-
namic behavior were noted. For example, on the (110) sur- V. DISCUSSION .
faces, it was found that there was generally little change in
the overall surface profile over extended bstrvation periods As a specialized application of HREM, the technique of .....

even though local rearrangements were continually taking surface profile imaging is still in its infancy, as will be evident " -

place. Figure 6 shows two successive images of a macrosco- from the publication dates of the references listed. Neverthe-
less, it is already apparent that the technique can provide '

unique details about surfaces which are currently unobtaina-.+ + ,. ,'+.... ble by other means. For example, while other bulk charac-
terization techniques such as low energy electron diffraction

(LEED) can provide accurate average information about " "" ""surface reconstructions, details of local inhomogeneities are~~~~~simply unobtainable and it is certainly not possible to follow .' ''' '

directly any surface modifications or reordering processes. ,'.
Surface profile imaging has these capabilities and, moreover,

it allows the influence of surface features, such as steps or

Fi, 6 Succe eie exspoures itime difference 15 s from an area of e. - terraces, on these processes to be observed. Since it gives a

tended Au iI l I %urface %hov ing the movement of gold aiomic colunitis transverse cross sectional view of the bulk material, the tech-
iarrowed iRef 71 nique is especially useful for establishing any changes
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and/or shifts of the surface layer, and deeper layers, relative vancing our knowledge and understanding of surface phe-
to the bulk lattice. nomena.

Notwithstanding these attractions, it must be admitted e.d.
that, at its present state of development, high-resolution pro- ACKNOWLEDGMENTS %
file imaging is not also without shortcomings. Observations The study of gold surfaces was undertaken in collabora- -

have generally been made in the relatively poor vacuums On tion with Dr. L. D. Marks, using the Cambridge University 01 %e
surface science terms) of the conventional electron micro- High Resolution Electron Microscope supported by the
scope, and it is virtually certain that the surfaces observed Science and Engineering Research Council (U.K.). The au-
were not entirely free of contaminants, nor were they i thor is grateful to Dr. L. D. Marks. Dr. R. Sinclair, and Dr. %
states of equilibrium with respect to surface diffusional rear- thor i uto r ly DMrs. Ir R nclairpandvDr.
rangements. Considerable energy is doubtless imparted to 2. and _:seca eil
the surfaces by the incident beamandthiswill havetwomain Address for correspondence: Dr. D J Smith. Center for Solid State
effects. Local heating (to an unknown temperature) will oc- Science. Arizona State Universitv, Tempe. AZ 85287
cur and any weakly bound species at the surface is likely to be 'D. J. Smith, Helv. Phys. Acta 56. 463 119831
desorbed. This beam-induced desorption will almost cer- -R. Sinclair, T. Yamashita, and F. A. Ponce. Nature 290. 386 19811. 6 ,

tainly preclude high-resolution investigations of many cata- L. D. Marks and D. J. Smith. Nature 303. 3 lb 1 1983)

lyrically interesting systems. It should also be appreciated I. A. Mrs and D. 3. Smth. St. 143. 495 Se. 6
that, since the profile image represents a projection of the 'S. ijima, Jpn. J.Appl. Phys. 23, L347s19841. Cf.Se- 24

"
i9,i

surface, it is insensitive both to height variations and to the 'D. J. Smith at, L. D. Marks, Ultramicroscopy 16. 101 119851.

specific nature of any inclined surface features. 'D. J. Smith and L. D. Marks. Mater. Res. Symp. Proc. 41. 129 (1985).
Finally, this short review can be concluded on an optimis- 'J. L. Hutchison and N. A. Briscoe. Ultramicroscopy (in press).

tL R. Wallenberg, J.-O. Bovin, and G. Schmid, Surf. Sci. (in press). ....tic note. As well as the UHV HREM already in operation at "-',". .,
'J-0. Bovin, and L. R. Wallenberg, Ultramicroscopy (in press).

Tokyo Institute of Technology,-- several developmental '.J.-o. Bovin, L. R. Wallenberg, and D. J. Smith. Nature (in press). ,.'.-
projects are currently under way, in a number of laboratories "S. tijima and T. Ichihashi. Jpn. J. Appi. Phys. 24. L12511985). -
;pread around the world, aimed at constructing high-resolu- "S. lijima and M. Ichikawa, J. Catal. (in press).
ion microscopes with truly ultrahigh vacuum conditions "K. Takayanagi, J. Microsc. (Oxfordi 136. 287 (1984).

10on mc roscopes aith te sc ime lev acm clnintis '"M. S. Isaacson. J. Langmore, N. W. Parker, D. Kopf, and M. Utlaut,
i.e. 10 ... Torr) at the specimen level. Surface cleaning is "ltr',-,owp.-.,359,..76.ie.Ultramicr(oscopy 1. 359 1976). :
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